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Abstract

Microstructure and Mechanical Properties of Al-Sc Alloys With Lithium and
Rare Earth Additions

Matthew E. Krug

Aluminum-scandium alloys have excellent mechanical properties at ambient and elevated temperatures
due to the presence of coherent, nano-scale, L12-ordered Al3Sc precipitates. In this thesis, a variety of AlSc alloys with additions of Li and RE elements, primarily Yb, are studied. An addition of ytterbium
reduces the cost of Al-Sc alloys by replacing some of the more-expensive Sc. Lithium is a unique
alloying addition to Al-Sc alloys, because it has significant solubility in both the matrix and precipitate
phases. Lithium also provides solid solution strengthening, and a large strengthening increment on aging
through the formation of Al3Li precipitates. The effects of these alloying additions on Al-Sc alloys are
investigated in detail, and discussed in the context of physical models linking the microstructure to
measured mechanical properties.
The alloys undergo a variety of aging treatments between 170 – 450 °C, producing a range of precipitate
distributions. Their aging response is assessed using Vickers microhardness to monitor ambienttemperature strength, and electrical conductivity to monitor the progress of the precipitation reaction. The
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alloys are creep-tested in compression at 300 °C, and exhibit threshold stresses, below which no
measurable creep occurs. Detailed microstructural investigations rely primarily on local electrode atom
probe tomography, as well as transmission electron microscopy. The volume fractions, number densities,
and chemical compositions of precipitates are measured at the nano-scale, and their size and spatial
distributions are quantitatively determined.
Compared to binary Al-Sc alloys, Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloys contain a finer distribution of Al3(Sc1x-yLixYb y)

precipitates at a greater number density and volume fraction, as well as solid-solution

strengthening in the Al(Li) matrix, all of which lead to a greater peak strength at ambient-temperature.
Because partitioning of Li to the precipitates results in a smaller lattice parameter mismatch with the
matrix, a Li addition is detrimental to the elevated temperature strength of Al-Sc alloys, but this effect is
mitigated if additions of both Li and Yb are made. A model for threshold stresses at elevated temperature
semi-quantitatively captures experimentally-observed trends in threshold stress data in Al-Sc-X alloys.
Dislocation dynamics simulations on directly-measured precipitate arrangements lead to a rule for
superposition of strength contributions from dissolved solutes, α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates, and δ′–Al3Li
precipitates.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Due to their low density and cost, and high strength, aluminum alloys are often used for structural
applications where strength-to-weight ratio is a critical consideration, in particular transportation.
Conventional high–strength aluminum alloys owe their favorable mechanical properties to the presence of
precipitates or GP–zones, which coarsen or dissolve above approximately 200 °C, limiting their practical
operating temperature. Selecting a precipitating phase which is stable to higher temperatures offers the
possibility of replacing some of the heavier and more expensive steel and Ti–based components currently
used in energy–generation applications, including automotive engines, and the frontal sections of aircraft
engines and land-based gas-turbine engines for electricity production, improving their efficiency and
economy.
Motivated by this application, the scientific objective for the work in this thesis is to develop castable,
precipitation-strengthened aluminum alloys with additions of Sc, Li, and rare earth (RE) elements, that
have low density, high strength at ambient temperature, and that are thermally-stable and creep resistant
to approximately 300 °C. For ambient temperature strength, the main requirement is that strengthening
precipitates resist shearing by dislocations. For a peak-aged alloy, this implies achieving a fine dispersion
of precipitates at as large a volume fraction, and with as large an anti-phase boundary energy as possible.
For elevated temperature strength, elastic interactions between dislocations and precipitates are
responsible for creep threshold stresses. Hence, an effective precipitate phase has a large shear modulus
mismatch between the precipitates and the matrix, and as large a lattice parameter mismatch as possible,
while maintaining coherency. The coarsening rate of the precipitates, which is dependent primarily on
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the precipitate/matrix interfacial free energy and the diffusivities of solute species, should be as small as
possible for an alloy that is stable at elevated temperatures for long durations. Additionally, to avoid
appreciable deformation rates due to grain boundary diffusion (Coble creep), a coarse-grained
microstructure is necessary.

1.1 Al-Sc Alloys with Ternary Additions
Small additions of Sc to Al result in the formation of a high number density (as high as 1023 m-3) of
elastically stiff α′–Al3Sc precipitates (L12 structure, Fig. 1.1) that are coherent with the α-Al matrix, and
that impart strength to the alloy [1-6]. On a per-atom basis, Sc has the greatest strengthening effect of any
existing alloying addition to Al [3]. The α′–Al3Sc precipitates coarsen slowly up to ~300 °C, and remain
coherent with the α–Al matrix, imparting good creep resistance in coarse-grained cast alloys up to ~350
°C [1-2, 4-11]. Binary, Al-rich Al-Sc exhibits a eutectic transformation at a temperature of 660 °C and a
Sc concentration of 0.38 at. % (Fig. 1.1, [12]). Due to its limited maximum solid solubility (0.23 at. % at
660 °C), however, the α′–Al3Sc precipitates exhibit a small maximum volume fraction (~0.93% at
ambient temperature), and therefore efficient strengthening mandates a fine dispersion of precipitates
[13].
The late lanthanoids exhibit substantial solubility (Gd through Ho) to complete solubility (Er through Lu)
in α′–Al3Sc [14-18], allowing them to substitute for Sc in the α′–Al3Sc lattice. Many of these elements
also exhibit a number of characteristics that make them attractive candidates for alloying additions to
high-temperature Al–Sc alloys, such as: low solubility in α–Al at typical aging temperatures (~300 °C)
for efficient partitioning to the strengthening phase, low diffusivity in α–Al for coarsening resistance, and
a larger lattice parameter misfit with α–Al than α′–Al3Sc [15] to improve creep resistance. The late
lanthanoid Yb is an especially attractive alloying addition to Al-Sc, because (i) it can replace 100 % of the
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Sc in α′–Al3Sc [15], (ii) Al3Yb has a large lattice parameter mismatch with α–Al (2.88 % at ambient
temperature, compared to 1.32 % for α′–Al3Sc [15]), (iii) Yb costs significantly less than Sc [19], and (iv)
its addition to binary Al-Sc produces an accelerated aging hardness response [16].

Fig. 1.1 The Al-rich portion of the Al-Sc binary phase diagram, reproduced from Ref. [12]. The
L12 structure in a unit cell of α′–Al3Sc is shown schematically.

1.2 Al-Li-Based Alloys
Lithium additions reduce the density of Al alloys, while increasing their stiffness [20-23] and strength
through both solid-solution strengthening, and by the formation of metastable, L12-structured δ’-Al3Li
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precipitates [24-36] which remain coherent up to a radius of ~200 nm due to their small lattice parameter
mismatch with α-Al [37]. Metastable δ’-precipitates are shearable by passing dislocations, and hence
order strengthening is the primary means by which they provide strength [30]. The passage of a
dislocation through an ordered δ’-particle creates an anti-phase boundary, and order is restored by the
passage of a successive dislocation. Once this occurs, a preferred glide plane is established and strain
localization occurs, thus limiting the ductility of binary Al-Li alloys [38]. Although δ’-precipitates retain
coherency to large diameters, they also have a low interfacial free energy (several mJ m-2 at ambient
temperature [39-40], they coarsen rapidly at temperatures greater than 200 °C due to the high diffusivity
of Li in Al ( D Li300

o

C

300
°C = 1 x 10-16 m2s-1 [41], vs. D Al

o

C

300
°C = 3 x 10-17 m2s-1 [42] and DSc

o

C

°C = 9 x

10-20 m2s-1 [43]).
Binary, Al-rich Al-Li exhibits a eutectic transformation at a temperature of 598 °C and a Li concentration
of 24.7 at. % (Fig. 1.2, [44]). Li has a large maximum solid solubility in α–Al (12.4 at. % at 598 °C), and
therefore volume fractions of up to 30 % δ’-Al3Li are possible. In addition to the rapid coarsening of δ′–
Al3Li precipitates, an additional temperature constraint derives from the metastability of the δ’-phase. For
temperatures exceeding approximately 300 °C (the exact temperature depending on the Li concentration)
the thermodynamically stable δ–AlLi phase rapidly precipitates concurrent with dissolution of the
metastable δ′–Al3Li precipitates, in agreement with the equilibrium Al-Li phase diagram [44], shown in
Fig. 1.2. Transformation to the stable δ–AlLi phase in a binary Al-Li alloy has been observed even at
temperatures as low as 190 °C for aging times over 600 h [45]. In general, the stable phase may form
within the matrix, but forms preferentially at defects and especially grain boundaries in the form of large
semi-coherent platelets [36, 45-47]. Its appearance is accompanied by rapid corrosion even in air and
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especially in water, as well as dissolution of the metastable δ′–Al3Li phase, to the detriment of the
strength of the alloy.

Fig. 1.2 (a) The equilibrium Al-Li binary phase diagram, reproduced from Ref. [44]. The red
rectangle indicates the portion shown in greater detail in (b). (b) The Al-rich portion of the Al-Li
phase diagram, showing the metastable phase-field boundaries for δ′–Al3Li as dashed curves [44].
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1.3 Mechanical Properties in Alloys Strengthened by Coherent Precipitates
1.3.1 Ambient Temperature Strength
Theoretical models of the strengthening of alloys due to precipitates have been extensively developed
[48-50]. In the case of coherent, ordered, misfitting precipitates, the strength of the alloy can be related to
various types of dislocation interactions with the precipitate or with the strain field in the surrounding
matrix. These include order strengthening, modulus and coherency mismatch strengthening, and Orowan
strengthening, or dislocation looping.
Order strengthening (∆σord) arises when a dislocation shears the precipitate as it glides past it. In the
disordered fcc-matrix, prefect dislocations have Burgers vectors of the type a0/2<110>, where a0 is the
lattice constant. Due to the long-range order of L12-ordered precipitates, their perfect dislocations have
Burgers vectors of the type a0<110>, equal to two perfect dislocations in the fcc matrix. Hence, for longrange ordered L12 precipitates bypassed by shear, the agent of deformation is in fact dislocation pairs: the
leading dislocation introduces an anti-phase boundary (APB) as it passes through the precipitate, and a
trailing dislocation restores order [30, 48-50]. This mechanism has been observed experimentally in both
Al-Sc [51-52] and in Al-Li [53-54] alloys. Theoretical predictions for the stress required to shear
precipitates are based on a treatment of the dislocation pairs gliding through the precipitate field, and
depend on the configurations of the leading and training dislocations. Before the dislocation penetrates
the precipitate, however, it must overcome forces in the matrix that arise due to elastic interactions
between the dislocation and the precipitate. Modulus mismatch strengthening (∆σmod) is due to the
difference in elastic modulus between the matrix phase and the precipitate, and coherency strengthening
(∆σcoh) is due to the elastic interaction between a gliding dislocation and the strain field surrounding a
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coherent, misfitting precipitate. Because the dislocation approach and precipitate shearing events occur
in series, it is the larger of either ∆σord, which is independent of the mean precipitate radius, or
∆σcoh+∆σmod, which increases with the mean precipitate radius, that is applicable for deformation by
precipitate shearing. For sufficiently large precipitates, the shearing stress becomes larger than the stress
required for the dislocations to bow around the precipitates by the Orowan mechanism (∆σOr), which
decreases with the mean precipitate radius. Hence, for overaged alloys containing large precipitates,
Orowan bypass becomes the dominant deformation mechanism (Fig. 1.3).

Fig. 1.3 The dependence of the various strengthening mechanisms on average precipitate radius.
The curves are highlighted in red where each mechanism is operative.
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1.3.2 Elevated Temperature Strength
At high temperatures (T > 0.4−0.5 Tm), metals can deform at stresses lower than their yield stress due to
creep. For the condition of constant stress, three distinct stages in deformation behavior are discernable: a
primary stage during which the deformation rate decreases, due to the multiplication of dislocations and
the formation of a sub-grain microstructure; a secondary stage at which a steady–state minimum in
deformation is established, due to an equilibrium in the rate of dislocation multiplication and recovery;
and finally an accelerating deformation rate due to microstructural changes such as recrystallization,
damage accumulation, or the coarsening of strengthening particles. Structural high–temperature materials
deform by secondary creep for a majority of their service lives, and therefore we shall focus primarily on
this regime, which is also the best-understood.
The secondary creep rate, ε& , is given by the Mukherjee-Bird-Dorn equation [55], which is reduced here
to reflect only those parameters that depend strongly on stress and temperature:

 −Q 
 ;
 k BT 

ε& = Aσ n exp

(1.1)

where A is a prefactor that includes the effects of grain size and physical properties of the matrix, σ is the
applied stress, n is the stress exponent, and Q is the activation energy for the operative creep mechanism,
and kBT has its usual meaning.
The stress exponent n in Eq. 1.1 takes different values depending upon the mechanism by which
deformation occurs. At the high stresses and large grain sizes concerned in the present research,
deformation may be expected to occur by dislocation creep with the slower of either dislocation glide or
climb being rate-controlling [56]. For creep by the viscous glide of dislocations the stress exponent takes
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the value 3, whereas for dislocation climb stress exponents of ~5 are observed [55]. The experimentallydetermined value of the stress exponent for pure Al is n = 4.4, which is between the thoeretical values for
glide and climb [56]. In Ref. [57] the stress exponent in a binary Al–7.4 Li at. % solid solution was found
to vary between 6.7 at 300 °C and 4.9 at 500 °C. In a binary Al–6.5 at. % Li solid solution crept at
temperatures between 180 and 265 °C, the stress exponent was found to increase from ~3.1 at low
stresses to ~5.5 at applied stresses greater than 30 MPa [58]. The transition occurs when a break-away
stress, at which the dislocation frees itself from an atmosphere of Li solute atoms, is overcome.
In particle-strengthened alloys, the stress exponent can assume values well above 20 [59]; such high
values do not correspond to any physically-based creep mechanism. For alloys strengthened by coherent,
misfitting precipitates, this may be understood by introducing a threshold stress, σth, which accounts for
elastic interactions between the dislocations and the precipitates. Eq. 1.1 thus becomes:

 −Q 
 .
 k BT 

ε& = A(σ − σ th )n exp

(1.2)

At stresses below the threshold stress, the strain rate is not measurable. The threshold stress at a given
temperature may be measured by performing a least-squares linear regression of ε&1 n vs. σ, and dividing
the incercept by the slope [59]. The creep behavior of a variety of precipitation-strengthened Al–Sc(–X)
(where X = Zr, Ti, RE, or Mg) alloys has been studied in the Dunand/Seidman research groups [51-52,
60-68]. In all cases, those creep data exhibited threshold stress behavior consistent with Eq. (1.2). A
numerically-implemented model has been developed that predicts a dislocation climb rate through a
matrix strained by coherent, misfitting precipitates which also have a shear modulus mismatch with the
matrix. From the model output a macroscopic creep rate may be estimated, which is in semi-quantitative
agreement with experimental results [69].
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1.4 Present Thesis Research
This PhD thesis builds upon prior research on Al-Sc-X alloys, primarily by exploring the effects of Li
additions on binary Al-Sc, and on ternary Al-Sc-Yb. The ambient- and elevated-temperature strength of
these alloys is measured, and these properties are interpreted with the aid of analytical and numerical
models. The models are informed by quantitative analysis of the microstructure, which is characterized
primarily through local electrode atom probe tomography, as well as with transmission electron
microscopy. The structure of the thesis is as follows:
•

Chapter 2 describes the microstructure and aging microhardness response of Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 RE
(at. %) alloys, where RE are the late lanthanoids Tb, Ho, Tm, or Lu [70].

•

Chapter 3 presents a study of precipitate structure in an Al–11.3Li–0.11Sc (at. %) alloy doublyaged to produce core/shell α′–Al3(Li,Sc)/δ′–Al3Li precipitates [71].

•

Chapter 4 is an investigation of an Al–6.3Li–0.07Sc–0.02Yb (at.%) alloy, which was also doublyaged resulting in a core/double-shell precipitates with an inner Yb-rich core, a first Sc-rich shell,
and a second Li-rich outer shell. The precipitation of each of these phases correlates with a
significant ambient-temperature strength increment [72].

•

Chapter 5 quantifies the effects of a 2.9 At. % Li addition on binary Al-0.12 Sc (at. %), and of a
5.5 at. % Li addition on ternary Al-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb (at. %), linking measured precipitate
characteristics to the aging hardness response of the four alloys [73].

•

Chapter 6 reports on the compression-creep behavior at 300 °C of Al-0.12 Sc (at. %), Al-2.9 Li0.11 Sc (at. %), and Al-5.5 Li-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb (at. %) [74]. A comprehensive analysis of the
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threshold stress data from all Al-Sc-X alloys investigated by the Dunand and Seidman research
groups is presented.
•

Chapter 7 presents a new model for threshold stresses in alloys strengthened by precipitates that
have a size- and a shear-modulus-mismatch with the matrix [75].

•

Chapter 8 describes extensions made to a dislocation dynamics model, that allowed for (i) the
modeling of microstructures experimentally-measured by LEAP tomography, (ii) dislocation
interactions with coherent, misfitting, long-range-ordered precipitates that also have shear
modulus mismatch with the matrix, and (iii) core-shell precipitates, where the core and shell have
different physical properties [76]. Model output is compared to experimental results.

•

Chapter 9 discusses possible future directions for this research.
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Chapter 2

Core-shell Nanoscale Precipitates in Al-0.06 Sc Microalloyed with
Tb, Ho, Tm or Lu

Abstract

The age-hardening response at 300 °C of Al–0.06 Sc-0.02 RE (at. %, with RE = Tb, Ho, Tm, or
Lu) is found to be similar to that of binary Al–0.08Sc, except that a shorter incubation period for
hardening is observed, which is associated with nanoscale RE-rich Al3(RE1-xScx) precipitates.
Also, Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Tb has a much lower peak hardness than does Al–0.08 Sc due to the
small solubility of Tb in α–Al(Sc). Peak-age hardening occurs after 24 h, and is associated with
a high number density of nanoscale Sc-rich Al3(Sc1-xREx) precipitates. Analysis by threedimensional local-electrode atom probe tomography shows that x increases with increasing
atomic number, and that the REs are segregated at the core of the precipitates.
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2.1 Introduction
Small additions of Sc to Al result in the formation of a high number density (as high as 1022 m-3)
of elastically stiff Al3Sc (L12 structure) precipitates that are coherent with the α-Al matrix, which
impart strength to the alloy [4-6, 8, 51-52]. On a per-atom basis, Sc has the greatest
strengthening effect of any existing alloying addition to Al [3]. The Al3Sc precipitates coarsen
slowly up to ~300 °C, imparting good creep resistance in coarse-grained cast alloys [1-2, 4-11].
Ternary additions to Al-Sc alloys improve mechanical properties by solid-solution strengthening
as in the case of Mg [64-65, 77-80], or by substituting for Sc in Al3Sc precipitates as in the cases
of Ti and Zr [60, 66, 81-82]. In addition to these transition metals, the late lanthanoids also
exhibit substantial solubility (Gd through Ho) to complete solubility (Er through Lu) in Al3Sc
[14-15, 17-18], as a result of possibly substituting on the Sc sublattice in Al3Sc [15]. An element
that substitutes for Sc in Al3Sc should have the following characteristics if it is to be effective for
high temperature applications: (i) to facilitate precipitation from a solid solution, it should have a
solubility in α-Al on the order of hundreds of at. ppm at the alloy homogenization temperature,
but low solubility at aging and service temperatures [13]; (ii) to limit the rate of precipitate
coarsening, it should have a small diffusivity in α-Al; (iii) to increase creep resistance, it should
increase the lattice parameter mismatch to maximize elastic interactions between precipitates and
dislocations; and (iv) to decrease the price of the alloy, it should be less expensive than Sc.
Many of these characteristics are exhibited by the late lanthanoids [15, 17-18, 83-84].
In a recent atom-probe tomography (APT) study of six ternary Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE alloys (RE =
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Y, Sm, Gd, Dy, Er, or Yb; concentrations hereafter are in atomic percent unless otherwise
noted), it was shown that REs substitute for Sc in the nanoscale L12 trialuminide precipitates,
resulting in an aging hardness response at 300 °C generally similar to that of a binary Al–0.08 Sc
alloy with the same solute concentration [16]. Several exceptions were noted. First, Al–Sc–Sm
and Al–Sc–Gd alloys had lower peak strengths than Al–0.08 Sc due to the lower solubility of
these elements in Al3Sc as compared to the other REs studied, and due to the precipitation of
micron-scale Al-Sm precipitates at the grain boundaries in the Al-Sc-Sm alloy. Second, a very
rapid initial increase in the hardness of Al–Sc–Yb occurred, attributed to the experimentallyobserved clustering of Yb atoms at early aging times (including the as-quenched state). As
compared to Sc, Yb has a diffusivity in Al at 300 °C that is three orders of magnitude greater
[85], promoting rapid decomposition of the supersaturated solid-solution and growth of the
precipitates.
In this study, we complete the above study by exploring the hardness response and
microstructural changes occurring during aging of ternary Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE alloys, where RE
are the remaining four Al3Sc-soluble late lanthanoids (Tb, Ho, Tm, Lu), which were not studied
previously [16]. In this and the prior study, the small nominal RE concentration was chosen to
increase the probability of achieving a single-phase α-Al state during homogenization, as the
exact solubilities of these REs in Al are small but unknown. Terbium and Ho are moderately
expensive (~1/10 the price of Sc) but only partly soluble in Al3Sc, whereas Tm and Lu are more
expensive (~1/3 the price of Sc) but fully soluble in Al3Sc [19]. The study of these unexplored
ternary alloys is interesting both technologically, as substitution of Sc by RE reduces the cost of
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Al-Sc alloys, and scientifically, as it permits a more complete examination of trends among REs
in dilute Al–Sc–RE alloys.

2.2 Experimental
Four Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE alloys (RE = Tb, Ho, Tm, Lu) were dilution-cast from 99.999% pure
Al (Alcoa, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA), a 99.9% pure Al-1.3 Sc master alloy (Ashurst Technology Ltd.,
Baltimore, MD, and KB Alloys, Inc., Reading, PA), and Al-1 RE master alloys. The RE master
alloys were produced by non-consumable electrode arc-melting from 99.999% pure Al and
99.9% pure RE metals (Stanford Materials, Aliso Viejo, CA). These were melted in a zirconiacoated alumina crucible in a resistively-heated furnace at 750 °C. The thoroughly-stirred melt
was cast into a graphite mold preheated to 200 °C. The mold rested on a large ice-cooled
copper-platen, and a propane flame heated the exposed cast metal at the top of the mold. These
measures were employed to encourage directional solidification of the ingots, to promote a
uniform composition near the mid-length of the cylindrical ingots, which have a diameter of
approximately 1 cm and a length of approximately 10 cm, and to discourage the formation of
shrinkage cavities. Chemical compositions of arc-melted master alloys and homogenized dilute
alloys were measured by direct-current plasma mass-spectroscopy (DCPMS) by ATI Wah Chang
(Albany, OR).
Specimens were removed from near the mid-length position of the cast ingots, where the
composition was measured by DCPMS. The specimens were homogenized in air at 640 °C for
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72 h and then water-quenched to ambient temperature. Aging was performed at 300 °C for
various times, and was terminated by a water quench to ambient temperature. Molten salt
(NaNO2–NaNO3–KNO3) baths were used for aging durations of 30 minutes or less to ensure
rapid heat transfer, while longer aging experiments were performed in air.

Vickers

microhardness measurements were performed at ambient temperature using a 200 g load applied
for 5 s on specimens ground to a 1 µm surface finish. Twenty indentations per specimen were
made including several grains.
Specimens for three-dimensional (3-D) local-electrode atom-probe (LEAP) tomography [86-88]
were prepared by cutting blanks with a diamond saw to approximate dimensions of 400 µm x
400 µm x 1 cm. These were then electropolished to an atomically sharp point using a solution of
10% perchloric acid in acetic acid, followed by a second solution of 2% perchloric acid in
butoxyethanol.

The specimens were dissected on atom-by-atom and atomic-plane-by-plane

bases employing a LEAP 3000X Si (Imago Scientific Instruments, Madison, WI) at 30±2 K
using 1.5 nJ pulses of green laser light at a pulse repetition rate of 500 kHz, resulting in an
effective pulse fraction of 15 %. Three-dimensional tomographic reconstructions were created,
and quantitative analyses of the data were performed using

IVAS

version 3.2.1 (Imago Scientific

Instruments). The distance scale parallel to the long axis of a tip is calibrated using the low
index poles, at which the atomic planes were resolvable. The reconstruction parameters were
modified such that the measured interplanar spacing near the low-index poles matches to within
5 % the correct value for Al. At least two of the following low index poles were used for each
dataset, depending on the orientation of the tip axis relative to the crystallographic orientation:
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<111>, <002>, <022>, <113>, <024>, and <224>. The distances in the orthogonal directions
are verified by comparing the atomic density to the value for Al, employing a detection
efficiency of 0.55. Evaporation-field values giving the correct reconstructed geometry varied
between 11 and 16 V nm-1. For electrical pulsing the value is 19 V nm-1 for Al at 78 K [89].
The smaller estimated values we obtain are probably due to tip heating [90], and also indicate
that the degree of heating was variable due to differences in tip geometry, such as shank angle.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Composition
The alloy compositions are displayed in Table 2.1. The bulk composition was measured by
DCPMS for specimens in the as-homogenized condition, and corresponds to a volume of
material ~0.3 cm3. Impurity concentrations for Fe and Si, which can alter the nucleation kinetics
of the Sc- and RE-containing precipitates, were measured to be less than 50 at. ppm. The local
composition measurements were obtained by 3-D LEAP tomographic spectrometry on
specimens for two aging conditions, and correspond to a volume of approximately 106 nm3. The
compositions of the data-sets measured by 3-D LEAP tomography are calculated by dividing the
number of atoms of each species by the total number of atoms in the dataset, making a correction
for background subtraction in the mass-to-charge state (m/n) ratio spectra.
uncertainty in concentration is reported as 2σc, where σc is calculated as

The statistical

C i (1 − C i ) / N total [91].
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Here, Ci is the atomic fraction of element i and Ntotal is the total number of atoms detected. As
a baseline comparison, data from prior work [16], including binary Al–0.06 Sc and Al–0.08 Sc
alloys, are also included in Table 2.1. For these binary alloys, the composition measurements by
3-D LEAP spectrometry were conducted on specimens in the as-homogenized condition using
electrical pulsing.

Table 2.1: Composition (at. %) of six Al-Sc(-RE) alloys, as determined by directly coupled
plasma mass spectroscopy (DCPMS) and by LEAP tomographic spectrometry1
Bulk Composition (DCPMS)

Local Composition (LEAP)
Specimen aged 10 min

Alloy

Sc

RE

Specimen aged 24 h

Sc + RE
Sc

RE

Sc

RE

Al-Sc2

0.060(6)

-

0.060(6)

0.0571(8)3

-

-

-

Al-Sc2

0.082(6)

-

0.082(6)

0.086(1)3

-

-

-

Al-Sc-Tb

0.054(2)

0.023(9)

0.076(9)

0.0564(6)

0.0032(2)

0.0529(6)

0.0024(2)

Al-Sc-Ho

0.054(4)

0.022(9)

0.076(9)

0.0608(6)

0.0065(2)

0.0624(6)

0.0083(2)

Al-Sc-Tm

0.055(2)

0.0170(2)

0.072(2)

0.0678(7)

0.0141(3)

0.0787(7)

0.0124(3)

Al-Sc-Lu

0.0532(6)

0.0172(2)

0.0704(6)

0.0660(6)

0.0217(3)

0.0734(7)

0.0156(3)

1

Uncertainty corresponds to two standard deviations, and is given in parenthesis after the least significant
digits to which it applies.
2

Data from reference [16].

3

LEAP spectrometry (local composition) was performed on a specimen in the as-homogenized condition.
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The RE concentrations for the Al–Sc–Tb and Al–Sc–Ho alloys are smaller when 3-D LEAP
spectrometry is used compared to DCPMS (Table 2.1). Despite the small concentrations of RE
in these alloys (nominally 0.02 at. %), observation by SEM/EDX in the as-homogenized
condition revealed the presence of Sc- and RE-rich primary precipitates several micrometers in
diameter, indicating that for Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Tb and Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Ho, the solute
concentrations exceed the solubility limits of Sc + RE in α–Al at 640 °C. For comparison, the
maximum solubilities of Sc, Yb, and Er in binary Al-X alloys are 0.23 [12], 0.0248 [85], and
0.0461 at.% [92], respectively. The two composition measurements of Al–Sc–RE alloys by 3-D
LEAP spectrometry were performed on specimens aged for 10 min and 24 h, which were
separated by a distance of several centimeters in the casting of their origin, and illustrate the
degree of variability in the casting composition, which is typically several tens of at. ppm (Table
2.1).

2.3.2 Hardness Evolution
Vickers microhardness is plotted as a function of aging time at 300 °C, Fig. 2.1. Data for the binary Al–Sc
alloys are from prior work. All of the alloys display the basic characteristics of precipitation-hardening
behavior: (a) an incubation period; (b) an increase in hardness during which second-phase precipitates
nucleate from a supersaturated solid-solution and grow; (c) a period of maximum hardness; and (d) overaging, characterized by a slow decrease in hardness as the precipitates grow and coarsen. For all alloys,
the addition of 0.02 Sc or RE to an Al–0.06 Sc alloy increases the maximum hardness of the aged alloys,
from ~350 HV to between 490 HV for Tb and 590 HV for Tm, and up to 630 HV for Sc. The maximum
hardness values of Al–Sc–Tm and Al–Sc–Lu are slightly less than that of Al–0.08 Sc, in accordance with
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their total solute concentration, which is ~100 at. ppm. lower (Table 2.1). The peak hardness values of
the Al–Sc–Ho and especially the Al–Sc–Tb alloys are smaller than for the binary Al–0.08 Sc alloy due to
the small solubilities of these REs in α–Al, Table 2.1, which depletes the solid-solution and hence the
precipitating phase of a significant fraction of the strengthening solute.

Fig. 2.1 Vickers microhardness versus aging time for ternary Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE and binary Al0.06 Sc and Al-0.08 Sc (from our prior research [16]) aged at 300 °C. Error bars correspond to
two standard deviations.

The substitution of 0.02 Sc with a RE in Al–0.08 Sc causes a decrease in the incubation time: Al–Sc–Tm
begins age hardening after less than 30 s, and the other ternary alloys all exhibit unambiguous increases in
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hardness by 5 min.

By comparison, Al–0.08 Sc begins to age harden between 15 and 60 min.

Furthermore, the ternary alloys display, to varying degrees, evidence of two distinct hardness increase
steps, with a first hardness plateau between ~5 and 60 min, and a second plateau in hardness occurring
between ~2 and 24 h. The Al–Sc–Tm alloy is the only one whose age hardening curve is sufficiently free
of scatter to observe clearly a first distinct hardness plateau between 5 and 15 min, and it also reaches a
maximum hardness most rapidly, after ~2 h. The binary Al–0.08 Sc alloy reaches its hardness maximum
after ~6h, as compared to ~4 h for Al-Sc-Lu, Al-Sc-Tb, and Al-Sc-Ho. The sampling resolution in aging
time is not sufficient to unambiguously claim a difference in the aging time to peak hardness for the Al–
0.06 Sc–0.02 RE alloys compared to Al–0.08 Sc.

2.3.3 Three-Dimensional LEAP Tomographic Analyses
3-D LEAP tomographic reconstructed datasets are displayed in Fig. 2.2(a-b) for the Al–Sc–Tb and Al–
Sc–Tm alloys, for 10 min and 24 h aging conditions, respectively. The higher evaporation field of the
trialuminide phase compared to the α-Al matrix results in a local-magnification effect, causing the
spreading of precipitate atoms in the directions orthogonal to the analysis direction [93-95], which is
visible in the reconstructed datasets. Although only Al–Sc–Tb and Al–Sc–Tm are shown, for all four Al–
Sc–RE alloys, precipitates rich in Sc and REs are observed in the datasets for 10 min aging, accounting
for the initial increase in hardness. After 24 h aging, the precipitates exhibit a core/shell structure with the
REs partitioning strongly to the core, which is surrounded by a Sc-rich shell. Proximity histograms
(proxigrams) [96], which give the local concentration as a function of distance from a matrix/precipitate
interface averaged over all observed precipitates (between 24 and 86 for these datasets) are shown for
precipitates formed after aging for 10 min and 24 h in Fig. 2.3. They are calculated based on 3 at.% Sc +
RE isoconcentration surfaces. Precipitate average compositions are shown as a function of the atomic
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number of the RE–addition, Fig. 2.4, and are calculated by counting all atoms interior to the
matrix/precipitate interface, defined here as the location of the inflection point of the Al-concentration
curve. Data for Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE where RE is Gd, Dy, Er, or Yb, were generated from experiments
performed during a prior investigation [16].

Fig. 2.2 Three-dimensional LEAP tomographic reconstructions of Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Tb and Al–
0.06 Sc–0.02 Tm (at.%) aged for: (a) 10 min: and (b) 24 h at 300 °C. Each reconstruction is
divided into three sections, with Sc atoms only displayed in the leftmost section, RE atoms only
displayed in the center section, and both Sc and RE atoms displayed in the rightmost section.

Precipitate statistics were measured from the APT reconstructions, Table 2.2. The volume fraction, φ, of
precipitates is calculated from the difference in total and matrix solute concentrations, and assuming that
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the amount of solute no longer in the α-Al matrix resides in a stoichiometric trialuminide precipitated
phase [68]. The lattice parameter of the precipitated phase is approximated by that of Al3Sc (4.103 Å
[12]), and the lattice parameter of the α-Al matrix is approximated by that of pure Al (4.0496 Å [97]).
This approach has the advantage of being insensitive to the definition of where the α-Al/precipitate
interface is located. The number density of precipitates, Nv, is calculated by counting the number of
precipitates included in the analyzed volume (precipitates bisected by boundary of the analysis volume

Fig. 2.3 Proximity histograms of precipitates in Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE aged at 300 °C for (a) 10
min and (b) 24 h. Error bars correspond to two standard deviations.

are counted as ½ of a precipitate), and dividing by the volume of material, which is inferred from the total
number of atoms. The average precipitate radius, <R>, is calculated from the precipitate size distribution
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(PSD), obtained by applying a modified envelope method to the datasets [98], and assuming that the
precipitates are spherical. In the determination of <R>, precipitates bisected by the boundary of the
dataset are excluded. Standard methods for error propagation were employed in calculating the quantities
in Table 2.2 [99].
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Fig. 2.4 Solute concentrations (atomic fraction CSc, CRE) of the Al3(ScxRE1−x) precipitates formed
in Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE aged at 300 °C for: (a) 10 min and (b) 24 h; and (c) solute concentration
ratios (CRE/CSc) of precipitates formed after aging for 10 min and 24 h. Precipitate interfaces are
defined as the inflection point of the Al concentration curve. Data for Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE (RE =
Gd, Dy, Er, or Yb) were generated from experiments performed during a prior study [16]. Error
bars correspond to two standard deviations.
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Table 2.2: Experimental Precipitate Statistics, and Calculated Critical Precipitate Radii for Coherency
Loss Rt at the α-Al/Al3(Sc,RE) Interface1
Alloy
Aging time,

Al-Sc-Tb

Al-Sc-Ho

Al-Sc-Tm

Al-Sc-Lu

0.17

24

0.17

24

0.17

24

0.17

24

0.8(3)

1.2(5)

1.8(5)

5(1)

7(3)

5(2)

5(2)

7(2)

0.25(4)

2.25(3)

0.46(4)

2.79(1)

1.2(2) 2.66(9)

1.74(9)

3.41(5)

1.8(6)

3(1)

1.7(7)

2(1)

1.5(5)

2.1(8)

1.6(6)

2.1(9)

5.4

18.9

5.3

18.9

4.9

18.9

5.5

18.9

4.5

12.1

4.4

12.1

4.1

12.1

4.5

12.1

t (h)
Number density,
NV (1022m-3)
Volume fraction,
φ (10-3)
Average radius,
<R> (nm)
Critical radius,
Rt (nm) (at 300 °C)
Rt (nm) (at 27 °C)
1

Uncertainty corresponds to two standard deviations, and is given in parenthesis after the least significant
digits to which it applies.

The PSDs for all alloys, for 10 min and 24 h aging conditions, are shown in Fig. 2.5, in which the solid
vertical-bars are the experimental data, and the continuous curve is the Brailsford-Wynblatt (BW)
theoretical steady-state PSD [100].

The BW-PSD results from a φ-dependent model based on an

effective-medium approach in which the net effect of solute adsorption and emission from a randomly
distributed array of precipitates is approximated as sources and sinks of solute that are homogeneously
distributed throughout the matrix [100-101]. Considering the small number of precipitates measured in
some cases, and considering that, at 10 min aging time, φ is still evolving (indicating that steady-state
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coarsening has not yet been achieved), the BW model of precipitate coarsening provides a reasonable
prediction of the measured PSDs. Two exceptions are Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Ho at 10 min and Al-0.06 Sc-0.02
Tb at 24 h for which 39 and 24 precipitates were measured, respectively. These datasets have narrower
and more sharply peaked PSDs than predicted by the BW coarsening model. In general, agreement
between the PSDs measured in the present work and those predicted by the BW model of precipitate
coarsening tends to improve with an increasing number of precipitates.
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Fig. 2.5 Precipitate size distributions (PSDs) for Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE aged at 300 °C for 10 min
and 24 h, as represented by solid vertical bars. The Brailsford-Wynblatt model steady-state PSD
is shown as continuous curves for comparison.
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2.4. Discussion
2.4.1 Aging Hardness Response
An interesting feature of the age-hardening data, Fig. 2.1, is the different responses of the ternary Al–0.06
Sc–0.02 RE alloys compared to the binary Al–0.08 Sc alloy at early aging times, <1 h. Scatter in the data
at short aging times may be due to local concentration fluctuations of the REs (Table 2.1), which,
although only tens of at. ppm, may constitute a large fraction of the total RE content of these dilute alloys.
In all cases, the ternary alloys exhibit an increase in hardness much earlier than the binary Al–0.08 Sc
alloy. In the ternary alloys, the number density of precipitates is Nv≈1022 m-3 after only 10 min, Table
2.2. The proxigrams in Fig. 2.3 and the precipitate compositions displayed in Fig. 2.4 indicate that the
precipitates formed after 10 min are composed predominantly of Al3(RE1-xScx), with a minority
concentration of Sc. That the precipitates formed after 10 min are RE-rich is also apparent from Fig. 2.2.
Because the alloys are in either a nucleation or nucleation and growth regime during the initial period of
hardening, it is useful to consider the following implications of classical nucleation theory [102-103]:
1

The larger is the α-Al/precipitate interfacial free-energy, γα⁄β, the longer is the incubation time and the
smaller is the nucleation current (number per unit volume per unit time).

2

The larger is the excess chemical free-energy of a supersaturated alloy and the smaller is the coherent
elastic strain-energy of a precipitate, the shorter is the incubation time and therefore the larger is the
nucleation current.

3

The larger is the diffusivity, D, of a solute species the shorter is the incubation time and the larger is
the nucleation current.
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The interfacial free-energy, the excess chemical free-energy for nucleation, and the diffusivities
of the RE elements in α-Al are unknown for the ternary alloys studied. In two recent studies,
using APT, the coarsening kinetics parameters for dilute binary Al–Yb and Al–Er alloys [85],
and a ternary Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Er alloy [92] at 300 °C were used to measure γα⁄β and DRE. Data
concerning the Al–Yb system are of particular interest because the incubation time of Al–0.06
Sc–0.02 Yb is very short: a hardness increase and clustering of Yb atoms are observed in the ashomogenized and quenched state [16, 104]. Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Er, by contrast, behaves similarly
to Al–0.08 Sc, with an incubation time of 10 to 30 minutes [16]. The α-Al/Al3Yb interfacial
free-energy was determined to be 0.6±0.3 J m-2, that of the α-Al/Al3Er interface to be 0.4±0.2 J
m-2 [85].

For core/shell precipitates in the ternary Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Er alloy, where Er

segregates at the core and Sc segregates at the shell, the α-Al/Al3(Sc1-xErx) interfacial freeenergy is 0.5±0.2 J m-2 [92]. These values are larger than the α-Al/Al3Sc interfacial free-energy,
calculated to be 0.14-0.20 J m-2 [105] (with supporting HREM observations of Al3Sc precipitate
faceting [4]), and measured from coarsening and electrical resistivity data to be 0.214-0.224 J m2

[106]. Thus, if the incubation time is mainly controlled by the interfacial free-energy, the RE-

containing alloys would have longer incubation periods than the binary Al–0.08 Sc alloy, which
is not observed.
The diffusivities of Yb and Er in α-Al at 300 °C were determined to be DYb = 6±2×10-17 m2 s-1,
and DEr = 4±2×10-19 m2 s-1 utilizing APT [85]. These diffusivities are both considerably greater
than the diffusivity of Sc in α–Al at 300 °C (DSc = 9×10-20 m2 s-1 [43]). For a ternary Al-Sc-Er
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alloy, the diffusivities of Sc and Er at 300 °C are found to be DSc = 6±3×10-20 m2 s-1 and DEr =
9±6×10-22 m2 s-1 [92]. This value of DEr is more than two orders of magnitude smaller than that
reported for the binary Al–Er study [85], and is also approximately two orders of magnitude
smaller than DSc. A large disparity in the diffusivities of Yb and Sc (three orders of magnitude),
is most likely responsible for the short incubation time for the ternary Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Yb alloy
compared to the binary Al–0.08 Sc alloy. By contrast, a difference of one order of magnitude in
the diffusivities of Er and Sc did not produce a significant difference in the incubation time for
the ternary Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Er alloy compared to the Al–0.08 Sc alloy [16]. If the total change
in free energy associated with nucleation, (∆Fch + ∆Fel), is assumed to be similar for Al–0.08 Sc
and Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE, then DRE is the determining factor for the incubation periods of Al–
0.06 Sc–0.02 RE alloys aged at 300 °C. The incubation times and thus the early aging hardening
behavior of the present Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 RE (where RE = Tb, Ho, Tm, or Lu) fall between those
of Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Yb and Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Er, suggesting that DEr < DRE < DY b. Ref. [16]
indicates that the diffusivity of Yb in α-Al is anomalously high among the REs explored, based
on the shorter incubation time of the Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Yb alloy compared to Al-0.08 Sc alloy as
well as the other Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 RE alloys studied. The present study demonstrates that a short
incubation time for Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 RE compared to Al-0.08 Sc, and therefore a large diffusivity
in α-Al relative to that of Sc, is not unique to Yb, but is shared to varying degrees by Tb, Ho,
Tm, and Lu.

With the exception of Al–Sc–Tm, which achieves its peak hardness after only ~2 h, all the alloys
reached their peak hardness values after ~4-6 h. The Ho- and Lu-containing alloys exhibit a
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cross-over point after ~1 h: at shorter aging times the aging response of these ternary alloys
renders them harder than Al–0.08 Sc, while for longer aging times the greater peak strength of
Al–0.08 Sc is dominant. In the case of Al–Sc–Tm, the cross-over point occurs after ~5 h, due to
the early increase in hardness of this alloy, which accelerates the hardening kinetics, effectively
shifting the portion of the curve between the initial increase and the peak to earlier times with
respect to the Al–0.08 Sc. For Al–Sc–Tb, the cross-over point is earlier, as a result of its lower
peak hardness.

2.4.2 Precipitation Strengthening
Because precipitate statistics of the Al–Sc–RE alloys are available at the two aging states for
which LEAP tomographic analyses were performed, we can discuss the relationship between
microstructure and hardness increase. It is possible to estimate the precipitate radius at which
coherency is lost. Equating the energy of an interfacial dislocation network with the reduction in
strain-field energy resulting from a loss of coherency yields the transition radius, Rt [107-108]:

Rt =

3γ dis (1 − ν )
;
2µδ 2 (1 + ν )

(2.1)

where µ and ν are the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the matrix, respectively, δ is the
lattice parameter misfit between the precipitate and matrix, and γdis is the energy of the
interfacial dislocation network per unit area, expressed as:

γ dis =

µb
2π 2


2
1 + β − 1 + β


(

)

1
2

(


− β ln 2β 1 + β 2


)

1
2


− 2β 2   ;


(2.2)
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where b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector in the α-Al matrix, and the parameter β is given
by πδ'/(1-ν), where δ' is the reduction in lattice parameter misfit due to introducing misfit
dislocations [107-108]. This simple calculation is expected to yield a lower bound for Rt, since
dislocations need to be nucleated at a coherent interface [109], and this model does not account
for this fact. Experimental observations of Rt at elevated temperature (>400 °C) for α–Al/Al3Sc
range from 14-25 nm, with 20 nm being typical [3-4, 9, 106, 110-112], and are consistent with
the results of this analysis, which predicts a Rt value of 25 nm at 400 °C. For the 10 min aging
time the precipitate lattice parameters for the Al-Sc-RE alloys are chosen assuming they are
binary Al3RE (without Sc) for Tm [113] and Lu [14-15]; for the other two REs the lattice
parameters are assumed to have the minimum Sc concentration necessary to stabilize the L12
structure, i.e., Al3(Sc0.57Tb0.43) and Al3(Ho0.72Sc0.28) [84], and Vegard’s law is applied. For an
aging time of 24 h, the precipitate shells in contact with the α-Al matrix are nearly pure Al3Sc
and its lattice parameter is used [12].

Increases in temperature and in the α-Al solute

concentration both affect the lattice parameter mismatch, and these are accounted for following
Ref. [112], with the simplification that the concentrations of Sc and RE in the α–Al matrix,
measured by APT, have identical influences on the misfit. Table 2.2 displays a comparison of
the calculated Rt for coherency loss [Eq. (2.1)] and the experimentally measured precipitate radii.
As the experimentally measured precipitate radii are significantly smaller than the calculated
transition radii, the precipitates are expected to be coherent with the α-Al matrix. The calculated
Rt of the RE-containing precipitates are smaller than those of RE-free precipitates by
approximately a factor of three, owing to the larger lattice parameter misfit when the precipitates
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contain RE [12, 14-15, 84, 113]. The Rt value is larger at elevated temperatures because of the
greater thermal expansion of α-Al as compared to Al3Sc [114-115].

Since the precipitates are expected to remain coherent, models for ambient-temperature
strengthening by coherent precipitates apply.

Following Refs. [51-52, 60], the strength

increment for dislocation-precipitate interactions by order strengthening (∆σord), coherency and
modulus strengthening (∆σcoh + ∆σmod), and strengthening by the Orowan bypass mechanism
(∆σOr), and the experimental strength increment, estimated as ∆HV/3 (where ∆HV is the
increase in hardness from the as-quenched state to the aged state), are compared in Table 2.3 for
all four alloys for 10 min and 24 h. For the calculated strength increments, materials property
parameters of the α–Al matrix are approximated by those of pure Al and for the precipitated
phases approximated using those of Al3Sc.

For coherency ordering, the lattice parameter

mismatch is determined by assuming a stoichiometric trialuminide Al3(Sc,RE) phase and using
the Sc/RE concentration ratio at the precipitate interface, defined as the surface at which the
concentration of Al exhibits an inflection point. A linear interpolation is then used between the
two closest bounding phase compositions for which lattice parameter data have been reported in
Refs. [14, 84, 113]. In calculating the strength increments, errors were propagated from the
precipitate statistics measurements, Table 2.2.
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Table 2.3: Calculated and Experimental Strength Increments for Aged Alloys1

Alloy

Al-Sc-Tb

Al-Sc-Ho

Al-Sc-Tm

Al-Sc-Lu

t (h)

0.17

24

0.17

24

0.17

24

0.17

24

∆σord (MPa)

37(3)

112(1)

50(2)

124(1)

81(6)

121(2)

98(3)

137(1)

∆σcoh+ ∆σmod (MPa)

105(14)

185(20)

130(21)

187(21)

180(25)

191(19)

253(33)

205(20)

∆σOr (MPa)

47(17)

101(45)

67(34)

147(71)

117(52)

147(60)

138(56)

168(68)

∆HV/3 (MPa)

36(6)

87(7)

48(9)

107(15)

63(14)

99(14)

30(14)

120(7)

1

Uncertainty corresponds to two standard deviations, and is given in parenthesis after the least significant
digits to which it applies.

Strengthening by dislocation shearing of precipitates (order strengthening, ∆σord) involves the creation of
an anti-phase boundary, APB, as well as the approach of a dislocation to the α-Al/precipitate interface
through its strain field (coherency and modulus mismatch strengthening, ∆σcoh+∆σmod). Because these
events occur in series, it is the largest of ∆σord or ∆σcoh+∆σmod that is applicable for deformation by
precipitate shearing. As shearing and bypass of precipitates by dislocations are parallel processes, the
process requiring the smaller stress is the operative one. In each case, for both aging conditions, the
Orowan bypass mechanism is predicted to be operative, and with the exception of Al–Sc–Lu after 10 min
aging, agreement between the models and experiment is reasonable. For the α-Al/Al3Sc system, the
critical radius value at which the deformation mechanism changes from precipitate shearing to an Orowan
bypass mechanism was shown to be 1.5 - 2.0 nm [51-52]. The experimental values of <R> range from
1.5 to 3.3 nm for the alloys in our study. It is therefore not surprising that the experimentally-measured
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strength increments upon aging from the as-quenched state are smaller than the predicted values, as both
mechanisms are likely active due to the finite width of the PSDs, Fig. 2.5, whose standard deviations vary
between 0.6 and 1 nm, Table 2.2. The peak hardness value of Al–Sc–Tb is HV=488±29 MPa, which is
significantly smaller than the peak hardness values for Al-Sc-Ho (HV=556±38 MPa), Al-Sc-Tm
(HV=586±52 MPa), and Al-Sc-Lu (HV=570±28 MPa), Fig. 2.1. This result may be understood in terms
of the precipitate statistics. At an aging time of 24 h, the Al–Sc–Tb alloy exhibits a precipitate number
density NV = 1.2±0.5×1022 m-3 (compared to between 5±2×1022 m-3 and 7±2×1022 m-3 for the other
alloys) and an average precipitate radius <R>=3±1 nm (compared to ~2 nm for the other alloys). The
smaller NV value and hence larger <R> value, for Al–Sc–Tb, compared to the other alloys, result in a
smaller stress for dislocations to overcome precipitates by the Orowan bypass mechanism, and therefore a
smaller peak hardness value.

2.4.3 Precipitate Compositions
In Fig. 2.2, it is clear that after 24 h aging, a core/shell structure has developed, with Tb or Tm
partitioning strongly to the precipitate cores, while the surrounding shell is Sc-rich. This is also
apparent in the 24 h aging proxigrams, Fig. 2.3, which exhibit the same behavior for Al–Sc–Ho
and Al–Sc–Lu. Comparison of the proxigrams for the 10 min and 24 h aging times reveals a
noticeable evolution of the precipitate structures and compositions. After 10 min aging, although
the beginning of a core/shell structure is evident with a peak in Sc concentration near the αAl/precipitate interface, the precipitates contain predominantly REs. After 24 h aging, however,
the precipitates contain more Sc than REs (Fig. 2.4) and the core/shell structure is well
developed. APT experiments at longer aging times are necessary to determine if this effect is
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kinetic in origin, owing to the early precipitation of RE-rich precipitates and their subsequent
engulfment by the slower-diffusing Sc atoms, or if the structure has achieved its thermodynamic
equilibrium state, which is unlikely. The lattice parameters of Al3Tm (4.203 Å [113]) and Al3Lu
(4.191 Å [14]) are both larger than that of Al3Sc (4.103 Å [12]). Although Tb and Ho do not
form stable L12 phases with Al unless some Sc is present to stabilize the structure, addition of Tb
or Ho to Al3Sc results in an increased lattice parameter [84]. Consequently, segregation of RE
elements to the precipitate core results in a configuration that minimizes the lattice parameter
misfit across the core/shell- and shell/matrix-interfaces, which reduces the free-energy resulting
from lattice strain. Other considerations in the system energetics, such as relative energies of the
α-Al/Al3RE, Al3RE/Al3Sc, and α-Al/Al3Sc heterophase interfaces, and substitutional energies for

REs on the Sc sublattice in Al3Sc, may also play a role in producing the core/shell structure, but
are not addressed here, as they require first-principles calculations.

The ratio of solute concentrations in the precipitates, CRE/CSc, increases systematically with
increasing RE atomic number, from Gd to Lu for both the RE-rich precipitates at 10 min aging
time, and for the Sc-rich precipitates after 24 h aging, Fig. 2.4(c). At an aging time of 24 h,
CEr/CSc is smaller than would be anticipated from this trend. Among the late lanthanoids (Er Lu), which have full solubility in Al3Sc, Er is unique as Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Er does not exhibit a
shorter incubation time at 300 °C than Al–0.08 Sc. The longer incubation time for Al–0.06 Sc–
0.02 Er may be due to a diffusivity of Er in α-Al that is smaller than, or comparable to, the Sc
diffusivity [43, 85, 92] (and smaller than that of the other late lanthanoids), or to a larger free
energy of formation of a nucleus that prolongs the incubation period. In either case, precipitates
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that form in Al–0.06 Sc–0.02 Er do not begin as an Er-rich trialuminide which through a Scaddition become subsequently Sc-rich [92], as is the case for the other late lanthanoids. As
equilibrium is approached at longer aging times, the slower-diffusing Er atoms migrate to the
precipitates, increasing the Er concentration of those precipitates, thereby also increasing CRE/CSc
[92]. The overall trend of increasing CRE/CSc is consistent with the trend of increasing miscibility
of the Al3RE and Al3Sc phases with increasing RE atomic number [14]. Other factors may be
contributing to this effect as well, such as electronic interactions between the RE and Sc in the αAl matrix, elastic effects arising from the lattice parameter mismatch which varies with atomic
number of RE addition [15], or differences in their diffusivities.

2.5 Conclusions
Four ternary Al–0.08 Sc–0.02 RE alloys [(at. %), RE = Tb, Ho, Tm, or Lu] were cast,
homogenized at 640 °C, and aged at 300 °C, resulting in nanoscale Al3(ScxRE1-x) precipitates
responsible for hardness increases. The microstructures of the alloys aged for 10 min and 24 h
were investigated by three-dimensional LEAP tomography, yielding the following conclusions:
• The Al–Sc–RE alloys all exhibit a precipitation hardening response characterized by the four
classical stages of incubation, under-aging, peak-aging, and overaging. The peak hardness values
of Al–Sc–Tb and Al-Sc-Ho were lower than the other two ternary alloys and the Al–0.08 Sc
alloy, due to the smaller volume fraction of the precipitated phase, resulting from the inability to
fully solutionize the alloys.
• The incubation period is shorter in the four ternary alloys than in the binary Al–0.08 Sc alloy,
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despite the smaller total solute concentrations in the ternary alloys. Al–Sc–Tm has the shortest
incubation period of all investigated alloys (the hardness increases by 65% after 2 min aging), and
displays evidence, together with the other three binary alloys, of a bimodal hardness increase, as
was observed earlier for Al–Sc–Yb [16]. By analogy to this system, it is likely that the REs in
this study have larger diffusivities in α–Al at 300 °C than does Sc.
• Trialuminide precipitates Al3(RE1-xScx), which form at 10 min aging time and are responsible for
the first hardness peak, contain a larger RE concentration than Sc. At 24 h aging time (near the
second hardness peak), the Al3(Sc1-xREx) precipitates have grown, they contain a larger Sc
concentration than RE, and they have a core/shell structure with the REs partitioning strongly to
the cores of the precipitates.
• Through at least 24 h aging time, the precipitates are expected to remain coherent with the α–Al
matrix. Simple strengthening models predict that dislocations bypass the precipitates by the
Orowan strengthening mechanism at both the 10 min and 24 h aging times, and exhibit reasonable
agreement with experimentally measured hardness values.
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Chapter 3

Composition Profiles within Al3Li and Al3Sc/Al3Li Nanoscale
Precipitates in Aluminum

Abstract

An Al–11.3Li–0.11Sc (at. %) alloy was double-aged to induce first α′–Al3Sc and then δ′–Al3Li
precipitates. Atom-probe tomography revealed both single-phase δ′–precipitates and core-shell α′/δ′precipitates (with respective average radii of 16 and 27 nm, and respective volume fractions of 12 and 9
%) conferring a high strength to the alloy. Although the δ′–shells contain little Sc (~0.027 at. %), the α′–
cores have a high Li content, with an average composition of Al0.72(Sc0.17Li0.11). The Li concentrations
within the δ′–phase and the Li interfacial excess at the δ′/α′–interface both exhibit wide precipitate-toprecipitate variations.
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3.1

Introduction

Each weight percent Li added to Al alloys results in a decrease in density and an increase in Young's
modulus of nearly 3 and 6 percent, respectively, leading to improvements in specific stiffness that result
in weight savings for structural applications [116]. Additionally a large strength increment is produced by
the formation of L12-ordered, coherent, δ′–Al3Li precipitates [38], with an achievable volume fraction of
up to ~30 % due to the high solubility of Li in Al [117]. Hypo-eutectic Al–Sc alloys display a high
density of L12-ordered, coherent, α′–Al3Sc precipitates which, when compared to the δ′–Al3Li
precipitates, have the following differences: (i) they are stable, rather than metastable; (ii) they have much
better coarsening resistance due to the smaller diffusivity of Sc as compared to Li in Al [41, 43]; and (iii)
they exhibit a much smaller volume fraction (~0.93 %) because of the limited solid-solubility of Sc in Al
[12]. Moreover, Sc additions confer greater coarsening resistance to the δ′–precipitates in Al–Li alloys
[118-120] due to the attractive interaction between Sc atoms and vacancies [121]. Hence, Al-based alloys
with both Li and Sc additions offer the potential for technologically interesting alloys with high specific
stiffness and strength (from Li) and improved thermal stability and creep resistance (from Sc) [4, 13, 16,
51-52, 60].
Several TEM studies conducted on Al–Li–Sc alloys revealed the development of both single-phase δ′–
precipitates as well as complex precipitates consisting of an α′–core surrounded by a δ′–shell [118, 120,
122]. It was found that for an Al–8.8Li–0.11Sc (at. %) alloy the maximum strengthening effect was
attained for a duplex heat treatment, wherein α′–precipitation was first induced at 400 °C, followed by δ′–
precipitation at 200 °C [118]. In the present study, we use atom-probe tomography (APT) [86-87] to
characterize at the atomic level the α′– and δ′–phases in an Al–Li–Sc alloy, allowing precise
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determination of their volumetric and interfacial chemical compositions, which were not accessible in
the prior TEM studies [118, 120, 122], but which were examined in a recently published APT/TEM study
of a quaternary Al–6.30Li–0.36Sc–0.13Zr (at. %) alloy [123].

3.2 Experimental
An Al–11.3Li–0.11Sc alloy (at. %), was cast from a 99.9 % pure Al–1.3Sc (at. %) master alloy, 99.9 %
pure Li and 99.999 % pure Al. To prevent oxidation and achieve rapid heat transfer, all heat treatments
were performed in molten salt (NaNO2–NaNO3–KNO3) baths on 10x10x10 mm3 specimens, with
temperature controlled to ±2 °C. After homogenizing for 24 h at 598 °C, the specimens were quenched
directly to 350 °C and held for 6 h to induce α′–precipitation. Next they were held for 2 min at 510 °C to
dissolve any stable AlLi which may have formed at grain boundaries during the prior step [124], and then
quenched to 200 °C where they were aged for 24 h to induce δ′–precipitation. Because δ′–precipitation
occurs even during rapid quenching in alloys richer than ~6 at. % Li [35], specimens to be examined by
APT were transferred from each heat treating temperature directly to the subsequent temperature, with no
intermediate quench. The specimens were finally brine-quenched to -15 °C and transferred to liquid
nitrogen (78 K) within 30 min to minimize diffusion of Li. All specimens were removed from material
near the center of the cube, away from the Li-depleted surface.

After each of the heat treatments, a specimen was brine-quenched to monitor the effect of each step on
mechanical strength, as measured by Vickers microhardness tests. A specimen subjected to the complete
heat treatment was prepared into a sharply pointed tip by electropolishing in a solution of 10 % perchloric
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acid in acetic acid, followed by a solution of 2 % perchloric acid in butoxyethanol. The tip was analyzed
with a local-electrode atom-probe (LEAPTM-3000X Si, Imago Scientific Instruments) at 30 K, using
voltage pulsing with a 200 kHz repetition rate, and a 15 % pulse fraction (pulse voltage/steady-state dc
voltage). IVASTM (Imago) was used to analyze quantitatively the data.

3.3 Results and Discussion
The high baseline microhardness of the homogenized and quenched alloy (620 MPa) is indicative of δ′–
precipitation. The first 350 °C aging treatment increases hardness to 790 MPa due to α′–nucleation and
growth, and a further increase in hardness to 1330 MPa occurs after the second 200 °C aging step due to
the δ′–precipitates. The latter value is similar to a peak hardness obtained in a prior study of ~1275 MPa
[118], wherein a comparable aging treatment was used for an alloy with the same Sc concentration and a
Li concentration of 8.8 at. %.
Fig. 3.1 displays a 50x106 atom partial reconstruction of a specimen that had completed the duplex aging
treatment to promote first α′– and then δ′–precipitates. Two types of precipitates are present: single-phase
δ′–precipitates with an average radius <R>=16 nm, and dual-phase precipitates <R>=27 nm; indicated by
red numbers in Fig. 3.1) with a δ′–shell surrounding an α′–core <R>core=6 nm). The disparate sizes of
these two types of precipitates is in agreement with previous TEM studies on Al–Li–Zr, an analogous
system [125-126]. With continued aging, it is anticipated that the core-shell precipitates, where the δ′–
shell probably nucleated heterogeneously on the preexisting α′–precipitates, will grow at the expense of
the single-phase δ′–precipitates [122, 127]. The number density of all precipitates is 1±0.3x1022m-3, with
a volume fraction of 21 %. Of the 46 precipitates with centroids within the 125x106 atom full
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reconstruction, six (13 % by number, 42 % by volume) are the larger core-shell type and the remainder
are the smaller, single-phase δ′–precipitates.

Fig. 3.1 A LEAPTM tomographic reconstruction of a doubly-aged specimen showing 11 singlephase δ′–precipitates and four numbered core-shell δ′/α′-precipitates (only a small portion of the
α′–core of precipitate number two is contained in the reconstructed volume). Lithium atoms are
in blue, Sc atoms are in red, and Al atoms are omitted for clarity, as are all α′-matrix atoms; the
atomic diameters are not to scale.

Table 3.1 presents the average compositions of the different phases present in the α–matrix and in both
types of precipitates after the full heat-treatment, as measured by APT by constructing proximity
histograms (proxigrams) at the different heterophase interfaces and determining the composition of the
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two adjoining phases away from the interface, within the region where the concentration profiles are flat.
The α–matrix concentration of 5.7 at. % Li is in approximate agreement with the value predicted for the
binary Al–Li system at 200 °C (6.3 at. %) [128]. At 141 at. ppm, the Sc concentration of the α–matrix is
about five times greater than that predicted by extrapolation to 350 °C of the α′–solvus in the binary Al-Sc
system [12]. Although Li may increase the solid solubility of Sc in Al, it is also possible that the system
did not achieve equilibrium during the aging treatments at 350 °C. The average Li concentration is 19.8
at. % in the smaller single-phase δ′–precipitates and 18.8~at. % in the δ′–shell of the larger core-shell
precipitates. This difference is probably not significant, however, since in both types of precipitates the
Li concentration in δ′–Al3Li varies strongly from precipitate-to-precipitate: in the six core-shell
precipitates the Li concentration in the δ′–phase varies between ~12–21~at. %, whereas in a random
selection of six single-phase precipitates the Li concentration in the δ′–phase varies between ~16–21 at.
%. In neither type of precipitate is any correlation between the radius and Li concentration apparent. The
average Li concentrations in the δ′–phase of both types of precipitates are at the lower end of the wide
range reported for the binary Al–Li system, (19–23 at. %) [44], indicating that nanosize δ′–trialuminides
are strongly sub-stoichiometric in Li. A similar substoichiometry in Li was measured in the δ′–shell of a
core-shell precipitate in Ref. [123], in which precipitate-to-precipitate variability in Li concentration was
not explored due to the smaller number of precipitates examined by APT. Here, the Sc concentration in
the δ′–phase is the same, within measurement error, in both types of precipitates (~270 at. ppm) and is
about double that of the surrounding α–matrix (~140 at. ppm). This partitioning of Sc to the δ′–phase is
clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3.2 in a proxigram aggregated over 40 precipitates, showing the
concentration of Sc as a function of radial distance from the α/δ′–interface in single-phase δ′–precipitates.
Concentration error bars in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 and Table 3.1 are calculated as

ci (1 − ci ) / N total , where ci

is the atomic fraction of element i and Ntotal is the total number of atoms detected. The proxigrams and
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table do not convey information about precipitate-to-precipitate variability, which is significant, as
discussed above.

Table 3.1 Composition of constituent phases determined by LEAP™ tomographic analysis (overall
macroscopic composition measured by directly coupled plasma mass spectroscopy given for comparison).

Al (at. %)

Li (at. %)

Sc (at. %)

Macroscopic Specimen

89±1

11±1

0.11±0.003

α–Al matrix

94.29±0.005

5.70±0.005

0.014±0.0003

Core-free δ′–precipitates

80.2±0.01

19.8±0.01

0.027±0.0006

δ′–precipitate shells

81.14±0.005

18.83±0.005

0.026±0.0008

α′–precipitate cores

71.8±0.03

11.5±0.02

16.7±0.02
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Fig. 3.2 Proximity histogram of 40 core-free δ′–precipitates showing the average concentration
of Al, Li, and Sc as a function of distance from the $\alpha$-matrix/δ′–interface, as defined by a
12.5~at. % Li isoconcentration surface.

A proxigram showing the Al, Li, and Sc concentrations as a function of distance from the α–matrix /δ′–
and the δ′/α′–heterophase interfaces is presented in Fig. 3.3. It is constructed from the four core-shell
precipitates visible in Fig. 3.1, as well as two core-shell precipitates from a second data set from the same
tip. Because a small number of core-shell precipitates are present in the analyzed volume, a single
precipitate can significantly influence the average proxigram. For instance, traversing the δ′–shell from
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the α–matrix toward the α′–core, the average Li concentration increases from ~17.5 to 19.5 at. % in Fig.
3.3. Of the six precipitates averaged to construct this proxigram, the Li concentration in the shell was,
however, invariant as a function of radial position to within measurement error in all but one. Also, a
large confined Li interfacial excess is apparent at the δ′/α′–interface in the average proxigram of Fig. 3.3.
A confined interfacial excess of Li, though less substantial than the average value shown in Fig. 3.3, may
be discerned at this heterophase interface in three of the six core-shell precipitates. The magnitude of the
average Li interfacial excess is, however, dominated by a fourth precipitate in which the Li concentration
at this heterophase interface reached 34~at. %. The cores of the core-shell precipitates are characterized
by a strong partitioning of Sc, consistent with the thermal history of the specimen, which promoted
precipitation first of α′ followed by δ′. Lithium is also present in the core, indicating that it has high
solubility in the α′–phase. While this is in qualitative agreement with Ref. [123], a quantitative
comparison is complicated by the Zr-addition, the smaller Li concentration, the larger Sc concentration
(hyper-eutectic), and the different aging conditions employed in that study. Table 3.1 demonstrates that
the composition of the inner portion of the Sc-rich cores (i.e., excluding the interfacial excess of Li) is
close to Al3(Sc1-xLix) with x = 0.4, which suggests that in Al3Sc (L12), Li substitutes on the Sc sublattice.
The confined Li interfacial excess and corresponding depletion of Al at the core-shell heterophase
interface suggest, however, that Li can also substitute on the Al sublattice. This indicates that the kinetic
pathway for the temporal evolution of these precipitates is complex, which is only evident with detailed
APT experiments and analyses. It is also possible, however, that the 510 °C heat treatment between the
350 °C and 200 °C heat treatment steps (to dissolve AlLi and to form α′– then δ′–precipitates,
respectively) plays a role in determining the concentration profiles at this heterophase interface.
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Fig. 3.3 Combined proximity histograms of six core-shell precipitates displaying the average
concentration of Al, Li, and Sc as a function of distance from the α–matrix /δ′–interface, and from
the δ′/α′–interface, as defined by a 12.5 at. % Li isoconcentration surface and a 9 at. % Sc
isoconcentration surface, respectively. The interruption of the x-axis in the δ′–shell removes, on
average, 11 nm from the proxigram in a region where the concentration profiles are flat.

3.4 Summary and Conclusions
In summary, a detailed investigation by APT of the chemical composition of precipitates in the Al–Li–Sc
system has been conducted. A duplex heat treatment was utilized to promote sequential formation of α′–
Al3Sc and δ′–Al3Li precipitates. Two populations of precipitates are observed: larger core-shell α′/δ′–
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precipitates and smaller single-phase δ′–precipitates. Investigation by APT indicates that: (i) the Li
concentration in the δ′–phase of both core-shell and single-phase precipitates is highly variable (12–21 at.
%); (ii) a sizeable confined (non-monotonic) Li interfacial excess is present at the δ′/α′–interface, which
also varies widely from precipitate-to-precipitate; and (iii) the Li concentration of the α′–cores, with an
average composition of Al0.72 (Sc0.17Li0.11), is high, indicating that Al3Sc has a high solubility for Li.
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Chapter 4

Chemistry and Structure of Core/Double-Shell Nanoscale
Precipitates in Al-6.5Li-0.07Sc-0.02Yb (at.%)

Abstract

An Al–6.3Li–0.07Sc–0.02Yb (at.%) alloy is subjected to a double-aging treatment to create nanoscale
precipitates, which are studied by atom-probe tomography and transmission electron microscopy. After
homogenization and quenching, Yb atoms form clusters exhibiting L12-like order. A first aging step at
325 °C leads to a doubling of microhardness as result of the formation of coherent precipitates with an
Al3Yb-rich core and an Al3Sc-rich shell. The core and shell both exhibit the L12 structure, and both
contain a large concentration of Li, which substitutes for up to 50 % of the Sc or Yb atoms at their
sublattice positions. These core/single-shell precipitates provide excellent resistance to overaging at 325
°C. Subsequent aging at 170 °C increases the microhardness by an additional 30%, through precipitation
of a metastable δ'−Al3Li second shell on the core/single-shell precipitates, thereby forming a chemically
and structurally complex core/double-shell structure. The metastable δ'−Al3Li phase is observed to form
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exclusively on pre-existing core/shell precipitates and they do not exhibit a loss of coherency with the
core/shell precipitates and the aluminum matrix.

4.1 Introduction
Hypoeutectic Al-Sc alloys derive their strength from a high number density of nanoscale Al3Sc
precipitates with a L12 structure, which exhibit excellent resistance to coarsening to ~300 °C (~0.5 of the
absolute melting point of Al) [1-11, 51-52]. Dilute Al-Sc-X ternary alloys have been extensively studied,
where the second alloying element X is chosen to partition either mainly to the α-Al matrix (Mg [64-65,
77-80, 129]) or to the precipitates (transition metals or lanthanoids [14-18, 60, 66, 70, 81-82, 130]).
Lithium is an unusual alloying element for Al-Sc alloys, since it has high solubility in the fcc α-Al matrix
[24, 44, 128, 131-133] (similar to Mg) as well as in the L12 Al3Sc precipitates [71, 123], which is similar
to transition metals and lanthanoids, and additionally forming metastable L12 δ’-Al3Li precipitates.
Lithium additions reduce the density of Al alloys -- for the present alloy a density reduction of
approximately 5% from pure aluminum to 2.567±0.001 g cm-3 was measured, while increasing their
stiffness [20-23] and strength [24-26, 28-30, 32-36, 134-135] by formation of metastable δ’-precipitates,
which remain coherent up to a radius of ~200 nm due to their small lattice parameter mismatch with α-Al
[37].
Whereas binary Al-Sc alloys have been investigated extensively [1, 4, 6, 10, 51-52] , Al–Li–Sc alloys
have been studied to a lesser extent. Miura et al. [118] and Krug et al. [71] used a two-step heattreatment to create Sc-rich trialuminide precipitates at high temperatures (300-350 °C), and the metastable
δ’-Al3Li phase at a lower temperature (170-200 °C), which forms a shell enveloping the Al3Sc
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precipitates. A comparable two-step treatment was described for Al–Li–Zr alloys [126, 136-138], where
a similar Al3Zr-rich core/Al3Li-rich shell structure was achieved, using 400-600 °C for the Al3Zr
precipitation step, given the significantly smaller diffusivity of Zr in Al as compared to Sc [13]. Recently,
Radmilovic et al. [123, 139] studied a quaternary Al–Li–Sc–Zr alloy building upon a knowledge of the
Al–Li–Zr and Al–Li–Sc ternary systems. Their first aging step was at 450 °C, where L12 Al3(Li, Sc, Zr)
precipitates form with a Zr enrichment at the interface with the α-Al matrix. During the second heattreatment at 190 °C, an additional L12 δ’-Al3Li-rich shell forms upon these precipitates to form
core/single-shell precipitates. Although the spatial extent of Zr-enrichment is not sufficient to constitute a
distinct shell, these precipitates exhibit a complex variation of concentrations from their centers to their
interfaces with the α-Al matrix.
In the present study, we describe a new alloy system based on Li-additions to the ternary Al-Sc-Yb
system. This ternary system forms core/single-shell precipitates during a single-step aging treatment,
with an L12 Al3Yb-rich core nucleating before being enveloped by a L12 Al3Sc-rich shell [130]. In
contrast to the Li-containing alloys, in the ternary Al-Sc-Yb system the core/single-shell structure is a
result of the larger diffusivity of Yb compared to Sc at the aging temperature, 300 °C [85]. In the
quaternary Al–6.3Li–0.07Sc–0.02Yb (at. %) alloy (hereafter all concentrations are in at. % unless
otherwise noted), we utilize a heat-treatment to create novel core/double-shell nanoscale precipitates
[140]. The alloy composition was chosen with the objective of ensuring that all alloying elements are
soluble in the α-Al matrix during a homogenization treatment and exceed their solubility limit when
aging at a lower temperature to enable the creation of precipitates. The Li concentration is also limited by
the possibility of forming the stable AlLi δ-phase with the B32 structure [45, 141], which decreases the
toughness and corrosion resistance of Al-Li alloys, and also depletes the α-Al matrix of Li, thereby
limiting the achievable maximum volume fraction of metastable δ’-Al3Li. This article focuses on: (i)
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verification that the core/single-shell precipitate structures observed in simpler ternary systems are
observed with the quaternary solute additions; (ii) the effect of the Li addition on Sc precipitates in Al-Sc
based alloys; and (iii) interactions among the three alloying elements.
In this article, we verify the first of the above three points. Moreover we demonstrate that: (i) Li increases
the number density of precipitates nucleated at 325 °C by a factor of ~2 to 5 as compared with Al-Sc or
Al-Sc-Yb alloys [130], and more generally Al-Sc-RE alloys (RE = rare earth) [70] aged using similar
aging conditions; (ii) Li substitutes for Sc and Yb in the L12 structure of the precipitates obtained after
aging at 325 °C, enabling high precipitate volume fractions as compared to an Al-Sc-Mg alloy, which is
the closest comparable Al-Sc alloy including a light alloying element [80]; and (iii) overaging of this
alloy during an isothermal heat treatment is delayed as compared to similar alloys [16, 44, 70, 80, 130,
142] , suggesting that due to the Li-addition, the alloying elements have interactions that are absent in less
complex alloys.

4.2 Experimental Procedures
4.2.1 Aging treatments
The alloy was cast in an inductively-heated furnace under three atmospheres of argon. The charge
consisted of an Al-11.3 Li-0.11 Sc master alloy and an Al-3.7 Yb master alloy (at. %) produced by arc
melting. The aluminum source for the master alloys and for final dilution was Alfa Aesar, and was
99.999% pure; the master alloys were 99.9% pure. The composition of the as-cast alloy was determined
to be 6.3±0.1 at. % Li, 688±25 at. ppm Sc and 179±10 at. ppm Yb (corresponding to 1.7 wt.% Li,
0.12±0.004 wt.% Sc, 0.12±0.004 wt.% Yb) by direct coupled plasma mass spectrometry, performed at
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Wah Chang Laboratories (Albany, Oregon). The heat-treatment protocol consisted of the following
three steps: (i) homogenization at 640 °C for 72 h in molten LiCl terminated by quenching into iced brine
(-10 °C); (ii) aging at 325 °C in a molten salt mixture (NaNO2:NaNO3:KNO3) followed by direct
quenching into a 170 °C oil bath; and (iii) aging at 170 °C in this oil bath and then quenching into icedbrine. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) observations after the 640 °C homogenization step revealed
equiaxed, non-spheroidal primary precipitates of maximum dimensions ~1-5 µm, containing Sc, Yb and
Li, at grain boundaries. Consequently, the α-Al matrix had a composition of Al-5.5Li-0.055Sc-0.008Yb
(at. %) as measured by atom-probe tomography (APT) [87, 143-145], performed immediately after
homogenization and quenching. The first high-temperature aging treatment was performed at 325 °C to
avoid the creation of the stable AlLi δ-phase, which forms below 320 °C for binary Al-Li at this Li
concentration [44], while maximizing the driving force for nucleation of the Sc and Yb-containing L12phase and thereby avoiding heterogeneous nucleation on dislocations or other imperfections. The lowtemperature aging treatment occurred at 170 °C, as close as possible to the metastable δ’-Al3Li solvus line
in the Al-Li system [142], to minimize the driving force for homogeneous nucleation of metastable δ’Al3Li and consequently favoring heterogeneous nucleation on the pre-existing Al3(Sc, Yb) precipitates.
Although it would have resulted in a higher precipitate volume fraction and number density, a
temperature lower than 170 °C was not utilized, to obtain reasonably rapid precipitation kinetics. Several
4x4x4 mm3 samples, subject to the above heat-treatments for different aging times, were cold-mounted in
an acrylic resin and polished to a 1 µm finish using a water-based diamond suspension. Microhardness
was then measured at 20 different locations in at least two grains using a 200 gf load for 10 s per indent.
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4.2.2 Local Electrode Atom Probe (LEAP) Tomography and Transmission
Electron Microscopy
Rods with ~ 0.3x0.3 mm2 cross-sections were cut by a diamond saw from the aged alloy and
electropolished to an atomically-sharp microtip using a solution of 10 % perchloric acid in acetic acid,
followed by a solution of 2% perchloric acid in butoxyethanol, at voltages varying between 7 and 14 Vdc
[146]. The microtips obtained were dissected on an atom-by-atom and atomic plane-by-atomic plane
basis employing a local-electrode atom-probe (LEAP) 3000X Si tomograph (Cameca, (formerly Imago
Scientific Instruments) Madison, Wisconsin), at a specimen temperature of 25±1 K and a pulse repetition
rate of 250 kHz in the voltage pulsing mode, with a pulse fraction of 16 % (pulse voltage/dc steady-state
voltage). This pulse fraction value was chosen because at both higher and lower values, the measured
solute concentrations varied significantly with pulse fraction. Employing 16% we obtain the most reliable
results for solute concentration measurements.
To make transmission electron microscope (TEM) specimens, ~250 µm thick slices were cut from the
aged alloy, using a diamond saw, and subsequently 3 mm diameter disks were punched out of the 250 µm
slices and then ground to an ~120 µm thickness. The ~120 µm specimens were thinned to electron
transparency employing a Struers Tenupol 5 electropolisher, using an electrolyte consisting of 1 part
nitric acid to 2 parts methanol. The operating temperature and voltage were -30 °C (dry ice in methanol)
and 12-14 Vdc. The thinned samples were examined using a Hitachi H8100 TEM in dark-field imaging
mode.
Statistical measurements of the observed precipitate population, specifically volume fraction, φ, number
density, Nv, and average radius, <R>, were obtained by different methods. The precipitates created after
aging at 325 °C were investigated by LEAP tomography. The value of <R> was deduced from the radius
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of gyration of precipitates [98, 147] in the direction parallel to the tip axis, z, given by a modified
envelope method. Only the z-direction is taken into account because directions orthogonal to the tip axis
are strongly influenced by local magnification effects and because the z-direction is calibrated accurately
in all the LEAP tomographic experiments acquired by adjustment of the interplanar spacing visible in the
poles to match the experimentally-determined values. The formula used, which assumes a spherical
precipitate morphology, is a modified Guinier radius rG = (5)1/2 lgz, where lgz is the radius of gyration of
the precipitate in the z-direction [147]. The value of Nv was obtained by dividing the number of
precipitates in each tip by the volume of the tip (given by the number of atoms multiplied by the atomic
volume, taking into account a detection efficiency of 0.5). The value of φ was determined as the ratio of
the number of atoms inside the precipitates to the total number of atoms in the reconstructed volume
(ignoring the small difference in the lattice parameters of the phases). For precipitates created during the
low-temperature (170 °C) treatment, both LEAP tomography and dark-field TEM images were obtained.
An image treatment method similar to that described in Ref. [148] was applied to the images, and R and φ
were measured. Precipitate truncation due to surface-effects of the thin foil (measured by equal thickness
contours using the JEMS software[149]) is accounted for using the procedure described in Ref. [150].
The value of NV is the number of precipitates in the image divided by the volume of the foil. The value of
φ is the fraction of atoms in the reconstructed volume that are contained in the precipitates, making the
approximation that the lattice parameters of the α-Al matrix and precipitates are identical.

4.3. Results
Fig. 4.1(a,b) displays microhardness versus aging time and a schematic of the aging-treatments utilized.
For the two-step aging treatment, a time of 8 h for the 325 °C treatment is used, leading to a peak
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microhardness value of 725±10 MPa. Table 4.1 compares the data obtained with existing literature
values. As indicated by green circles in Figs. 1(a,b), APT experiments were performed at four different
stages: (a) as–homogenized state; (b and d) after a single aging step at 325 °C for 8 and 336 h,
respectively; and (c) after double aging at 325 °C for 8 h and then at 170 °C for 168 h. Table 4.2 lists the
results of measurements of the morphologies of the precipitates.
After quenching from the homogenization temperature (condition (a) in Fig. 4.1), the α-Al matrix
composition was measured by APT to be 5.5 at. % Li, 550 at. ppm Sc and 80 at. ppm Yb. Because the
local solute concentration measured by APT is smaller than the bulk composition measured by DCPMS,
this indicates that full homogenization of the alloy was not achieved, as confirmed by SEM observations
of micrometer-sized equiaxed primary precipitates containing Sc, Yb and Li at grain boundaries. Thus,
the solute concentration in the α-Al matrix available for precipitation upon aging is less than the nominal
composition of the alloy, and specifically the Yb/Sc ratio is 0.15 instead of the intended 0.26.
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Figure 4.1: (a) schematic of aging treatment schedules; (b) microhardness aging curve for
isothermal aging at 325 °C (blue diamonds) and isothermal aging at 170 °C (following 8 h. at 325
°C, red circles). The four states corresponding to the APT investigations (letters a - d) are circled
in green in both figures. Courtesy Christian Monachon.
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Table 4.1 Comparison of main parameters in microhardness curves between various Al-Sc-X alloys.
Composition [at. %]

Aging Temperature

Peak hardness

[°C]

[MPa]

Al–0.06Sc [51-52]

300

Al–0.12Sc–2.0Mg [64]

Hardness Plateau
Start [h]

End [h]

340±30

10

n. a.

300

900±30

0.5

20

Al–0.06Sc–0.005Yb [130]

300

475±25

1

100

Al–0.06Sc–0.005Zr [60]

300

570±40

3

220

Al–0.06Sc–0.06Ti [66]

300

420±20

5

200

Al–6.5Li–0.07Sc–0.02Yb
[present study]

325

710±30

4

336

Table 4.2 Precipitate characteristics after heat-treatments.
Technique

Volume fraction
ϕ

Average radius
<R>

Number density
NV

(vol. %)

(nm)

(x 1022 m-3)

325 °C / 8 hours (treatment (b))
Core

LEAP

-

1.2±0.4

11.9 ± 0.7

Shell 1

LEAP

0.250 ± 0.005

1.9±0.6

11.9 ± 0.7

325 °C / 2 weeks (treatment (d))
Core

LEAP

-

2.1±0.7

3.3 ± 0.2

Shell 1

LEAP

0.293 ± 0.005

2.5±0.9

3.3 ± 0.2

325 °C / 8 hours and 170 °C / 1 week (treatment (c))
Core

LEAP

-

1.7±0.5

8.5 ± 0.6

Shell 1

LEAP

0.334 ± 0.006

2.2±0.8

8.5 ± 0.6

Shell 2

DFTEM

5.5±1.2

12.2±0.3

0.55±0.09
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Fig. 4.2(a) displays an APT reconstruction for the homogenized and quenched state, which is
characterized by the absence of visible features for the 88 million collected atoms. In Fig. 4.2(b), the
same type of reconstruction containing 80 million atoms is presented for an alloy aged for 8 h at 325 °C
and Fig. 4.2(c) displays the alloy After aging at 325 °C for 8 h and at 170 °C for 1 week, and it comprises
138 million atoms.
Fig. 4.3 is a partial radial distribution function (RDF) analysis of this dataset. An i-X partial RDF [151]
for the radial distance r, is defined as the average concentration distribution of component i near a given
solute species X, CiX (r) normalized to the overall concentration of i atoms, C i0 , in the total volume
considered,

RDFi =
X

CiX (r )
Ci0

=

1
Ci0

N ik (r )
∑
k
k =1 N tot ( r )
NX

(4.1)

where N ik (r) is the number of i atoms in a radial shell of radius r around the kth X atom that is at the
k
center of the shell, N tot
is the total number of atoms in this shell, and N X is the number of X atoms in the

volume considered. The average concentration distributions around a solute species in 0.01-nm-thick
shells are smoothed using a Gaussian-type spline- function [96], with a 0.04 nm full width at halfmaximum, where N tot ( r ) increases quadratically with r and the total volume sampled is proportional
to X. RDFi X values of unity describe perfectly random distributions, while values that differ describe
clustering or ordering. The absolute magnitude of these processes can be compared with the RDF’s
amplitude, AiX (r ) = [ RDFi X (r ) – 1]. AiX (r ) >0 indicates that at distance r from X atoms, the
concentration of i is greater than in the overall analyzed volume (positive correlation); and AiX (r ) <0
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implies that at distance r from X atoms, the concentration of i is smaller than in the overall analyzed
volume (negative correlation).

Fig. 4.2 Elemental LEAP tomographic reconstructions obtained after homogenization, quenching,
and the following aging treatments: (a) no aging; (b) aged at 325 °C for 8 h; and (c) aged at 325
°C for 8 h and at 170 °C for 1 week. In (b), Li atoms are not shown for the purpose of clarity.
Condition (d) is not shown because it is very similar to condition (c). Courtesy Christian
Monachon.
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Fig. 4.3 Partial radial distribution function centered on Yb atoms. The sample is homogenized
and quenched (condition (a)). Interplanar distances for a Al3Yb unit cell (0.42 nm) are shown
labeled by their corresponding crystallographic directions. Courtesy Christian Monachon.

Fig. 4.4 displays a single precipitate extracted from the dataset shown in Fig. 4.2b (aged at 325 °C for 8
h), and Fig. 4.5 features a proximity histogram centered on the inflection point of the Sc concentration
profile for the precipitates obtained, Fig. 4.2b. The image in Fig, 4 is taken along a {100} family of
planes in a pole of the reconstructed dataset. The reconstructed precipitate is extracted from the original
dataset by using an isoconcentration surface [147, 152] at the inflection point of the Sc concentration of
the proximity histogram [96], as shown in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.4 Image of a precipitate delineated with an isoconcentration surface centered on the
inflection point in the Sc concentration in the corresponding proxigram (Fig. 5). The precipitate
is imaged along a <200> zone axis visible as a low-index pole in the APT reconstruction,
allowing the observation of crystallographic planes. The structure shows alternatively (a) Al-rich
and (b) Al-poor planes, suggesting a L12 structure, which is otherwise invisible due to a structure
factor extinction effect in DF-TEM. Courtesy Christian Monachon.

Fig. 4.5 Proxigram for aging condition (b) (8 h at 325 °C), based on 89 precipitates in a 22
million atom dataset. The core/shell structure is visible in spite of the interface spreading due to
the variable thickness of the Sc-rich shell. The thick grey circle shows the interface position at
the inflection point in the Sc concentration. Courtesy Christian Monachon.
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Figs. 4.6a and b display Li-centered partial RDFs for the two phases isolated from the same dataset,
which was obtained from a specimen aged at 325 °C: Fig. 4.6a is for a 2x106 atom dataset consisting of
32 core/shell α′−Al3(Sc,Yb,Li) precipitates, which were isolated from the α-Al matrix (case I); and Fig.
4.6b is for a 107 atom dataset consisting of the α-Al phase from which the precipitates have been removed
using IVAS (case II). This separation provides useful information when considering correlations among
Li atoms and the three other elements present in the alloy.
Fig. 4.7 displays a reconstructed core/double-shell precipitate, and a concentration profile taken through
its centroid along the axis of the APT specimen for an alloy aged for 8 h at 325 °C and 1 week at 170 °C.
Fig. 4.8 shows typical concentration profiles recorded similarly for all aging conditions studied: condition
b, 8 h at 325 °C; condition c, 8 h at 325 °C and 1 week at 170 °C; and condition d, 2 weeks at 325 °C. A
concentration profile is employed rather than a proximity histogram because the shell thicknesses vary
from precipitate-to-precipitate [123]. The use of a proximity histogram causes, because of the variability
in shell thickness, an artificial decrease in interface abruptness, which precludes a clear observation of the
core/shell structures. When compared to the proximity histogram, Fig. 4.5 (representing an average
concentration profile for 317 precipitates), the individual concentration profile in Fig. 4.8(a) for a single
precipitate has the advantage of displaying an interface’s sharpness and a precipitate’s dimensions, which
are more accurate because compared to the x and y-directions (directions orthogonal to the APT tip axis)
the z-direction for this profile is less affected by local magnification effects. Because measuring
individual precipitates with concentration profiles results in a decrease in statistical confidence compared
to measuring all precipitates in a dataset with the proxigrams method, concentration profiles were
determined for at least a dozen precipitates, confirming that the results shown in Figs. 8a–c are indeed
representative. These profiles are recorded along the microtip’s evaporation direction, which is calibrated
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using interplanar spacing measurements for the low-index poles ({100},{110},{111} and {311}). This
procedure reduces the sensitivity of the concentration determination to local magnification effects.

Fig. 4.6 Partial radial distribution functions centered on Li atoms, applied to (a) precipitates and
(b) α-Al matrix of a dataset obtained from a sample aged at 325 °C for 8 hours (aging treatment
conditions b). The line at the value unity is the average normalized concentration of the element.
The vertical dashed lines are the first-NN distances through third-NN distances and are labeled
with their corresponding atomic position in the Al3Li unit cell referential: taken from reference
[153]. Courtesy Christian Monachon.
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Fig. 4.7 A typical example among the 12 core/double-shell precipitates obtained in the APT
datasets collected during this study for case (c) aging protocol: 8 h at 325 °C followed by 2 weeks
at 170 °C. The horizontal line indicates the direction of the microtip’s axis. The precipitate
dimensions in the x- and y-directions (in-plane and vertical in this figure) suffer an inverse
magnification effect and this is not taken into account for the size measurement. Courtesy
Christian Monachon.
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Fig. 4.8 Concentration profiles along the field-evaporation direction of a representative example
of a precipitate obtained for aging conditions (b) 325 °C, 8 h; (c) 325 °C, 8 h, 170 °C, 1 week;
and (d) 325 °C, 2 weeks respectively. Li concentration in the outer shell of case (c) suffers a
measurement artifact and thus it is qualitative. Courtesy Christian Monachon.
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Fig. 4.9 displays a high-resolution electron-microscope (HREM) image of a core/double-shell
precipitate, the outer shell of which is distinguishable from the core and from the matrix by the presence
of coarser features due to the 100 and 111 reflections.

Fig. 4.9 Filtered HREM image of a core/double shell precipitate along <-101> zone axis
(indicated by the through-plane arrow). Coarser reflections (better visible in the magnified frame)
are in the precipitate account for <010> and <101> reflections that are forbidden in the Al matrix.
Image is taken with preferential <111> excitation to enhance the visibility of a smooth transition
between matrix and precipitate. No interface dislocation was found at this interface. Courtesy
Christian Monachon.
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4.4. Discussion
4.4.1 Microhardness-Aging Behavior
The strengthening mechanisms in the present alloy are complex, as their origins include contributions
from solutes dissolved in the α-Al matrix, precipitation strengthening from the α’-Al3(Li, Sc, Yb)
precipitates formed at 325 °C, and finally from metastable δ’-Al3Li precipitates formed at 170 °C. The
most significant contribution to solid-solution strengthening in this alloy is Li as it has the highest
concentration of all the solutes. Strengthening in the as-quenched state is also due to the rapid
decomposition of the supersaturated Al-Li solid solution, which occurs during quenching in Al-Li alloys
for a Li-concentration greater than ~6 at % [35]. In this research, the microhardness of the as-quenched
state was determined to be 339 ± 12 MPa. This is comparable to the as-solutionized and quenched
hardness values of similar simpler alloys [154]: 360 MPa for Al-5.5 Li and 450 MPa for Al-6.5 Li (at. %),
and 220 MPa for binary hypoeutectic Al–Sc alloys [51-52, 60].
The 325 °C aging curve, Fig. 4.1b, displays an initial peak after 1 h of aging. A similar result is reported
by van Dalen et al. [130] for a ternary Al–Sc–Yb alloy because Yb atoms cluster prior to forming L12
Al3(Yb,Sc) precipitates. A plateau with a peak value of 716±28 MPa is observed after ~8 h. The
isothermal aging behavior at 325 °C, Fig. 4.1b, differs in many respects from prior studies performed on
dilute Al–Sc, Al–Sc–Mg, and Al–Sc–Yb alloys. Table 4.1 demonstrates the following: (i) peak (plateau)
microhardness values for the binary Al–Sc or ternary Al–Sc–Yb alloys are smaller than for the present
alloy; (ii) for a composition similar to the ternary Al–Sc–Yb system, the present alloy exhibits an
approximately four-fold increase in the initial and final times of the microhardness plateau, despite a
higher aging temperature and slightly larger Sc plus Yb concentrations; (iii) the Al–Sc–Mg alloy reaches
a higher peak microhardness value because of the higher Sc concentration, but displays a more rapid
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decrease in microhardness due to over aging, which commences after 20 h in Al–Sc–Mg, compared to
336 h in the present alloy.
The present alloy (Al–6.3Li–0.07Sc–0.02Yb, at. %) subjected to the two-step aging treatment (325 °C for
8 h followed by 170 °C for a week) achieves a microhardness of 952±49 MPa, which is smaller than the
value (1320±70 MPa) measured by Miura et al. [118]. This is explained by the higher total solute content
of the alloy used by Miura et al.: 8.7 and 0.11 at. % for Li and Sc, respectively. We employed a smaller Li
concentration and a lower second aging-step temperature (170 °C versus 200 °C used by Miura et al.),
which increases the aging time necessary to achieve peak microhardness.
Theoretical models of the strengthening of alloys due to precipitates have been extensively developed [50,
155-156]. In the case of coherent and ordered misfitting-precipitates, the strength of an alloy can be
related to different dislocation interactions with precipitates and their associated strain fields. These
include order strengthening, modulus and coherency mismatch strengthening, and Orowan strengthening
or dislocation looping. Following references [51-52, 60], the strength increment for dislocation–
precipitate interactions by order strengthening, coherency and modulus strengthening, or strengthening by
the Orowan bypass mechanism are compared with the experimental strength increment, estimated as
∆HV/3 (where ∆HV is the increase in microhardness from the as-quenched state to the aged state). For
the precipitates formed after aging 8 h at 325 °C, and also for the precipitates formed after 170 °C,
precipitate shearing is expected to be the active strengthening mechanism, and the strengthening
increments from the two precipitation events appear to be linearly additive. We are continuing to study
strengthening in these complex alloys in detail with a combined experimental and computational
approach using dislocation dynamics simulations.
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4.4.2 Microstructure Evolution
4.4.2.1 Early Nucleation Stages
First, we make a general remark concerning datasets containing precipitates (conditions (b-d) in Fig. 4.1).
APT data taken from samples containing nanometer-sized precipitates exhibit a local magnification effect
[93, 147, 157] (the precipitate dimensions in directions orthogonal to the mictrotip axis are artificially
enlarged) for the precipitates created during the 325 °C aging. On the contrary, an inverse local
magnification effect (the precipitate dimensions in directions orthogonal to the mictrotip axis are
artificially diminished) is observed for the metastable δ’-Al3Li precipitates after aging at 170°C
(condition (c) only). Additionally the overall Li concentration decreases for condition (c) suggesting that
Al3Li has a field-evaporation behavior different from that of the α-Al matrix [26, 93].
In the case of the as-quenched alloy, the Yb-Yb partial RDF, RDFYbYb , in Fig. 4.3 has a value less than

1 1 
0  vectors in an L12 structure],
2 2 

unity ( RDFYbYb < 1) for the first-nearest-neighbor (NN) distance [ 

and has a value greater than unity ( RDFYbYb > 1) for the second and third-NN positions ( (11 0 ) and

1 1 
1 vectors). The good match between both expected interplanar distances, Fig. 4.3, and the

2 2 
magnitudes of the correlations suggests that there is L12-ordering of Yb atoms in the as-quenched state
[151]. Moreover, values greater than unity for partial RDFYbLi and RDFYbAl at the first-NN distance
suggests that Li and Al may reside on the Al sublattice of the L12 structure. This partial RDF trend is less
visible for Li because the normalization concentration C i0 is close to CiX (r) , due to the large number of
atoms in the α-Al matrix. A discussion of this aspect of partial RDF analysis is given in reference [151].
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4.4.2.2 Chemical Compositions of Precipitates
For aging condition (b) (8 h at 325 °C), a high number density of Li-rich precipitates (Figs. 2b and 4)
containing Sc and Yb is observed. Fig. 4.5 demonstrates that the cores and shells of these precipitates are
enriched in Yb and Sc, respectively. For the two datasets collected, 80 million atoms, 317 Sc-rich
precipitates with the composition Al0.800(Li0.120Yb0.027Sc0.053) and 321 Yb-rich cores with the composition
Al0.780(Li0.130Yb0.048Sc0.042) were analyzed independently by the envelope method: for the Sc cluster
search, a distance of 1.4 nm and a minimum number of atoms of 20 is specified; whereas for Yb, the
minimum number of atoms is reduced to 4 [98]. By comparing the spatial coordinates of the precipitates
it is verified that all Sc-rich shells contain an Yb-rich core. The small discrepancy between the two
precipitate numbers (321 Yb-rich cores compared to the 317 Sc-rich shells) is attributed to the low
threshold of 4 atoms used for Yb, which is necessary due to the small Yb concentration. For the Sc-rich
precipitates, the number of precipitates analyzed by the envelope method is verified using an
isoconcentration surface calculation with the inflection point in the Sc concentration profile of the
corresponding proximity histogram (or proxigram) [96]; the technique consists of plotting the atomic
concentration profile measured by APT as a function of distance with respect to an isoconcentration
surface, Fig. 4.5. When this procedure is finished, counting the number of distinct isoconcentration
surfaces yields the number of precipitates. As shown in Fig. 4.8(d), the core/shell structure is also
obtained for the longer aging time at 325 °C (2 weeks, heat-treatment case (d)), indicating that this
core/shell structure is stable at 325 °C for at least 2 weeks. The proxigram in Fig. 4.5 exhibits Li
partitioning to the core and inner shell of the precipitate, with the partitioning coefficient, K Lippt / matrix ,
ranging from 2.4 to 3.2. The average composition of precipitates produced at 325 °C is
Al3(Li0.57Sc0.33Yb0.10), but the Li concentration may be underestimated if the Li-containing phases exhibit
a different field-evaporation behavior during the LEAP tomographic analyses compared to the α-Al
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matrix [26]. The large amount of substitution in these precipitates demonstrates that two-thirds of the
more expensive Sc can be replaced with less expensive Yb and Li, while maintaining the L12 structure,
high number density, and strong resistance of the precipitates to coarsening. The L12 structure is visible
in Fig. 4.4, where the precipitate is imaged along a <200> zone axis (visible as a pole in the APT
reconstruction ), allowing the observation of crystallographic planes. The {200} planes are alternatively
Al-rich and Al–poor (marked (a) and (b) in Fig. 4.4), as anticipated for the L12 structure.

4.4.2.3 The Structure of the Precipitates
Fig. 4.6(a) demonstrates that for precipitates formed at 325 °C for 8 hours (i.e., excluding the α-Al
matrix), the values less than unity of the Li partial RDFs ( RDFLiX <1) with all solute elements, and the
value greater than unity of the Li partial RDF with Al ( RDFLiAl >1) at the first-NN distance (the distance
with the highest degree of certainty for RDFs in fcc-related structures [24, 44, 151]) suggests an L12
structure with Li, Sc and Yb sharing the X sites in the Al3X structure. This observation is confirmed, Fig.
4.4, by direct observation of a precipitate in the region of a 200 pole in an APT dataset, which provides
structural information that is unavailable using TEM, as the <100> type superlattice reflection is extinct
for precipitates with the measured composition [126, 136].

4.4.2.4 Solute Behavior in the α-Al Matrix
For the α-Al matrix, Fig. 4.6b, Li-centered partial RDFs are different from those displayed in 4.6a. A
value smaller than unity for the partial RDF of Li with itself at the first NN position ( RDFLiLi <1)
suggests L12 ordering (caused by short-range diffusion of Li atoms), as observed by Schmitz et al. [3334], with Sc and Yb having partial RDFs with Li greater than unity. Thus, in the α-Al matrix, the first-NN
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sites around Sc or Yb solute atoms are more likely to be occupied by Li atoms than for the case of a
random solid-solution. This suggests a chemical affinity exists between Sc and Li atoms, and between
Yb and Li atoms when these solutes are dissolved in the α-Al matrix, possibly resulting in diffusion of LiSc and Li-Yb dimers via a vacancy mechanism. We cannot prove this diffusion mechanism hypothesis
but it would provide an explanation for the resistance to overaging of our alloy, which is similarly
observed by Miura et al. [118]. At 325 °C Yb and Li have isotope diffusivities in pure Al that are larger
by about three orders of magnitude than that of Sc in Al [13, 41, 85], and yet by alloying Al-Sc with Yb
and Li, which diffuse faster in pure Al than does Sc, the coarsening rate of Sc-containing precipitates is
reduced. Solute interactions may also play a role in the difference in Yb clustering behavior between the
Al-Sc-Yb alloy [130], where pure Yb clusters are found, and the present study where nuclei with an L12
structure are observed. Fig. 4.3 demonstrates that Yb-Sc and Yb-Yb partial RDFs are less than unity
( RDFYbYb , Sc < 1) and those of Yb-Al and Yb-Li are greater than unity ( RDFYbAl , Li > 1) at the first-NN
distance, and the Yb-Yb partial RDF is strongly greater than unity at the second–NN distance( RDFYbYb >
1), suggesting L12-like short-range ordering [151].

4.4.2.5 Core/Double-Shell Precipitate Characteristics
Aging condition (c) (double aging at 325 °C for 8 h and then at 170 °C for 1 week), results in precipitates
with an Al0.833(Li0.070Yb0.052Sc0.045) core, a first Al0.832(Li0.090Sc0.063Yb0.015) shell, and a second outer-shell
with the approximate Al3Li stoichiometry. A representative example of a core/double-shell precipitate is
displayed in Fig. 4.7, showing an APT reconstruction and a concentration profile through the precipitate,
in a direction parallel to the evaporation direction: the orthogonal two axes of the profile are contracted
due to an inverse magnification effect.
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For the 1.3x108 atoms collected, twelve core/double-shell precipitates were analyzed. Because the initial
precipitates created during the first aging step at 325 °C may have further evolved during the subsequent
170 °C aging treatment, direct comparison with case (b) (aging at 325 °C for 8 h) is difficult. It is clear,
however, that only a small fraction (~1 out of 15) of the initial high-temperature precipitates are
enveloped by a second shell, which is formed at 170 °C. Moreover, no evidence was found for metastable
δ'−Al3Li-rich precipitates without cores, suggesting that for the small undercooling employed at 170 °C,
≅30 °C, there is insufficient thermodynamic driving force for homogeneous nucleation of the metastable
δ'−Al3Li-rich phase, which instead precipitates on the pre-existing Al3(Li0.57Sc0.33Yb0.10) precipitates
nucleated at 325 °C. This is analogous to the case of a binary Al-8.2 Li (at. %) alloy, for which
undercoolings smaller than 40 °C result in heterogeneous nucleation of metastable δ'−Al3Li precipitates
on dislocations [24].

4.4.2.6 Coherency of Metastable δ’−
−Al3Li Precipitates
Fig. 4.9 displays a high-resolution electron-microscope (HREM) image of a core/double-shell precipitate,
the outer shell of which is distinguishable from the core and from the matrix by the presence of coarser
features due to the 010 and 101 reflections. To make the features more clearly visible, the image was
processed using a noise-reduction filter, which uses information from the Fourier transform of the image
to reduce blurring effects due to the build-up of amorphous material on the specimen surface during
imaging [154]. The filter was implemented using the software program DigitalMicrograph (Gatan, Inc).
Calculations, similar to those of reference [9], confirm that coherency is expected for precipitate radii up
to ~ 200 nm.
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4.4.3 Comparison Between the Performed Aging-Treatments
Figs. 8a-c display representative APT concentration profiles along the evaporation direction of
precipitates observed after heat-treatment (b), (c) and (d) (325 °C for 8 h; 325 °C for 8 h plus 170 °C for
1 week; and 325 °C for 2 weeks). When compared to case (b), the second aging treatment at 170 °C for 1
week [case (c)] does not change significantly the concentrations in the core and first shell, and therefore
this profile is treated as representative of the core/shell structure observed for aging at 325 °C. The
concentration profiles (Figs. 8-c) exhibit a Li concentration of 13-17 at. % for the precipitates nucleated at
325 oC with an Al3Yb-rich core and an Al3Sc-rich first shell. This result cannot be predicted employing
binary phase diagrams, and the quaternary phase diagram for this system does not exist. Indeed, the
metastable δ’-Al3Li phase is stable only below 200 °C for a binary Al-6.3 Li alloy (at. %) [128, 142] but
for our quaternary alloy we measure 13-17 at. % Li for the peak concentration in the core/shell
precipitates formed at 325°C with Li substituting on the X sites of the L12 Al3X structure, Figs. 4-6. Peak
concentrations of 4 to 6 Yb and 7 to 9 Sc (at. %) are present in the core and first inner-shell, respectively.
The Li concentration in the second outer-shell is underestimated, again because of the inverse
magnification effect.
Table 4.2 summarizes the <R> and Nv values of precipitates as measured by TEM and APT. Li-rich
precipitates formed at 325 °C, 8 h of aging, contain a Yb-rich core and an Sc-rich outer shell with <R> =
1.9±0.6 nm, which is smaller than those found in an Al-0.054 Sc-0.004 Yb (at. %) alloy aged at 300 °C
for 24 h (<R> = 3.4±0.7 nm) [130]. Additionally, for precipitates nucleated at 325 °C, Nv is a factor of 9
greater, and φ is a factor of 2 greater than for precipitates nucleated at 300 °C in [130]. This large value
of φ and small value of <R>, 2 weeks aging at 325 °C, are responsible for the microhardness remaining
nearly constant at ~750 MPa. Although the microhardness plateau for this alloy aged at 325 °C
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commences at a shorter time than that of Al-0.06 Sc (at. %) aged at 300 °C [51-52, 129], it has a longer
duration. The same observation obtains for Al-0.06 Sc-0.005 X (X = Yb or Gd, at. %) aged at 300 °C
[130]. Two explanations are proposed for this improved coarsening resistance. First, the homogeneous
nucleation current (number of stable nuclei per unit volume per unit time) of precipitates at 325 °C may
be increased by the Li addition because it reduces the net reversible work to make a critical size nucleus,
W* ≈ (16πσint3)/(3(∆FV)2) [158], where σint is the interfacial free energy between the two phases and ∆FV
is the volume Helmholtz free energy due to the supersaturation at 325 oC. Thus, the improvement may be
linked to a decrease in σint and/or an increase in ∆FV as a result of Li substitution in the precipitates.
Furthermore, the driving force for nucleation in Li-containing Al-Li-Sc-RE alloys is anticipated to be
larger than that of Li-free Al-Sc-RE alloys with the same Sc and Yb concentrations in the supersaturated
matrix. Second, correlated diffusion may occur between Li and Sc (and/or Li and Yb) as discussed in
connection for Fig. 4.6, which could potentially decrease the intrinsic diffusivity coefficients of the
solutes in the α-Al matrix. Similarly, a reduction in the coarsening rate of metastable δ′-Al3Li
precipitates by alloying with Sc has been observed by Miura et al. in an Al-8.7 Li-0.11 Sc (at. %) alloy
[118]. First-principles calculations of the interactions between Li, other solute elements, and vacancies,
and the different phases’s interfacial free energies and substitutional enthalpies would help to shed light
on these issues, which ultimately control the microhardness retention for the long aging times observed.
In this respect, Li differs from Mg [64], which does not yield significantly different coarsening behavior
aside from its contribution to the increased microhardness by a solid-solution strengthening mechanism.
As a result, Li is an interesting light element addition to an Al-Sc alloy to obtain a coarsening resistant
alloy for use at elevated temperatures.
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4.5 Summary and Conclusions
•

An Al-6.3 at.% Li alloy microalloyed with 0.07 at.% Sc and 0.02 at.% Yb was subjected to a twostep aging treatment and studied employing atom-probe tomography (APT) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) with the following results:

•

Aging the homogenized α-Al matrix at 325 °C results in a high number density (11.9 x 1022 m-3
after 8 h) of coherent, nanosized α′-Al3(Li0.57Sc0.33Yb0.10) precipitates.

•

These precipitates exhibit a Yb-rich core and a Sc-rich outer first-shell. They exhibit good
stability, in terms of mean radius and chemical composition, upon long-term aging (up to 2
weeks) at 325 °C, with a concomitant retention of a microhardness value of 750 MPa. Thus, Li is
an excellent candidate to replace partially the more expensive element Sc in Al-Sc based alloys.

•

A second aging treatment at 170 °C leads to the heterogeneous precipitation of a second
metastable δ′-Al3Li shell upon approximately one in 15 of the precipitates created at 325 °C. To
our knowledge, this is the first metallic alloy in which core/double-shell precipitates are formed
by a scientifically designed solid-state processing protocol.

•

A high microhardness value of 725±10 MPa is achieved after the first aging treatment at 325 °C,
which is a result of the high precipitate number density (1.2 x 1023 m-3 after aging at 325°C for 8
h), as compared to other studies on Al-Sc and Al-Sc-X alloys (where X = Zr, Mg, Li, Ti, or rare
earths).

•

Also contributing to the microhardness increase is solid-solution strengthening, and an increased
volume fraction of the 325 °C phase -- both are due to the Li addition. The second aging
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treatment further increases the microhardness to 952±49 MPa by increasing the precipitate
volume fraction through formation of a metastable δ′-Al3Li outer shell on the first shell.
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Chapter 5

Effects of Li Additions on Precipitation-Strengthened Al-Sc and AlSc-Yb Alloys

Abstract
Two Al-Sc based alloys (Al-0.12 Sc and Al-0.042 Sc-0.009 Yb, at. %) and their counterparts with Liadditions (Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc and Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb, at. %) are aged at 325 °C. For both base
alloys, the addition of Li results in greater peak hardness from incorporation of Li in the L12-structured
α′–Al3(Sc,Li) and α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates, and a concomitant increase in number density and
volume fraction of the precipitates and a reduction in their mean radius. These changes result from a
combination of (i) an increase in the driving force for precipitate nucleation due to Li, (ii) a decrease in
the elastic energy of the coherent misfitting precipitates from a decrease in their lattice parameter
mismatch due to their Li content, and (iii) a decrease in the interfacial free energy, as determined from
measurements of relative Gibbsian interfacial excess of Li. In Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc (at. %), the Li content of
the precipitates drops from 9.1 at. % in the peak-aged state (8 h) to 5.7 at. % in the overaged state (1536
h). As a result, the precipitate volume fraction decreases from 0.56% at peak-age to 0.45% at 1536 h. In
Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb (at. %), the relatively limited Li concentration produces only a small
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increase in Vickers microhardness from precipitation of metastable δ′–Al3Li upon a second aging at 170
°C following the primary aging at 325 °C.

5.1 Introduction
Aluminum alloys containing dilute additions of Sc and rare-earth (RE) elements are of interest for
structural applications, where high strength at ambient and elevated temperature are important [6, 13]. On
a per-atom basis, Sc offers the greatest improvement of all strengthening alloying additions to Al [3], due
to the precipitation of a high number density of spheroidal nanometer diameter L12-structured Al3Sc
precipitates that are coherent with the α–Al matrix [4-6, 8, 51-52].
Additions of RE elements reduce the cost of binary Al-Sc based alloys [19] by replacing more-expensive
Sc on its sublattice in Al3Sc [14-15, 17-18, 130] and thereby improving the creep resistance [61, 130],
without compromising the ambient temperature strength of the age-hardened alloys [16, 70]. Additions of
transition elements Ti and Zr, which also substitute for Sc, have also been made to Al-Sc alloys,
improving their coarsening resistance [60, 66, 68, 81-82, 159-160]. While Zr segregates strongly at the
α–Al matrix/precipitate interface [81, 159], RE elements partition to the precipitate cores, yielding a RErich core and a Sc-rich shell [16, 70]. Additions of Mg [16, 64-65, 70, 77-80, 129] and Li [71, 118-120,
122, 161-162] have also been made to binary Al-Sc alloys. While both Li and Mg additions provide
solid- solution strengthening, only Li partitions significantly to the precipitate phase formed during aging
at temperatures near 300 °C, resulting in α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates [71, 161-162].

Two quaternary Al-Li-Sc-X alloys have also been previously investigated: Al-6.30 Li-0.36 Sc-0.13 Zr
[123], and Al–6.3 Li–0.07 Sc–0.02 Yb [72, 140] (here and in the following, all concentrations are in at.
%, unless otherwise indicated). For the first alloy [123], a two-step heat treatment was applied: (i) aging
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at 450 °C produced Sc-rich α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates with Zr segregated at the precipitate/matrix
interface; and (ii) further aging at 190 °C resulted in precipitation of an Al0.8Li0.2 shell upon the Sc-rich
precipitates, forming a core/shell precipitate. For the second alloy [72], a two-step heat treatment was
also applied: (i) aging at 325 °C produced a first microhardness increase due to core/shell α′–

Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates with a Yb-rich core and a Sc-rich shell (a high and uniform concentration of
Li was present in both core and shell); and (ii) further aging at 170 °C resulted in precipitation of a Li-rich
shell (with approximate Al3Li composition) on some of the Sc- and Yb-rich precipitates, resulting in a
second population of precipitates with a core/double-shell structure, and a further large increase in
microhardness [72]. Due to Li-incorporation in the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates formed at 325 °C, the
precipitate volume fraction was increased to 0.33 %, from 0.25 % achievable in the same alloy without
Li. Also, for isothermal aging at 325 °C, a plateau in the peak microhardness was measured that resisted
overaging to 336 h [72], while a similar Li-free alloy began to overage after only 100 h of isothermal
aging at 300 °C [16]. Li-additions, therefore, promote resistance to over-aging.
In the present work, we build on our previous findings [72] by investigating quantitatively the effect of Li
additions on an Al-Sc and an Al-Sc-Yb alloy. First, we examine how Li-addition affects the
strengthening behavior and resistance to over-aging of isothermally-aged Al-Sc(-Yb) alloys. Second, we
study the effect of Li-addition on the physical characteristics (number density, average radius, and volume
fraction) and chemical compositions of α′–Al3(Sc,Li(,Yb)) precipitates in peak-aged Al-Li-Sc(-Yb).
Third, we examine the time evolution of α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates during isothermal aging of Al-Li-Sc.
Finally, we address the issue of how to optimize the strength of an Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloy for ambienttemperature strength through double-aging [72], while also maintaining creep and coarsening resistance at
elevated-temperature. This entails reducing the solute concentrations from those in Ref. [72], to avoid
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grain-refining primary precipitates, while still retaining a significant strengthening effect due to both α′–

Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) and metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitates.

5.2 Experimental
Two Al-Sc-based alloys with measured compositions of Al-0.12 Sc and Al-0.042 Sc-0.0088 Yb (at.
%) and their counterparts with Li-additions (measured compositions: Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc and Al-5.53
Li-0.048 Sc-0.0092 Yb, at. %) were studied; they are hereafter denoted Al-Sc and Al-Sc-Yb, and Al-LiSc, and Al-Li-Sc-Yb, respectively. All four alloys contained silicon at levels typical of commercially cast
alloys (0.01-0.02 at.%). The two Li-containing alloys were cast by heating 99.999 % pure Al to 800 °C in
an induction furnace under an Ar-overpressure of 3 atm. Small pieces of Al-0.82 at. % Sc and Al-3.7 at.

% Yb master alloys prepared by arc-melting of pure elements, and 99.9 % pure Li were added to the melt,
which was stirred inductively. The melt was then cast into a SiC crucible, resulting in a billet ~4.5 cm in
diameter and ~17 cm long. For these Li-containing alloys, the SiC crucible material introduced a
measureable concentration of Si into the melt (Table 5.1). The two Li-free alloys were cast by heating
99.999% pure Al to 750 °C in a zirconia-coated alumina crucible, placed in a resistively-heated furnace in
an atmosphere of air. Pieces from the same Al-Sc and Al-Yb master alloys and from an Al-12.3 at. % Si
master alloy (prepared by arc-melting) were added to the melt. In the Li-free alloys, Si was intentionally
added to the melt in to ensure that its concentration is similar to their Li-containing counterparts. The
melt was stirred mechanically before casting into a graphite mold, which was placed on an ice-chilled
copper platen to encourage directional solidification. The casting consisted of four cylinders, ~1 cm in
diameter and 10 cm long. Chemical compositions of arc-melted master alloys and homogenized final
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alloys were measured by direct-current plasma mass-spectroscopy (DCP-MS) by ATI Wah Chang. In
some cases, the compositions of the homogenized final alloys were verified by Exova using DCP-MS.
The cast alloy billets were homogenized at 640 °C for 24 h under an atmosphere of air or flowing Ar (for
the Li-free and Li-containing alloys, respectively), and quenched into ambient temperature water. The
billets were then cut into ~10 x 10 x 4 mm3 specimens which were homogenized for 20 min as described
above, and quenched into iced brine at a temperature of -12 °C. These specimens were either aged
immediately, or stored in liquid nitrogen to avoid ambient-temperature aging.
The two Li-bearing alloys were aged isochronally to determine an appropriate aging temperature for
isothermal aging studies. The specimens were placed in a furnace in a flowing Ar atmosphere, and the
temperature was increased hourly in increments of 25 °C, from 100 to 450 °C. For example, a specimen
whose last isochronal aging temperature was at 125 °C was homogenized, quenched, aged at 100 °C for 1
hour, aged for 125 °C for one hour, then quenched in iced brine at -12 °C. Subsequently, isothermal
aging heat treatments were performed on another series of homogenized specimens which were aged in
flowing Ar at 325 °C, for time increments between 10 sec and 64 days. Aging treatments of 20 min and
shorter were performed in a molten salt-bath (NaNO2–NaNO3–KNO3). For both isochronal and
isothermal treatments, the aged specimens were mounted in cold-curing epoxy (maximum curing
temperature of 27 °C) before being ground and polished to a 1 µm surface finish. At least 1 mm was
ground from the surface at which hardness was measured to remove the Li-depleted surface layer
produced during heat-treatment. Vickers microhardness (HV) measurements were performed at ambient
temperature using a 200 g load applied for 5 s. At least ten indentations per specimen were made
including several grains and all measurements are reported with two standard deviations (SD), such that
the reported values are HV±2SD. Electrical conductivity was measured at ambient temperature on the
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same specimens using an eddy-current instrument (Sigmatest 2.069, Foerster Instruments Inc.) at
operating frequencies of 120, 240, 480, and 960 kHz.

Table 5.1. Composition of four Al(-Li)-Sc-Si(-Yb) alloys, as determined by directly coupled plasma
mass spectroscopy (DCP-MS) and by LEAP tomographic spectrometry1

Alloy

Technique

Li (at. %)

DCP-MS
Al-Sc-Si

Sc (at. ppm)

Si (at. ppm)

1240±30

130±10

-LEAP

Yb (at. ppm)
--

1450±18

52±5

DCP-MS

2.9±0.1

1060±73

180±11

LEAP

2.614±0.006

1138±13

56±4

423±5

130±3

88±1

412±7

118±3

60±12

Al-Li-Sc-Si

--

DCP-MS
Al-Sc-Si-Yb

-LEAP
DCP-MS

5.53±0.05

480±10

116±5

92±2

LEAP

5.612±0.009

510±10

76±4

76±5

Al-Li-Sc-Si-Yb
1. Uncertainty corresponds to two standard deviations from the mean.

A Cameca (formerly Imago) local-electrode atom-probe (LEAP) 4000X-Si tomograph was employed for
studying the alloys at the sub-nanometer scale [86-87, 143-145]. LEAP tomographic specimens were
prepared from the aged specimens by first cutting square parallelepipeds, 0.4 x 0.4 x 10 mm3, which were
electropolished at 8-24 Vdc, using an electrolyte of 10 % perchloric acid in acetic acid, followed by a
final electropolish in 2% perchloric acid in butoxyethanol. Ultraviolet (355 nm) laser light was pulsed at
a repetition rate of 500 kHz and at 0.075 nJ pulse-1, to evaporate individual atoms. The specimen
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temperature was maintained at 35 K, and steady-state dc voltages between 3.5 and 9 kV were applied.
Analysis of LEAP data was performed on 3-dimensional reconstructions of the specimens using IVAS
version 3.4.1 (Cameca). The z-dimension (specimen axis) of each reconstructed dataset was calibrated by
matching interplanar distances in the reconstruction against their literature values at low-index poles. The
x- and y- dimensions (perpendicular to the specimen axis) were calibrated by ensuring that the atomic
density of each reconstruction matches the literature value for pure Al. For both calibrations, agreement
with the literature values was met to within 5 %.
Aged alloys were studied using a Hitachi 8100 transmission electron microscope (TEM) at 200 kV.
Wafers, 150-200 µm in thickness, were cut from aged material using a low-speed diamond saw and 3 mm
diameter disks were punched from the wafers, which were thinned using a Struers Tenupol 5
electropolisher, with a one-part nitric acid to two-parts methanol electrolyte. The operating temperature
and voltage were -35 °C (dry ice in methanol) and ~20 Vdc.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Chemical Composition
The chemical compositions of the four alloys, as measured by DCP-MS and by LEAP tomography on
homogenized and quenched specimens, are reported in Table 5.1. Optical and scanning electron
microscopies revealed large grains (~1–5 mm), and no large primary precipitates were detected. Hence,
the solute concentrations measured for the bulk specimens by DCP-MS are expected to be representative
of the composition of the matrix as measured by LEAP tomography. There is relatively good agreement
between the two measuring techniques, except sometimes in the case of Si and Yb, for which smaller
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concentrations are measured by LEAP tomography compared to DCP-MS. For Si, this is partly due to
an artifact in the spatial detection of Si atoms, which segregate at low-index crystallographic poles (see
Section 3.4 and Fig. 5.1). This phenomenon is due to surface migration of the Si solute atoms on the tip
during pulsed evaporation, and their preferential retention with respect to Al solute atoms until the atomic
terraces evaporate completely. This effect, which is due not to thermally activated diffusion, but rather to
species-to-species differences in evaporation fields, has been observed by field ion microscope imaging of
a binary Fe-Si alloy [163]. For Si and Yb, an incorrect detected concentration of solute by LEAP
tomography is related to difficulties in making quantitative measurements from the mass spectra for these
dilute solutes. For the LEAP tomography operating conditions employed, Si mainly evaporates as 28Si2+,
whose peak in a mass spectrum can lie in the decay tail of the 27Al2+ peak (as illustrated in Fig. 5.2a for
Al–Li–Sc), reducing the accuracy of the concentration measurement. For Yb at ~90 at. ppm, quantitative
concentration measurements are difficult because four Yb isotopes (171 - 174) have significant natural
abundances. Hence, the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio for the peaks due to each Yb isotope is small, ~3-4,
Fig. 5.2b.

5.3.2 Isochronal Aging
The Vickers microhardness values are displayed in Fig. 5.3a as a function of last aging temperature for
the two Li-bearing alloys. At final aging temperatures less than 200 °C, hardness for both alloys is
unchanged from the unaged value, indicating an incubation stage. The average microhardness value of
Al-Li-Sc in this incubation stage is 270±16 MPa, while for Al-Li-Sc-Yb it is 338±56 MPa, as expected
from solid solution strengthening by Li (homogenized Al-Sc-RE alloys without Li additions typically
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Fig. 5.1 Three-dimensional LEAP tomographic reconstructions of Al–Sc–Yb aged for 2 h at 325
°C. Only Sc atoms are shown in the left-most reconstruction, only Si atoms are shown in the
center, and only Yb atoms are shown at the right.

exhibit microhardness values of ~220 MPa). Al-Li-Sc reaches a peak microhardness value of 780±30
MPa microhardness value of 780±30 MPa at a final aging temperature of 325 °C, whereas Al-Li-Sc-Yb
reaches a peak microhardness value of 670±50 MPa at a final aging temperature of 350 °C. For higher
final aging temperatures, the microhardness values of both alloys decrease, but even at the highest
measured temperature of 450 °C, they remain higher than the as-homogenized and quenched values.
Because the maxima in microhardness occur at 325 and 350 °C for Al-Li-Sc and for Al-Li-Sc-Yb,
respectively, the former temperature was chosen for isothermal aging studies of all alloys, to obtain the
maximum precipitation hardening effect at a reasonable timescale, while avoiding rapid coarsening or
dissolution of α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates responsible for the drop in hardness.
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The electrical conductivities of the two Li-bearing alloys are displayed in Fig. 5.3b. For temperatures up
to 200 °C, the conductivities of Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb remain unchanged from the as-homogenized
and quenched values. The initial conductivity values of Al-Li-Sc are greater than those of Al-Li-Sc-Yb,
due to the larger concentration of Li in solid solution in the latter alloy. A decrease in conductivity occurs
at 225 °C for Al-Li-Sc and at 275 °C for Al-Li-Sc-Yb. For both alloys, this corresponds to the first
temperature at which the microhardness increases above the measurement uncertainty from the asquenched value, indicating that it is related to the onset of a nucleation or precipitation event. The
conductivity of Al-Li-Sc increases from 17.9±0.1 MS m-1 to 19.06±30 MS m-1 during the aging treatment,
achieving its upper plateau value at 375 °C. By contrast for Al-Li-Sc-Yb, excepting the sharp decrease
centered at 275 °C, the conductivities change little during isochronal heat aging: from 12.6±4 MS m-1 for
Τ ≤ 250 °C and to 12.8±4 MS m-1 for T ≥ 325 °C.

5.3.3 Isothermal Aging
The Vickers microhardness are displayed in Fig. 5.4a as a function of aging time at 325 °C for Al-Sc and
the corresponding Al-Li-Sc alloy. Both alloys exhibit an incubation period during which no change in
microhardness occurs, lasting up to 2 min for Al-Li-Sc, and up to 10 min for Al-Sc. The plateau’s
maximum microhardness has a smaller value and duration in Al-Sc (704±51 MPa, 1–24 h) compared to
Al-Li-Sc (806±49 MPa, 20 min–96 h).
The conductivities of Al-Sc and Al-Li-Sc are plotted in Fig. 5.4b as a function of aging time at 325 °C.
Similar to the microhardness evolution, both alloys exhibit an initial incubation period, lasting up to 5
min for Al-Sc and up to 2 min for Al-Li-Sc. Thereafter both alloys exhibit a rapid increase in
conductivity, followed by a slower increase, and finally a plateau for aging times of 432 h and longer.
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Fig. 5.2 Mass spectra for (a) Al–Li–Sc aged 8 h at 325 °C and (b) Al–Sc–Yb aged 2 h at 325 °C.
In (a) the 28Si2+ and 29Si2+ peaks lie in the tail of the 27Al2+ peak (30Si2+ peak is not resolved). In (b)
the main Yb peaks are resolved, but the S/N ratio is low (~3–4).
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For Al-Sc, the conductivity increases from 31.84±0.06 MS m-1 as-homogenized to a plateau value of
36.44±0.08 MS m-1. For Al-Li-Sc, conductivity similarly increases from 18.0±0.1 MS m-1 to 19.33±0.05
MS·m-1. Also for Al-Li-Sc, a sharp decrease in conductivity to 17.0±0.1 MS·m-1 was observed at 60 s.
This measurement was repeated on another aged specimen, but for the second measurement, the decrease
in conductivity was not observed. This is taken up in Section 4.1.
The Vickers microhardness values are displayed in Fig. 5.5a as a function of time at 325 °C of Al-Sc-Yb
and the corresponding Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloy. For Al-Li-Sc-Yb, some specimens were double-aged, with a
first heat treatment to peak microhardness at 325 °C for 2 h, followed by a second heat treatment at 170
°C for times from 24 to 1536 h. These double heat treatments were utilized to induce precipitation of the

α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) phase at 325 °C followed by precipitation of the metastable δ′-Al3Li phase at 170 °C
for a double-strengthening effect. Compared to the Yb-free alloys, these alloys exhibit much shorter
incubation periods of <1 min. Both alloys exhibit trends in microhardness evolution similar to the Ybfree alloys (Fig. 5.4a). For Al-Sc-Yb, the plateau value of maximum microhardness is 376±43 MPa,
which is maintained between 20 min and 96 h, while for Al-Li-Sc-Yb, the plateau value is larger, 688±40
MPa occurring between 0.5 and 24 h.
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Vickers microhardness vs. final aging temperature for isochronally aged Al–Li–Sc
and Al–Li–Sc–Yb. Aging temperatures are in increments of 25 °C for a dwell time of 1 h. Error
bars correspond to 2SD (i.e., error range is 4SD).
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Fig. 5.4 (a) Vickers microhardness vs. aging time and (b) electrical conductivity vs. aging time
for Al–Sc and Al–Li–Sc aged isothermally at 325 °C. Error bars correspond to 2SD (i.e., error
range is 4SD).
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Fig. 5.5 (a) Vickers microhardness vs. aging time and (b) electrical conductivity vs. aging time
for Al–Sc–Yb and Al–Li–Sc–Yb aged isothermally at 325 °C, and for Al–Li–Sc–Yb aged
isothermally for 2 h at 325 °C, then aged isothermally at 170 °C. Error bars correspond to 2SD
(i.e., error range is 4SD).
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The electrical conductivities of Al-Sc-Yb and Al-Li-Sc-Yb are displayed in Fig. 5.5b as a function of
aging time at 325 °C. Two different behaviors are observed. For Al-Sc-Yb, the homogenized and 10 saged specimens have the same conductivity, 34.4±0.3 MS m-1, whereafter the conductivity increases to its
maximum value of 36.7±0.3 MSm-1 for >192 h. The electrical conductivity of Al-Li-Sc-Yb does not
evolve throughout aging at 325 °C. The average conductivity throughout the heat treatment was 12.7±0.4
MSm-1. In general, conductivity measurements for this alloy were characterized by a high degree of
scatter, for both measurements made on an individual specimen, and also from specimen to specimen. As
explained, specimens of the Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloy were doubly aged at 325 °C for 2 h, then for different
durations at 170 °C. During aging at 170 °C the conductivity decreases sharply after 48 h, recovers after
96 h, then increases to a maximum value of 13.5±0.1 MSm-1 at 1536 h.

5.3.4 Local-Electrode Atom-Probe Tomographic Analysis of Aged Alloys
LEAP tomographic analyses were performed to understand the aging microhardness responses. Analyses
were performed on all alloys after aging at 325 °C to their peak-aged states: 2 h for the Yb-containing
alloys, and 8 h for the Yb-free alloys. In addition, a series of analyses was performed on Al-Li-Sc for
aging times of 0.16, 8, 24, 280, and 1536 h (See section 4.2.3). Fig. 5.1 shows a 3-D reconstruction of
the Al-Sc-Yb alloy. Twenty α′–Al3(Sc,Yb) precipitates, some of which are cut by the edge of the
reconstructed volume, are visible in the dataset. These are most visible in the reconstruction of Sc atoms,
which partition strongly from the α–Al matrix to the α′–Al3(Sc,Yb) precipitates. Si and Yb atoms also
partition to the α′–Al3(Sc,Yb) precipitates, but the effect is less clear due to their smaller concentrations,
and also due to the smaller S/N ratio for their peaks in a mass spectrum (Section 3.1), which makes it
difficult to distinguish these ions from the background. Si and Yb also partition to linear features in the
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dataset parallel to the tip axis. This is due to surface migration of these solutes to low index poles, see
Section 3.1, and is an artifact of the LEAP tomographic technique for these alloys [163].
Phase compositions can be quantitatively measured by the proximity histogram (proxigram) technique
[96]. A proxigram consists of first defining a surface of constant concentration (isoconcentration surface)
in the reconstructed volume, which encloses the precipitated phase. The isoconcentration surfaces were
defined as the surfaces of inflection of the Al concentration. Starting at an isoconcentration surface and
moving into the α–Al matrix, the concentration of Al increases and assumes a far-field value. Starting at
the isoconcentration surface and moving toward the center of the precipitate, the Al concentration
decreases, and the solute concentrations increase. Using proxigram analyses, α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) and δ′–

Al3Li precipitates as well as α–Al matrix compositions were measured for the aged alloys, see Table 5.2.
Matrix concentrations are determined by summing atoms of each species in proxigram bins far from the
isoconcentration surface (typically ~5 nm), in a region where the concentrations reach a stable far-field
value. Precipitate concentrations are similarly determined by summing all atoms in bins interior to the
isoconcentration surface.
Proxigrams are displayed in Figs. 5.6a and 5.6b for peak aged (8 h at 325 °C) Al-Sc and Al-Li-Sc,
respectively, and in Figs. 5.7a and 5.7b for peak aged (2 h at 325 °C) Al-Sc-Yb and Al-Li-Sc- Si-Yb,
respectively. Concentrations were measured at distance increments of 0.1 nm. Phase compositions for
the four alloys at aging times of interest are reported in Table 5.2. For all four alloys, all of the solutes
partition strongly from the α-Al matrix to the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates. Li and Sc proxigrams from
Al-Li-Sc aged at 325 °C for 0.16, 8, 24, 280, and 1536 h are displayed in Fig. 5.8 for Sc, Li, and Sc + Li.
As Al-Li-Sc aging progresses, the concentration of Sc increases, and the concentration of Li decreases in
the α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates. These trends are displayed in Fig. 5.9, in which the concentrations of Sc
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and Li in the α′-Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates are calculated using the proxigrams. Solute concentrations in the
α-Al matrix for Al-Li-Sc aged for the times listed above, and for Al-Sc aged for 8 h, are shown in Fig.
5.10.
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Table 5.2. Compositions of α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates (unshaded cells) and a δ′–Al3Li precipitate (shaded cell) and the surrounding α-Al
matrix in four Al(-Li)-Sc(-Yb) alloys after various heat treatments. Values were determined by LEAP analysis of the aged alloys.

Alloy

Al-Sc-Si

Aging Time
at 325 °C (h)

Matrix Composition

Precipitate Composition (at. %)

Li (at. %)

Sc (at. ppm)

Si (at. ppm)

Yb (at. ppm)

Li

Sc

Si

Yb

8

--

130±30

74±12

--

--

27.2±0.3

0.64±0.06

--

0.16

2.54±0.06

630±20

200±10

--

8.8±0.3

17.3±0.5

0.49±0.09

--

8

2.51±0.01

110±20

44±7

--

9.1±0.2

17.0±0.3

0.25±0.04

--

24

2.62±0.02

49±14

9±6

--

8.1±0.3

20.9±0.4

0.04±0.02

--

280

2.53±0.02

42±17

9±8

--

6.7±0.1

21.4±0.2

0.0009±0.0008

--

1536

2.45±0.01

36±7

34±5

--

5.66±0.06

21.5±0.1

0.076±0.009

--

ThermoCalc

2.598

19

--

--

5.60

19.4

--

--

2

--

170±30

45±18

--

--

27.2±0.6

1.1±0.1

2.7±0.3

2

5.31±0.01

75±10

39±5

12±13

13.3±0.2

10.1±0.2

0.22±0.03

2.03±0.08

2 + 192 h at
170 °C

15.2±0.4

10.9±0.3

0.41±0.07

1.7±0.1

5.01±0.02

110±20

110±10

1.5±0.3
23.1±0.7

0

0.007±0.005

0

Al-Li-Sc-Si

Al-Sc-Si-Yb

Al-Li-Sc-Si-Yb
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Fig. 5.6 Proximity histograms of precipitates in (a) Al–Sc and (b) Al–Li–Sc peak-aged at 325 °C for 8 h.
Error bars correspond to 2SD (i.e., error range is 4SD).

Fig. 5.7 Proximity histograms of precipitates in (a) Al–Sc–Yb and (b) Al–Li–Sc–Yb peak-aged at 325 °C for
2 h. Error bars correspond to 2SD (i.e., error range is 4SD).
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Fig. 5.8 Proximity histograms of precipitates in Al–Li–Sc aged at 325 °C for 0.16–1536 h for (a)
Sc, (b) Li and (c) the sum of Sc and Li.
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Fig. 5.9 Sc and Li concentrations in precipitates, and Sc and Li partitioning ratios in Al–Li–Sc
aged at 325 °C.
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Fig. 5.10 Concentrations of Li, Sc and Si in the a-Al matrix as a function of aging time at 325 °C
for Al–Li–Sc (a single point for 8 h aging is also shown for Al–Sc).

Analysis of the 325 °C-aged alloys by LEAP tomography additionally allows measurement of several
important characteristics of the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates, which sheds light on the effect of Li
additions on the microhardness response of the Al-Sc(-Yb) alloys. The number density, average radius,
and volume fraction, for α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates in the aged alloys are given in Table 5.3. The
volume fraction is calculated by isolating atoms in α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates using a modified
envelope method [98], and dividing the number of α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitate atoms by the total
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number of atoms in the reconstructed volume. The small difference in lattice parameters of the phases is
accounted for by approximating the lattice parameter of the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates to be that of

α′–Al3Sc (4.103 Å [12]), and the lattice parameter of the α-Al matrix to be that of Al-Li [133]. The
number density is calculated by counting the number of α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates in the analyzed
volume (precipitates cut by the boundary of the analysis volume are counted as half of a precipitate), and
dividing by the volume of material, which is inferred from the total number of atoms. The average radius
is calculated from a precipitate size distribution (excluding precipitates cut by the boundary of the
dataset), obtained by applying a modified envelope method to the datasets [98], and approximating the

α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates as volume-equivalent spheres. Standard methods for propagation of errors
were employed for the quantities in Table 5.3 [99]. For Al-Li-Sc, these values are plotted as a function of
aging time in Fig. 5.11.
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Table 5.3. Number density, NV, volume fraction, φ, and average radius <R> in four Al(-Li)-Sc(-Yb)
alloys after various heat treatments. Values were determined by LEAP analysis of the aged alloys.
Alloy

Al-Sc-Si

Al-Li-Sc-Si

Al-Sc-Si-Yb

Aging Time at 325 °C
(h)

Precipitate Statistics
Nv (1022 m-3)

φ (%)

<R> (nm)

8

5.0±0.5

0.430±0.003

2.7±0.3

0.16

19.4±0.1

0.292±0.002

1.4±0.3

8

13.1±0.1

0.557±0.003

1.9±0.4

24

8.2±0.7

0.478±0.003

2.3±0.4

280

2.3±0.3

0.433±0.003

3.7±0.7

1536

0.6±0.1

0.451±0.002

5.2±1.5

2

1.5±0.2

0.092±0.001

2.7±0.4

2

12.1±0.7

0.401±0.002

1.8±0.4

2 + 8 days at 170 °C

10.4±0.8

0.403±0.002

1.5±0.4

Al-Li-Sc-Si-Yb
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Fig. 5.11 The volume fraction (φ), number density (Nv) and average radius (<R>) of precipitates
in Al–Li–Sc during aging at 325 °C. Also shown in the top plot is (φ*), the volume fraction that
would be present in a binary Al–Sc alloy if the precipitates contained no Li (see text for a
complete description).

Fig. 5.12 shows a LEAP reconstruction of Al-Li-Sc-Yb doubly-aged, by first aging to peak-hardness at
325 °C for 2 h, then at 170 C for 8 days. This aging treatment was performed to induce precipitation of
δ′-Al3Li, which provides an additional strengthening increment [27-31, 54, 164]. Al-Li-Sc-Yb aged at
170 °C is the only alloy and aging treatment for which the Li concentration is anticipated to exceed its
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solubility for precipitation of metastable δ′–Al3Li [128]; a similar heat treatment was not performed in
Al-Li-Sc, because the Li concentration in that alloy (2.9±0.1 at. %) is significantly smaller than the solvus
for aging temperatures that would yield reasonable precipitation kinetics [165]. In Fig. 5.12, a 12 at. % Li
isoconcentration surface delineates the α-Al/δ′-Al3Li interface and Sc atoms are indicated by blue points
(Al and Li atoms are omitted for clarity). Yb atoms, which partition to the cores of Sc-rich precipitates as
seen in singly-aged Al-Li-Sc-Yb (Fig. 5.7b), are also omitted for clarity as they appear to be nearly
homogeneously distributed throughout the reconstructed volume due to the small S/N ratio (Section 3.1
and Fig. 5.2b). The metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitate is elongated along the tip axis (vertical direction in
Fig. 5.12), which is an artifact due to an inverse magnification of the δ′-Al3Li precipitate [72]. The δ′Al3Li phase has a smaller evaporation field than the surrounding α-Al matrix, leading to depressions in
the specimen surface at the δ′-Al3Li precipitates during evaporation [26]. Also visible in Fig. 5.12 are six
Sc-rich α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates, which are enclosed within a single metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitate.
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Fig 5.12 LEAP reconstruction of Al–Li–Sc–Yb aged for 2 h at 325 °C, then for 8 days at 170 °C.
Sc atoms are shown as blue points, regions where Sc atoms are concentrated correspond to α’Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates. Shown in orange is a 12 at.% Li isoconcentration surface
corresponding to a δ’-Al3Li precipitate containing six α’-Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates.

5.3.5 Dark-Field Transmission Electron Microscopy of Doubly-Aged Al-Li-Sc-Yb
Due to the small number density of metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitates in doubly-aged Al-Li-Sc-Yb, very
few were imaged by LEAP tomography. To access a larger field-of-view, the metastable δ′-Al3Li
precipitates produced by aging at 170 °C for 8 days after prior aging at 325 °C for 2 h, were imaged by
centered dark-field TEM (Fig. 5.13). Superlattice reflections in the selected-area diffraction patterns
indicated that the metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitates have an L12 structure. The micrograph in Fig. 5.13 was
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taken along a [210] zone axis and imaged using a 001 superlattice reflection. Precipitate radii were
measured using the particle analysis feature in Image J, after thresholding the images to select the
precipitated phase. By adjusting the threshold values for pixel inclusion in the precipitates, the value
found for average precipitate radius also changes. Across the range of threshold values which clearly
separate precipitates from the matrix, the value found for the average radius varies by approximately ±0.6
nm. Using the center of the threshold range thus determined, for 304 metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitates
imaged by this method, the average radius is 16.8±5.7 nm. Here the value 5.7 nm is a measure of the
breadth of the precipitate size distribution, rather than an experimental error which is about ±0.6 nm as
described above.

Fig. 5.13 Centered DFTEM micrograph showing metastable δ’-Al3Li precipitates in Al–Li–Sc–
Yb aged for 2 h at 325 °C, then for 8 days at 170 °C. The image is taken along [2 1 0] zone axis
using the 0 0 1 superlattice reflection.
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Evolution of the α-Al Matrix Compositions
The electrical conductivities of Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb decrease significantly at or near the onset of
microhardness increases in both isochronal (Fig. 5.3b) and isothermal aging (Figs. 5.4b and 5b), including
during isothermal aging of Al-Li-Sc-Yb at 170 °C. The decrease in conductivity is especially strong in
Al-Li-Sc-Yb, which has a higher Li concentration than Al-Li-Sc. These observations suggest that this
decrease is related to a nucleation event in Li-containing alloys. This effect has been demonstrated in
studies on binary Al–Li alloys by low-temperature isothermal aging experiments (40 – 130 °C) [46, 128,
132, 166-167], and was shown to be due to ordering of the alloy into Li-rich, L12-ordered domains, or
metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitates. Besides Al-Li, a decrease in conductivity at early aging times and low
temperatures has been similarly observed in a number of other binary Al-alloys [168], and is generally
attributed to a large number density of solute atom clusters. Furthermore, it has been shown analytically
that the mechanism of conductivity decrease in the early stages of aging in a binary alloy can be attributed
to Bragg scattering from G.P. zones, which are present at a large number density [169].
The electrical conductivity of the 99.999% pure source Al is 37.3±0.1 MS m-1. Conductivities of
homogenized Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb are smaller (18.0±0.1 MS m-1 and 12.7±0.4 MSm-1, respectively,
Fig. 5.4 and 5.5), due primarily to the presence of solute atoms that scatter electrons. To understand the
effects of solutes on alloy conductivity, it is necessary to quantify the contribution of solute atoms to
electron scattering. Normalized to solute concentration, this is the specific resistivity of a solute dissolved
in the matrix. The specific resistivity of Li dissolved in Al was reported to be 9.2 n-Ωm at.%-1 [46] or 8.4
n-Ωm at.%-1 [132] The specific resistivity of Sc in Al was given in the literature as 34 n-Ωm at%-1 [170]
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or 35 n-Ωm at%-1 [171]. These values permit the increases in condictivity (Figs. 5.3b, 5.4b, and 5.5b)
to be interpreted in terms of depletion of the matrix solute concentrations, as demonstrated below.
The average conductivity of Al-Li-Sc-Yb during isothermal aging at 325 °C is 12.6±0.1 MS m-1.
Accounting only for the LEAP tomographic measurements of Li concentration in this alloy, and taking
the contributions in resistivity from solute additions to the pure Al matrix to be linearly additive
(Mathiessen’s rule [172]), the conductivity of the alloy would be 13.1 MS m-1. Similarly, the
conductivity of a hypothetical Al-Sc solid solution having the Sc concentration of Al-Li-Sc-Yb (0.0506
at. %) would be 35.0 MS m-1. An Al-5.612 Li-0.0506 Sc (at. %) solid solution should have a conductivity
value of 12.8 MS m-1, in good agreement with our measured value. Although the specific resistivity of Sc
atoms in Al solid solution is greater than that of Li atoms, the electrical conductivity behavior is
controlled by the Li concentration in solid solution because the Li concentrations and concentration
changes during aging of these alloys are much greater than those of Sc. For isothermally-aged Al-Li-ScYb, the only aging treatment for which the conductivity response is larger than the measurement
uncertainty is for the second aging treatment at 170 °C. This is because the change in Li concentration in
the matrix during aging at 325 °C is small compared to the total Li concentration of 5.53 at. %: for
example, the change in Li concentration, estimated from measurements of the precipitate number density
and Li concentration of α′-Al3(Sc,Yb,Li) after aging 2 h is ~0.03 at. %. The sharp decrease in
conductivity after aging at 170 °C for 2 days is likely due to the early stages of metastable δ′-Al3Li
formation as reported previously for various Al-Li alloys aged at 40-400 °C, depending on Li
concentration [46, 128, 167]. With further aging, the conductivity recovers and increases, indicating that
the metastable δ′-Al3Li precursor domains have become metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitates at a smaller
number density, and the matrix is becoming depleted in Li. In this way, the conductivities of the aged
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alloys can be correlated with precipitate nucleation, and with the evolution of the matrix’s solute
concentration, as measured by LEAP.
Similar calculations on the other alloys yield the following results: the conductivity of Al-Sc is calculated
to increase from 31.4 MS m-1 as-homogenized to 37.2 MS m-1 at long aging times (31.84±0.06–
36.44±0.08 MS m-1 was measured); the conductivity of Al-Li-Sc is calculated to increase from 18.6 to
20.6 MS m-1 (18.0±0 to 19.33±0.05 MS·m-1 was measured); and the conductivity of Al-Sc-Yb is
calculated to increase from 35.0 to 37.2 MS m-1 (34.4±0.3 to 36.7±0.3 MSm-1 was measured).
One study was performed on the phase equilibria in the Al-Li-Sc system (0–41 at. % Li and 0–53 at. %
Sc) [173-174], but it is of limited relevance to the present work, since the concentration range of interest
was not explored in detail. Otherwise, ternary and higher phase diagrams are unavailable for this system.
At 170 °C, the solubility of Li in α–Al is 5.39 at. %. The concentration of Li in solution in the α-Al
matrix decreases from 5.31±0.01 at. % after aging 2 h at 325 °C, to 5.01±0.02 at. % after addition aging
for 8 days at 170 °C (Table 5.2), demonstrating that the addition of Sc, Si, and Yb decreases the solubility
of Li in Al.
The electrical conductivity of Al-Li-Sc is constant for aging times of 384 h (16 days) and longer,
suggesting that α–Al and α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates are close to equilibrium for these solute
concentrations at 325 °C. In Al-Li-Sc, the equilibrium solubility of Sc in α–Al (36±7 at. ppm) is
therefore close to the equilibrium solubility of Sc in binary Al-Sc, determined by a linear fit to the data in
Ref. [12] to be 14 at. ppm. The α–Al’s Li concentration after 1536 h is 2.449±0.005 at. %, hence this Li
concentration does not appear to decrease the solubility of Sc in α–Al.
The presence of Si impurity atoms in α–Al has been shown to affect the evolution of the microstructure,
resulting in a significant increase in strength in aged commercial-purity (Si-containing) Al-Sc alloys
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relative to aged high-purity Al-Sc alloys [175]. In Al-Li-Sc, the concentration of Si in the α-Al matrix
decreases during aging at 325 °C (Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.10). Although the measurement of Si
concentration is subject to a degree of error as noted above, this decreasing trend corresponds to
partitioning of Si to the precipitates, as discussed in the following section.

5.4.2 Strengthening Precipitates in the Aged Alloys
5.4.2.1 Precipitate Compositions in Peak-Aged Alloys
The compositions of α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates in Al-Li-Sc and Al-Sc aged 8 h at 325 °C were measured
using proxigrams (Fig. 5.6), and are reported in Table 5.2. The α′–Al3Sc precipitates in Al-Sc have
approximately the Al3Sc stoichiometry, 27.2±0.3 at. % Sc. A Sc concentration greater than the 25 at. %
stoichiometric value at early aging times is consistent with prior measurements on similar alloys [16, 70,
81-82, 175]. The precipitates also contain 0.64±0.06 at. % Si. The presence of 20-30 at. % Sc and
approximately 6 at. % Si was reported in the centers of precipitates observed in Al-0.096 Sc-0.048 Si (at.
%) aged at 300 °C [176]. Results of a first-principles study [176] on the site occupancy of a Si atom in
Al3Sc show that Si resides on the Al-sublattice resulting in an (Al,Si)3Sc phase. The proxigrams (Figs.
5.6 and 5.7) demonstrate that Si partitions strongly to the precipitate in which the distribution of Si is
uniform, following the same concentration profile as Sc. The precipitates in Al-Li-Sc aged for 8 h at 325
°C contain 17.0±0.3 Sc, 9.1±0.2 Li and 0.25±0.4 Si (at. %) . The combined Sc + Li concentration is
26.1±0.4 at. %, which is similar to the Sc concentration in peak-aged Al-Sc (27.2±0.3 at. %). This
suggests that Li substitutes for Sc in Al3Sc, resulting in a precipitate with the stoichiometry
(Al,Si)3(Sc,Li). That result is counter to the results of a study of the phase equilibria in Al-Li-Sc, where
no ternary compounds were reported [173-174]. However, for two alloys - Al-8.0 Li-0.3 Sc and Al-7.3
Li-2.3 Mg-0.3 Sc (at. %) which were cast and rolled at 500 °C - primary precipitates measuring several
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micrometers were found to have the L12 srtructure, and approximately the same lattice parameter as the
α-Al matrix [161-162]. Auger spectroscopy showed that these precipitates, which formed on
solidification from the melt, have a composition Al3(LixSc1-x), where x≥0.5 [161]. This is in agreement
with the nanometer-sized precipitates formed through solid-state precipitation in the present work and in
studies on Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-X alloys [71-72, 123, 140].
Similar analyses were performed for precipitates in Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb aged to peak
microhardness for 2 h at 325 °C (Figure 5.7, Table 5.2). All solute elements in both alloys partition
strongly to the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates, and Yb is found at the highest concentrations toward the
center of the precipitates, with the Sc concentration peaking toward the α-Al matrix/α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)
precipitate interface, corresponding to the core/shell structure for Al-Sc-RE [16, 70, 104] and Al-Li-ScYb alloys [72]. In both alloys Si partitions to the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates.

Because of the difficulties described earlier in measuring Si concentrations (migration of Si atoms over
the specimen surface during LEAP analysis, and small Si concentrations), only qualitative statements can
be made regarding Li additions and Si partitioning. For all four alloys in the peak-aged state, the degree
of partitioning of Si to the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates decreases with the Li addition. For Al-Sc-Yb,
the partitioning ratio of Si, (defined as the ratio of Si concentration in the α′-phase to that of Si in the α-Al
matrix) decreases from 240±100 to 56±11 with Li addition; for Al-Sc it similarly decreases from 86±16 to
57±13. Since Li replaces Sc in the precipitated phase, it is unclear whether the incorporation of Li into

α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) impedes Si partitioning or whether Si partitioning depends on the presence of Sc,
whose concentration is reduced with the Li addition. The partitioning coefficients of Sc in the peak-aged
alloys are also somewhat reduced due to Li additions: for peak-aged Al-Sc the partitioning coefficient of
Sc decreases with Li addition from 2090±480 to 1550±280; and similarly for Al-Sc-Yb it decreases from
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1600±300 to 1350±180. This is in agreement with the observation that Li displaces Sc in the α′–
Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates. Although the precipitation reaction is faster in Al-Li-Sc than in Al-Sc, the
partitioning ratio of Sc is reduced by Li addition.

5.4.2.2 α′′ –Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) Precipitate Statistics in the Peak-Aged State
Statistics to characterize the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates in the aged alloys, as measured by analyzing
reconstructed LEAP volumes, are reported in Table 5.3. The addition of Li to Al-Sc and to Al-Sc-Yb
induces changes in the distribution of α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates during aging at 325 °C. After aging
for 8 h, the α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates in Al-Li-Sc are smaller than those in Al-Sc (1.9±0.4 nm vs. 2.7±0.3
nm), and have a higher number density (13.1±0.1 x 1022 m-3 vs. 5.0±0.5 x 1022 m-3). These values suggest
a greater nucleation current and a smaller energy barrier for nucleation, although it is noted that the
nucleation event has not been directly observed by microscopy. The volume fraction is somewhat smaller
in Al-Sc (0.430±0.003 %) than in Al-Li-Sc (0.557±0.003 %), due to the presence of Li in the Al3(Sc,Li)
precipitates. An Al-Sc alloy with the Sc concentration of an Al-Li-Sc alloy aged 8 h (0.1138±0.0013 at.
%) should exhibit an equilibrium volume fraction of 0.467±0.005 %, based on the lever rule. The
addition of 2.9 at. % Li to Al-0.11 at. % Sc alloy increases the volume fraction of α′–Al3(Sc,Li)
precipitates in the peak-aged alloy by ~30 %.
Based on LEAP tomographic analyses, neither Al-Sc nor Al-Li-Sc were observed to be in thermodynamic
equilibrium after aging 8 h at 325 °C. The solid solubility of Sc in Al at 325 °C is 0.0014 at. % [12], and
for a Sc concentration of 0.1450±0.0018 at. % (LEAP tomography value, Table 5.1), an equilibrium
volume fraction 0.597±0.007 % is anticipated in a binary Al-Sc alloy at equilibrium at 325 °C. Hence,
the precipitation reaction is ~70 % complete after 8 h and, although the strength of Al-Sc decreases for
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longer aging durations, the growth period of the decomposition reaction remains incomplete, and a
larger volume fraction of α′–Al3Sc is expected at later aging times. Al-Li-Sc also continues to evolve
significantly between 1/3 and 64 days, as described in Section 4.2.3.

Li additions to Al-Sc-Yb similarly affect the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitate population in the alloy peak
aged for 2 h at 325 °C. Compared to Al-Sc-Yb, α′–Al3 (Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates in Al-Li-Sc-Yb are smaller
(1.8±0.4 vs. 2.7±0.4 nm) and the number densisty is almost one order of magnitude larger (12.1±0.7 x
1022 m-3 vs. 1.5±0.2 x 1022 m-3). Similarly to the Yb-free alloys, a Li addition increases the volume
fraction in the peak-aged alloys from 0.092±0.001 % to 0.401±0.002 %. Although the Al-Sc-Yb phase
diagram has not been determined, if all of the Sc and Yb in Al-0.048 Sc-0.0092 Yb (at. %) were to
precipitate as α′–Al3(Sc,Yb) precipitates, the maximum achievable volume fraction would be 0.24 %.
The addition of 5.53 at. % Li to Al-0.048 Sc-0.0092 Yb (at. %), therefore, increases the volume fraction
in the peak-aged alloy by ~70 % over the maximum value achievable in a Li-free alloy.

Evolution of α′–Al3(Sc,Li) Precipitates in Al-Li-Sc

A striking feature of the Al-Li-Sc proxigrams, Fig. 5.8b, is the marked interfacial segregation of Li that
develops for long aging times at the α-Al/α′–Al3(Sc,Li) interface, in particular at 1536 h. This
phenomenon is quantifiable using the Gibbs adsorption isotherm [66, 81, 177-182]. The Gibbsian
interfacial excess of Li relative to Sc and Al is expressed by [183-184]:

ΓLiAl − Sc = ΓLi − ΓSc

α'
α
 ∂γ
c αAl c Liα ' − c αAl' c Liα
c Liα c Sc
− c Liα ' c Sc
−
Γ
= −
Al α α '
α α'
α' α
α' α
c Al c Sc − c Al c Sc
c Al c Sc − c Al c Sc
 ∂µ Li



 T , P , µ Al , µ Sc

(5.1)
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where the cij are the concentrations of component i in phase j (in this notation, the superscript α
indicates the α–Al matrix phase, and α′ indicates the α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitate phase), γ is the interfacial
free energy of the α′–Al3(Sc,Li)/α–Al matrix interface, and µi is the chemical potential of component i.
The excess concentration of the ith component, Γi , determined from the proxigrams analysis, is given by
[185]:

(

Γi = ρ ∆x ∑m =1 cim − cik
p

)

(5.2)

where ρ is the atomic density, ∆x is the distance between p layers in the proxigram, and cik is the
concentration of component i in phase k, where k indicates the phase in which the proxigram is considered
for each of its data points. Values of ΓLiAl − Sc for each aging time are displayed in Fig. 5.14. Its value is
positive for all aging times (indicating an excess of Li), and it is largest at 1536 h, indicating that the
relative interfacial excess is likely an equilibrium condition, validating this approach [182-184]. The
differential form of the Gibbs adsorption isotherm, at constant temperature and pressure, yields a
relationship between the relative interfacial excesses and the interfacial energies. Starting from equation
(5.1), employing only the first-order dependency on concentration, one obtains for the change in
interfacial free energy, ∆γ [179, 182-184]:

∆γ

T ,P

 ∂µ
= − ΓLiAl − Sc  Li
 ∂c Li


c Li


(5.3)

The differential of chemical potential with respect to concentration, ∂µ Li ∂c Li is evaluated by two
methods: (i) making the ideal solution approximation; and (ii) using Thermo-Calc Classic version R
(TCCR, Thermo-Calc Software) with the TTAL7 database (Thermotech Ltd., Guildford, UK). For Al-2.9
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Li-0.106 Sc (at. %) at 325 °C, the molar fractions and compositions of the α–Al matrix and α′–
Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates calculated by Thermocalc with the TTAL7 database are relatively close to the
measurements made at 1536 h (Table 5.2), implying that the thermodynamic properties at long aging
times are reasonably well described. After aging for 1536 h, ΓLiAl − Sc = 2.6 ±0.01 atom nm-2, the decrease
in the interfacial free energy due to segregation is ∆γ = -22.7±0.1 mJ m-2 using the ideal solution
approximation, or ∆γ = -24.4±0.1 mJ m-2 using results from Thermocalc. For reference, the interfacial
Al − Sc
excesses compare to ΓMg
= 1.9±0.5 atom nm-2 in an Al-2.2 Mg-0.12 Sc (at. %) alloy aged at 300 °C

[79]. The values for the reduction in interfacial free energy are large compared to the α-Al/Al3Sc
interfacial free energy in the binary Al-Sc system, found from coarsening studies to be between 20 – 300
mJ m-2 [9-11, 105-106, 170, 186]. Because the rate constant for precipitate coarsening in ternary alloys
varies linearly with the interfacial free energy [187], using the larger value, 300 mJ m-2, the interfacial
excess reduces the rate of increase in <R>3 by 8 % for an averaged value of ∆ γ = -23.5 mJ m-2.

There is a significant concentration of Li in α′–Al3(Sc,Li) produced during aging at 325 °C (~6-9 at. %,

depending on aging time, Table 5.2), although in the binary Al-Li system at this same temperature, a
Li concentration of 2.9 at. % is insufficient to produce δ′–Al3Li precipitates [128]. To understand the
mechanisms for this behavior, Mao et al. have performed first-principles calculations on the Al-Li-Sc
system [188], which yield insights into its precipitation behavior. They show that Li and Sc share the
same sublattice site in the L12 structure and that it is energetically favorable for Li in solution in α-Al to
partition to Al3Sc and substitute for Sc. The inverse reaction, partitioning of Sc from α-Al substituting for
Li in Al3Li, is also energetically possible. Furthermore, the energetics are favorable if the substituted
element forms additional trialuminide phase (rather than being rejected into the α-Al), thereby increasing
the volume fraction. These results suggest that the presence of a mixed ternary Al3(Sc,Li) trialuminide
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phase is a snapshot of the Al-Li-Sc system evolving temporally toward equilibrium as opposed to a
transient, kinetically-favored state only.

Fig. 5.14 Relative Gibbsian interfacial excess of Li ( ΓLiAl − Sc ) at the α′–Al matrix/ α′–Al3(Li,Sc)
precipitate interface in Al–Li–Sc aged at 325 °C.

The temporal evolution of precipitate volume fraction, number density, and average radius of Al-Li-Sc at
325 °C are displayed in Fig. 5.11. For comparison, a parameter φ* is also shown in the plot of volume
fraction, where φ* is defined as the volume fraction of precipitates that would be present if the
precipitates did not contain Li atoms. In other words, the quantity φ* is calculated by counting all Sc
atoms that partitioned to α′-Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates, then computing the corresponding volume of
stoichiometric α′-Al3Sc, assuming a lattice parameter of 4.103 Å [12]. Therefore, although additions of
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both Li and Mg lead to solid solution strengthening of the α–Al matrix, only Li, due to its high solubility
in α′–Al3Sc (not exhibited by Mg [80]) produces the additional benefit of increasing the volume fraction
of precipitates and hence also increasing the strengthening increment of the peak-aged alloy [64].
Although the number density decreases and the average radius increases with time, as anticipated for a
system approaching equilibrium, the volume fraction evolves in an unexpected manner, increasing
initially to a maximum value of 0.557±0.003 % at 24 h, followed by a decrease at longer aging times to a
value of 0.451±0.002 % at 1536 h. This behavior may be understood by considering the concentration of
Li in the α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates (Table 5.2, Figs. 5.8 and 5.9). Excluding the earliest aging time of
0.16 h, the concentration of Li in the α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates is continuously decreasing during aging.
The large volume fraction at 8 h is due to a high level of incorporation of Li in α′–Al3(Sc,Li), forming
precipitates with the approximate composition Al0.739(Sc0.170Li0.091) at early aging times. The degree of
elevated Li concentration is a transient condition as the concentration of Li in the α′–Al3(Sc,Li)
precipitates decreases during aging to Al0.728(Sc0.235Li0.056) at 1536 h, with a concomitant decrease in
volume fraction and partitioning ratio of Li.

An explanation for the large concentration of Li in the α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates at early aging times is
that a positive Gibbsian relative excess of Li at the α-Al/ α′–Al3(Sc,Li) interface is measured. Interfacial
segregation of Li decreases the Gibbs free energy of the α-Al/α′–Al3(Sc,Li) interface. The net reversible
work to form a nucleus of critical radius, R* = 2γ/(∆Fch -∆Fel ), is given by W* ≈ (16πγ3)/[3(∆Fch -∆Fel)2]
[102-103], where ∆Fch is the chemical component of the Helmholtz free energy per unit volume due to a
solute supersaturation at 325 °C, and ∆Fel is the elastic strain energy expended for nucleation of
precipitates having a lattice parameter misfit with the matrix. Using Thermocalc and the TTAL7
database, which provides a qualitative comparison of the chemical driving force for precipitation, ∆Fch at
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325 °C is 4.715 kJ mol-1, compared to 4.108 kJ mol-1 for Al-Sc with the same Sc concentration. Because
the lattice parameter mismatch of α′–Al3Sc with α–Al is 1.32 % [12, 97], and the lattice parameter

mismatch of δ′–Al3Li with α–Al is -0.99 % [97, 153], it is expected that Li incorporation in the α′–
Al3Sc precipitates results in a reduction in the lattice parameter mismatch, and hence a reduction in
the elastic strain energy of a nucleus. Since the nucleation current is proportional to exp(-W*/kBT) [102103], three factors may be identified which lead to a decrease in the critical radius and an increase in the
nucleation current with addition of Li to binary Al-Sc: (i) the decrease in the interfacial free energy due to
segregation of Li at the α-Al/α′–Al3(Sc,Li) interface, (ii) the increase in the chemical driving force for
nucleation due to Li, and (iii) the decrease in the elastic strain energy of forming a nucleus. As a
consequence, the incubation time for the microhardness response is reduced with the Li-addition from 10
min in Al-Sc, to 2 min in Al-Li-Sc. The average radius is smaller and the number density is larger in
peak-aged (8 h) Al-Li-Sc compared to Al-Sc, Table 5.3. Because a small decrease in interfacial free
energy, γ, results in a large decrease in the net reversible work to for a critical radius (proportional to γ3),
nuclei with a positive excess of Li are strongly favored.
At longer aging times, when nucleation is complete, the conditions leading to smaller radii of the critical
nucleus (smaller interfacial energy, larger chemical driving force for nucleation, smaller lattice parameter
mismatch) no longer control the concentration of solutes in the precipitates, which evolve temporally
toward their equilibrium chemical composition. Hence, for long aging times, the Li concentration
decreases (from ~9 at. % at early aging times to ~6 at. % at long aging times), leading to a concomitant
decrease in the volume fraction, as described above and demonstrated by Table 5.3 and Fig. 5.11.
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5.4.2.3 Metastable δ′′ -Al3Li in Double-Aged Al-Li-Sc-Yb
For Al-Li-Sc-Yb, the second aging step of 7 days at 170 °C has little effect on the precipitates formed
during aging for 2 h at 325 °C, both in terms of the statistical metrics, Table 5.3, and in terms of their
compositions, Table 5.2. The additional microhardness increment at 170 °C, from 719±9 MPa to 773±16
MPa is due to the formation of metastable δ′-Al3Li, which nucleated heterogeneously on the α′–
Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates formed at 325 °C, as illustrated in Fig. 5.12. As described above, a δ′-Al3Li
precipitate has enveloped six Sc-rich α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates A similar observation was made in
Ref. [140] for an Al–6.3Li–0.069Sc–0.018Yb (at. %) alloy aged at 325 °C for 8 h, followed by quenching
to 170 °C and aging for one week, which reported an instance where two α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates
were enveloped by a single metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitate. The composition of the δ′-Al3Li precipitate is
23.1±0.7 at. % Li and 70±50 at. ppm Sc, which compares to a Li concentration in δ′-Al3Li of 22.5 at. % at
170 °C, based on a Calphad-type study of the Al-Li system [44].
The concentration of Li in the alloy, 5.53 at. %, which was reduced from 6.3 at. % in an Al–6.3Li–
0.069Sc–0.018Yb (at. %) alloy in Ref [72], is small enough to avoid grain-refining primary precipitates,
which were observed in that alloy. However, due to the large concentration of Li that can be dissolved in
α–Al (5.38 at. % in a binary Al-Li alloy at 170 °C [128]) a Li concentration of 5.53 at. % is too small to
yield significant strengthening due to metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitation: the volume fraction of δ′-Al3Li
precipitates is estimated to be 1.4±0.1 % based on the decrease in the α–Al matrix concentration of Li
during aging 192 h at 170 °C (Table 5.2). This establishes a rather narrow range of acceptable Li
concentrations to achieve (i) high-strength at ambient temperature for a doubly-aged alloy containing both
α′-Al3(Sc,Yb,Li) precipitates from aging at ~325 °C and metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitates from aging at
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170 °C, and (ii) creep resistance for a coarse-grained alloy containing only α′-Al3(Sc,Yb,Li) precipitates
after a single-temperature aging at 325 °C.

5.5 Summary and Conclusions
•

Two Al-Sc based alloys (Al-0.12 Sc and Al-0.042 Sc-0.009 Yb, all compositions below are
in at. %) and their counterparts with Li-additions (Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc and Al-5.5 Li-0.048 Sc0.009 Yb) were cast, homogenized at 640 °C, and aged at 325 °C. The following conclusions
were reached:

•

For isothermal aging at 325 °C, addition of 2.9 at. % Li to Al-0.12 Sc results in a modest increase
in peak hardness and a large increase in time to overaging: from 704±51 MPa over 1-24 h aging,
to 806±49 MPa over 0.3-96 h. The increase in microhardness is due to Li, which provides both
solid-solution strengthening and creates a larger volume fraction of precipitates at a greater
number density, and having a smaller mean radius (Table 5.3). A larger addition of 5.53 at. % Li
to the more dilute alloy Al-0.042 Sc-0.0088 Yb results in a large increase in peak hardness
according to the same mechanism: from 376±43 MPa over 0.3-96 h, to 688±40 MPa over 0.5-24
h.

•

A second aging treatment at 170 °C of Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc-0.0092 Yb, previously peak-aged at
325 °C for 2 h, adds a small hardness increment, from 688±40 to 773±16 MPa. For an Al-Li-ScRE-based alloy, which would have high ambient-temperature strength in the doubly-aged state,
and still remain coarse-grained and hence creep-resistant, the concentration of Li is restricted to
approximately 5.5 < CLi < 6.3 at. %.
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•

For all alloys peak-aged at 325 °C, all solutes (Li, Sc, Si, and Yb) partition strongly to the α′–

Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates. Yb partitions to the precipitate cores, while Li, Sc, and Si are evenly
distributed throughout the precipitates. For Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc-0.0092 Yb doubly-aged at 325
°C and then at 170 °C, larger metastable δ′-Al3Li precipitates envelop multiple finer α′–
Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates formed at 325 °C.
•

The Li and Sc concentrations of α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates in Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc evolve temporally
during aging at 325 °C. The Li concentration decreases from 9.1±0.2 at. % at 8 h to 5.66±0.06 at.
% at 1536 h, while the Sc concentration increases from 17.3±0.3 at. % at 8 h to 21.5±0.1 at. % at
1536 h. Lithium addition to Al-Sc reduces energetic barriers to precipitate nucleation, leading to
the following observations in Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc compared to Al-0.12 Sc aged at 325 °C: (i) a
five-fold reduction in the incubation time to a hardness increase; (ii) a four-fold increase in the
time to overaging; (iii) a larger number density of smaller precipitates in the peak-aged state.

•

Throughout the entire aging treatment of Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc at 325 °C, the mean radius of the α′–
Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates increases and the number density decreases. The precipitate volume
fraction peaks at 0.557±0.003 % at 8 h, then decreases to 0.451±0.002 % at 1536 h, due to a
decrease in Li concentration in the α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates from 9.1±0.2 to 5.66±0.06 at. %.
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Chapter 6

Creep Properties and Precipitate Evolution in Al-Li Alloys
Microalloyed with Sc and Yb

Abstract
A dilute Al-Sc alloy (Al-0.12 Sc at. %, Al-Sc), its counterpart with a Li addition (Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc
at. %, Al-Li-Sc), as well as a quaternary alloy (Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb at. %, Al-Li-Sc-Yb) were
isothermally-aged at 325 °C, and in some cases isochronally aged to 450 °C. As the α′– Al3(Li,Sc) and
Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates, with L12 structure, coarsen in the two Li-containing alloys, their Li and Yb
concentrations decrease and their Sc concentration increases. A significant interfacial excess of Li also
segregates at the α–Al matrix/α′–Al3Sc(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitate interface: 5.99±0.05 atoms nm-2 in Al-Li-Sc,
and 13.2±0.4 atoms nm-2 in Al-Li-Sc-Yb after aging isochronally to 450 °C. During compression creep at
300 °C, the aged alloys exhibit threshold stresses between 8 and 22 MPa. A recent threshold stress model
based on elastic interactions between dislocations and precipitates predicts correctly that Li additions in
the Al-Li-Sc alloy reduce the threshold stress, while Yb in the Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloy increases it. The model
is also in agreement with the threshold stresses of all Al-Sc-X alloys published to date.
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6.1. Introduction
Dilute Al-Sc alloys exhibit excellent creep resistance at elevated temperatures [3-4, 6], due to the
presence of nanoscale L12-ordered α′–Al3Sc precipitates that are coarsening-resistant to ~300 °C [3-6, 8].
The α′–Al3Sc(L12) phase precipitates during aging of supersaturated Al-Sc below the maximum solid
solubility of Sc in Al of 0.23 at .% Sc (in the following, unless noted, all compositions are given in at.%)
at 660 °C [12]); they are coherent, and have an unconstrained lattice parameter mismatch with the α–
Al(f.c.c.) matrix of 1.33 % at ambient temperature and 1.07 % at 300 °C [112]. Relative to pure Al, the
presence of α′–Al3Sc(L12) precipitates improves the creep resistance of coarse-grained Al-Sc alloys by
inhibiting dislocation motion, leading to a threshold stress below which the deformation rate becomes too
small for practical laboratory measurement [7, 51-52].
The effects of ternary alloying additions on the α′–Al3Sc(L12) precipitate structure and the mechanical
properties of Al-Sc alloys have been studied in detail. On isothermal aging at 300 °C, additions of rare
earth (RE) elements (Dy, Er, Gd, Sm, Y, and Yb [16] as well as Tb, Ho, Tm and Lu [70]) to binary Al-Sc
alloys result in core/shell α′–Al3(Sc1-xREx) precipitates with a RE-rich core within a Sc-rich shell. Rareearth elements substitute for Sc on its sublattice in the L12 structure, resulting in an increase in the lattice
parameter mismatch with the α–Al matrix [15, 114]. Because the threshold stress in these alloys is due to
elastic interactions between the misfitting precipitates and the matrix [69, 75], RE additions to a binary
Al-Sc alloy improve its creep resistance [61, 67], while also decreasing its cost due to the replacement of
up to 30% of the more expensive Sc [19, 70]. The effect of additions of the transition metals (TM) Ti and
Zr to Al-Sc on creep resistance were also studied [60, 62-63, 66, 68]. These elements decrease the lattice
parameter mismatch of the precipitates [15], and hence the creep resistance is decreased [60, 62-63, 66,
68]. Finally, the effect of Mg-additions on creep of Al-Sc was investigated [64]. Although Mg has only
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negligible solubility in α′–Al3Sc(L12) [80], Mg has a large solid solubility in α–Al, resulting in an
increase in the lattice parameter of Al(Mg) relative to pure Al, and therefore a decrease in the lattice
parameter mismatch with α′–Al3Sc. The effect is, however, small, and therefore the creep behavior is not
significantly degraded [64].
Lithium is a unique addition to binary Al-Sc alloys, because like Mg it has a large solubility in α–Al
(13.1 at. % at the eutectic temperature, 603 °C [44]), and similar to the TM and RE elements, it has
significant solubility in α′–Al3Sc, yielding α′–Al3(Sc1-xLix)(L12) precipitates [71, 73, 161-162].
Additionally, Li provides solid-solution strengthening [30, 134], while reducing the density [21, 133].
Further strengthening may be achieved through precipitation of δ′–Al3Li(L12) [24-26, 28-30, 32-36, 134135], which also results in an increase in stiffness [119-120, 122]. Additions of Li to Al-Sc alloys have
been previously studied [71, 118-120, 122, 162]. In Ref. [73], additions of 2.9 and 5.53 % Li to Al-0.11
Sc, and Al-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb, respectively, were made, resulting in Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc and Al-5.53 Li0.048 Sc- 0.009 Yb, which were aged at 325 °C. Compared to the Li-free alloys strengthened by α′–
Al3(Sc,Yb)(L12), the alloys with Li additions exhibited increases in ambient temperature strength at peakaging time due to an increase in the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)(L12) precipitate volume fraction, φ, a decrease in
the mean precipitate radius, <R>, and an increase in the precipitate number density, NV. A similar result
was reported on related alloys in Ref. [72]; in both of these studies, Li additions also increase the time to
the onset of overaging [72-73].
In the present research, we report on the effects of Li additions on the creep response at 300 °C of
three alloys studied in Ref. [73]: Al-0.12 Sc, Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc, and Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb. The
results are interpreted in the context of creep threshold stresses as reported for all Al-Sc-X alloys studied
to date in our research group.
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6.2 Experimental Procedures
6.2.1 Alloy Fabrication
Two Li-containing alloys, Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc (Al-0.76 Li-0.18 Sc, in wt. %) and Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc0.009 Yb (Al-1.48 Li-0.083 Sc- 0.06 Yb, in wt. %) -- hereafter denoted Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb -- were
created by melting 99.999% pure Al, 99.9% pure Li, and Al-0.2Sc and Al-3.7Yb master alloys in an
induction furnace at 800 °C under an overpressure of 3 atm. of Ar. The melt was cast into a SiC crucible,
resulting in ingots measuring ~4.5 cm in diameter and ~17 cm in length. A third Li-free alloy with
composition Al-0.12 Sc (Al-0.20 Sc, in wt. %,) -- hereafter denoted Al-Sc -- was obtained by melting in
air the same pure Al and Al-0.2 Sc alloy in a zirconia-coated alumina crucible, placed in a resistance
furnace. Because the Li-containing alloys were found to contain Si (probably from the SiC crucible), Si
was intentionally added to Al-Sc, in the form of an Al-12.3 Si master alloy. The Al-Sc melt was stirred
manually before casting into a graphite mold placed on an ice-cooled copper platen. The Al-Sc casting
consisted of four cylinders ~1 cm in diameter and ~10 cm in height. Alloy compositions were verified
using direct coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ATI Wah Chang) and are reported in Table 6.1.
To eliminate shrinkage porosity, sections of the cast materials were hot-isostatically pressed (HIPed)
without cladding by Ultraclad Corp. (Andover, MA) at 516 °C for 2 h under a pressure of 103 MPa.
Those HIPed sections were homogenized at 640 °C for 24 h in an atmosphere of flowing Ar, and
quenched into ambient temperature water. Cylinders measuring 9 mm in diameter and several
centimeters in length were removed from the HIPed sections by electrical discharge machining. The
diameter of the resultant cylinders was reduced to 8 mm by machining with a lathe, and then cut to 16
mm length segments to produce compression creep specimens, resulting in a height-to-diameter ratio of
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2:1. The flat loading surfaces of the specimens were parallel to within 10-20 µm. To confirm that the
specimens did not contain significant porosity, the density of a machined specimen from each of the three
alloys was measured using Archimedes method, taking the average of five measurements (Table 6.2).

Table 6.1. Chemical composition of three alloys as determined by directly coupled plasma massspectroscopy.

Alloy

Li (at. %)

Sc (at. ppm)

Si (at. ppm)

Yb (at. ppm)

Al-Sc

--

1,240±30

130±10

--

Al-Li-Sc

2.9±0.1

1,060±73

180±11

--

Al-Li-Sc-Yb

5.53±0.05

480±10

116±5

92±2

The machined specimens were solutionized for 20 min at 640 °C, and quenched into iced-brine at -12 °C,
before isothermally aging at 325 °C to produce a fine dispersion of nanoscale α′–Al3(Sc1-x-yLixYby)(L12)
precipitates. Some alloys were subjected to an additional heat treatment to coarsen the precipitates to
larger diameters. In those cases, the alloys were first isothermally aged at 325 °C, then isochronally aged
in increments of 25 °C for 1 h each, to either 425 °C or 450 °C. All aging treatments were terminated by
quenching into iced brine at -12 °C. A detailed study of the microstructures produced by isothermal
aging at 325 °C is given in Ref. [73].
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Table 6.2. Alloy densities as determined by Archimedes method

Alloy

Measured Density
ρmeas (g/cm3)

Calculated Density
ρcalc (g/cm3)

Difference

Al-Sc

2.705±0.003

2.701

0.163

Al-Li-Sc

2.6454±0.0002

2.6464

-0.035

Al-Li-Sc-Yb

2.5872±0.0004

2.5940

-0.260

∆ρ (%)

6.2.2 Creep Experiments
The creep specimens were placed between two boron nitride-lubricated alumina platens and subjected to
uniaxial compression by two superalloy rams within a compression creep frame using dead loads. A split
three-zone furnace heated the specimens to 300±1 °C, as verified by a thermocouple placed within 1 cm
of the specimen. Displacements rates, and hence strain rates during a test were monitored by measuring
the position of the top compression ram with a linear variable displacement transducer, with a resolution
of 6 µm, resulting in a minimum measurable strain increment of 4 x 10-4. A typical strain vs. time plot is
shown in Fig. 6.1 for Al-Li-Sc-Yb aged isothermally at 325 °C for 2 h, then isochronally aged to 450 °C.
When a steady-state displacement rate was achieved for a suitable duration, the applied load was
increased. The maximum strain of a specimen at the conclusion of a test did not exceed 10 %. Strain
rates for a given load are determined by measuring the slope of a strain vs. time plot, in the secondarycreep or steady-state strain-rate regime, as indicated in the Fig. 6.1.
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Fig. 6.1. Plot of compressive strain vs. time at 300 °C for several applied compressive stresses,
on Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloy peak-aged isothermally for 2 h at 325 °C, and then isochronally to 450 °C.

6.2.3 Microstructure Examination
Homogenized and quenched specimens were ground with silicon carbide abrasive paper and polished
with a diamond suspension to a 1 µm finish. Polished specimens were etched for 40 s using Keller’s
reagent to reveal the grain structure.
Aged alloys were imaged using a JEOL 2100F transmission electron microscope (TEM) operated at 200
kV. Wafers ~150 µm thick were cut with a diamond saw. These were thinned to electron transparency
using a Struers Tenupol 5 twin-jet electropolisher, with a one-part nitric acid to two-parts methanol
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electrolyte. The electrolyte was cooled to -35 °C using methanol and dry ice and polishing occurred at
20 Vdc and ~110 mA.

Prismatic samples measuring ~0.4x0.4x10 mm3 were cut from the crept specimens using a low-speed
diamond saw for analysis by local-electrode atom-probe (LEAP) tomography [86-87, 143-145]. They
were then electropolished to an atomically-sharp point using a two-step procedure. An electrolyte
consisting of 10% perchloric acid in acetic acid was used with 8-24 Vdc, followed by a final polish in 2 %
perchloric acid in butoxyethanol [146]. LEAP tomographic experiments were performed using a Cameca
(formerly Imago Scientific Instruments) 4000-X Si tomograph, employing picosecond pulses of
ultraviolet (355 nm) laser light at 0.075 nJ pulse-1 at a pulse repetition rate of 500 kHz, with the specimen
maintained at steady-state voltages between 3.5 and 9 kV. The specimen temperature was maintained at
35 ± 1 K throughout the experiments. LEAP tomographic data were reconstructed into 3-D volumes and
analyzed using IVAS version 3.4.1 software (Cameca, Madison, WI). Distances along the z-axis (parallel
to the tip axis) in the datasets were calibrated by measuring the interplanar distances along low-index
poles (including 1 1 1, 0 0 2, 0 2 2, 1 1 3, 0 2 4 and 2 2 4) and calibrating those distances to the literature
values for pure Al [97]. Distances in the x- and y-dimensions were calibrated by ensuring that, after
correcting for a detector efficiency of 55%, the atomic density of the reconstruction matches the literature
value for pure Al, 6.02x1028m-3 [97]. For all reconstructions, these two calibrations agreed to within 5 %.
To determine the precipitate radii and volume fractions from the reconstructed data, precipitates were
isolated from the matrix using a modified envelope method [98], and the volume of each precipitate was
recorded. The precipitate radii are determined by approximating them as volume-equivalent spheres, and
the volume fraction is calculated by dividing the number of atoms in the precipitates by the total number
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of atoms in the reconstruction. The small difference in lattice parameters between the matrix and
precipitate phases is accounted for by approximating the lattice parameter of α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)(L12)
precipitates as that of Al3Sc (4.103 Å) [12], and the lattice parameter of the α–Al matrix as that of Al-Li,
which is a function of Li concentration [133].

6.3. Results
6.3.1 Alloy Chemical Composition and Microstructure
Compositions of the three alloys are reported in Table 6.1. The concentrations of Sc and Si are similar in
Al-Sc and in Al-Li-Sc, permitting a direct comparison to ascertain of the effects of a 2.9 at. % Li addition.
The densities of three creep specimens, one from each alloy, are shown in Table 6.2, along with their
calculated values. The latter are determined by dividing the mass by NA/4 (where NA is Avogadro’s
number) unit cells, having the composition of the bulk alloy, by their volume, using data on the change in
lattice parameter of Al-Li with Li concentration at 550 °C [133], adjusted to room temperature using the
coefficient of thermal expansion of pure Al [112]. The measured values are in agreement with the
calculated ones to within 0.3 %. The addition of 2.9 and 5.53 at. % Li decreases the density of the alloys
by 2.2 and 4.4 %, respectively.
Fig. 6.2 shows an optical micrograph of the homogenized Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloy, which reveals millimeterdiameter grains, as anticipated for a cast and homogenized alloy. Fig. 6.2 is also typical of Al-Li-Sc and
Al-Sc, which have a similar grain diameter.
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Fig. 6.3 is a two-beam bright-field TEM image of Al-Li-Sc, aged isothermally for 8 h at 325 °C and then
isochronally aged to 450 °C. This aging treatment resulted in precipitates with the largest mean radius of
any alloy studied in the present research, 12.3±2.2 nm (Table 6.4). The foil was oriented near the 110
zone axis such that the 111 reflection was strongly excited. The precipitates, Fig. 6.3, exhibit a
symmetric bi-lobed pattern characteristic of Ashby-Brown type contrast, indicative of elastic strain in the
matrix, and therefore of coherency [189]. Several isolated dislocations are also visible as lines of
oscillating contrast (blue arrows), but they are not found at the matrix/precipitate interfaces, which is
another indication of the precipitates’ coherency.

Fig. 6.2. Etched micrograph of a cross-section of homogenized Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloy showing
coarse, millimeter-diameter grains.
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Fig. 6.3. TEM micrograph showing α′–Al(Sc,Li)(L12) precipitates in Al-Li-Sc aged isothermally
2 h at 325 °C and then isochronally to 450 °C. Strain-field contrast is indicative of precipitate
coherency with the α-Al(f.c.c.) matrix. Dislocations in the matrix with oscillating contrast are
marked with blue arrows. Courtesy Dr. Sung-Il Baik.

Thus, the alloys contain coarse grains containing nanoscale coherent precipitates, which are two
important criteria for achieving creep resistance, thereby preventing diffusional creep and inhibiting the
motion of dislocations responsible for power-law creep [13].

6.3.2 Precipitate Compositions and Interfacial Segregation
The composition and structure of precipitates were characterized quantitatively using the proximity
histogram (or proxigram) method [96]. The technique consists of first defining a surface of constant
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concentration (isoconcentration surface) in the reconstructed volume. Here, the isoconcentration
surface, which encloses the precipitated phase, was chosen to reside at the inflection point in the Al
concentration vs. distance plot. The proxigram is calculated by measuring the concentration of elements
contained in adjacent layers, or bins, of equal thickness, starting from either side of the isoconcentration
surface, and moving into the matrix (where the Al concentration increases), and into the precipitate
(where the solute concentrations increase). Fig. 6.4 displays plots of the proxigrams for three states: (i)
isothermally-peak-aged for 8 and 2 h at 325 °C for Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb, respectively; (ii) peak aged
at 325 °C and then isochronally aged to 425 °C; and (iii) peak-aged at 325 °C and then isochronally-aged
to 450 °C. Figs. 4 (a) and (c) also have insets that display LEAP tomographic reconstructions of a typical
peak-aged precipitate, where Sc atoms are shown as blue spheres, Yb atoms as red spheres, and Li atoms
as smaller orange points. All Al atoms, and 90 % of the Li atoms, are omitted for clarity. The specimens
aged isochronally also underwent creep testing at 300 °C, for durations indicated in Table 6.4 (section
6.3.3).
In both alloys, after aging to 425 and 450 °C and creep testing at 300 °C, a significant Li interfacial
excess develops at the α–Al matrix/α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) interface. For multi-component alloys, the excess is
quantifiable using the Gibbsian adsorption isotherm [66, 73, 79-81, 129, 177-178, 180-184]. The
interfacial excess of Li relative to Al and Sc (hereafter referred to simply as the interfacial excess of Li,
for brevity) is given by [183-184]:

ΓLiAl −Sc = ΓLi − ΓSc

α
 ∂σ α α ' 
cαAl cαLi' − cαAl' cαLi
cLiα cαSc' − cLiα ' cSc


−
Γ
=
−
;
Al
α
α'
α
cαAl cαSc' − cαAl' cSc
c αAl cSc
− cαAl' cSc
 ∂µ Li T , P ,µ Al ,µSc

(6.1)
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Fig. 6.4. Proximity histograms of precipitate compositions in (a-c) Al-Li-Sc and (d-f) Al-Li-ScYb, peak-aged isothermally for 8 h (Al-Li-Sc) or for 2 h (Al-Li-Sc-Yb) at 325 °C (a and d), and
further aged isochronally to 425 °C (b and e) and 450 °C (d and f). Insets in the top-right corners
of (a) and (c) display LEAP tomographic reconstructions of the peak-aged precipitates, where Sc
atoms are shown as blue spheres, Yb atoms as red spheres, and Li atoms as smaller orange points.
All the Al atoms and 80 % of the Li atoms, are omitted for clarity.
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where the cij are the concentrations of component i in phase j (here α indicates the α–Al matrix, and α′
indicates the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)(L12) precipitate, σα/α′ is the free energy of the α–Al/α′–

Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)(L12) interface, and µLi is the chemical potential of Li. The Gibbsian excess concentration
of the ith component, Γi , is determined from the proxigrams analysis, and is given by [185]:

(

)

Γi = ρ ∆x ∑m =1 cim − cik ;
p

(6.2)

where ρ is the atomic density, ∆x is the bin size, or distance between p layers in the proxigram, and cik is
the concentration of component i in phase k. The superscript k indicates the phase in which the proxigram
is considered for each of its data points (either α or α′). A positive relative interfacial excess corresponds
to a decrease in the interfacial free energy, ∆σα/α′. From Eq. (6.1), the differential change in interfacial
free energy is:

 dµ
dσ α α ' = − ΓLiAl − Sc  Li
 dc Li


dc Li .


(6.3)

Applying Henry’s law, the chemical potential of Li is approximated as :

µ Li = µ Li0 + k B T ln (γ Li c Li ) ;

(6.4)
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where µ Li0 is the standard chemical potential of Li, γLi is the activity coefficient of Li, kB is Bolztmann’s
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Differentiating Eq. (6.4) with respect to cLi, one obtains:

dµ Li k B T
=
.
dc Li c Li

(6.5)

Combining Eqs. (6.3) and (6.5) yields

 k T
d σ α α ' = − ΓLiAl − Sc  B
 c Li


 dc Li .


(6.6)

Finally, the change in interfacial free energy due to Li segregation at the α–Al matrix/α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)
interface is calculated by evaluating the integral:

σ final

dσ
∫
σ

α α'

Al − Sc
Li

= −Γ

initial

cLi final

k BT

∫

cLi initial

dc Li
c Li

;

(6.7)

and therefore,

∆σ

α α'

 cαLi α ', max 
 .
k T ln 
α
c
Li



Al −Sc
Li
B

=−Γ

(6.8)
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where the limits of integration over the concentration of Li are taken to be c αLi α ', max , the maximum
concentration of Li at the α-Al matrix/α′-Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) interface, and cαLi , the far-field concentration of
Li in the α-Al matrix. Precipitate compositions, Li interfacial excesses, and the concomitant decrease in
interfacial free energy, are plotted as a function of the highest aging temperature in Fig. 6.5, and listed in
Table 6.3. Also listed in Table 6.3 is the differential change in interfacial free energy with respect to Li
concentration, evaluated at the far-field concentration of Li in the α-Al(f.c.c.) matrix. In Fig. 6.5(b), the
precipitate compositions were calculated by computing, for each species, the fraction of atoms in
proxigrams bins interior to the interfacial excess of Li; that is, the precipitate compositions exclude the Li
interfacial excess. With increasing maximum aging temperature (and hence precipitate radius- Table 6.4,
section 6.3.3 there is a general trend of increasing Sc concentration, decreasing Li concentration, and
slightly decreasing Yb concentration, in the precipitates. With increasing maximum aging temperature,
the interfacial excess of Li increases for both alloys.
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Table 6.3. Solute concentrations, ciα ' , in α′–Al3(Li,Sc) and α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates as measured by LEAP tomography, and the calculated
relative interfacial excess of Li with respect to Al and Sc, ΓLiAl − Sc

Alloy

Al-Li-Sc

Aging treatment

8 h/325 °C
8 h/325 °C +
isochronal to 425 °C
8 h/325 °C +
isochronal to 450 °C

Al-Li-Sc-Yb

2 h/325 °C
2 h/325 °C +
isochronal to 425 °C
2 h/325 °C +
isochronal to 450 °C

c αLi'

α'
cSc

α'
cYb

ΓLiAl − Sc

dσ α / α ' dc αLi

∆σ α α '

(at. %)

(at. %)

(at. %)

(atoms nm-2)

(mJ m-2 at.%-1)

(mJ m-2)

9.4±0.1

18.5±0.2

--

1.0±0.4

-2±1

-10±4

4.3±0.2

26.9±0.5

--

2.51±0.05

-10.1±0.2

-24±3

3.1±0.1

25.5±0.3

--

5.99±0.05

-25.3±0.2

-81±3

13.4±0.3

11.7±0.3

3.2±0.2

1.98±0.02

-3.08±0.03

-15.2±0.4

12.3±0.3

13.8±0.2

2.4±0.1

3.4±0.1

-6.8±0.3

-35±2

10.9±0.1

15.5±0.2

2.48±0.08

13.2±0.4

-27.4±0.8

-60±8
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Fig. 6.5. Plots showing dependence upon highest aging temperature for Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-ScYb of: (a) relative interfacial excesses of Li, with respect to Al and Sc, at the matrix/precipitate
interface, and the calculated resulting change in interfacial free energy; (b) solute concentrations
in the precipitates, as determined by LEAP tomographic analyses.
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6.3.3 Creep
Fig. 6.6 shows the minimum compressive strain rate versus applied uniaxial stress for the three alloys
tested. The aging conditions, precipitate radii (Appendix A), and creep threshold stresses are given in
Table 6.4. The alloys, which are strengthened by misfitting, coherent (L12) precipitates, exhibit threshold
stress behavior, characterized by a high apparent stress exponent, nap, (between 14 and 84), similar to
other Al-Sc-X alloys studied previously [51-52, 60-63, 66-68]. Therefore, the creep data are analyzed
using a modified version of the Mukherjee-Bird-Dorn power law equation:

 −Q 
 ;
 k BT 

ε& = A(σ − σ th )n exp

(6.9)

where A is a constant, σ is the applied stress, σth is the threshold stress, n is the stress exponent, and Q is
the activation energy. The threshold stress is calculated by employing a weighted linear least-squares
regression of

n

ε& vs. σ, and dividing the y-axis intercept of the line by its slope. The weight applied is

1 σ n2ε& , where σ n ε& is the uncertainty in the nth root of the strain rate. Weighting the creep data in this
manner diminishes the influence of data for which the strain rate uncertainty is large. Because solute
atoms interact with mobile dislocations, the stress exponent, n, varies depending on the Li concentration
in the alloys and the applied stress. At low stresses and high Li concentrations, solid-solution Al-Li
alloys without precipitates exhibit alloy-type, or viscous glide behavior, and have a stress exponent of
about 3 [58]; whereas at high stresses and small Li concentrations, dislocations can break away from their
solute atmospheres, and the alloys exhibit pure metal-type, or dislocation climb controlled behavior,
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which for pure Al is characterized by a stress exponent of 4.4 [56]. The break-away stress, σb, below
which n = 3 applies (rather than 4.4) is predicted by [156]:

σ b = Ab

Wm2 cLiα
;
b 3 k BT

(6.10)

where Ab=0.1 is a dimensionless constant, Wm = 0.17 eV/atom (16 kJ/mol) is the binding energy between
a Li atom and a dislocation [58], and b is the Burgers vector. Although simplistic, this approach is
practical in this case, because the binding energy has been calculated based on experimentally-measured
breakaway stresses during creep experiments on binary Al-Li [58]. The matrix of the aged creep
specimens is modeled as binary Al-Li, since the Sc and Yb concentrations are much smaller than those of
α
Li: the matrix Sc concentration, c Sc
, was measured
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Fig. 6.6. Plots of minimum strain rate vs. applied stress for: (a) Al-Li-Sc-Yb; (b) Al-Li-Sc; and
(c) Al-Sc alloys aged to achieve various precipitate radii (given next to curves), crept at 300 oC.
Best fit lines to Eq. (6.9) are shown, together with resulting threshold stresses. Creep rates are
also plotted for pure Al [56], Al-3.8 Li , Al-7.4 Li (at. %) [57].
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Table 6.4. Results of creep testing of the three alloys
Alloy

Al-Sc

Aging Treatment

8 h/325 °C
24 h/325 °C
Al-Li-Sc
24 h/325 °C
24 h/325 °C
192 h/325 °C
280 h/325 °C
8 h/325 °C +
isochronal to 425 °C
8 h/325 °C +
isochronal to 450 °C
Al-Li-Sc-Yb
2 h/325 °C
2 h/325 °C
24 h/325 °C
2 h/325 °C +
isochronal to 425 °C
2 h/325 °C +
isochronal to 450 °C
2 h/325 °C +
isochronal to 450 °C
* Estimated according to Eq. (6.A2)
(a) calculated from Eq. (6.11)

Creep time
at 300 °C
(h), t300

Average
Precipitate Radius
(nm), <R>

Threshold
Stress
(MPa), σth

241
170
49
426
75
310
115

6.1±0.5*
5.8±0.5*
2.5±0.1*
3.0±0.1
3.5±0.1*
4.1±0.2*
7.1±1.1

210

19.9±3.4
15.5±2.0
7.9±0.4
11.3±0.3
10.1±1.1
12.8±1.1
14.4±0.1

Orowan
Stress (a)
c
(MPa), σ Or
80±7
83±7
166±8
150±6
134±6
121±6
82±14

Normalized
Threshold
c
Stress, σ th σ Or
0.25±0.05
0.19±0.03
0.048±0.003
0.075±0.004
0.075±0.009
0.11±0.01
0.18±0.03

12.3±2.2

18.6±2.5

54±11

0.34±0.08

172
190
306
211

2.7±0.2*
2.7±0.2*
3.7±0.1*
4.2±0.2

13.6±1.3
13.8±2.7
12.1±0.8
16.5±1.3

147±13
146±13
119±4
111±7

0.09±0.01
0.09±0.02
0.102±0.008
0.15±0.02

313

7.3±1.0

21.6±7.1

74±12

0.29±0.11

132

7.3±1.0*

22.0±5.0

68±11

0.30±0.08
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by LEAP tomography to be 110±20 and 75±10 at. ppm in peak-aged Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb,
α
respectively, and the matrix Yb concentration, cYb
, was smaller than the noise floor of the mass spectrum

[73]. By comparison, the Li concentrations in the matrix, c αLi , were 2.51±0.01 and 5.31±0.01 in Al-Li-Sc
and Al-Li-Sc-Yb, respectively [73]. For an Al-5.31 Li alloy, a breakaway stress of 21 MPa is predicted
[Eq. (6.10)], while for a Al-2.51 Li, alloy, 10 MPa is calculated. Almost all of the stresses applied to the
Al-Li-Sc specimens exceed 10 MPa, and most of the stresses applied to Al-Li-Sc-Yb are under 21 MPa.
Hence, in analyzing the creep data, stress exponents of 4.4 and 3 are used for Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb,
respectively. Al-Sc is analyzed using n = 4.4, since the matrix is nearly pure aluminum. For all creep
tests, as the applied stress increases from the threshold stress, the strain rate increases rapidly (i.e., a large
apparent stress exponent is observed), and at greater stresses the creep rates become similar to those of
precipitate-free Al and Al-Li alloys. For all three alloys, there is a general trend of increasing threshold
stress (and thus creep resistance) with increasing precipitate mean radius. To remove the effect of the
range of volume fractions in the various alloys, and to isolate the effect of the precipitates themselves, the
normalized threshold stress is calculated, where the normalization parameter is the calculated Orowan
stress (at which dislocations bypass the precipitates by looping), at the creep temperature, 300 °C, given
by [50]:

 2R 

ln 
b 
0.4 µ b
c

σ Or = M
;
π 1 −ν λ2e −De

(6.11)
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where M is the mean Taylor matrix orientation factor, µ is the shear modulus of the matrix at 300 °C, b
is the Burgers vector, ν is the Poisson’s ratio of the matrix, R = 0.822 R is the mean radius for the cross-

section of precipitates bisected by the glide plane for an LSW distribution of precipitates of mean radius

(

)

R , and λe2−De = R 1.538φ −1 2 − 1.643 is the mean edge-to-edge precipitate spacing on a glide plane,
for an LSW distribution of precipitates of volume fraction φ, and mean radius R arranged on a square
lattice [50]. Values for these parameters are given in Table 6.5, and the resultant normalized threshold
stresses are listed in Table 6.4. A plot of normalized threshold stress vs. mean radius is shown for the
three alloys in Fig. 6.7, and it exhibits a near linear relationship.
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Table 6.5. Physical properties of the crept alloys, used in Eq. (6.11) and Table 6.4

Property
Mean Taylor matrix orientation factor [--]

Ref.
3.06

[190]

0.286

[56, 133]

Al

21.7

[56]

Al-2.9 Li (at. %)

23.0

[56, 191]

Al-5.53 Li (at. %)

24.1

[56, 191]

Al

0.343

[190]

Al-2.9 Li (at. %)

0.333

[190-191]

Al-5.53 Li (at. %)

0.325

[190-191]

Al-0.12 Sc (at. %)

0.430±0.003

[73]

Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc (at. %)

0.506±0.007

[73], present study

Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb (at. %)

0.401±0.001

[73], present study

Burgers vector [nm]
Al, Al-2.9 Li (at. %), Al-5.53 Li (at. %)
Shear Modulus (GPa)

Poisson’s Ratio [-]

Precipitate volume fraction [%]
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Fig. 6.7. Plot of threshold stresses at 300 °C normalized to the Orowan stress vs. average
precipitate radius, <R>. Best-fit lines to Al-Li-Sc data, and to Al-Li-Sc-Yb and Al-Sc data
combined, passing through the origin, are an aid to the eye.

6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Precipitate Characteristics
During creep testing of isothermally-aged Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Yb and Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Gd alloys [67], it was
demonstrated that their creep resistance decreases significantly when the strengthening precipitates lose
coherency at large precipitate radii, the transition radius is less than ~20 nm. This is in agreement with
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models that attribute creep resistance to lattice strains in the matrix [69, 75]. As demonstrated in Fig.
6.3, the lattice-mismatching precipitates that strengthen the alloys in the present research remain coherent,
even for the largest precipitate mean radius, 12.3±2.2 nm, in Al-Li-Sc isochronally-aged to 450 °C.
As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, as the maximum aging temperature of Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb increases
from 325 to 450 °C, the Li concentration of the precipitates decreases, and the excess of Li segregated at
the α–Al matrix/α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitate interface increases. After aging to 450 °C, followed by
creep at 300 °C, the interfacial excess of Li increases to 5.99±0.05 atoms nm-2 in Al-Li-Sc and to
13.2±0.4 atoms nm-2 in Al-Li-Sc-Yb. This trend is unanticipated as the equilibrium degree of segregation
is expected to decrease with increasing temperature. This is because, for an atom that binds to the
interface with a free energy ∆F (where a positive ∆ F value corresponds to an attractive interaction), the
degree of equilibrium segregation obeys a Boltzmann factor, exp(∆F /kBT) [158], which decreases with
increasing temperature. The increasing interfacial excess of Li with maximum aging temperature is
therefore an indication that the system is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. According to Eq. (6.8), this
leads to changes in the α–Al matrix/α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitate interfacial free energy of -81±3 and 160±8 mJ m-2 for Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb, respectively at the maximum aging temperature of 450 °C,
which are large values. The Li interfacial excess was previously measured in Al-Li-Sc isothermally aged
at 325 °C for 64 days [73]. For consistency with the analysis presented herein, that case was reanalyzed
according to Eq. (6.1)-(6.8), which is a slightly different approach than that used in Ref. [73]. Also in the
present analysis, unlike in Ref. [73], proxigrams bins in the center of the precipitate are excluded, because
few atoms are counted in those bins leading to poor counting statistics and large uncertainties. As a
result, a revised value for the interfacial excess of Li with respect to Al and Sc, after aging at 325 °C for
64 days, is 1.78±0.03 atoms nm-2 corresponding to a change in the interfacial free energy of -14.6±0.7 mJ
m-2. These values compare to 2.60±0.01 atoms nm-2 and -22.7±0.1 mJ m-2 reported in Ref. [73]. For
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reference, the interfacial free energy of α–Al matrix/α′–Al3Sc precipitates in binary Al-Sc alloys has
been reported to be in the range 20 – 300 mJ m-2, with 100 – 300 mJ m-2 being typical [9-11, 105-106,
170]. It is difficult to compare the results for Al-Li-Sc in Ref. [73] with our present research, because the
aging treatments used presently are more complex. In all cases, however, aging treatments that produce
coarser precipitates, whether due to isothermal aging for long durations, or due to isochronal aging to high
temperatures, lead to a greater degree of Li segregation at the α–Al matrix/α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitate
interface. Also in all cases, a decrease in the Li concentration of the precipitates is observed during
precipitate coarsening (Fig. 6.5(b)).
Several explanations for these effects are possible: (i) the rate of Li transfer from the matrix into the
precipitate during coarsening is limited by the rate of incorporation into the interface, i.e., interfacelimited coarsening as opposed to diffusion-limited coarsening; (ii) segregation at the interface is a lower
energy state for Li atoms, relative to their partitioning into the precipitate interior; or (iii) it is possible
that both (i) and (ii) are responsible for the large interfacial excesses of Li. The second explanation
describes instead a thermodynamically stable case. In either case, segregation of Li at the α–Al
matrix/α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitate interface is anticipated to reduce the coarsening rate of the
precipitates, due either to interface-limited coarsening or to a reduction in the interfacial free-energy,
which drives coarsening.
Indeed, precipitate radii in Al-Li-Sc aged isothermally at 325 °C [73] increase with a time exponent of
0.192±0.005, compared to Al-0.18 Sc (at. %) aged isothermally at 300 °C [4], whose precipitates
coarsened more rapidly despite the lower aging temperature, with a time exponent of 0.23±0.01 (Table
6.A1 and Figs. 6.A1 and 6.A2- Appendix 6.A). Additional possibilities exist for the decreased rate of
coarsening with Li addition. For example, interactions may be occurring among solute elements in the
matrix, or between solute elements and vacancies, which changes the inter-diffusivities that govern
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coarsening. This was suggested in several studies in which the introduction of Sc was shown to decrease
the rate of coarsening of δ′–Al3Li (L12) precipitates [118-119, 122].
Also, LEAP tomographic analysis of the α–Al matrix, in an aged Al-6.5 Li-0.07 Sc-0.02 Yb (at. %) alloy,
indicates the possibility of interactions between Li and Sc atoms, as well as between Li and Yb atoms
[72]. It is possible that such interactions could result in a decrease in solute diffusivities, reducing the rate
of coarsening. Another consideration is that, depending upon the vacancy-solute binding energies,
vacancies may preferentially reside either in the matrix, or in the precipitates [192-193]. In the former
case, coarsening occurs through the evaporation and condensation of solute atoms at the
matrix/precipitate interfaces, and a precipitate coarsening time exponent of 1/3 for <R> is predicted, in
accord with LSW coarsening theory [103, 194-195]. If instead vacancies reside preferentially in the
precipitate phase, coarsening occurs through coagulation and coalescence, and smaller precipitate
coarsening exponents between 1/6 and 1/5 are predicted [193, 196]. Hence, a detailed understanding of
the atomistic processes controlling coarsening in Al-Li-Sc alloys is necessary to interpret correctly the
small measured precipitate coarsening time exponents. Finally, we note that in general, accurate
determination of coarsening rate constants requires at least an order of magnitude increase in the mean
precipitate radius. This criterion was not met, however, for any of the aging data on either alloy (Fig.
6.A1).

6.4.2 Creep Behavior
Fig. 6.6 shows that creep resistance in the present precipitate-strengthened alloys is significantly
improved compared to pure Al or binary Al-Li. The strain rate [69], and the threshold stress [69, 75],
have been modeled for the case of creep controlled by dislocation-climb and bypass of lattice-mismatched
precipitates. It was found that the observed normalized threshold stress values approaching unity, as are
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observed experimentally, can be explained by considering the effect of lattice-parameter mismatch on
climbing dislocations, while models of dislocation-climb-limited creep, which neglect this effect predict
threshold stresses no larger than 5 % of the Orowan stress [197-203]. In Ref. [69], the threshold stress
was modeled as being an effect of a reduction in the rate of vacancy adsorption at climbing dislocations,
induced by the interaction stress between dislocations and mismatched precipitates. In Ref. [75],
however, the threshold stress is alternatively attributed to an attractive interaction force between
precipitates and the dislocations that climbed over them. A similar pinning effect was predicted in a more
sophisticated three-dimensional dislocation dynamics model of a climbing and gliding dislocation,
bypassing a lattice-mismatching precipitate [204].
As shown in Fig. 6.7, the normalized threshold stress increases near linearly with mean precipitate radius
for all three alloys. For example, in Al-Li-Sc, the normalized threshold stress increases approximately
seven-fold, from 4.8±0.3 to 34±8 % as the mean precipitate radius increases five-fold, from 2.5±0.1 to
12.3±2.2 nm. This trend is consistent with prior studies on Al-Sc-X alloys [51-52, 60-64, 66-68], and
with the results of several models considering the effects of lattice-parameter-mismatched precipitates on
climbing dislocations [69, 75, 204].
For the two largest mean precipitate radii in Al-Li-Sc, 7.1±1.1 and 12.3±2.2 nm, (Fig. 6.8(a), Table 6.4),
it is clear that the normalized threshold stress is smaller for Al-Li-Sc than for Al-Sc alloys. As described,
Section 6.4.3, it is anticipated that Li substitutes for Sc in α′–Al3Sc(L12) precipitates, thereby reducing
their lattice-parameter mismatch with the α-Al(f.c.c.) matrix. The creep resistance conferred to the alloy
by those precipitates is thus degraded, relative to binary Al-Sc strengthened by α′–Al3Sc(L12) precipitates,
as indicated by a smaller normalized threshold stress for a given mean precipitate radius. Unlike Li, when
Yb substitutes for Sc to create α′–Al3(Sc1-xYbx)(L12) precipitates, the lattice-parameter mismatch
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increases [15] resulting in improved creep resistance [67]. Therefore, the effects of Li and Yb
substitutions of Sc in α′–Al3Sc(L12) precipitates should be counteracting, as is observed (Fig. 6.7).

6.4.3 Creep Behavior in Other Al-Sc-X Alloys
The results of all of the creep testing at 300 ºC on Al-Sc-X systems published to date are collected in Fig.
6.8. Figs. 6.8(a)-(c) include data on Al-Sc as a baseline, from Refs. [51-52] and from the present study.
In Fig. 6.8(a), Al-Sc data are plotted with Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb (present research) as well as Al-ScYb data [67]. Best-fit lines, whose intercepts are forced through zero, are included for Al-Sc and Al-LiSc-Yb (together), Al-Li-Sc, and Al-Sc-Yb. The last point in the Al-Sc-Yb series (mean radius of 15.3
nm) is excluded because it is considered to be an outlier as the precipitates are most likely not fully
coherent at this large radius. In Fig. 6.8(b) data are plotted from prior studies on Al-Sc-RE alloys, where
the REs include Er, Y, and Dy [61], and Yb and Gd [67]. Best-fit lines passing through the origin are
plotted for Al-Sc (smallest slope), Al-Sc-Er (intermediate slope), and Al-Sc-Y (greatest slope). In Fig.
6.8(c), data are plotted from studies on
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Fig. 6.8. Plot of threshold stresses at 300 °C normalized to the Orowan stress vs. average
precipitate radius, <R>, for: (a) Al-Sc and Al-Li-Sc(-Yb) [present work] and Al-Sc-Yb [67]; (b)
Al-Sc-RE [61, 67]; and (c) Al-Mg-Sc [64] and Al-Sc-TM alloys [60, 62-63, 66, 68]. Data from
prior research on binary Al-Sc alloys [51-52] is included in all plots for comparison.
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Al-Sc-Zr [60, 63], Al-Sc-Ti [66, 68], and Al-Mg-Sc [64]. A best-fit line passing through the origin is
again shown for data with radii smaller than 13 nm for all alloys.
Linear regressions were performed on the plots of normalized threshold stress vs. mean radius, for each of
the Al-Sc-X systems plotted in Fig. 6.8. In Fig. 6.9, the slopes of those regression lines are plotted as a
function of the lattice-parameter mismatch of precipitates for each Al-Sc-X alloy. The lattice parameter
mismatches are calculated from:

(

)

aα ' = a Al3Sc + da dc αX ' c αX ' ;

(6.12)

(

)

where a Al3Sc = 4.103 Å is the lattice parameter of α′–Al3Sc, and da dc αX ' is the change in lattice
parameter per atomic fraction of substitutional element X in the α′–Al3(Sc,X) (L12) precipitate [15].
Calculations are made using lattice parameter data in Ref. [15], and precipitate compositions measured by
LEAP tomographic analyses of Al-Sc-RE [70], Al-Sc-Zr [81], Al-Sc-Ti [68], Al-Mg-Sc [80], Al-Li-Sc,
and Al-Li-Sc-Yb [73]. The lattice parameter values are then adjusted to reflect the lattice-parameter
mismatch at 300 °C, thereby taking account of the effects of thermal expansion of both Al3(Sc,RE) (L12)
[114], and Al [112]. The change in lattice-parameter of the α-Al(f.c.c.)-matrix with Mg [80] and Li
additions [133] is also taken into account. In the case of α′–Al3(Sc,Li)(L12)-precipitates, the lattice
parameter was calculated as described below, while for α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12)-precipitates, the effects of
Yb substitution (described above) and Li substitution (described below) are both accounted for.
No experimental measurements of the lattice parameter in the ternary α′–Al3(Sc1-xLix)(L12) phase have
been made. The lattice parameter of binary δ′– Al3Li(L12) is reported to be 4.01±0.009 Å [153] at
ambient temperature, which corresponds to an unconstrained lattice-parameter mismatch with pure Al of -
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0.98 %. The lattice parameter of binary α′–Al3Sc(L12) is 4.103 Å [12] at ambient temperature,
corresponding to an unconstrained lattice-parameter mismatch of 1.30 %. Therefore, assuming Vegard’s
law obtains [205], it is anticipated that incorporation of Li into binary α′–Al3Sc(L12), forming ternary α′–
Al3(Sc1-xLix)(L12) results in a decrease in the lattice parameter mismatch. Confirmation of this effect was
achieved using first-principles calculations to estimate the change in lattice parameter of α′–Al3Sc(L12)
due to Li incorporation [206], as described in Ref. [76]. The simulation comprised 108 atoms (32 unit
cells), including 81 Al atoms, 16 Sc atoms, and 11 Li atoms, resulting in the composition α′–
Al0.75(Sc0.15Li0.10), which was chosen because it is close to the experimentally-measured composition of
precipitates in Al-Li-Sc peak-aged 8 h at 325 °C: α′–Al0.74(Sc0.17Li0.09) [73]. First-principles calculations
demonstrated that Li substitutes for Sc, in agreement with both the ~3:1 Al:(Sc+Li) stoichiometry in that
phase (Table 6.3), and with another first-principles calculation
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Fig. 6.9. Plot of the slopes of linear regressions between normalized threshold stresses at 300 °C
and the average precipitate radius, <R>, (from Fig. 6.8) versus the lattice parameter mismatch in
percent of α′–Al3(Sc,X)(L12) precipitates (with measured compositions) in Al-Sc-X alloys [51-52,
60-64, 66-68]. (a) For each Al-Sc-X curve, the slopes are determined by a least-squares
regression analysis with no constraint on their ordinate intercepts; (b) the slopes are determined
similarly except that the ordinate intercepts are forced to be zero.
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[207], which demonstrated that it is energetically favorable for Li to substitute for Sc (rather than Al) on
its sublattice in the L12 structure. The calculated lattice parameter of α′–Al0.75(Sc0.15Li0.10)(L12) is 4.078
Å, thereby predicting that Li incorporation into α′–Al3Sc(L12) does reduce its lattice-parameter mismatch
from 1.3 to 0.77 %. At the creep temperature, 300 °C, the lattice-parameter mismatches of
α−Al(f.c.c.)/α′–Al3Sc(L12) and of Al-2.9 Li(f.c.c.)/α′–Al0.74(Sc0.17Li0.09)(L12) are 1.04 and 0.51 %,
respectively, assuming that the α′–Al0.74 (Sc0.17Li0.09)(L12) precipitates and the Al-2.9 Li matrix have
coefficients of thermal expansion equal to those of their Li-free counterparts [56, 114].
Fig. 6.9 displays the relationship between an α′–Al3(Sc,X)(L12) precipitate’s lattice-parameter mismatch
with the α–Al(f.c.c.)-matrix (calculated from the measured precipitate compositions, as described above),
and its effectiveness at increasing an alloy’s creep-resistance. A greater slope means that an alloy has a
greater normalized threshold stress, for a given precipitate radius. In Fig. 6.9(a) the slopes are determined
by a least-squares regression analysis with no constraint on their ordinate intercepts, while in Fig. 6.9(b)
the slopes are determined similarly except that the ordinate intercepts are constrained to zero. In both
Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), only data from mean-precipitate radii smaller than 13 nm are used, since at larger
values the data often deviate from the linear trend because the precipitates begin to lose coherency,
decreasing their effectiveness at impeding climbing dislocations. Fig. 6.9(b) demonstrates that Al-Sc-Yb
and Al-Sc-Gd perform more favorably than is indicated in Fig. 6.9(a), since the intercepts of the
normalized threshold stress vs. mean radius best-fit lines for those alloys are significantly positive (Fig.
6.8(b)). Fig. 6.9 demonstrates a clear trend of increasing slope (and thus creep resistance) with increasing
lattice-parameter mismatch. Although there is significant scatter of the data about the best-fit line, it is
apparent that all the ternary additions leading to an increase in the lattice-parameter mismatch have a
slope larger than that of binary Al-Sc and vice-versa. That is, taking the point for binary Al-Sc as the
origin, the top-right and bottom-left quadrants of Fig. 6.9 are populated, while the top-left and bottom-
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right quadrants are empty. Hence, the relationship between lattice-parameter mismatch of precipitates,
and their effectiveness at improving creep resistance, is consistent for additions X in all Al-Sc-X studied
by our research group [7, 51-52, 60-64, 66-68].
In Fig. 6.9(a), in terms of promoting creep resistance, Dy appears to be the most effective addition to AlSc, while in Fig. 6.9(b) Y seems most effective. In Ref. [15] the lattice-parameter mismatch at ambient
temperature between Al3(Sc1-xREx)(L12) and pure Al(f.c.c.) is given for each RE, where x corresponds to
the maximum solubility of a RE in Al3Sc(L12). At the maximum RE solubility in Al3Sc(L12), the latticeparameter mismatch of Al-Sc-Dy (3.37 %) is greater than that of Al-Sc-Y (2.76 %), and both are smaller
than those of Al-Sc-Tm (3.46 %), Al-Sc-Tb (3.50 %), and Al-Sc-Ho (3.57 %). The creep behavior of the
latter three alloys has not yet been explored. It was shown, however, in Ref. [70] that Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Tb
has a smaller peak strength during isothermal aging at 300 °C than other similar Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 RE
alloys because the solubility of Tb in Al-0.06 Sc is smaller than 0.02 at. %, leading to a smaller volume
fraction. The same is true of Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Ho, although to a lesser extent. Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Tm
displays, however, a peak strength and volume fraction that compares favorably with Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 RE
(at. %) alloys [70], and also exhibits an early aging response due to precipitation of Tm-rich α′–Al3(Tm1xScx)(L12)

precipitates, similar to Al-0.06 Sc-0.02 Yb [16]. Tm is also similar to Yb in that it has full

soubility in Al3Sc; i.e. x in α′–Al3(Tm1-xScx)(L12) can vary continuously from zero to one [15]. Thus, Tm
is predicted to be an interesting alloying addition to improving the creep resistance of Al-Sc. Its high
cost, however, makes it economically uncompetitive with Yb [19], which is relatively inexpensive among
the RE elements, and imparts good creep resistance to Al-Sc (Figs. 8(b) and 9(b)).
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6.4.4 Ambient Temperature Microhardness
At ambient temperature, the peak-strengthening increment of Al-2.9 Li-0.12 Sc was shown to be greater
than that of Al-0.12 Sc, due to an increase in the volume fraction of α′–Al3(Sc,Li)(L12) precipitates, from
0.430±0.003 % in Al-0.12 Sc, to 0.557±0.003 % in Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc [73]. The ambient temperature
strength of Al-2.9 Li-0.12 Sc is further improved due to solid-solution strengthening by dissolved Li in
the matrix, leading to a total increase in the peak Vickers microhardness (approximately three times the
yield strength [208]) from 704 ± 51 to 806 ± 49 MPa, due to the addition of 2.9 at. % Li to Al-0.12 Sc
[73]. Similarly, an addition of 5.53 at. % Li to Al-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb resulted in an increase in the
Vickers microhardness from 376 ± 43 to 688 ± 40 MPa, due to both solid-solution strengthening and to an
increase in the volume fraction of α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates from 0.092±0.001 % in Al-0.048 Sc0.009 Yb to 0.401±0.002 % in Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb. Hence, Li is an attractive alloying addition
to binary Al-Sc for use at ambient temperature, because it reduces density while increasing stiffness,
providing solid-solution strengthening, and additional precipitation strengthening by creating a finer
dispersion of α′–Al3(Sc,Li)(L12) precipitates at a greater volume fraction.

6.4.5 Alloying Additions to Al-Sc for use at Ambient and Elevated Temperatures
Although Li addition improves the ambient temperature strength of binary Al-Sc alloys, Li may not be a
suitable addition to Al-Sc intended for elevated temperature use. This is because its introduction degrades
the creep resistance (threshold stress) of Al-Sc through a reduction in the lattice parameter mismatch of
the strengthening α′–Al3(Sc,Li)(L12) precipitates. Thus, an Al-Li-Sc alloy intended for both ambient- and
elevated-temperature use should also include a quaternary addition, such as Yb or other RE elements, that
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increases the lattice-parameter mismatch of α′–Al3(Sc,Li,RE)(L12) precipitates, compensating for the
deleterious effects of Li on the creep performance.
Although Li and Mg are similar alloying additions to Al-Sc as they both provide solid- solution
strengthening [64, 73] and reduce alloy density, they differ in several important respects. First, because
Mg has no solubility in α′–Al3Sc(L12) [80], it does not change significantly the lattice parameter of the
precipitate, whereas Li has a high solubility in α′–Al3Sc(L12), (Ref. [73], Table 6.3 and Fig. 6.5), thus
decreasing its lattice parameter. The lattice parameter of the α–Al(f.c.c.)-matrix is, however, increased by
dissolved Mg, and hence the α–Al(Mg)-matrix/α′–Al3Sc(L12) lattice parameter mismatch is smaller in AlSc-Mg alloys than in binary Al-Sc [64]. For the Al-Li-Sc(-Yb) alloys studied herein the reduction in
lattice-parameter mismatch with Li is greater than the effect of Mg in Ref. [64], resulting in a larger
degradation in the effectiveness of the precipitates during creep (Fig. 6.9). Second, the coarsening rate of
α′–Al3Sc(L12) precipitates during isothermal aging at 300 °C is not significantly affected by the

introduction of 2.2 at. % Mg [129], whereas the coarsening rate of α′–Al3(Sc,Li)(L12) precipitates in Al2.9 Li-0.11 Sc (at. %) is somewhat reduced (Figs. A1, A2- Appendix A). Therefore, although the creep
resistance of Al-Sc is degraded by a Li addition, the alloy resists overaging for a greater duration. By
making additions of both Mg and Li to an Al-Sc alloy, it is anticipated that the lattice-parameter mismatch
effects in the matrix would be counteracting, while the solid-solution strengthening effects would
superimpose.
Finally, although a Zr addition does not improve the creep resistance of Al-Sc alloys (Figs. 8(c) and 9),
because Zr has a diffusivity in Al four orders of magnitude smaller than that of Sc at 300 °C [13], it
dramatically improves the coarsening resistance of precipitates in Al-Sc, making them kinetically stable
for longer durations and to greater temperatures [82, 209-210]. It would therefore be of interest to
explore the ambient and elevated-temperature strength in an Al-Li-Mg-Zr-Sc-Yb alloy, with the following
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attributes: (i) a large solid-solution strength due to Li and Mg; (ii) excellent coarsening-resistance to
high temperatures due to Zr; (iii) a large lattice-parameter mismatch due to the counteracting effects of Li
and Mg on the lattice parameter of the α–Al(Li,Mg)(f.c.c.) matrix, and similarly counteracting effects of
Li and Yb on the lattice parameter of α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates; and (iv) a larger volume fraction
of α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates as compared to α′–Al3Sc(L12) precipitates in a binary Al-Sc alloy.
Al-Li-Sc alloys containing further additions of Mg, Cu, and Zr are similar to this recommended alloy, but
it is primarily their superplastic properties, achieved by a stable fine grain size, that have been studied [5]
, rather than their creep resistance as in the present coarse-grained alloys.

6.5. Summary and Conclusions
•

Three cast alloys (Al-0.12 Sc, Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc, and Al-5.53 Li-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb (at. %)
referred to as Al-Sc, Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb, respectively) were aged isothermally at 325 °C,
and in some cases additionally aged isochronally to 425 or 450 °C. The alloys were analyzed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and local-electrode atom-probe (LEAP) tomography,
and creep tested at 300 °C, with the following results:

•

The alloys contain coherent, nanosize α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates that induce elastic
strains in the matrix, as determined by two-beam TEM imaging. In Li-containing alloys, LEAP
tomographic analyses demonstrate that, as the precipitates coarsen due to isochronal aging at
increasing temperatures, their Li (and Yb) concentrations decrease and their Sc concentrations
increase.
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•

A relative interfacial excess of Li with respect to Al and Sc develops at the matrix/precipitate
interface as the precipitates coarsen in Li-containing alloys. The excess is greatest for the largest
precipitates in both alloys, after aging isochronally to 450 °C, and additional creep testing at 300
°C. The interfacial excess of Li is greater in Al-Li-Sc-Yb ( ΓLiAl −Sc = 13.2±0.4 atoms nm-2, <R> =
7.3±1.0 nm) than in Al-Li-Sc ( ΓLiAl −Sc =5.99±0.05 atoms nm-2, <R> = 12.3±2.2 nm), corresponding
to changes in the interfacial free energies of -160±8 and -81±3 mJ m-2, respectively.

•

The aged alloys exhibit threshold stresses during creep deformation at 300 °C, ranging from ~8 to
22 MPa. For a given alloy, the threshold stress increases with the mean precipitate radius.

•

Al-Li-Sc has lower threshold stresses, at a given precipitate size, than both Al-Sc and Al-Li-ScYb. This is explained by the fact that Li substitution of Sc atoms in α′–Al3(Sc,Li)(L12)
precipitates causes a decrease in the lattice-parameter mismatch with the α–Al matrix, reducing
precipitate/dislocation elastic interactions. For α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)(L12) precipitates in Al-Li-ScYb, Sc substitution by both Li and Yb occurs. Because Yb increases the lattice-parameter
mismatch with the α–Al(f.c.c) matrix, while Li decreases it, the effects are counteracting, and the
creep resistance is the same as that of binary Al-Sc.

•

Creep threshold stresses (normalized to the Orowan stress) for different dilute Al-Sc-X alloys
measured previously at 300 °C, are plotted against matrix/precipitate lattice-parameter mismatch.
When X is a rare-earth element, the creep resistance of the alloys increases due to an increase in
the lattice-parameter mismatch. When X is Li, Mg, or a transition metal (Ti or Zr), the creep
resistance of the alloys decreases due to a decrease in the lattice-parameter mismatch. These
results are in agreement with the predictions of models that attribute the threshold stress to elastic
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interactions between coherent precipitates with size- and shear modulus-mismatch with the
matrix, and dislocations that bypass them by a climb mechanism.

Appendix 6.A. Precipitate Radius Evolution
LEAP tomographic analysis of the crept specimens was used to measure precipitate radii in several cases,
Fig. 6.A1, but it was impractical to conduct LEAP tomographic experiments on all fourteen creep
specimens. Therefore, some mean precipitate radii were interpolated from measured ones, as explained
below.
Kuehmann and Voorhees (KV) [187] extended the LSW binary-alloy precipitate coarsening model [194195] for ternary alloys, for which the time dependence of the mean precipitate radius is given by:

R(t ) − R(t0 ) = K KV (t − t0 )
n

n

(6.A1)

where R (t ) is the time-dependent mean precipitate radius, R (t0 ) is the mean radius of a precipitate at
a time t0 after the onset of quasi-steady-state coarsening, KKV is the coarsening rate constant, and 1/n is the
time exponent for precipitate coarsening, which has a model value of 1/n = 1/3. Data on precipitate
coarsening in Al-Li-Sc aged at 325 °C were analyzed according to Eq. (6.A1). Using a four-parameter
non-linear least-squares regression analysis, values for R (t0 ) and t0 are found to be negligibly small for
all cases, and hence they are neglected in this analysis. A two-parameter power-law fit was subsequently
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used to solve for KKV and n. Values for KKV and n in Al-Li-Sc [73] and in Al-0.18 Sc, at. % (Al-0.30 Sc,
wt. %) [4] are listed in Table 6.A1, and values for n are plotted in Fig. 6.A2.

Fig. 6.A1. Aging-time dependence of average precipitate radii, <R>, for Al-0.18 Sc (at. %) aged
at temperatures between 300 and 450 °C (data from [4]), and for Al-Li-Sc aged at 325 °C (data
from [73]), and aged 8 h at 325 °C then crept at 300 °C for 426 h (partially-filled and red squares,
dotted line, indicated by blue arrows). Red lines show the assumed radius evolution of Al-Li-Sc
specimens aged at 325 °C then crept at 300 °C for various durations: black stars are
corresponding calculated radii (Table 6.4).
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Table 6.A1. Coarsening parameters in Eq. (6.A1), used for estimating precipitate radii in crept
specimens in Eq. (6.A2)

Alloy (at. %)

Temperature
(°C), T

Coarsening Rate
Constant, KKV

Time Exponent,
1/n

Ref.

Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc 300

--*

0.086

present work

Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc 325

1.1±0.2 x 10-50

0.192±0.005

[73]

Al-0.18 Sc

300

2.0±0.4 x 10-43

0.23±0.01

[51-52]

Al-0.18 Sc

325

--

0.24±0.01

interpolated from
data in [51-52]

Al-0.18 Sc

350

1.1±0.7 x 10-29

0.35±0.04

[51-52]

Al-0.18 Sc

400

1.5±0.5 x 10-33

0.284±0.009

[51-52]

Al-0.18 Sc

450

1.2±0.7 x 10-29

0.31±0.02

[51-52]

*No value is reported, because the aging treatment at 300 °C follows an earlier one at 325 °C, which
artificially reduces KKV.
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Fig. 6.A2. Temperature dependence of coarsening time exponent [Eq. (6.A1)] in Al-0.18 Sc (at.
%) aged at temperatures from 300 – 450 °C [4], and in Al-0.11 Sc (at. %) aged at 325 °C [73].
The unfilled square marked by an asterisk corresponds to a value interpolated from the best-fit
trend line to the data for Al-0.18 Sc (at. %), excluding the outlier at 350 °C.

To estimate mean precipitate radii, we further make the simplifying assumption that precipitates in a
specimen aged at 325 °C coarsen according to a time exponent 1/n325, until they are crept at 300 °C,
whereupon they immediately begin coarsening according to a time exponent 1/n300. Although this
treatment is not based on a coarsening model, it is a pragmatic construct for predicting precipitate radii
during aging and creep experiments. Mathematically, these assumptions are expressed by:
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R(t325 , t300 )

t +t 
= R(tm )  325 m 
 tm 

1

n325

 t300 + t325 + tm 


 t325 + tm 

1

n300

;

(6.A2)

where R (t325 ,t300 ) is the mean precipitate radius after aging at 325 °C and subsequent creep at 300 °C,
tm is the closest aging time at which an experimental measurement was made of the mean precipitate
radius, R (tm ) , t325 is the additional aging time at 325 °C beyond the time tm, and t300 is the time that the
specimen temperature is maintained at 300 °C until measurable creep begins.
Specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 6.A1, Al-Li-Sc aged for 24 h at 325 °C and then crept at 300 °C for 426
h follows the trajectory of the filled black-squares until it reaches the half-filled square (first arrow),
where, upon reducing the temperature to 300 °C, the precipitates then follow the dotted trajectory toward
the red square (second arrow). These two points represent measured precipitate radii. In Fig. 6.A1, red
lines indicate the assumed precipitate radius trajectory during creep at 300 ºC, and the calculated
precipitate radii reported in Table 6.4 are indicated by black stars. A similar approach is employed to
predict mean radii in Al-Li-Sc-Yb, using the values for 1/n measured in Al-Li-Sc (Table 6.A1 and Fig.
6.A2). Precipitate radii in Al-Sc are also estimated by this approach, using values of n calculated from
data on coarsening of Al-0.18 Sc [4] (Fig. 6.A1). A value for the coarsening time exponent in Al-Sc at
325 °C is interpolated from the data in the range 300 – 450 °C.
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Chapter 7

Modeling the Creep Threshold Stress due to Climb of a
Dislocation in the Stress Field of a Misfitting Precipitate

Abstract
A model for creep threshold stresses in alloys strengthened by coherent, misfitting precipitates is
developed for the case where the precipitate is not sheared, and where there are elastic interactions
between a dislocation and the precipitate over which it climbs. Calculations of the particle stress field due
to a positive stiffness and lattice parameter mismatch between precipitate and matrix predict that the
mismatch forces help the dislocation climb/glide process over the precipitates but that they trap it at the
departure side of the particle. This results in a true threshold stress, rather than a slowing of the kinetics
of dislocation climb as in previous models, which is given by the applied stress necessary to free the
dislocation by a glide mechanism. Model predictions and experiment are compared for precipitationstrengthened aluminum alloys containing nano-size Al3Sc, Al3(Sc, Li) and Al3(Sc, Yb) precipitates with
various sizes and mismatches. In agreement with experimental creep results, the model predicts that the
threshold stress increases near linearly with precipitate radius, and also with the magnitude of the
precipitate/matrix lattice mismatch.
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7.1. Introduction
A common strategy to improve the high-temperature strength of metals and alloys is to introduce
particles [199, 202], either coherent precipitates [51-52, 59, 211] or incoherent dispersoids [198, 212213], which decrease dislocation mobility. In these alloys, when deformation is controlled by matrix
dislocations, creep resistance is controlled by the rate-limiting process by which dislocations bypass the
obstacles. Threshold stresses, below which the creep strain rate is not measureable in a laboratory time
frame, exist for alloys containing coherent precipitates or incoherent dispersoids. When the precipitate is
not sheared, they are due to interactions between the dislocations and the particles during climb and
bypass [199, 202]. For precipitation strengthened alloys with coherent precipitates, the threshold stress
has been attributed to lattice strains induced in the matrix by the precipitates due to a size mismatch that
affects the dislocation climb rate [69, 214]; for dispersion-strengthened alloys, observations by electron
microscopy suggest an attractive interaction between the dislocation and the unshearable, incoherent
dispersoid at the detachment side [212, 214-215], which occurs after the dislocations have surmounted the
obstacles by climb. These mechanisms operate only at elevated temperatures, since dislocation climb
requires appreciable rates of vacancy diffusion. The present paper begins with a model developed by
Rösler and Arzt [203] for a dislocation climbing around a coherent precipitate, and considers extensions
to that model by Marquis and Dunand [69] taking into account matrix misfit strains, resulting in a new
model for creep threshold stresses in alloys strengthened by coherent, misfitting precipitates.
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7.2. Literature Review
7.2.1 Previous Models for Threshold Stresses
Models for threshold stresses in particle-strengthened alloys may be divided into two categories:
“local climb” models, in which the dislocation follows closely the profile of the particle, inducing a sharp
bend where the climbing portion of the dislocation rejoins the glide plane [49, 216]; and “general climb”
models [200-201], in which portions of the dislocation away from the particle are allowed to relax or
“unravel” by diffusion and leave the glide plane, smoothly connecting the portion which is forced to
climb over the particle for geometrical reasons, to the portions that remain in the glide plane. Threshold
stresses predicted for local climb are of the right order of magnitude for dispersion-strengthened alloys
(40-70% of the Orowan stress), however the sharp dislocation bends implied by local climb are unstable
high-energy configurations, and therefore unlikely to occur [201, 203]. The threshold stresses predicted
during general climb, with a dislocation geometry in agreement with TEM observations, are however
much too low [197-198, 200]. Other models of creep threshold stresses in dispersion-strengthened alloys
address this discrepancy by postulating attractive interactions between a dislocation and the incoherent
dispersoid/matrix interface. Those interactions are due to either diffusional relaxation of dislocation
stresses at the interface [213, 217-218], or to a reduction in the line energy of dislocations when they
become incorporated into the interface [212, 219-220].
To explore the discrepancy between experimentally-measured threshold stresses and the predictions
of general climb models, a model was developed by Rösler and Arzt for threshold stresses in metals with
low volume fractions (φ < ~10%) of non-interacting precipitates (i.e., without departure-side pinning or
precipitate shearing) [203]. In this model, the kinetics of general climb of a dislocation over a cubical
particle are calculated numerically. Although the model does not yield a closed-form solution for
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threshold stresses due to general climb, threshold stress values can be determined from computed strain
rate vs. stress curves. Using this model, only a small (several percent) normalized threshold stress,
defined as threshold stress divided by the Orowan stress, is predicted; this is well below values observed
experimentally in a series of Al-Sc and Al-Zr based alloys [51-52, 60-64, 66-68, 74] with a low volume
fraction of nano-scale, coherent precipitates. In the remainder of the present work, we adopt the naming
convention introduced in Ref. [203], that the climbing portion and the unraveling portion of the
dislocation are called AB and BC, respectively, while portion CD remains in the glide plane, as shown in
Fig. 7.1.

Fig. 7.1. Schematic of an edge dislocation with Burgers vector b subjected to a shear stress in the
y direction, and bypassing by climb a precipitate of diameter and length 2R. A dashed line
indicates the glide plane intersection. The dislocation comprises a straight climbing segment,
AB, a curved “unraveled” segment, BC, and a curved segment that remains in the glide plane,
CD, after Ref [69]. The coordinate origin resides at the center of the precipitate, but is displaced
here for clarity.
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7.2.2 Previous Model for Threshold Stresses due to Elastic Precipitate/Dislocation
Interactions
The above Rösler-Arzt (R-A) model [203] was extended by Marquis and Dunand (M-D) [69] to consider
the effects of elastic interactions between coherent precipitates and dislocations, originating from lattice
parameter mismatch and elastic modulus mismatch between the two phases. This extended model
comprises a climbing edge dislocation and a cylindrical particle (Fig. 7.1). A cylinder was chosen to
represent the precipitate rather than a sphere or a cube (the latter was used in the R-A model), since an
analytical solution exists to describe the shear-modulus mismatch interaction force between a dislocation
and an infinitely long cylinder [221-222]. The interaction stress due to a constrained size mismatch ε was
originally given by Eshelby [223], and the interaction force is obtained through application of the PeachKoehler equation [224]. In the extended M-D model [69], the equilibrium shape of the climbing
dislocation is found by setting equal the chemical potential of a vacancy, µv, at AB (climbing portion), and
BC (unraveling portion), as was done in the original R-A model [203] (Fig. 7.1). For the climbing
portion AB, the chemical potential of a vacancy is given by:

µ mb 2  ∂l 
µv =

  − Fc tan (β ) − Fg
2  ∂y  ABC
1 dAAB
b2 dy

(7.1)
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where µm is the shear modulus of the matrix; the Burgers vector and line sense of the edge dislocation

(

are 0 b

)

(

)

0 and 1 0 0 , respectively; (∂l ∂y )ABC is the derivative of the dislocation length l with

respect to the dislocation glide distance y, for a constant climb area ABC between unraveling portion BC
and the glide plane; tan (β ) = dz dy is the tangent of the dislocation climb trajectory, where z is the climb
direction; dAAB dy is the change in climb area AAB between the climbing portion AB and the glide plane,
per unit advance in the glide direction y; Fc and Fg are the net climb and glide forces acting on the
climbing portion AB (Fig. 7.1).
Using this approach and taking the Al/Al3Sc system as an example, Marquis and Dunand [69]
calculated creep strain-rate versus stress curves for Al3Sc precipitates of various sizes [69]. The
calculated strain rates are in semi-quantitative agreement with experimental measurements. The
experimental creep curves were not exactly replicated, but their important general features were captured
by the extended M-D model. In particular, normalized threshold stresses were predicted to be greater
than those for non-interacting precipitates as in the R-A model [203], and to increase with the precipitate
radius, unlike the R-A model. The model was additionally applied to ternary Al-Sc-Zr [60] and Al-MgSc [64] alloys. When the lattice parameter mismatch was increased in the model from 0.8 to 1.1 % [60],
or from 0.74 to 0.91 % [64], larger normalized threshold stresses resulted. Predictions from the M-D
model that the threshold stress increases with lattice parameter mismatch, for a given precipitate size and
volume fraction, were borne out for all Al-Sc-X alloys creep-tested to date. When compared to Al3Sc
[51-52], Al3(Sc,X) show increased mismatch for X=Gd, Yb, Y, Dy, or Er [61, 67], the same mismatch for
X=Zr, Ti, and Mg [60, 62-64, 66, 68], and decreased mismatch for X=Li [74].
Figs. 7.2(a,b) are contour plots of the dislocation glide and climb forces, respectively, induced in the
matrix by a coherent Al3Sc precipitate having both lattice parameter and shear modulus mismatch with
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the matrix; the governing equations (Eqs. 3–6 in Ref. [69]) are given in the M-D model article [69]. In
this example, which is representative of the general case, the cylindrical precipitate radius R is 5 nm, and
the volume fraction φ (necessary for calculating the interprecipitate distance, and therefore the Orowan
stress) is 0.0032 (0.32%), which is typical of a dilute Al-0.08 at.% Sc alloy. Distances in the plots have
been normalized to R and the force contours are normalized by the Orowan force, fOr, which is equal to
the Orowan shear stress increment multiplied by the Burgers vector b, and the interprecipitate distance λ
c
[224]. The Orowan shear stress increment, ∆σ Or
, is given by [49-50]:

c
∆σ Or

 2 ⋅ 0.82 R 
ln 

0.4 µ m b
b


=
λ
π 1 −ν m

(

(7.2)

)

where λ = R 1.538ϕ −1 2 − 1.643 is the inter-precipitate spacing for a volume fraction φ, and νm is the
Poisson’s ratio of the matrix. In the present example, the Orowan force is 1.22 nN which, when divided
by the Burgers vector and the interprecipitate distance, λ, corresponds to an Orowan stress of 31.3 MPa.
For example, in Fig. 7.2, –fOr/16 indicates a glide force on the climbing dislocation equal in magnitude to
1/16 of the Orowan force. For an edge dislocation of opposite Burgers vector, the glide forces are
mirrored about the line z = 0, and the climb forces are mirrored about the line y = 0, resulting in an
equivalent stress environment. By reversing the sign of the lattice parameter mismatch, the glide and
climb forces are mirrored about the plane z=0. An important feature of Fig. 7.2 is that, due to the elastic
interactions, the effective interaction volume of the precipitate with the dislocations is extended into the
matrix beyond the geometrical volume of the precipitate. In particular, the elastic interactions oppose
dislocation glide below z/R ≈ 0.5 on the approach side, and above z/R ≈ 0.5 on the departure side.
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Fig.7.2. Glide (top) and climb (bottom) forces, normalized by the Orowan force [calculated from
Eq. (7.2)] on a positive edge dislocation in an Al matrix, due to a misfitting Al3Sc precipitate with
radius R=5 nm and volume fraction φ=0.0032 at 300 °C.
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7.3. Present Model
7.3.1 Dislocation Trajectories
The M-D model [69] was revisited in the present work, in order to consider further extensions to it.
Fig. 7.3 is adapted from a plot of the glide force contours in Fig. 7.2 to demonstrate the important features
of the model and its refinements. For clarity, the positive glide interaction force contours are removed.
Negative glide force contours are the equilibrium trajectories of the climbing portion of a positive edge
dislocation bypassing the precipitate under a constant applied shear stress τyz applied along the positive
direction of the y axis. Larger applied shear stresses result in a closer approach of the dislocation to the
precipitate, to a position where the precipitate-induced glide force counteracts exactly the applied glide
force, i.e, where the net glide force is zero. Fig. 7.3 is shaded to indicate regions where the climb
component of the interaction force is positive (aids climb over the precipitate, green) and negative
(opposes climb over the precipitate, blue). Red (blue) arrow heads on the three dislocation trajectories
shown at the approach side of the precipitate indicate the glide plane height z where a dislocation climbs
over (under) the precipitate, which depends on the sign of the chemical potential of a vacancy. Eq. (7.3)
(presented in section 7.3.2) was used rather than Eq. (7.1) to determine the position at which the sign of
the vacancy chemical potential changes.
Four dislocation glide planes are drawn at the left (approach) side of Fig. 7.3 as dashed black lines.
At glide plane I (zo/R = 0.8), the dislocation glides toward the precipitate (positive y direction) under an
applied shear stress equal to 1/8 of the Orowan stress (σOr/8 = [31.3 MPa]/8 = 3.9 MPa). This glide plane
is in the top left glide force sector (yo/R<0; zo/R>0.5) where precipitate-induced glide forces on the
dislocation are positive, i.e., the dislocation is attracted by the precipitate by the glide forces it induces.
Then, the glide force which acts on the dislocation is larger than the externally-applied force, i.e., applied-
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and precipitate-forces have the same sign. The dislocation glide continues until, after crossing the fO =0
boundary, it stops at point i at the -fOr/8 glide force contour, at which position the glide forces on the
dislocation due to the applied stress fOr/8 and to the precipitate (from lattice and modulus mismatch) fOr/8 are balanced. At point i, the negative glide force contours are essentially compressed into a single
curve. From here, due to the repulsive interaction force of the precipitate, the dislocation cannot glide
further on the same plane, and must climb to bypass it. The trajectory of a positively-climbing dislocation
is highlighted in red in Fig. 7.3. Due to the adsorption of vacancies, the dislocation climbs up over the
precipitate while gliding to remain on the -fOr/8 glide force contour (in a clockwise direction in Fig. 7.3)
until it reaches point T. Here the dislocation becomes trapped, for reasons explained in detail below.
At glide plane II (zo/R = 0), the dislocation glides toward the precipitate as described above at plane I.
In this case, however, since the glide plane is in the lower left glide force sector, where the precipitateinduced glide forces act in the negative -y direction (i.e., the dislocation is repelled by the precipitate), the
net glide force on the dislocation as it approaches the -fOr/8 glide force contour is smaller than fOr/8. The
dislocation encounters the -fOr/8 glide force contour at point ii, and follows the same path to point T where
it is trapped, as described above for plane I.
At glide plane III (zo/R = -1.2), the dislocation again glides to the -fOr/8 contour (point iii), where,
because the vacancy chemical potential is still negative, vacancies are adsorbed, allowing the dislocation
to climb up, in the z>0 direction. This case is distinct from glide planes I and II, because climb over the
precipitate requires that the dislocation travels first in the negative y-direction, against the applied shear
stress, before passing point V where the slope dz/dy of the climb trajectory is infinite. The driving force
for climb between points iii and V is provided by the climb interaction force, which is positive here. As
for cases I and II, the dislocation climbs to point T and becomes trapped.
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At glide plane IV (zo/R = -1.7) the dislocation encounters the -fOr/8 glide force contour at point iv.
The sign of the chemical potential is positive here, so the dislocation climbs down due to vacancy
emission, moving counter-clockwise under the precipitate until point E where the slope dz/dy of the climb
trajectory is zero. At E, therefore, the dislocation is able to escape the precipitate, since by gliding past
this point along the blue horizontal dashed line that begins at E, the dislocation moves down a gradient of
glide forces provided by the mismatching precipitate, i.e., the dislocation is repelled.

7.3.2 Model Refinements
Two modifications were made to the M-D model in its reimplementation. First, in the M-D model
[69], the approach angle, β = tan-1(dz/dy), was taken to be that of a dislocation following a semi-circular
path of radius equal to the precipitate radius, R. In fact, the dislocation trajectory is more complex (Fig.
7.3). Eq. (7.1) indicates that correct treatment of this angle, β is important, as it determines what fraction
of the climb force is resolved onto the dislocation trajectory. Furthermore, β appears in both

(∂l

∂y )ABC and in dAAB dy ; the full expressions for these quantities are derived in Ref. [203]. Second,

according to Eq. (7.1), a negative glide force, Fg < 0, increases the chemical potential of a vacancy µv,
reducing the driving force for dislocation climb over the precipitate. This implies that for a unit advance
δy, the dislocation requires an energy per unit length -Fg δy, which increases µv. In other words, adding a

vacancy to the climbing dislocation allows it to glide forward, but this glide raises the system energy.
This is an important and incorrect departure from the treatment in the R-A model [203], in which the
applied shear stress drives the dislocation forward, reducing its energy, and thereby reducing µv.
Therefore, a more nuanced treatment was taken here, as follows: as the dislocation gains vacancies, it
climbs from (yo, zo) to (yo, zo+δz); thereby leaving the trajectory dictated by the equilibrium in glide
forces. At height zo + δz, it is subjected to an imbalance in the net glide forces, ∆Fg = τyzbλ + Fg(zo + δz),
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where the externally-applied shear stress, τyz, multiplied by the Burgers vector b, and the interprecipitate
distance λ, is equal to -Fg(zo). The imbalance ∆Fg drives the dislocation forward (in the cases I, II, and IV
above) or backward (in case III) by a distance δy where it rejoins the equilibrium trajectory. Unlike the
M-D model [69], the work done on the dislocation by the applied shear stress is always positive when the
dislocation glides in the positive-y direction, thereby reducing µv and aiding dislocation climb. Making
the approximation that Fg varies linearly with y, the average glide force restoring the dislocation to its
equilibrium trajectory between (yo, zo+δz) and (yo+δy, zo+δz) is ∆Fg/2. In the present implementation, the
climb increment δz was chosen to be equal to the Burgers vector, ±b. The resulting expression for µv
becomes:

∆F
  − Fc tan(β ) − g
2  ∂y  ABC
2
.
1 ∂AAB
b2 ∂y

µ mb 2  ∂l 
µv =

(7.3)

Whether a dislocation will climb over or under the precipitate depends on the sign of the chemical
potential of a vacancy, µv : a negative value of µv means that vacancies will diffuse from the matrix to the
dislocation, resulting in positive climb (over the particle); a positive value of µv corresponds to diffusion
of vacancies from the dislocation to the matrix, resulting in negative climb (under the particle). Red
(blue) arrow heads on the dislocation trajectories at the approach side of the precipitate in Fig. 7.3
indicate the glide plane height where a dislocation climbs over (under) the precipitate. It is stated in Ref.
[69] that for dislocations gliding toward the precipitate with initial height zo > 0, bypass occurs by climb
over the precipitate, while if zo< 0, dislocations climb under. Fig. 7.3 indicates that this is not generally
the case.
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Fig.7.3. Contours of negative glide forces (expressed as fractions of the Orowan force [calculated
from Eq. (7.2)]) acting on a positive edge dislocation due to a coherent, misfitting Al3Sc
precipitate at 300 °C. Glide force contours are also dislocation glide/climb trajectories. Contours
of zero climb force radiate outward from the precipitate at nearly 45° from y = 0 and z = 0, and
separate regions of positive climb force (green) from negative climb force (blue). A detailed
description of the figure is given in Section 7.3.1.
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7.4. Results and Discussion
7.4.1 Dislocation Trapping at the Departure Side
Because functioning source code for the M-D model [69] was not available, it was re-written entirely,
in Mathematica version 7.0. The model was run for a 5.9 nm radius Al3Sc precipitate, in an attempt to
reproduce the results in Ref. [69]. Those results, however, could not be reproduced even when the reimplemented model was modified to mimic the treatment of β and Fg used in Ref. [69]. In the present
code implementation, with both the previous and the refined treatment of β and Fg, dislocation climb over
the precipitate is aided by the elastic interactions (i.e., the climb forces due to the precipitates are positive,
in the green-shaded region of Fig. 7.3). Although a number of possible explanations for this discrepancy
were explored, we are unable to account for the different results found in the present implementation and
in Ref. [69], with or without the refinements on β and Fg.
In the present implementation, the dislocation behavior was also considered at the departure side,
after the dislocation climbed over the precipitate to the position (yo, zo) = (0, R). At the trapping point T,
the dislocation is impeded by the departure-side forces such that it can neither climb over nor under them.
For the positive climb trajectory, the helpful precipitate-induced climb force is not large enough to
compensate for the energy required to produce additional dislocation length and to overcome the
externally-applied glide force. For the negative climb trajectory, the reduction in dislocation length and
the energy gained by gliding forward with the externally-applied glide force are insufficient to
compensate for the energy required to oppose the precipitate-induced climb force. In other words, point T
is a position of local equilibrium for the dislocation. The model therefore predicts that the dislocation,
after climbing over the mismatching precipitate by vacancy-mediated diffusion, cannot escape the
departure side by that mechanism, even though those same interactions aid its climb at the approach side.
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A creep strain rate due to dislocation climb over elastically-interacting precipitates by vacancy diffusion,
can therefore not be predicted by this model, contrary to Ref. [69]. Thermally activated detachment is
possible, however, as considered by Arzt and Rösler [225] for the case of a dislocation detaching from the
departure side interface of an incoherent dispersoid. This mechanism is not considered in the present
model, which thus represents the “athermal” case.
All experimental creep studies of dilute Al-Sc-X alloys, which contain coherent, mismatching
Al3(Sc,X) precipitates [51-52, 60-64, 66-68, 74], report a threshold stress (at which a compressive creep
rate for uniaxial compressive stress is not measurable in the laboratory) which increases with precipitate
size and lattice parameter mismatch, as shown in Fig. 7.4. In this figure, experimentally-measured
uniaxial threshold stresses normalized to a calculated uniaxial Orowan stress increment, are plotted as a
function of precipitate radius, determined by atom probe tomography. The uniaxial Orowan stress
c
increment is calculated as M∆σ Or
where M (equal to 3.06 for Al [190]) is the mean matrix orientation

factor allowing conversion from shear to uniaxial stresses. The lattice parameter mismatch of precipitates
in the three systems is smallest in Al-Sc-Li, and largest in Al-Sc-Yb (Table 7.A1). These results support
the theory that elastic interactions between dislocations and coherent, misfitting precipitates are
responsible for the observed trends in threshold stress behavior for these systems. A new mechanism to
account for threshold stress behavior due to those interactions is therefore presented below.
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Fig.7.4. Plot of experimental creep threshold stress data at 300 ºC for Al-Sc [51-52], Al-Sc-Yb
[67, 104], and Al-Li-Sc [74] alloys vs average precipitate radii. Straight lines are weighted best
fits to the data, but forced to pass through the origin. For the best-fit lines, the data are weighted
by the product of the uncertainties in the average precipitate radius and the normalized threshold
stress.
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7.4.2 Glide Force-Based Threshold Stress Model
7.4.2.1 Glide Forces at the Precipitate Apex
The departure-side forces, as illustrated for example in Fig. 7.3, increase in magnitude with both
precipitate size and lattice parameter mismatch. For a dislocation having climbed over the precipitate and
having become trapped at the departure side (point T in Fig. 7.3), a sufficiently large applied shear stress
τyz will overcome the attractive departure-side forces, driving the dislocation through the region of elastic

interactions, as described below. The dislocation then glides in the positive-y direction, on the plane
indicated by a blue dashed line with label I-III in Fig. 7.3. As described above, to escape the precipitate,
the dislocation must glide rather than climb, since the forces acting on the dislocation during climb over
(under) the region of departure-side interactions do not provide the energy for vacancy adsorption to
(emission from) the dislocation.
For the example shown in Fig. 7.3, the normalized glide force, Fg/fOr, for a dislocation that climbed to
the apex of the Al3Sc precipitate (zo = R + |b|, R = 5 nm) is shown as a function of the normalized glide
distance yo/R in Fig. 7.5. For comparison, Fig. 7.5 also includes the same curve for Al3(Sc0.8Yb0.2) and
Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35) precipitates. The curve for Al3Sc is decomposed into its two contributions: glide force
from lattice parameter mismatch (shorter dashes) and from shear modulus mismatch (longer dashes). For
Al3Sc, the magnitude of the force opposing dislocation glide is greatest at yo ≈ 0.6 R, where it has a value
Fg/fOr ≈ -0.5. If the force on the dislocation due to the applied shear stress exceeds this critical value (the
threshold force), the dislocation escapes the precipitate: thus, the applied stress is equal to the threshold
stress. Fig 7.5 shows that the glide forces due to shear modulus mismatch repel the dislocation from the
precipitate, while glide forces due to lattice parameter mismatch attract the dislocation to the precipitate.
Because the effect of lattice parameter mismatch is greater in this particular example, the net effect is that
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the dislocation is attracted to the departure side of the precipitate. The maximum glide forces needed to
escape Al3(Sc0.8Yb0.2) and Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35) precipitates are larger and smaller, respectively, than those due
to Al3Sc, in agreement with the same trend in the lattice parameter mismatch with the matrix. For values
of yo/R<~0.2 , the glide force due to Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35) precipitates is positive (the precipitate repels the
dislocation), because the attractive glide force due lattice strain is smaller than that of the repulsive glide
force due to shear modulus mismatch. As noted above, if the sign on the lattice parameter mismatch is
reversed, the stresses in Fig. 7.2 are mirrored about z = 0, which results in identical values for the
normalized glide forces plotted in Fig. 7.5.
It is important to note that the departure-side threshold force (and thus stress) predicted by these
results has a different origin than the departure-side detachment stresses predicted by models considering
the reduction in dislocation line energy at the incoherent dispersoid/matrix interface [212-213, 217-220].
The threshold force predicted by the present model does not consider any interaction with the coherent
precipitate/matrix interface, but only the mismatch stresses induced in the matrix as described above.
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Fig.7.5. The glide force on a dislocation, normalized to the glide force from an externally-applied
shear stress equal to the Orowan stress, as a function of glide distance from (0, R + |b|) (the
“apex” of the precipitate). Curves for Al3Sc, Al3(Sc0.8Yb0.2), and Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35) precipitates are
shown, and their minima correspond to the threshold force. The curve from Al3Sc is decomposed
into its contributions from lattice parameter mismatch (label: Al3Sc, µAl3Sc = µAl) and shear
modulus mismatch (label: Al3Sc, εAl3Sc=0).
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7.4.2.2 Constraints on the Dislocation Geometry
The constraints in the present model (segment AB must remain straight, cross-slip and bypass by
Orowan looping are not allowed) have implications on the stress required for a dislocation to bypass a
precipitate. Using a dislocation dynamics model without these constraints, the behavior of an edge or
screw dislocation climbing over a size-mismatched precipitate was investigated in detail by Xiang and
Srolovitz (X-S) [204]. In that work, interactions between the dislocation and a periodic three-dimensional
array of size-mismatched spherical precipitates were simulated; shear modulus-mismatch was however
not considered. An applied shear stress caused the dislocation to advance toward a precipitate. The
dislocation glided under the action of a low (160 MPa) or a high (640 MPa) applied shear stress. In some
cases, the dislocation was allowed to climb as well. The glide and climb velocities were related linearly
to the glide and climb forces on the dislocation, through glide and climb mobilities, respectively, which
had the ratio mc/mg = 0.1 in most cases. With climb allowed, it was found that, at low stresses,
dislocations bypassed precipitates by climb, while at high stresses they bypassed precipitates by a
combination of climb, looping, and cross-slip. Climb lowered the stress at which dislocations bypass
precipitates, at both low and high applied stresses.
Of particular relevance to the present model are the predicted configurations of dislocations climbing
past size-mismatched precipitates in the X-S model [204]. The geometry relating the dislocation and
precipitate are reversed from the present case, so that positive heights (zo > 0) in the present work
correspond to negative heights (zo < 0) in Ref. [204] (i.e. the apex of the precipitate in Fig. 7.2 here is
equivalent to the nadir of the precipitate in Fig. 4 of Ref. [204]). That figure shows an equilibrium
configuration of an edge dislocation that climbed to the nadir of a precipitate [equivalent to the position
(0, R) in the present work] under a low applied stress. Although the mobilities used in the X-S model
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[204] do not have a physical basis, such as the vacancy chemical potential used in the present
simulation, the same behavior is found in both simulations: for low stresses, the dislocation is unable to
overcome the glide forces due to size mismatch, which oppose its detachment from the precipitate.
Although a screw dislocation is not modeled in the present work, in the X-S model [204] it was found
that, for the same low stress, screw dislocations do not bypass the precipitate either, although they exhibit
more complex behavior resulting in helices surrounding the precipitate.
The fact that three-dimensional dislocation behavior is fully allowed for in the X-S model [204], and
not in the present simulation, has important consequences for the behavior of a dislocation as it frees itself
from the trapping point T. As is shown in Fig. 5 of Ref. [204], when a sufficiently large stresses was
applied to a climbing edge dislocation trapped at this position, it escaped by a combination of climb,
looping, and cross-slip, leaving behind a prismatic dislocation loop in the y-z plane (equivalent to the x-z
plane in Fig. 7.2). This is an example of threshold stress behavior due to dislocation climb over an
elastically-interacting, size-mismatched precipitate that is not sheared. Complex dislocation motion of
this type was not modeled in the present work but if this behavior were included in the present simulation,
the applied shear stress necessary to cause the dislocation to escape the precipitate-interaction forces at
the departure-side would be reduced, similar to the way in which Orowan looping reduces the stress
necessary for gliding dislocations to bypass precipitates in an overaged alloy. A final important result of
the X-S model [204] is that an edge dislocation was impeded by a size-mismatched precipitate, even
when the glide plane did not intersect the precipitate. As described above and as shown in Fig. 7.2, the
present model also accounts for the fact that the interaction forces extend out into the matrix, increasing
the effective size of the precipitate. Fig. 6 of Ref. [204] shows a climbing edge dislocation that glides
past a precipitate at a height of 1.25 R. Although the precipitate is not directly encountered by the
dislocation, the strain field in the matrix due to the size-mismatched precipitate is still an obstacle to it.
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An Orowan loop surrounds the interaction region, whose screw segments then proceed to cross-slip
down the sides of the precipitate, leaving behind a prismatic loop similar to that described above.

7.4.2.3 Comparison with Experimentally-Measured Threshold Stresses
Although the normalized (dimensionless) threshold force values obtained in the present calculations
are larger than experimentally-measured normalized (dimensionless) threshold stresses, the maximum
precipitate-induced attractive force felt by a dislocation is an increasing function of both precipitate radius
and lattice parameter mismatch, in accord with the threshold stress behavior experimentally measured in
Al-Sc-X (X=RE, Li or TM) alloys. Fig. 7.6 displays the maximum glide force induced by Al3(Sc1-yXy)
precipitates (i.e., the threshold force) as a function of R, at a glide plane height zo = R + |b|, for a volume
fraction of 0.0032. Three types of precipitates are included in the plot: Al3Sc embedded in a pure Al
matrix [4-5], Al3(Sc0.8Yb0.2) in a pure Al matrix [67, 104], and Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35) in a matrix of Al-2.9 Li (at
%) [73]. Values of the lattice parameters and elastic constants of Al-Sc, Al-Sc-Yb, and Al-Li-Sc alloys
are given in Appendix A, as is a description of the methodology used to determine them.
Model results for the normalized threshold force in Fig. 7.6 bear important similarities to a plot of the
experimentally-measured normalized threshold stress, Fig. 7.4, which is superimposed on Fig. 7.6. In
both cases the normalized threshold force and stress increase near linearly with R. Also in both cases,
precipitates having a larger lattice parameter mismatch with the matrix also have larger normalized
stresses (forces). As described above, the geometry of the individual precipitate, the arrangement of all
precipitates, and the shape of the climbing dislocation are all more complex than the model, which may
account for the larger normalized force values predicted by it. Although the M-D model results were
based on a kinetically-informed methodology of determining the threshold stress [69], the same quasi-
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linear dependence of threshold stress on R, increasing also with lattice parameter mismatch, were
predicted there as well.
The similarities between the dependence of threshold forces due to misfitting precipitates, and
threshold stresses measured in creep experiments, suggest that stress-driven departure-side escape of
dislocations plays a controlling role in the threshold stress behavior of alloys strengthened by coherent,
misfitting precipitates. This mechanism for threshold stresses is a departure from the one explored in the
R-A and M-D models [69, 203], which was due to an applied-stress-induced increase in the driving force
for the adsorption of vacancies onto the dislocation, i.e. the magnitude of the vacancy chemical potential,
which enabled appreciable rates of climb over the particle. Hence, the present model does not account in
any way for the kinetics of dislocation climb; it is therefore not possible to compute strain rate versus
stress curves, as was done in the R-A and M-D models [69, 203]. It is, however, possible to calculate the
force (normalized to the Orowan force) necessary to overcome departure-side interaction stresses for
coherent, misfitting precipitates. The present model predicts normalized force values close to the
experimentally-measured normalized threshold stresses in Al-Sc-X alloys, as shown in Fig. 7.6. The
threshold value is over-predicted because the dislocation shape is constrained in a way that excludes
lower-stress escape trajectories, which are predicted by the X-S model [204].
It should be possible to bring more sophisticated techniques to bear on this problem. For example,
three-dimensional dislocation dynamics models such as the X-S model described above [204], or twodimensional ones such as those in Refs. [76, 226] could be used to calculate a threshold stress based on
more realistic geometries, including spherical precipitates with spatial arrangements and size distributions
derived from experiments, and complex configurations for a dislocation propagating across a glide plane.
Such an approach still would fail to predict any kinetic feature of creep by dislocation climb, but may
provide more accurate values than those presented here, for the normalized threshold stress.
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Fig.7.6. Right abscissa: The calculated maximum normalized dislocation glide force (threshold
force) necessary to overcome departure-side interactions with coherent, misfitting precipitates
(small triangles) increases with precipitate radius, and with the magnitude of the mismatch. Left
abscissa: experimentally-measured normalized threshold stresses (larger circles), repeated from
Fig. 7.4. The horizontal line represents the prediction from the R-A model [203] without elastic
interactions between the dislocation and the precipitate.
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7.5. Summary
A model by Rösler and Arzt [203] for creep in alloys strengthened by coherent, unshearable
precipitates by general climb of dislocations over obstacles was extended by Marquis and Dunand (M-D)
[69] to include elastic interactions between the dislocation and the precipitate due to matrix/precipitate
mismatch in lattice parameter and shear modulus. Creep threshold stresses in Al strengthened by Al3Sc
precipitates were calculated by the M-D model [69], in semi-quantitative agreement with experimental
results. This extended model is revisited in the present work. The source code for the model was
rewritten, and two inaccuracies were corrected, yielding the following conclusions:

•

The basic result from the M-D model [69]– that elastic interactions between dislocations and
Al3Sc precipitates result in threshold stresses due to a stress-dependent reduction in the
dislocation climb rate– could not be reproduced. This was true whether or not the differences
between the M-D model and the present treatment [69] were mimicked in the new code. In the
present implementation, elastic interactions were found to aid dislocation climb over the
precipitate.

•

In the present model, the dislocation that climbs to the apex of a precipitate by vacancy-mediated
diffusion, becomes trapped close to this position by stresses induced in the matrix by the latticeparameter-mismatching precipitate. The dislocation cannot escape the precipitate, as it can climb
neither over nor under the region of departure-side stresses. Only the application of an externally
applied stress (the threshold stress) produces a shear force (the threshold force) that allows for
escape of the dislocation. An escape stress by a similar mechanism has been predicted by Xiang
and Srolovitz using a more sophisticated dislocation dynamics simulation [204] wherein a
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dislocation climbs in three-dimensions over a misfitting spherical particle. The threshold stress
modeled in the present work is distinct from interface-related detachment stresses such as those
postulated for dislocation climb and bypass of incoherent dispersoids [212-213, 217-220].
•

The magnitude of the threshold force (normalized to the Orowan force) necessary to effect
dislocation escape increases with the magnitude of the precipitate lattice parameter mismatch, and
with its radius R. This behavior is qualitatively similar to experimental measurements of creep
threshold stresses (normalized to the Orowan stress) in Al-Sc-X alloys and to the results
presented in Ref. [69]. Although the normalized threshold stress (force) increases with R, the
Orowan stress decreases with R. Thus, increasing the lattice parameter mismatch of precipitates
is a better strategy than increasing R for improving creep resistance.

•

The present model suggests that the creep threshold stresses in alloys strengthened by coherent
misfitting precipitates may be due to the requirement that the internal stress between dislocations
and precipitates be overcome, and not due to a requirement that a sufficient driving force for
vacancy diffusion to the climbing precipitate be supplied.

Appendix 7.A. Lattice Parameters and Elastic Constants of Al-Sc, Al-Sc-Yb,
and Al-Li-Sc Alloys
The compositions of Al3Sc, Al3(Sc, Li) and Al3(Sc, Yb) precipitates are taken to be uniform, although
in fact Al3(Sc0.8Yb0.2) precipitates exhibit a core/shell structure, with a Yb-rich core and a Sc-rich shell
[67, 104]. The constrained lattice parameter mismatches are calculated at 300 °C as described in Ref.
[112], taking the coefficients of thermal expansion of precipitates and matrix to be equal to those of Al3Sc
and pure Al, respectively. For Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35) precipitates, the lattice parameter is determined based on a
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first-principles calculation [206] as described in Ref. [76], and the shear modulus is calculated by
interpolating between the shear moduli of Al3Sc [227-228] and Al3Li [191]. The Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35)
precipitate is modeled as being embedded in an Al-2.9 Li (at. %) matrix [73], whose lattice parameter
varies negligibly due to the dissolved Li [133], and whose shear modulus is somewhat increased by it
[191]. The temperature dependence of the matrix shear modulus is calculated according to Ref. [56],
while the temperature dependence of the precipitate shear moduli, and of the matrix and precipitate
Poisson’s ratios are unknown, and thus are not accounted for. For Al3(Sc0.8Yb0.2), the lattice parameter is
determined using a Vegard’s Law dependence to interpolate between Al3Sc [12-13] and Al3Yb [13], and
the shear modulus of the precipitate is taken to be equal to that of Al3Sc. The Poisson’s ratio for all
precipitates is taken to be that of Al3Sc [227-228]. Values for the parameters used in the model are
presented in Table 7.A1.
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Table 7.A1. Constants used in the calculations of interaction forces between dislocations and precipitates
at 300 °C
Property

Value

Ref.

Al3Sc

0.72

[112]

Al3(Sc0.8Yb0.2)

0.98

[13]

Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35)

0.36

[76, 206]

0.288

[56, 112]

68.4

[227]

59.2

[191, 227-228]

Al

21.7

[56]

Al-2.9 at.%Li

23.8

[56, 191]

0.22

[227-228]

0.34

[228]

Constrained Lattice Parameter mismatch [%]

Burgers vector [nm]
Al, Al-2.9 at.%Li
Shear Modulus [GPa]
Al3Sc, Al3(Sc0.8Yb0.2)a
Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35)

a

Poisson’s Ratio [-]
Al3Sc, Al3(Sc0.8Yb0.2), Al3(Sc0.65Li0.35)a
Al, Al-2.9 at.%Li

a

(a) - Ambient temperature value is used.
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Chapter 8

Modeling the Critical Resolved Shear Stress in Al-Alloys Using
Dislocation Dynamics Simulations on Experimentally-Measured
Fields of Complex Precipitates

Abstract
Two alloys, Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc at. % (Al-Li-Sc) and Al-6.3Li-0.07Sc-0.02Yb at. % (Al-Li-Sc-Yb), are
aged for different durations at 325 °C to produce strengthening, nanometer-radius α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)
precipitates. Al-Li-Sc-Yb peak-aged at 325 °C was additionally heat treated at 170 °C to produce an
additional hardening increment due to the formation of α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)/δ′–Al3Li core/shell precipitates.
Precipitate radii and spatial distributions were measured employing local-electrode atom-probe
tomography. This information was used in dislocation dynamics simulations, whose results were
compared with experimentally-measured Vickers microhardness measurements. An empirical law for the
superposition of Vickers microhardness contributions from Li in solid-solution (HVLi), and from α′–
k
Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates (HVα′), was experimentally-determined: HVtotal
= HVLik + HVαk' , where k =

0.95±0.03. An empirical law from simulated data was similarly determined for the superposition of
critical resolved shear stresses due to α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates and δ′–Al3Li shells in doubly-aged Al-
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m
Li-Sc-Yb: τ total
= τ αm' + τ δm' where m = 1.5±0.1. Simulations of aged Al-Li-Sc over-predict the strength

if a single dislocation is used, and under-predict the strength if instead a pair of dislocations (a superdislocation) is considered. For super-dislocation simulations of Al-Li-Sc, between the peak-aged state, 8
h, and the strongly overaged state, 1536 h, the precipitate bypass mechanism is in transition from one of
mainly shearing, to mainly Orowan looping, while the distance between the leading and trailing
dislocations increases. Also for Al-Li-Sc, the overaged state simulations predict a near convergence of
strengths for single dislocations and super-dislocations. For dislocation pairs in doubly-aged Al-Li-ScYb, the measured and simulated strength values agree to within their uncertainties.

8.1. Introduction
Many structural alloys of technological significance are strengthened by second-phase particles
introduced either through a solid-state route, such as precipitation from a supersaturated solid solution, or
by introduction of dispersoid particles during mechanical alloying. The strengthening effect of the
submicron particles in these alloys derives from the resistance they provide to the glide of dislocations.
Closed-form analytical solutions exist to predict the strength of alloys containing a single population of
dislocation-impeding obstacles [48-50, 155]. To obtain tractable expressions, it is necessary to make
simplifying approximations regarding the character and orientation of the dislocations, and the spatial
arrangement and precipitate size distributions (PSDs). In response to these complexities, dislocation
dynamics (DD) models have been developed to simulate the strength of realistic PSDs in precipitate- and
dispersion-strengthened alloys. Notable among these are the first model to simulate the strength due to a
random array of obstacles rather than a regular array, and also the strengthening effects of two
populations of precipitates, having two different degrees of resistance to dislocation passage [229-230].
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Further improvements were made to DD simulations by replacing the line tension model of a dislocation
with a treatment of the self-interaction stress [231-233].
An important class of precipitation-strengthened Al-alloys is based on the binary Al-Sc system.
Dilute additions of Sc and rare-earth (RE) elements to Al result in significant increases in ambient- and
elevated-temperature strength upon isothermal aging at ~300 °C, due to the precipitation of a small
volume fraction (<1%) of a fine dispersion of coherent, L12-structured α′-Al3(ScxRE1-x) precipitates [4, 6,
10, 13, 16-18, 51-52, 68, 70, 130, 160]. The ambient temperature strength in these alloys is fairly well
represented by closed-form strengthening models, using precipitate characteristics measured by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or by local-electrode atom-probe (LEAP) tomography [86-87,
143-145]. Li-additions to Al-Sc and Al-Sc-RE cause a strength increase by several mechanisms: (i) solidsolution strengthening; (ii) increasing the achievable volume fraction of strengthening α′-Al3(LixScyRE1-xy)

precipitates, which form at 300-400 °C [72-73]; and (iii) precipitation of L12-structured δ′–Al3Li on the

pre-existing α′-precipitates during a second aging treatment at 150-200 °C, resulting in core/shell α′/δ′
precipitates [71-72, 118-120, 122-123, 140] and a second strength increase. Although closed-form
solutions provide suitable models for the strength of Li-free Al-Sc-RE alloys with only one population of
α′-precipitates, no such models exist to predict the strength of Al-Li-Sc-RE alloys with complex core/shell

precipitates.
To address this difficulty, we use in the present work a two-dimensional (2-D) DD simulation [226,
234-247] to model precipitation-strengthening in an Al-Li-Sc alloy with a single population of α′)precipitates, and in an Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloy with complex core/shell α′/δ′ precipitates. In this DD model,
whose details are elaborated in Ref. [226], segmented, self- and mutually-interacting dislocations are
impeded by obstacles as they glide across a plane. This DD model is flexible, allowing for a wide range
of dislocation-obstacle interactions (e.g., order/disorder stresses [235, 240, 243, 245-246], lattice
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parameter mismatch stresses [234, 236-238, 243], dislocation loops [247]); one or more partial or perfect
dislocations of edge or screw character [234, 237]; as well as a rich variety of obstacle morphologies,
spatial and PSDs, and volume fractions. Due to this flexibility, the model is well-suited to the complex
microstructures observed in Al-Li-Sc-RE alloys.

8.2 Experimental
8.2.1 Aged Alloys
Two Al-Li-Sc alloys, one with a Yb-addition, were cast, homogenized at 640 °C for 24 h, and aged at 325
°C and 170 °C to produce strengthening precipitates. The alloys have the compositions Al-2.9 Li-0.11

Sc and Al-6.3Li-0.07Sc-0.02Yb (in the following, unless noted, all compositions are given in at.%), and
are hereafter denoted Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb. Both alloys were aged at 325 °C, producing α′Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates. In some cases, Al-Li-Sc-Yb was subjected to a second aging-treatment at 170
°C, resulting in the precipitation of δ′–Al3Li precipitates that envelop some of the α′-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)
precipitates formed previously at 325 °C. Detailed microstructural analyses of Al-Li-Sc and of Al-Li-ScYb are given in Ref. [73], and in Refs. [72, 140], respectively. Vickers microhardness (HV)
measurements were used to monitor the strength of the two alloys throughout their aging treatments;
those results are also presented in detail in Ref. [73] (Al-Li-Sc), and in Refs. [72, 140] (Al-Li-Sc-Yb).

8.2.2 Dislocation Dynamics Model
The model [226] is based on a stress balance on all units of a segmented dislocation, given by:

τ ext = − (τ obst + τ disloc + τ drag ) ,

(8.1)
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wherein an externally-applied shear stress, τext, is balanced by stresses due to interactions with obstacles,
τobst, stresses due to all other dislocation segments, τdisloc, and stresses due to viscous drag, τdrag, which are

proportional to the dislocation segment’s velocity. The constant of proportionality, called the drag
coefficient, is phenomenological and only determines the artificial timescale of the simulation. It is
chosen arbitrarily, and has no influence on the equilibrium configuration of the dislocation. The
simulation begins with one or several straight dislocations parallel to the x-axis of a square glide plane,
given by z = 0, 0 < x < xmax, 0 < y < ymax. The dislocations and obstacles on the glide plane are constrained
by periodic boundary conditions on x. Under the influence of τext, which is parallel to the positive ydirection, the dislocations glide toward ymax, under the stress balance condition given by Eq. (8.1). As
obstacles are encountered, dislocations shear them or bow around them until the velocity (and hence τdrag)
of all segments is close to zero, resulting in a static equilibrium configuration of the dislocation for τext.
The procedure is repeated for a new value of τext increased by an increment δτ, which is user-defined and
max
is typically ~2-3 % τ ext
to achieve good accuracy. The principal result of the simulation is the critical
max
shear stress of a glide plane, which is determined by the stress τ ext
necessary for any part of a

dislocation to reach the border of the glide plane, ymax. In the present research, the critical shear stress on a
glide plane due to a simulated array of precipitates is taken to be

max, edge
max, screw
τ ext
⋅τ ext
[50], where

max, edge
τ ext
is the result of a simulation for a dislocation (or superdislocation) initially of pure edge
max, screw
character, and τ ext
is defined similarly but for screw dislocations.

The main approximations made in the model are related to discretization of the dislocation, and the
discarding of stress contributions smaller than a cut-off value, for computational efficiency. The
curvilinear shape of a dislocation is approximated by a series of straight line-segments, whose lengths
scale with the mean obstacle size as ~<r>/6. In the present implementation of the model, it was
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occasionally necessary to use a segment length that was larger by up to a factor of 50 %. This increase
permitted the simulation to proceed to the next value of τext in cases where the dislocation appeared to
oscillate with a small amplitude between two configurations, preventing the attainment of a static
equilibrium. Dislocation segments are added or removed as the dislocation moves and changes shape, in
order to maintain an approximately constant segment length along the dislocation, and throughout the
simulation.
The allowable error in τdrag is set equal to δτ, meaning that dislocation segments with sufficiently
small velocities (such that τdrag < δτ) are considered to be stationary, and will not prevent the progression
to a new τext. Errors in τobst and τdisloc are of similar magnitude as δτ. Although in principle the sum of
each of the errors could be many multiples of δτ, in practice, the error in the computed value of τextmax is
±δτ for a given obstacle field [241]. For a given set of input parameters (volume fraction, mean radius,
etc.), the scatter between simulation results of different obstacle fields was reported to be about ±6 %
when simulating 500-1000 obstacles in the glide plane [241]. Although the same value of ±6 % was
confirmed here when simulating ~800 obstacles, to reduce computation times we simulate a smaller
number of obstacles, but no fewer than 200. For 200 obstacles, the scatter in τextmax between different
obstacle fields representing the same microstructural state was found to be ±9 % from the mean result. A
complete detailed description of the DD model is given in Ref. [226].

8.2.3 Experimentally-Derived Precipitate Arrangements
Precipitate characteristics in aged Al-Li-Sc and Al-Li-Sc-Yb, including their chemical compositions,
sizes and spatial arrangements, were quantitatively determined by applying a modified envelope
algorithm to the LEAP data [98]. This information is the basic raw data from which an array of obstacles
is created, for use in the DD simulations. HV measurements were used to monitor the strength of the two
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alloys throughout their heat treatments; and those results are also presented in Ref. [73] (Al-Li-Sc), and
in Refs. [72, 140] (Al-Li-Sc-Yb).
The statistical accuracy of the DD simulation increases with the size of the dataset. To obtain a
meaningfully large array of precipitates, it is necessary to expand the volume of simulated crystal to
dimensions well beyond those available with current LEAP instruments. One approach to overcome this
issue is to generate a large simulated volume of precipitates that reflects the experimentally-informed
precipitate size distribution (PSD) [248]. This is a modification of a previous method, wherein an LSW
distribution was assumed, rather than an experimentally-measured one [241, 245]. In both of these cases,
the particle locations are determined by creating a three-dimensional arrangement of contacting spheres
having a distribution of radii which is self-similar to the experimental PSD. The sphere radii are then
reduced by a common multiplicative factor until a specified volume fraction is achieved. This approach
is rooted in an assumption that the particle size is determined by a “sphere of influence” (a diffusion
sphere) from which each particle draws solute during its growth by diffusion, as described in detail
elsewhere [241, 249]. In the remainder of this manuscript, this method is referred to as the model-based
distribution, or MBD. In the present work, where the MBD approach has been used it is derived from a
PSD with a bin size of ~0.08<r> where <r> is the mean radius; additionally, a second technique is used,
as described below.
The intent of the second method of precipitate field construction is to reproduce, as faithfully as
possible, the characteristics of measured precipitates, including their size distribution, volume fraction,
and spatial arrangement. The latter is quantifiable by measuring the two dimensional interprecipitate
distance distribution (2D-IDD) of precipitates on a glide plane [250] (see below). To construct a
sufficiently large array of precipitates for the DD simulation, the LEAP reconstructions, which have a
geometry similar to a truncated cone, were reduced to their largest inscribed cylinders. The cylinders
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were then tiled in a rectangular array whose spatial extent is nearly the same in the x- and y-dimensions
(see Fig. 8.1). Because each place where the cylinders are in contact is an artifactual region, it is prudent
to maximize the volume of the cylinder of reconstructed LEAP data. The straight axis of the cylinder is
henceforth named the y-axis, and x- and z-axes are perpendicular to it. To generate a unique arrangement
of bisected precipitates in each cylinder, and yet preserve the precipitates’ size and spatial distributions,
each cylinder undergoes a series of transformation operations. These are:
(i) mirroring about the planes x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0;
(ii) rotation about the y-axis;
(iii) translation along the y-axis.
For each cylinder, five random numbers between zero and unity are generated. The first three
determine whether or not the precipitate centroids are mirrored about the x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0 planes
(they are mirrored if the random number is greater than 0.5); the fourth is multiplied by π/2, and
determines the angle by which precipitate centroids are rotated about the y-axis; the fifth is multiplied by
the cylinder length, and determines the distance by which precipitate centroids are translated along the yaxis. Precipitates that are translated out of the top of the cylinder reappear on the bottom. The full dataset
for DD simulation is formed by the cylinders thus generated, which are tiled to form a rectangular array
of contacting cylinders, Fig. 8.1. The simulated glide plane is that which contains the lines along which
the cylinders are in contact. Finally, the larger of the two dimensions of the glide plane is then reduced,
by discarding precipitates that fall outside of the largest square fits within the glide plane. This method is
henceforth referred to as the tomography-based distribution (TBD).
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As explained above, the true spatial arrangement of LEAP-measured precipitates is compromised at
each place where the cylindrical reconstruction volumes contact. To determine whether the simulated
precipitate arrangement is an accurate representation of the original measured arrangement, a distribution
of edge-to-edge inter-precipitate distances is measured. The relevant distribution is two-dimensional,
resulting from the intersection of the glide plane with the precipitates in the arrangement of tiled
cylinders. To determine the 2D-IDD, an approach similar to the one described in Ref. [250] is used,
except that the precipitates are treated as spheres rather than best-fit ellipsoids, since they are modeled as
such in the DD simulation. The 2D-IDD is calculated for each LEAP reconstruction in three distinct
ways: (i) the entire three dimensional (3D) LEAP reconstruction (i.e. not only the largest inscribed
cylinder) is sampled by bisecting it with planes passing through the tip axis at random angles; (ii) the 2DIDD is calculated for the glide plane used in the TBD DD simulation; (iii) the 2D-IDD is calculated for
the glide plane used in the MBD DD simulation.
Figs. 8.1 a and b show a simplified example of the steps used to generate a glide plane for simulation
by the TBD method. Fig. 8.1a shows the reconstructed LEAP dataset for Al- 6.3 Li-0.07 Sc-0.02 Yb (at.
%) aged 8 h at 325 °C to produce α′-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates, then aged for 20 h at 170 °C to produce
δ′-Al3Li, which formed shells on some of the α′ precipitates [72, 140]. The left side of Fig. 8.1a shows

the full 103 million-atom LEAP reconstruction, the right side shows the largest inscribed cylinder, which
was used to construct the glide plane on which dislocations were simulated. As a simple illustration of
the method, Fig. 8.1b shows a one-by-four array of transformed copies of the cylinder in Fig. 8.1a. The
cylinders contact in a common plane, indicated by a red rectangle. The glide plane used in the DD
simulations comprised 27 transformed replicas of the cylinder, which were created using the procedure
described above, and tiled in a 3 x 9 array resulting in 352 α′-intersections and 173 δ′-intersections. A
dislocation threads through the reconstructed LEAP dataset from the lower left to the upper right, exiting
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the reconstruction at the mid-height, as indicated with black arrows. The dislocation itself is not visible,
but its presence may be inferred from a linear series of single-phase α′, and core/shell α′/δ′ precipitates
which decorate it. Although the dislocation changes the local spatial distribution of precipitates relative
to the surrounding material, a simulation by the TBD method involves at most one point of intersection
between the glide plane and the dislocation (and associated precipitates) in each cylinder.
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Fig. 8.1. (a) A LEAP tomographic reconstruction of Al-6.3 Li-0.07 Sc-0.02 Yb (at. %) aged at
325 °C for 8 h then at 170 °C for 20 h to produce core/shell precipitates, and the largest cylinder
that can be inscribed in the reconstruction. Precipitates decorate a dislocation that threads
through the reconstruction, as indicated by arrows. (b) The cylinder is extracted and copied; each
copy undergoes a different rotation; the rotated cylinders are joined to produce a glide plane.
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For Al-Li-Sc, a glide plane was constructed by both the MBD and the TBD approaches at each
simulated aging condition. For Al-Li-Sc-Yb, three glide planes were constructed at each simulated aging
condition, but only the TBD approach was used since it preserves the one-to-one matching between δ′shells and the α′-precipitates they envelope. Fig. 8.2 shows one of the three simulated glide planes that
resulted from the TBD approach, starting from the LEAP reconstruction of Al-Li-Sc-Yb in Fig. 8.1a.
Smaller blue disks represent intersections of the glide plane with α′-precipitates, larger orange disks
represent intersections of the glide plane with δ′-shells. The radius of the disks corresponds to the radius
of the precipitate intersections. Although all δ′-precipitates contain an α′-core, some core/shell
precipitates are bisected by the glide plane outside of the α′-core, hence only the δ′-shell intersection
appears on the glide plane. A super-dislocation, composed of a leading dislocation, D1, and a trailing
dislocation D2 (both perfect), propagate as a pair in the +y-direction under the effect of a shear stress in
the y-direction in the glide plane. The Burgers vector is oriented parallel to the y-axis; D1 and D2 were
oriented parallel to the x-direction at the beginning of the simulation, and so were of pure edge character.
The glide plane is divided into three regions, as indicated at the left side of Fig. 8.2: region 0 (above D1),
precipitates have not yet been sheared, and do not contain an anti-phase boundary (APB); shaded region I
(between D1 and D2), the precipitates have been sheared by D1 but not by D2, and contain an APB;
region II (below D2), the precipitates have been sheared first by D1, creating an APB, and then by D2
which restores order and eliminates the APB. Thick red arrows indicate places where the dislocations are
pinned, despite the lack of a precipitate intersection. This is due to the stress fields of lattice- and
modulus-mismatched precipitates slightly above and below the glide plane. Blue and green arrows
indicate examples of spatial arrangements of precipitates that were not observed in the LEAP
reconstruction, but result from the artifactual region where two cylindrical transformed reconstructions
touch. Blue arrows (with empty heads) indicate the overlap of two δ′-shells; green (double-headed)
arrows indicate the overlap of α′-precipitates with δ′-shells. A dashed rectangle in the lower-left region
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indicates the size of the cylindrical reconstruction in Fig. 8.1a that was used to construct the obstacle
arrangement, consisting of a three–by-nine array of rectangles.

Fig.8.2 A simulated glide plane created by the TBD method; a complete description of the
features in the plane is given in the text.
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Fig. 8.3 displays a 2D-IDD which quantifies the distribution of interprecipitate edge-to-edge
distances ( λ 2e−De ) for α′-Al3(Li,Sc,Yb), from both single-phase and core/shell precipitates. Bins marked
“LEAP reconstruction” represent planes sampling the entire LEAP reconstruction at random angles, with
the constraint that the plane must contain the tip axis. Bins marked “Simulated glide plane” represent the
three simulated glide planes constructed by the TBD method, one of which is shown in Fig. 8.2. The two
distributions were each made with ~6,500 interprecipitate distances, and have similar mean values, first
moments, and maximum λ 2e−De values, suggesting that the artifactual regions in the simulated dataset do
not result in significant changes to the true spatial arrangement of precipitates.

Fig. 8.3. A 2D-IDD quantifies the interprecipitate distances for α′-precipitates in the LEAP tomographic
reconstruction in Fig. 8.1a, and in the simulated glide plane in Fig. 8.2.
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8.2.4 Dislocation-Precipitate Interaction Stresses
Precipitation strengthening derives from the fact that precipitates impede the motion of dislocations
across the glide plane. The nature and the magnitude of the interactions depend on the physical properties
of the precipitates and of the matrix. Fig. 8.4 shows the geometry used to describe the spatial relationship
between a core/shell precipitate (shown in blue/orange), a segmented dislocation, and the glide plane.
The precipitate has core and shell radii rc and rs, respectively, and has center coordinates (0,0,-h).
Interaction stresses on the glide plane are calculated at positions (x,y,0), at distances R = (x2 + y2 + h2)1/2
from the precipitate center. Stresses acting on dislocations are given below for the simulated interactions
types, with reference to this arrangement.

8.2.4.1 Single-Phase Precipitates
Stress due to Order/Disorder
In terms of its representation in the simulation, the simplest of the interactions is due to the creation of an
anti-phase boundary (APB) in L12-ordered precipitates that are sheared by precipitates. For under-aged
and peak-aged alloys strengthened by L12-ordered precipitates, pairs of dislocations (known as superdislocations) shear the precipitates in a coordinated manner [48, 50]. The leading dislocation, D1, shears
the precipitate, disrupting its long-range order due to displacement of atoms above the glide plane by a
Burgers vector b = a 2 110 relative to atoms below the glide plane, creating an APB and resulting in a
repulsive force (negative y-direction) on segments of D1 when they are inside the precipitate. When the
trailing dislocation, D2, shears the precipitate, this causes a second, identical atomic displacement,
restoring order and thereby eliminating the APB, and resulting in an attractive force (positive y-direction),
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Fig. 8.4. Geometry of the precipitate and segmented dislocation in the x-y glide plane, shown for
a core/shell precipitate with radii rc an rs, whose center is a distance –h from the glide plane.
Stresses in the model are calculated across the glide plane at positions (x,y,0), which are at
distances R from the precipitate center. The intersection between the glide plane and the
precipitate is shaded.
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pulling the dislocation segments forward (positive y-direction). The shear stress acting on a dislocation
segment from a sheared precipitate due to order is therefore given by [48, 50]:

τ ord

 γ
−
 b
 γ
=
 b

 0

R < ri, D1
R < ri, D2

(8.2)

ri < R

where γ is the APB energy, which has units of mJ m-2, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector. DD
simulations using the same source code as the present work were used to explore order strengthening in a
nickel-based superalloy [226, 235, 240, 245] and in a Cu-Co alloy [243], both with larger volume
fractions than those explored in the present research. For this interaction and also the following ones, a
successful implementation of the simulation requires the absence of infinite spatial gradients in the
obstacle stress, hence heterophase interfaces in those simulations, and in the present simulation, are
smoothed with a soft-step function [226, 235].

Stress due to Lattice Parameter Mismatch
Coherent precipitates with mismatching lattice parameters with respect to the matrix in which they
are embedded induce an elastic lattice strain in both the precipitate and the matrix, which affects
dislocations. The interaction stress of a dislocation and a coherent misfitting precipitate is calculated by
applying the Peach-Koehler equation [224] to the stress tensor of a misfitting spherical inclusion
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embedded in a linear elastic isotropic continuum [223]. For each precipitate i with radius ri and centroid
coordinates (0,0,-hi) relative to a position (0,0,0) on the glide plane, the resulting shear stress at a distance
R = (x2+y2+hi2)1/2 from the center is given by:

0


τ size = 
− 6µ m εri3 hi R −5 ( x cos θ + y sin θ )


R < ri
(8.3)
ri < R

where µm is the shear modulus of the matrix, ε ≈ 2/3 (ap - am)/am is the constrained lattice parameter
mismatch between the matrix (with lattice parameter am) and the precipitate (with lattice parameter ap), θ
is the angle formed by the Burgers vector and the x-axis (the direction of the line-sense for the dislocation
in its initial simulated configuration), and x and y are the in-plane components of the vector pointing from
the center of the precipitate to the point on the glide plane [50]. Inside the precipitate, the shear stress due
to lattice mismatch is zero, because the stress state is hydrostatic.

Stress due to Shear Modulus Mismatch
If the precipitate and matrix have different shear moduli, an image-force interaction exists between
the dislocation and the precipitate. An analytical solution exists for the case of a straight screw
dislocation interacting with a spherical inclusion [251]; its complexity, however, renders its application in
the present simulation cumbersome. In the literature, dislocation/precipitate interaction forces due to
modulus mismatch have primarily been treated by applying a solution to the elastic interaction between a
dislocation that is parallel to an elastic cylindrical inclusion of infinite length [221-222]. In this case, the
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stress that acts on a screw dislocation in the direction of the vector joining the center of the cylinder to
the dislocation segment is given by:


 µ p − µm 
 R 2π ri 2 − ( R − ri / 2)2
µ p b



 µ p + µm 

τ mod, cyl = 

 µ − µm  2
 µ m b p
 ri 2π ( R + ri / 2) 3 − ( R + ri / 2) ri 2



 µ p + µm 


[

[

]

R < ri
(8.4)

]

ri < R

where µp is the shear modulus of the precipitate. The factor ri/2 in the denominator reduces the value of
τmod,cyl and was added to avoid a divergence of the stress field at the matrix/precipitate interface: R= ri.

Although a smaller offset distance, such as the Burgers vector, b, would have been a more conventional
choice, this rendered the DD simulations unstable. Additional corrective modifications are made to Eq.
(8.4), as explained in Appendix 8.A.

8.2.4.2 Core/Shell Precipitates
In Al-Li-Sc alloys, it is possible to produce complex precipitates that have an Al3(ScxLi1-x) core and
an Al3Li shell [71-72, 118-120, 122-123, 140]. This is achieved through a first high-temperature aging
treatment (> 300 °C) to produce Al3(ScxLi1-x) precipitates, followed by a low-temperature aging-treatment
(< 200 °C), resulting in the precipitation of Al3Li shells enveloping some of the Al3(ScxLi1-x) precipitates,
which thereby become cores. DD simulations of microstructures containing such complex core/shell
precipitates therefore require dislocation-precipitate interaction stresses that capture this complexity.
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Stress due to Order/Disorder
Because the core and shell phases have different APB energies, the interaction stress on a dislocation
segment depends on whether the segment is located in the core or the shell phase. Therefore, by analogy
to Eq (8.2), the interaction stress is given by:

τ ord

− γ c

b
γ
 cb

 γ
= − s b
γ
 sb


0


R < ri,c, D1
R < ri,c, D2
ri,c < R < ri,s, D1

(8.5)

ri,c < R < ri,s, D2
ri,s < R

where the subscripts c and s refer to the precipitate core and shell, respectively.

Stress due to Lattice Parameter Mismatch
The dislocation-precipitate interaction stresses due to lattice parameter mismatch become more
complex if the core, shell, and matrix have different lattice parameters and elastic properties. In a study
of strain field imaging of core/shell precipitates [252], a solution to the radial displacements u in
concentric, spherical, misfitting, elastically isotropic core, shell, and matrix phases is given by:
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u c (R ) =

R
Pc / s (ν c − 1)
Ec

R < rc

(
(

)

(
(

)

 Ps / m rs3 2 R 3 + rc3
Pc / s rc3 2 R 3 + rs3
−

3
3
3
2 R 3 rc3 − rs3
R  2 R rc − rs
u s (R ) =
Es 
 P r 3 R 3 − rc3
Pc / s rc3 rs3 − R 3
− ν s  s / m3 s 3
−
3
R 3 rc3 − rs3
 R rc − rs


(

R
u m (R ) =
Em

(

)

)

)

1
rs3
rs3 
 Ps / m 3 + ν m Ps / m 3 
2
R
R 


(

(

)

)








)

rc < R < rs

(8.6)

rs < R

where the subscript m refers to the matrix phase, E is the Young’s modulus, and Pa/b is the pressure
exerted on the interface between the phases a and b from the constraint due to lattice parameter mismatch,
which depends on the constrained core and shell radii, as well as the lattice parameters and elastic
constants of the three phases. The pressures may be solved for by considering a more complex version of
Eshelby’s thought experiment [223], in which spherical core and shell material is removed from the
matrix leaving a void. The removed material is transformed into the new core and shell phases, which
have different lattice parameters, and hence radii. The transformed material is then reinserted into the
void left in the matrix; stresses and strains evolve until equilibrium is acheived. The reader is referred to
Ref. [252] for a full treatment of the steps necessary to calculate Pa/b, from which the radial displacements
in Eq. (8.6) may be computed. In the present research, the stress field of a misfitting core/shell precipitate
was calculated by applying linear elasticity theory to the displacement field in Eq (8.6), making the
approximation that all phases are elastically isotropic. The final forms of the interaction stresses are
given in Appendix 8.B. The calculated core/shell stress fields were verified by confirming that when the
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shell has identical properties to the core (or matrix), the stress values are identical to those given by Eq.
8.3 for a misfitting spherical inclusion of radius rs (or rc). An example of core/shell lattice mismatch
stresses in an α’/δ’ core/shell precipitate is given in Appendix 8.B.

Stress due to Shear Modulus Mismatch
The treatment of shear modulus mismatch stresses depends on the location of the dislocation segment; in
all cases, Eqs. (8.4) and (8.A1)-(8.A2) are applied. First (Case I), for dislocation segments in the matrix,
the modulus mismatch stresses given in Eqs. (8.4) and (8.A1)-(8.A2) are applied, considering δ’ with
radius rs as the precipitate phase, and α as the matrix phase. Second, (Case II), for dislocation segments
in the δ’-shell, two image stresses from Eqs. (8.4) and (8.A1)-(8.A2) are superimposed: (i) the image
stress resulting from a dislocation inside a δ’ precipitate of radius rs embedded in an α matrix, and (ii) the
image stress resulting from a dislocation near an α’ precipitate of radius rc embedded in a δ’ matrix.
Finally (Case III), for dislocation segments inside the α’ core, Eqs. (8.4) and (8.A1)-(8.A2) are applied
considering α’ as the precipitate phase of radius rc embedded in a δ’ matrix.

8.2.5 Physical Properties of the Phases
Numerical values for the physical properties of the matrix and precipitate phases are necessary for the DD
simulations, including lattice parameters, elastic constants, and APB energies, which are listed in Table
8.1. For the mixed α’-Al3(Li1-xScx) phase, no literature values exist; first principles calculations using
VASP were therefore performed [206] to provide estimates for the lattice parameter and APB energy of
α’-Al3(Li0.41Sc0.59), which is close to the composition of α’-Al3(Li0.35Sc0.65) precipitates in peak-aged Al-

2.9 Li-0.11 Sc (at. %)[73], an alloy simulated in the present work. First principles calculations were also
performed for α’-Al3Sc and δ’-Al3Li. For the DD simulations, α’-Al3(Li1-xScx) compositions were
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measured by LEAP tomography. Because x in α’-Al3(Li1-xScx) was different from the VASP-simulated
value of 0.59, lattice parameters and APB energies were estimated by linear interpolation between α’Al3(Li0.41Sc0.59) and α’-Al3Sc if 0.59 < x < 1, or between α’-Al3(Li0.41Sc0.59) and δ’-Al3Li if 0 < x < 0.59.
For the lattice parameter mismatch between δ’ and α, a literature value of a direct measurement is used
rather than a value calculated from lattice parameters [36]. In cases where the α-matrix property values
are a function of its Li concentration, CLi, the measured value was provided by LEAP analysis of the aged
alloys. For α and δ’, the Poisson’s ratio, ν, is calculated as E/(2µ-1). The elastic constants of α’-Al3(Li1xScx)

were calculated assuming a linear interpolation between those of δ’-Al3Li and α’-Al3Sc. For α’-

Al3(Li1-x-yScxYby) precipitates in Al-6.3 Li-0.07 Sc-0.02 Yb (at. %), Yb atoms were considered to be
equivalent to Sc atoms yielding α’-Al3(Li1-x-yScx+y) precipitates because (i) values for some properties of
Al3Yb have not been thoroughly studied, (ii) solutions for dislocation-precipitate interaction stresses in
core/double-shell precipitates were not calculated, and (iii) the Yb concentration y in α’-Al3(Li1-xyScxYby),

is smaller than the Sc concentration x and the Li concentration 1-x-y, and hence the effect of

this approximation is expected to be small.
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Table 8.1. Physical properties of the simulated phases.
Property

Value

Ref.

Lattice Parameter of δ’-Al3Li, aδ′ † [Å]

4.029

[206]

Lattice Parameter of δ’-Al3Li, aδ′ ‡ [Å]

4.01±0.009

[153]

Lattice Parameter of α’-Al3Sc, aα′ † [Å]

4.104

[206]

Lattice Parameter of α’-Al3Sc, aα′ ‡ [Å]

4.103

[12]

Lattice Parameter of α’-Al3(Li0.41Sc0.59), aα′ † [Å]

4.078

[206]

Lattice Parameter of α-Al(Li), aα ‡ § [Å]

4.0490.000295*CLi

[133]

Constrained Lattice Parameter mismatch for α-Al(Li)/δ’-Al3Li, εδ’ ‡ [%]

-0.08±0.02

[36]

{111} APB energy of δ’-Al3Li, γ δAPB
† [J m-2]
'

0.067

[206]

{111} APB energy of δ’-Al3Li, γ δAPB
‡ [J m-2]
'

0.084±0.017

[30]

{111} APB energy of α’-Al3Sc, γ αAPB
† [J m-2]
'

0.533

[206]

{111} APB energy of α’-Al3Sc, γ αAPB
‡ [J m-2]
'

0.3 – 0.7

[51-52, 227,
253-255]

{111} APB energy of α’-Al3(Li0.41Sc0.59), γ αAPB
† [J m-2]
'

0.449

[206]

Shear Modulus of α-Al(Li) matrix, µ Al(Li) ‡ § [GPa]

26.4+0.538*CLi [191]

Young’s Modulus of α-Al(Li) matrix, EAl(Li) ‡ § [GPa]

70.8+1.25*CLi

[191]

Shear Modulus of δ’-Al3Li, µ δ ' ‡ [GPa]

42

[191]

Young’s Modulus of δ’-Al3Li, Eδ ' ‡ [GPa]

106

[191]

Shear Modulus of α’-Al3Sc, µ α ' ‡ [GPa]

68.4

[227]

Young’s Modulus of α’-Al3Sc, Eα ' ‡ [GPa]

166

[227]

Poisson’s Ratio of α’-Al3Sc, ν α ' ‡ [--]

0.22

[227]

† Calculated Value, ‡ Experimental Value, § CLi expressed in at. %
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8.3

Results

Table 8.2 shows experimental precipitate mean radii, <r>, volume fractions, φ, and number densities,
Nv, for each of the aging conditions studied by DD simulations. Also shown for each aging condition are
the average edge-to-edge inter-precipitate distances, λ2e −De , for α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates, see
Section 8.2.3. Table 8.3 shows three types of strength data for each of the aged alloys: (i) experimentallymeasured Vickers micohardness HV; (ii) calculated shear stress increments, ∆τprecipitate, based on the
precipitate characteristics, Table 8.2, physical properties values, Table 8.1, and closed-form strengthening
max
models, Section 8.4.1; and (iii) shear stress increments, ∆τ ext
, calculated by DD simulations. The

Vickers microhardness measurements cannot be directly compared to calculated and simulated shear
stress increments; the steps necessary to make this comparison are treated in Section 8.4. Values of the
calculated stresses for the mechanisms that are predicted to be operative, as explained in Section 8.4.1, are
in shaded cells and in bold print.
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Table 8.2. Aging Conditions and Precipitate Characteristics for Simulated Alloys

Alloy

Al-Li-Sc

Al-Li-Sc-Yb

Aging Treatment

325°C/0.16 h

λe2−De , 2-D Inter-precipitate Distance (nm)

Precipitate Characteristics
<r> (nm)

φ (%)

Nv (1022 m-3)

LEAP
reconstruction

MBD

TBD

1.45±0.04

0.292±0.002

19.4±0.1

32±20

42±21

44±24

“

/8 h

1.94±0.05

0.557±0.003

13.1±0.1

39±22

42±21

42±21

“

/24 h

2.30±0.08

0.478±0.003

8.2±0.7

39±19

50±23

51±24

“

/280 h

3.8±0.2

0.484±0.002

1.8±0.2

79±43

86±42

101±52

“

/1536 h

5.2±0.2

0.506±0.001

0.73±0.16

145±114

129±64

133±60

325°C/8 h

2.44±0.07

0.870±0.001

11.9±0.7

43±24

--

47±26

325°C/8 h +
170°C/20 h

2.34±0.05 (α′)

0.820±0.001 (α′)

12±2 (α′)

40±22 (α′)

--

42±22 (α′)

7.3±0.5 (δ′)

2.062±0.001 (δ′)

1.6±0.5 (δ′)

325°C/8 h +
170°C/168 h

2.73±0.08 (α′)

0.871±0.0001 (α′)

8.5±0.6 (α′)

12.2±0.3 (δ′)

5.5±1.2 (δ′)

0.55±0.09 (δ′)

-44±28 (α′)

---

45±24 (α′)
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Table 8.3. Aging Conditions, Measured Vickers Microhardness, and calculated and Simulated Strength of Aged Alloys
Alloy

Aging
Treatment

Microhardness
HV

Phase

∆τ coh

∆τ coh

∆τ mod

+ ∆τ mod

(MPa)
Al-Li-Sc

Al-Li-Sc-Yb

325°C/0.16 h

max
Simulated ∆τ ext
(MPa)

Calculated ∆τprecipitate (MPa)

Vickers

∆τ ord

∆τ Or

1 dislocation

2 dislocations

TBD

MBD

TBD

MBD

Phase

697±16

4.7±0.1

23.8±0.2

28.5±0.2

38±8

65±2

78±2

82±2

37±1

40±1

7.3±0.1

35.2±0.3

42.5±0.3

53±11

79±2

102±2

110±2

53±1

48±1

8.2±0.9

37.0±0.4

45.9±0.4

50±10

66±3

97±2

84±2

44±1

40±1

“

/8 h

820±24

“

/24 h

797±33

“

/280 h

704±12

12.6±0.3

44.9±0.7

57.5±0.7

52±10

48±3

67±2

66±2

37±1

36±1

“

/1536 h

603±10

16.2±0.3

51.9±0.6

68.0±0.6

54±11

39±2

55±2

50±2

42±1

37±1

4.5±0.1

29.5±0.2

34.0±0.2

47±10

94±3

α′

47±2

4.27±0.05 28.3±0.2

32.6±0.2

45±10

92±2

α′

56±2

28.3±0.5

19±4

72±6

δ′

22±1

325°C/8 h

711±14

α′

α′
α′

325°C/8 h +
170°C/20 h
893±34

δ′

2.2±0.1

26.1±0.5

α′+ δ′

-325°C/8 h +
170°C/168 h
960±45

α′

--

62±2

α′

4.8±0.1

30.4±0.2

35.2±0.3

47±10

86±3

α′

53±1

δ′

4.7±0.5

49±5

54±5

30±7

90±13

δ′

33±1

α′+ δ′

69±3

--

--
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8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Closed-Form Strengthening Models
The strengthening mechanisms in our alloys are complex, as their origins include contributions from
solutes (mostly Li) dissolved in the α(f.c.c)-Al matrix, as well as precipitation strengthening from α’Al3(Li, Sc, Yb) formed at 325 °C, and from δ’-Al3Li precipitates when aging subsequently at 170 °C.
Theoretical models for alloy strengthening by precipitates have been extensively developed [48-50]. In
the case of coherent, ordered, misfitting precipitates, the alloy strength can be related to different types of
dislocation interactions with the precipitates or with the precipitate-induced strain field in the surrounding
matrix. These include order strengthening, modulus and coherency mismatch strengthening, and Orowan
strengthening (also called dislocation looping).
Order strengthening arises when a dislocation shears the precipitate as it glides past it. In the case of L12ordered precipitates, the agents of deformation are in fact dislocation pairs (similar to super-dislocations
in pure ordered structures): the leading dislocation introduces an anti-phase boundary (APB) as it passes
through the precipitate, and a trailing dislocation restores order. This mechanism has been observed
experimentally in both Al-Sc [51-52] and in Al-Li [53-54, 134] alloys. Theoretical predictions for the
stress required to shear precipitates is based on a treatment of the dislocation pairs gliding through the
precipitate field. The increment in alloy strength from order strengthening is given by [48]:

∆σ ord = 0.81 M

γ APB
2b

3π φ
8

(8.7)
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where M is the Taylor factor, γAPB is the APB energy, b is the Burgers vector of a matrix dislocation, and
φ is the volume fraction of the precipitated phase.

Modulus mismatch strengthening is due to elastic interactions between the dislocation and the precipitate,
arising from the difference in elastic modulus between the matrix and precipitate phases. The increment
in alloy strength is given by [48]:

1

 r 
3  2φ 
 b 
∆σ mod = 0.0055 M (∆µ ) 2 
2 
 µmb   b 
2

3 m− 2
2

(8.8)

where ∆µ is the difference in the shear modulus between the matrix phase µ m and the precipitate phase µ p,
and <r> is the mean precipitate radius.
Coherency strengthening is due to the elastic interaction between a gliding dislocation and the strain field
surrounding a coherent, misfitting precipitate. The alloy strength increment is given by [48]:

 r φb

∆σ coh = M 2.6 (µ mε ) 2 

 Γ 
3

1

2

(8.9)

where ε ≈ 2/3(∆a/a) is the constrained lattice parameter mismatch, and Γ is the dislocation line tension,
taken to be µmb2/2. Modulus and coherency strengthening mechanisms operate simultaneously, and so
their net effect is a linear summation. These two mechanisms operate in series with order strengthening,
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and so it is the larger of these two contributions that governs the alloy strength in the case where
precipitates are sheared by dislocations.
For sufficiently large precipitates, the shearing stress becomes larger than the stress required for the
dislocations to bow around the precipitates by the Orowan mechanism, and hence Orowan bypassing
becomes the dominant deformation mechanism. Therefore, it is the smaller of the Orowan stress and the
shearing stress that is operative. The alloy strength increment due to Orowan looping is given by [49-50]:

∆σ Or

 r
ln  2 
0.4 µ m b
 b
=M
π 1 − υ m λe2−De

(8.10)

where υm is the Poisson’s ratio of the matrix phase, r = 0.822 <r> is the mean radius for circular cross
sections of precipitates assuming a square array of precipitates having an LSW precipitate size
distribution, and the mean edge-to-edge interprecipitate spacing in a glide plane is given by [50]:

λe2−De = 1.538φ


−1

2

− 1.643  r


(8.11)

In the analysis that follows, Eqs. (8.7)-(8.11) are used to model precipitation strengthening in the aged
alloys
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8.4.2 Superposition of Strengthening Mechanisms
8.4.2.1 Strength Superposition Laws in the Literature
Empirical relationships are commonly used to describe the addition of multiple strengthening
mechanisms. They typically take the form:



τ t =  ∑ X iτ ik 
 i


1

k

(8.12)

where τ t is the total critical resolved shear stress of a glide plane, which has contributions τi from
multiple strengthening mechanisms i [30, 48, 50], and Xi are coefficients equal to the number density of
obstacles i relative to the total number density of all obstacles. In many strengthening laws the Xi are
neglected; that is, they are taken to be equal to unity. The exponent k in Eq. (8.12) varies from 1
(arithmetic sum corresponding to linear superposition) to 2 (Pythagorean summation), and experimental
studies have lead to adoption of a range of values in these limits [48, 256-257]. A k value of unity
corresponds to the case in which the strengthening effects of different obstacle types are independent
[258], whereas a larger value represents cooperative strengthening [259].
In computer simulations on mixtures of obstacles of varying strengths [229], it was found that for two
types of weak obstacles, the net strength is given by a Pythagorean summation of the individual obstacle
strengths (k=2), while for two types of strong obstacles, the net strength was closer to the arithmetic sum
(k=1). For the case of a continuous rectangular distribution of obstacle strengths (that is, all strengths
occur with an equal frequency), a Pythagorean summation provided the best fit [229]. Finally, the
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contribution of a small number density of strong obstacles was found to have a large and non-linear
effect on the strength of a glide plane populated with a high number density of weak obstacles: this
corresponds to precipitation strengthening of a matrix already strengthened by solute atoms [229]. A
more recent study reported on computer simulations of mixtures of point obstacles A and B, at relative
number densities XA and XB, where A obstacles were unshearable and the strength of B obstacles varied
from easily shearable to unshearable [260]. A variation on the empirical relationship, Eq. (8.12), was
found to fit the data well: τ p = X Aα / 2τ αA + X Bα / 2τ αB (where the factors Xi differ from unity); the exponent
α ranged from 1 (shearable B) to 2 (unshearable B) [260]. Other recent computer simulations showed that

for mixtures of many weak obstacles (for example, solute atoms) and few strong obstacles (e.g.,
precipitates), a superposition exponent of k=1 holds when the number densities of the two obstacle types
differs greatly, and transitions to k=2 as the relative number of strong obstacles increases [261]. This is in
agreement with a summary of the numerical work, in which a linear superposition was only found to be
appropriate for cases where a small number of strong obstacles are distributed among a large number of
weak obstacles [49].
Experiments on Cu-rich Cu-Au-solid-solutions strengthened by SiO2 particles, resulted in a superposition
exponent of k = 1.8 [256, 262]. In a review of experimental work on Ni-based superalloys, which are
strengthened both by dissolved solute atoms in the matrix and by ordered, coherent precipitates, it was
found that, taking the Xi to be unity, the value of the summation exponent k = 1.23 best fit the
experimental data for superposing the matrix and precipitate strengths of alloys in the under- and peakaged states [257]. For other systems with shearable precipitates, similar results were found for Ni-based
superalloys [263-264], and also for Cu-rich Cu-Au-solid solutions strengthened by coherent Co-rich
precipitates having a lattice mismatch with the matrix [265]. In a comprehensive review of data on
strengthening of Al-Li by δ’-Al3Li, k = 1.23 also provided the best fit to those literature data, which were
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deemed of high quality [30, 164]. In two separate studies on Al-Cu-Mg alloy 2024, which is
strengthened by both shearable and non-shearable precipitates, models capturing the hardening kinetics
during aging and due to friction stir welding have used a combined approach in which strengthening by
the two types of precipitates was added using a Pythagorean summation, and this result was added
linearly with other strengthening contributions, such as the matrix and grain boundaries [266-267].
Similarly, in an Al-Cu-Li alloy, the strengthening contributions from unshearable θ’ and T1 precipitates
were added using a Pythagorean summation, and the result was added to the contribution from the
shearable θ’’ precipitates with a strengthening exponent k = 1.4 [268].

8.4.2.2 Solid Solution and Precipitate Strengthening in Al-Li-Sc
The strength of the present alloys in the as-quenched state is due primarily to solid-solution strengthening.
After aging at 325 °C, strengthening is due to both dissolved solutes and to α’-Al3(Li, Sc, Yb)
precipitates. Finally, after double-aging of Al-Li-Sc-Yb, solid-solution strengthening, α’-Al3(Li, Sc, Yb)
precipitates, and also δ’-Al3Li precipitates all strengthen the alloy. To interpret the simulation results, it is
first necessary to establish a superposition rule, such as Eq. (8.12), for adding the effects of dissolved
solutes and precipitates. Physical parameters such as the APB energy, the lattice parameter, and the shear
modulus of α’-Al3(Li, Sc, Yb) precipitates are unknown, and have been estimated in the present
simulations (Table 8.1, section 8.2.5). Therefore, predictions of strength in the under- and peak-aged
conditions, which rely on these values, may not be reliable for establishing such a rule. The strength
increment due to Orowan looping of precipitates in over-aged alloys relies, however, only on measurable
precipitate statistics [Eq. (8.10)-(8.11)]. By comparing the measured strength increment in aged Al-Li-Sc
with the results of Eq. (8.10)-(8.11), it is hence possible to determine the superposition exponent k in Eq.
(8.12).
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This approach necessitates the establishment of the quality of fit of Eqs. (8.10)-(8.11) for predicting
strength in over-aged Al-Sc-based alloys with small volume fractions. Therefore, in Fig. 8.5 we compare
its predictions to measured Vickers microhardness results from past work on binary Al-Sc [51-52], Al-ScRE (RE = Dy, Er, Gd, Y, or Yb) [104, 248], and Al-Sc-Zr [60]. Al-Li-Sc data are plotted as well in Fig.
8.5 for comparison, but were not included in the analysis that follows. The normalized strength increment
relative to pure Al is given by:

∆σ norm =

(HVm − HV Al ) ;
C ∆σ Or

(8.13)

where HVm is the measured Vickers microhardness of an aged alloy, HVAl is the value for 99.999 % pure
Al, measured to be 180±4 MPa, and C is a factor to convert from hardness values to yield strength,
usually taken as C =3 for various alloy systems [208]. In Ref. [248], yield-strength measurements made
during compression tests of a precipitate-strengthened Al-0.09 Sc-0.03 Er (at. %) alloy were compared
with Vickers microhardness results for a range of aging conditions. The Al-Li-Sc data from which we
wish to define a strength superposition rule have average precipitate radii <r> in the range 2-6 nm. For
precipitate radii smaller than 6 nm, and for the volume fraction of precipitates in Al-0.09 Sc-0.03 Er (at.
%) (0.49 %), yield stress increments, ∆σOr, are expected to be smaller than 100 MPa. Considering only
those data In Ref. [248] that fit these criteria on precipitate radius and alloy strength, a conversion factor
C = 2.88±0.07 is found, and is applied in the following analysis instead of the general value of C = 3. In
Fig. 8.5 the normalized strength increment ∆σnorm is smaller than unity for all average precipitate radii
below 2.8 nm. This is in approximate agreement with observations that at average precipitate radii
smaller than 2.1 nm, precipitate shearing, rather than Orowan looping, is the dominant strengthening
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mechanism [51-52]. At larger average radii, the data are scattered above and below unity, corresponding
to a strength increment that is under-predicted and over-predicted by Eq. (8.10)-(8.11), respectively. In
the range between 2 and 6 nm, ∆σnorm in Al-Sc-X alloys has an average value of 1.04±0.15. In other
words, the strength increment due to precipitates in overaged Al-Sc-X alloys is given by:

∗
( r )=1.04 ± 0.15 × ∆σ Or ( r ) .
∆σ Or

(8.14)

where ∆σOr is given by Eq. (8.10).
Using Eq. 8.14 with C = 2.88±0.07, we may solve for a superposition constant, k, which provides the best
fit to the equation:

{

[

∗
HV ( r )= HV Al + (∆HV Li ) + C∆σ Or
(r
k

)] }

k 1/ k

;

(8.15)

where HV(<r>) is the measured Vickers microhardness of the aged alloy, which contains precipitates of
average radius <r>, and ∆HVLi is the Vickers microhardness due to Li in solid solution. After aging,
dissolved Sc and Yb are present only at very dilute concentrations so their effect can be neglected. The
strength increment due to dissolved Li, ∆HVLi, = 47±10 MPa is found as the difference between the ashomogenized Vickers microhardness value in Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc , and that of a binary Al-0.12 Sc alloy
[73]. Using a non-linear least-squares regression on Eq. (8.15), k was found to be 0.94±0.10. The same
analysis on Vickers microhardness data in aged Al-2.2 Mg-0.12 Sc [64], which similarly has strength
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contributions from α′–Al3Sc precipitates as well as dissolved Mg, yields a comparable value,
k=0.95±0.03. Using a regression on data combined from Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc and Al-2.2 Mg-0.12 Sc, a
value k=0.95±0.03 is found. This is in approximate agreement with the analyses in Refs. [49, 261], in
which a linear superposition (k=1) was predicted for the superposition of contributions from many weak
obstacles (solute atoms) and fewer strong obstacles (precipitates). In the following analysis, the
combined value, k=0.95±0.03, is applied.
Measured Vickers microhardness values for aged Al-Li-Sc are plotted against average precipitate radius
(Table 8.2) in Fig. 8.6. Three curves are also displayed in the figure, corresponding to Eq. (8.15): the
gray lines are the maximum and minimum predicted Vickers microhardness values, propagating
uncertainty in all parameters in Eq. (8.15) according to standard techniques [99], and the black curve is
the mean predicted Vickers microhardness value. Eq. (8.15) predicts the Vickers microhardness of Al-LiSc well for the two largest average precipitate radii, but the predicted Vickers microhardness values for
the three smallest average radii are too large, indicating that precipitate looping by the Orowan
mechanism does not control the alloy strength at this precipitate size. Hardness for the smallest
precipitate size, is not shown on this figure, as the volume fraction of precipitates is significantly smaller
than for the other four data points (Table 8.2) because the growth stage is still ongoing at this early aging
state.
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Fig. 8.5 The strength increment due to precipitation, normalized to the strength predicted by the
Orowan equation [Eqs. (8.10)-(8.11)], and the value C=2.88±0.07. Data are for Al-Sc-X alloys,
where X is RE or Zr, and is indicated on the figure. The horizontal dotted line corresponds to a
strength increment that is exactly predicted by Eqs. (8.10)-(8.11). Data on Al-Li-Sc are also
shown for comparison.
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Fig. 8.6. The predictions of Eq. (8.15) (curves) for Orowan strengthening are plotted with
experimentally-measured Vickers microhardness values (filled circles) in Al-Li-Sc. The gray
curves incorporate uncertainties propagated from all parameters in Eq. (8.15), and the black curve
is the mean predicted value.

8.4.3 Accuracy of DD Predictions
In addition to the DD code used in the present research [226], dislocation-precipitate interactions have
been studied recently using various DD programs [204, 269-280]. While many DD studies have focused
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on interactions between one or several dislocations and a single precipitate [204, 269-270, 272, 275,
277-278, 280], some studies have made quantitative predictions of yield stresses from simulations of
dislocations gliding through an array of many precipitates, often with the aim of improving existing
strengthening models, for example Refs. [241, 246, 249, 271, 276, 279, 281-282]. The DD code used in
the present research (but without the modifications described in sections 2.3 and 2.4.2) was used to
predict alloy strengths in a peak-aged Ni-based superalloy with either a monomodal or a bimodal PSD,
depending on the heat treatment [246]. For both cases, LSW PSDs were assumed for each of the
precipitate populations, whose mean radii and volume fractions were measured by TEM. The simulation
results were comparable to experimental measurements, but underestimated the yield strength of the aged
alloys (by 3% for the monomodal PSD or by 12% for the bimodal PSD) [246]. The same DD code was
also used to simulate strengthening of Cu by lattice-mismatched Co precipitates for a range of precipitate
sizes [241]. The precipitate volume fractions, mean radii, and size mismatch had been determined in
separate experimental studies [265, 283]. Simulations of the peak-aged alloys, as well as models derived
from studies using this same DD code [234, 243], both compare favorably with the experimental results,
although the simulation results for strongly over-aged alloys deviate in either direction from the
experimental values by about 10% [241].
In the present research, a conversion is used to compare strength increments calculated by closed-form
solutions, and by dislocation dynamics simulations, to experimental Vickers microhardness
measurements:

{

HV ( r ) = HV Al + (∆HVLi ) + [C ⋅ M ⋅ τ ]
k

}

k 1/ k

;

(8.16)
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where C=2.88±0.07 and k=0.95±0.03, as described above, and τ is the strengthening increment, either
max
, the result of a DD simulation. The hardness increment
calculated by Eqs. (8.7)-(8.11), or equal to τ ext

due to Li, ∆HVLi is calculated as the difference between the measured Vickers microhardness of
homogenized Li-containing and Li-free alloys: Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc (Al-Li-Sc) and Al-0.12 Sc (∆HVLi=47±10 MPa) [73], or Al-6.3Li-0.07Sc-0.02Yb (Al-Li-Sc-Yb) [72] and Al-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb [73]
(∆HVLi=104±13 MPa). Although the nominal Sc and Yb concentrations in Al-Li-Sc-Yb are greater than
those in Al-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb, due to the formation of primary grain boundary precipitates in Al-Li-ScYb, the solute concentrations in the matrix are lower. The matrix composition in Al-Li-Sc-Yb was
measured by LEAP tomography to be Al-5.7Li-0.059Sc-0.008Yb [72], such that the matrix Sc+Yb
concentration is only 100 at. ppm greater than in Al-0.048 Sc-0.009 Yb.
The Vickers microhardness of Al-Li-Sc, as measured experimentally [73], as calculated by Eq. (8.7-8.11),
and as determined by DD simulations, are shown in Fig. 8.7. The continuous black curve captures the
aging behavior throughout the heat treatment for many values [73], most of which are not individually
reproduced here for clarity; measured values for the five simulated aging treatments are plotted along the
curve. Calculated closed-form Vickers microhardness values, and DD-simulated Vickers microhardness
values are also plotted. Simulated values are shown for both the MBD method (single- and superdislocations) and the TBD method (single- and super-dislocations) of creating a glide plane from LEAP
tomography reconstructions.
In Fig. 8.7, the DD simulations using a single dislocation (label: 1 disloc.) consistently over-predict the
measured Vickers microhardness and decrease with increasing aging time, because <r> is decreasing,
and λ2e −De

is increasing (Table 8.2), consistent with an Orowan looping mechanism. The exceptions to

this trend are the data at 0.16 h, for which the Vickers microhardness values are smaller than those at 8 h,
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due to the smaller volume fraction of α′–precipitates at this early aging time (Table 8.2). For 8 h aging,
the DD simulations show that the single dislocation bows strongly around precipitates, but only the
largest several precipitates are left ringed by an Orowan loop; i.e. most precipitates are sheared. After
1536 h aging, only the smallest several precipitates are not ringed by an Orowan loop and have been
sheared. Although the simulated Vickers microhardness values for single-dislocation DD simulations
always over-predict the measured Vickers microhardness values, at long aging times the simulated and
experimental values nearly converge.
As seen in Fig. 8.7, the DD simulations with a super dislocation (label: 2 disloc.) consistently underpredict the measured Vickers microhardness. For 8 h aging, dislocations propagate as pairs, as shown in
Fig. 8.8. Figs. 8.8(a) and (b) display glide planes for Al-Li-Sc aged to 8 h, and Figs. 8.8(c) and (d), with a
different scale) are for 1536 h aging. In Fig. 8.8(a) and (c), the dislocations are primarily of edge
character (as indicated by the arrows next to the Burgers vector, b , in the top-left insets), while in Fig.
8.8(b) and (d) the dislocations are primarily of screw character, corresponding to the initial dislocation
configuration for each of these simulations. Intersections of α′–Al3(Sc,Li) precipitates with the glide
plane are indicated by blue disks, except when they are encircled by Orowan loops, in which case they are
colored white to make them distinguishable. The leading and trailing dislocations, D1 and D2, are shown
in black. Additional detail is given in Fig. 8.8(c), in which a red square delineates a section that is
expanded to greater magnification. In the magnified section, the precipitate intersections are shown at
75% of their actual radii to allow a clear visual distinction between the precipitates and the dislocations
near them, and all precipitate intersections are shown as blue disks, including those that are encircled by
dislocation loops.
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For both edge and screw dislocations at 8 h and 1536 h, several of the largest precipitates are surrounded
by dislocation loops after the passage of the leading dislocation, D1, but these loops collapse as the
trailing dislocation, D2, approaches, subjecting the dislocation loop to its stress field. Compared to 8 h
aging, for 1536 h aging the distance between D1 and D2 is greater. Also, at 8 h aging only the largest
precipitates between D1 and D2 are encircled by an Orowan loop (most are sheared), whereas at 1536 h
aging all but the smallest of the precipitates between them are surrounded by dislocation loops (few are
sheared). This is, in effect, a transition from a predominantly shearing mechanism of precipitate bypass
to a mechanism dominated by Orowan looping. For sufficiently large precipitate radii, the distance
between D1 and D2 would likely become very large, and hence the dislocations would be dissociated. At
this point, the simulated Vickers microhardness values for single- and super-dislocations should
converge, as has nearly happened at 1536 h (Fig. 8.7). Capturing this behavior accurately would require
larger datasets than those simulated here. Vickers microhardness values based on closed-form precipitate
strengthening models also under-predict the measured Vickers microhardness values, but are within
measurement uncertainty of the simulated Vickers microhardness values for under- and peak-aged states
(0.16 and 8 h), excepting the data at 280 h.
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Fig. 8.7. The Vickers microhardness of Al-Li-Sc is plotted as a function of aging time, showing
experimentally-measured results [73], values predicted by closed-form strengthening models, and
dislocation dynamics simulations.
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Fig. 8.8. Simulations of precipitates in Al-Li-Sc aged 8 h (a and b) and 1536 h (c and d), for edge (a and c) and screw (b and d)
dislocations, where glide planes are produced by the MBD method. Details are described in the text.
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The discrepancy between measured and simulated Vickers microhardness values may be due to a
number of factors. Accurate treatment of the physical properties of the α′–precipitate phase is important
for under- and peak-aged alloys, and these properties have been estimated using both first principles
calculations and measured experimental data, as explained in Section 8.2.5. To determine the sensitivity
of the DD simulations to the three most important physical properties - lattice parameter mismatch, ε,
shear modulus mismatch, ∆µ, and anti-phase boundary energy, γAPB - additional simulations were carried
out in which each of these parameters were varied independently. The simulations were performed for
the 8 h peak-aging treatment, using combined results from two edge, and two screw dislocations, and a
precipitate arrangement constructed by the TBD method. For the expected values of these parameters,
ppt
τ max
was 53±1 MPa (Table 8.3). Increasing and decreasing ε and ∆µ by 50% had little effect: varying ε
ppt
over this range changed the maximum simulated shear stress, τ max
, from 52±1 to 55±1 MPa, while
ppt
varying ∆µ changed τ max
from 50±1 to 55±1 MPa.

Varying γAPB, by contrast, had a significant effect, as shown in Fig. 8.9. By maintaining ε and ∆µ at their
expected values and varying γAPB from 0 to 807 mJ·m-2 (the expected γAPB value is 0.461 mJ·m-2, section
ppt
8.2.5), the simulated shear stress, τ max
, increased from 9.5±0.3 to 64±1 MPa. For comparison, the results

of closed-form solutions (Eqs. (8.7)-(8.11)) for strength due to elastic interactions,

τ coh + τ mod = (∆σ coh + ∆σ mod ) / M , long-range ordered precipitates, τ ord = ∆σ ord / M , and Orowan
looping bypass, τ Or = ∆σ Or / M , are plotted as dashed lines in Fig. 8.9. Of these, only τ ord is a function
of γAPB. The DD simulation results are greater than τ ord for small values of γAPB due to contributions from
elastic interactions, and are smaller than τ ord for large values of γAPB due to a gradual transition from
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precipitate shearing to Orowan looping bypass as the precipitates become more effective obstacles, as
observed in Fig. 8.8.

Fig. 8.9 The anti-phase boundary energy, γAPB, was varied in DD simulations of the
microstructure of Al-Li-Sc aged 8 h at 325 °C.
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ppt
The value of τ max
that would bring DD simulations into agreement with measured Vickers

microhardness values is 88±3 MPa. This simulation result is not achieved by varying values for the
precipitate properties within reasonable limits (Fig. 8.9). Two possibilities could account for the
ppt
discrepancy. First, the value of τ max
at γAPB =0 is small, 9.5±0.3 MPa, compared to the closed-form

solution for strength due to elastic interactions, τ coh + τ mod = 42.5±0.3 MPa (Table 8.3). Shear modulus
mismatch accounts for a majority of that value, 35.2±0.3 MPa (Table 8.3), and therefore it is likely that
the representation of that interaction in the simulations is inadequate. Second, the measured Vickers
microhardness values of Al-Li-Sc all lie between the simulation results for one dislocation, and those for
two dislocations (Fig. 8.7). Because the DD simulations are confined to a small representative area, on
the order of 1 µm2, the effects of local variations in grain size, grain orientation (and thus the Schmidt
factor), dislocation source density, and solute concentrations (and thus precipitate mean radius, volume
fraction, and number density) are not captured. It is likely that over macroscopic dimensions, the true
precipitate bypass mechanisms comprise a mixture of the extreme cases represented by singledislocations and super dislocations, as well as other complexities not represented by the model.
The measured, calculated, and simulated Vickers microhardness for the high Li content Al-Li-Sc-Yb
alloy are shown in Fig. 8.10. The continuous blue curve shows the aging behavior throughout the 325 °C
heat treatment, and the continuous red curve shows the aging behavior for the 170 °C heat treatment,
following 8 h of aging at 325 °C [72]. Experimentally-measured Vickers microhardness values for the
three simulated aging times are plotted along the curve as indicated. Using Eq. 8.16, calculated closedform Vickers microhardness values, and DD-simulated Vickers microhardness values are also plotted.
Because the alloy is in a peak- or under-aged state at the three aging durations considered, simulations
were only performed for super-dislocations, the expected deformation mechanism for alloys with L12-
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ordered precipitates. The TBD method was used for creating glide planes from LEAP reconstructions,
for reasons described in Section 8.2.3. For the two doubly-aged states, three simulations were performed,
on: (i) only the α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates that formed at 325 °C; (ii) only the δ′–Al3Li phase that
formed at 170 °C; and (iii) the full population of precipitates including α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates as
well as core/shell α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)/δ′–Al3Li precipitates. In case (ii), when the α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) cores
are removed from the center of the δ′–Al3Li shells, the anti-phase boundary energy is set to zero in the
core region, and the effects of the lattice parameter and shear modulus mismatch between core and shell
are neglected.
For the first point (8 h aging at 325 °C), the Vickers microhardness value from the Orowan strengthening
closed-form model (709±88 MPa) is the same as the measured Vickers microhardness value (711±14
MPa), while the DD simulation predicts a larger Vickers microhardness (803±21 MPa, label: DD: TBD
α′). This is contrary to the results in Al-Li-Sc, where the DD simulations and closed-form models both

predicted values smaller than the experimentally-measured Vickers microhardness. Simulations of the
α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates after double-aging predict a trend of decreasing Vickers microhardness, for

the case where the δ′–Al3Li shells are assumed absent. However, these predicted Vickers microhardness
values do not represent predictions of continued aging at 325 °C (blue curve), since aging durations
greater than 8 h occurred at 170 °C and not 325 °C. Simulations of the Vickers microhardness
contribution of δ′–Al3Li in the two doubly-aged conditions predict an increasing contribution, in accord
with the increase in δ′–Al3Li volume fraction (Table 8.2), and in close agreement with the closed-form
value for order strengthening (Eq. (8.7)). DD simulations of the full population of precipitates (label:
DD: TBD α′/δ′) result in Vickers microhardness values that are smaller than those measured
experimentally; the error bars in measurement and prediction, however, are overlapping. From these
simulations, a strength
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Fig. 8.10. The Vickers microhardness of Al-Li-Sc-Yb is plotted as a function of aging time,
showing experimentally-measured results [72], values predicted by closed-form strengthening
models, and dislocation dynamics (DD) simulations. DD simulations on doubly-aged alloys are
decomposed into contributions from α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) and δ′–Al3Li.

superposition law to account for the contributions of both the α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) and the δ′–Al3Li
precipitates, similar to Eq. (8.15), may be expressed as:

(

τ precip = τ α ' m + τ δ ' m

)

1/ m

;

(8.17)
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where τ precip is the total strengthening contribution from all precipitates, τ α ' and τ δ ' are the
contributions from the α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) and δ′–Al3Li precipitates, respectively, and m is the superposition
exponent, which is expected to be between 1 and 2. For the two doubly-aged states simulated, a best-fit
value of m=1.5±0.1 was found. Hence, the total strength of the alloy is smaller than the linear sum of the
contributions from α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) and δ′–Al3Li, in agreement with models that indicate a transition
from an exponent of unity (the case of solid-solution strengthening and precipitate strengthening) to 2 as
the obstacle strengths and number densities become similar [49, 229, 261]. For doubly-aged Al-Li-ScYb, therefore, a superposition law that predicts the Vickers microhardness accounting for contributions
from: (i) Li in solid solution, (ii) α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates formed at 325 °C, and (iii) δ′–Al3Li shells
that form on the α′–precipitates at 170 °C, is given by:

[

(

)

]

(8.18)

1/ k

k

k
m
m 1/ m 
HV = HVAl + (∆HVLi ) + C ⋅ M ⋅ τ α ' + τ δ '




.

8.5 Summary
Two alloys - Al-2.9 Li-0.11 Sc at. % (Al-Li-Sc) and Al-6.3Li-0.07Sc-0.02Yb at. % (Al-Li-Sc-Yb) - were
aged at 325 °C to produce L12–structured α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates, whose microstructures were
measured by local electrode atom probe tomography (LEAP). Al-Li-Sc-Yb was further aged at 170 °C to
precipitate L12–structured δ′–Al3Li that enveloped some of the α′–precipitates, resulting in core/shell α′–
Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)/ δ′–Al3Li precipitates, also measured by LEAP. An approach was developed to calculate
the strength of these alloys based on dislocation dynamics simulations, whose methodology and results
are as follows:
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•

A recent two-dimensional dislocation dynamics (DD) model by Mohles [226] was extended to
simulate dislocation glide on a plane populated by both single-phase and core/shell precipitates.
Modifications were made to allow for elastic effects due to shear modulus mismatch between
precipitates and the matrix. Also, the core/shell structure was fully represented, including effects
due to differences in the shear moduli, lattice parameters, and anti-phase boundaries of the core,
shell, and matrix phases.

•

Precipitate sizes and spatial arrangements measured by LEAP were simulated in the DD model.
To represent a glide plane sufficiently large to yield reproducible simulation results, one of two
methods was applied: (i) rather than assuming an LSW precipitate size distribution, as was done
in Ref. [226], a precipitate arrangement in a parallelepiped (through which a glide plane is cut) is
calculated based on the measured PSD; or (ii) a cylindrical volume from within the LEAP
reconstruction is multiplied in such a way as to create distinct representations of that volume,
each of which preserves the sizes and spatial relationships of individual precipitates; those
cylinders are then tiled in a single layer and the plane of common contact becomes the glide
plane.

•

A superposition law for adding strength contributions from Li in solid solution, and from α′–
Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates, was calculated based on prior aging hardness studies of Al-Sc-X
alloys. The superposition law was then extended to account for additional strengthening by δ′–
Al3Li precipitates. Further conversions allow comparison between strengthening models or
simulations, and Vickers microhardness (HV) measurements. The resulting expression is:

[

(

)

]

1/ k

k

k
m
m 1/ m 
HV = HVAl + (∆HVLi ) + C ⋅ M ⋅ τ α ' + τ δ '




, where HVAl =180±4 MPa is the

Vickers microhardness of pure Al, ∆HVLi is the increase in Vickers microhardness due to
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dissolved Li, C = 2.88±0.07 [248] is the conversion factor between the yield stress in
compression and the Vickers microhardness, M=3.06 is the Taylor factor, τα′ is the increment in
critical resolved shear stress on a glide plane due to α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates, τδ′ has the same
meaning but for δ′–Al3Li precipitates, and m=1.5±0.1 and k=0.95±0.03 are exponents for
superimposing strength contributions from the two types of precipitates, and from precipitates
and Li in solid solution, respectively. The exponent k was determined from analysis of Vickers
microhardness values in over-aged Al-Li-Sc [73] and Al-2.2 Mg-0.12 Sc at. % [64], and m was
determined from DD simulations of Al-Li-Sc-Yb.
•

Simulations with one dislocation overestimate the Vickers microhardness of Al-Li-Sc, while
simulations with two dislocations underestimate it. This is the case for both methods of
representing the measured microstructure.

Predicted Vickers microhardness values based on

simulations with one dislocation decrease with aging time, and hence with mean precipitate
radius, corresponding to dislocation bypass by Orowan looping. Two-dislocation simulations
indicate a transition from cooperative motion of the dislocation pair (a superdislocation) at early
aging times, when most precipitates are sheared by the leading dislocation (D1), to longer aging
times when most precipitates are bypassed by D1 leaving behind an Orowan loop. The trailing
dislocation (D2) becomes increasingly dissociated from D1, as the deformation mechanism
becomes less dominated by cooperative shearing by a superdislocation, and instead more closely
resembles Orowan bypass of the precipitates by independently acting dislocations. As this
transition occurs, the results for one- and two-dislocation simulations nearly converge.
•

Two-dislocation DD simulations of Al-Li-Sc where precipitate shearing is dominant are nearly
insensitive to variations in the values used for the lattice parameter mismatch, ε, and for the shear
modulus mismatch ∆µ between precipitates and the matrix. By contrast they are very sensitive to
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variations in the anti-phase boundary energy, γAPB. The discrepancy between measured Vickers
microhardness values in Al-Li-Sc, and the results of DD simulations, may be due either to an
inadequate treatment of the effects of shear modulus mismatch strengthening, or due to an
oversimplification in the deformation mechanism, which may be a mix of the single- and superdislocation cases.
•

Two-dislocation DD simulations predict reasonably well the Vickers microhardness of doublyaged Al-Li-Sc-Yb containing both single-phase α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb) precipitates and core/shell α′–
Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)/ δ′–Al3Li precipitates. The simulation results allow the calculation of a
superposition law, as described above.

Appendix 8.A. Stress due to Shear Modulus Mismatch
Here, we address the question of the suitability of the interaction force in Eq. (8.4), which is for an
infinite cylindrical inclusion, for application to spherical precipitates. A finite element study modeled the
interaction between an edge dislocation in the matrix phase, and an infinitely rigid inclusion [284]; the
case of a dislocation interior to the inclusion was not considered. The authors considered two shapes for
the inclusion: an infinitely long cylinder, and a sphere. The simulation of the straight dislocation with an
infinite cylindrical inclusion reproduced the analytical result very well, validating the approach. The
main findings of interest to the present work were that, compared to the case of an infinite cylinder,
interaction forces between a dislocation and a sphere are comparable, but smaller in value [284]. Hence,
the solution given in Eq. (8.4) overestimates both the magnitude and the spatial extent of the interaction.
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Similarly, the analytical solution to a straight screw dislocation interacting with a spherical inclusion
has been compared to Eq. (8.4) [251]. Here again the case of a dislocation inside the inclusion was not
considered. Hence, the correction term in Eq. (8.A1) (below) was only applied when R>ri. As in Ref.
[284], in Ref. [251] it was found that the interaction between a dislocation and a cylinder is greater than
that between a dislocation and a sphere. The ratio Fs/Fc of the interaction force due to a sphere (Fs), to the
interaction force due to a cylinder (Fc), depends strongly on the distance between the dislocation and the
center of the inclusion, having a maximum of approximately 0.5 at a distance of approximately 1.18r, and
depends weakly on the ratio µp/µm, being slightly larger for a very rigid inclusion than for a void. An
estimate of the interaction stress is improved, therefore, by multiplying the right-hand side of Eq. (8.4) by
the factor Fs/Fc. To that end, polynomials were fit to a plot in Ref. [251] that gives Fs/Fc as functions of
the inverse of the distance from the center of a spherical inclusion for two cases: µp/µm = 6 (a tungsten
inclusion in an aluminum matrix) and µp/µm = 0 (a void). The plots are shown in Fig. 8.A1 Because the
curves for these two cases were close to each other, a linear interpolation between the two curves is used
in the present simulation, using the appropriate value of µp/µm. The interaction stress in the matrix due to
modulus mismatch is therefore given by:

 Fs
 
 
  µ 
(ri R ) +  Fs (ri R ) −  Fs (ri R )  p 
 Fc
 0  6 µ m 
 0  Fc
 6  Fc
.

τ mod, sph =τ mod, cyl 

 Fs

r 
 (ri R ) = ∑ Ci  i 
 Fc
 i =1  R 
7

(8.A1)

i

The functions (Fs/Fc)0(ri/R) and (Fs/Fc)6(ri/R) are seventh-order polynomials whose constants have the
following values:
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term

(Fs/Fc)0

(Fs/Fc)6

C1

0.193

0.232

C2

1.513

1.649

C3

-10.116 -10.187

C4

37.693

C5

-75.161 -71.537

C6

76.908

C7

-31.030 -30.003

36.608

73.237

Since the glide plane does not always cut through the center of a precipitate, the force vector acting
on the dislocation contains both a glide (in-plane) and a climb (out-of-plane) component. Only the glide
component is relevant for the present simulation, hence for the geometry described above, Eq. (8.A1)
must be multiplied by a factor cos(ψ) = √(x2+ y2)/ R, where ψ is the angle formed between the glide plane
and the vector from the precipitate center to the dislocation segment at (x, y, h). Eqs. (8.4) and (8.A1)
give the forces on a screw dislocation interacting with a precipitate of different shear modulus. Based on
analytical expressions developed to describe the interaction force between a cuboidal precipitate and a
straight dislocation due to shear modulus mismatch, the force on an edge dislocation was found to be
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Fig. 8.A1. The ratio of interaction forces on a dislocation due to a spherical (Fs) and a cylindrical
(Fc) inclusion, plotted as a function of the ratio of inclusion radius r to the distance from the
inclusion center R , after Ref. [251].

larger than that on a screw dislocation by a factor of 1/(1-ν) [50, 285]. Because the dislocations in the
present simulation have mixed character as they bow and loop around precipitates, a multiplicative
correction equal to (τs τe)1/2 = (1/(1-ν)) 1/2 ≈ (3/2) 1/2 is applied to Eq. (8.A1), resulting in the final
expression for stresses due to modulus mismatch:
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(

)

(

)

 3 x2 + y2
τ mod, cyl

2R

τ mod = 
 3 x2 + y2
τ mod, sph

2R

R < ri
(8.A2)
ri < R

The geometry used to derive Eq. (8.4) also implies that the glide component of the interaction force is in
the direction (x, y, h). Because, in the simulation, forces are defined to be acting in the direction
perpendicular to their line sense, Eq. (8.4) overestimates the interaction force for dislocation segments
that are not perpendicular to (x, y, h). This primarily affects dislocation segments that are either (i) far
from the precipitate, or (ii) shearing precipitates without strong dislocation bowing. For case (i), this is a
small artifact since the interaction stress decays as 1/R3. In case (ii), it is possible that the overestimate is
important for underaged alloys, because modulus mismatch forces are significant compared to other
interaction forces for precipitates with small radii, which are sheared by pairs of nearly-straight
dislocations. This will result in an overestimate of the critical shear stress on the glide plane, because
dislocation segments parallel to (x, y) are subjected to an interaction stress as though they were
perpendicular to it.

Appendix 8.B. Stress due to Lattice Parameter Mismatch in Core/Shell
Precipitates
To model dislocation-precipitate interactions in Al-Li-Sc alloys strengthened with core/shell precipitates,
it is necessary to calculate the stress field surrounding such a precipitate. For a core/shell precipitate
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where the core, shell, and matrix phases each have different lattice parameters and elastic properties, the
displacement field has been given in Ref. [252]. From this solution to the displacement field, the strain
field and hence the stress field were calculated using linear elasticity theory [286], treating all phases as
isotropic, and having physical properties given in Table 8.1. Stresses acting on dislocations in the matrix
phase, near a core/shell precipitate, are given by:

τ size ,m = τ m ( x cosθ + y sin θ ) ;

(8.B1)

where θ is the angle formed by the Burgers vector and the x-axis (the direction of the line-sense for the
dislocation in its initial simulated configuration), and x and y are the in-plane components of the vector
pointing from the center of the precipitate to the point on the glide plane, where the value τm is given by:

τm =

(x

6rs3 zµ m
2

+ y2 + z 2

)

5/ 2

Nm
;
Dm

(8.B2)

with the numerator and denominator in the second term, Nm and Dm, given by:

− rs3 (Vs − 1)[Ec (Vc + 2ν sVc ) − 2 EsVs (ν c − 1)]


N m = Es (1 + 2ν m ) 3  Ec (Vc (2ν s (Vs − 1) − 2Vs − 1) + 3Vs )  ;
 
+ rc + 2 E V (V + ν − V ν − 1)

s s
s
c
s c
 


and

(8.B3)
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Dm − rs3 [Ec (Vc + 2ν sVc ) − 2 E sV s (ν c − 1)][2 E m (ν s − 1) − E sVs (2ν m + 1)]

+ 2rc3 {E cVc (ν s − 1) − E sVs (ν c − 1)[Em + 2 E mν s − E sVs (2ν m + 1)]}

(8.B4)
;

and where the subscripts m, s, and c indicate the matrix, shell, and core phases, respectively, rc is the core
radius, rs is the shell radius, E is the Young’s modulus, µ is the shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio, and Vp
is the fractional change in volume when matrix material transforms to phase p, either core or shell
material.
A dislocation in the shell phase of a core/shell precipitate, is subject to a lattice parameter mismatchinduced stress:

τ size , s = τ s ( x cosθ + y sin θ ) ;

(8.B5)

where θ, x, and y are as defined above, and the value τs is given by:

τs =

(x

− 6rc3 zµ s
2

+ y2 + z

)

2 5/ 2

Ns
;
Ds

(8.B6)

with the numerator and denominator in the second term, Ns and Ds, given by:

 Ec [2 E m (ν s − 1)(Vc − 1) − E s (1 + 2ν m )(Vc − V s )]
N s = ρ 3V s (1 + 2ν s )
;
+ 2 E m E s (Vs + ν c − Vsν c − 1)


(8.B7)
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and

[ (

)

]
)(

(

)

 Em 2ν s ρ 3 − 1 − 2 ρ 3 − 1 − EsVs (1 + 2ν m ) ρ 3 − 1 


Ds = − 2 EsVs (ν c − 1)Vs 
2 Em 2ν s2 − ν s − 1 ρ 3 − 1 − E sVs (2ν m + 1)  ;

+ EcVc  3
3
 ρ + 2ν S Vs ρ − 1 + 2
 


[

(

(

) ]

)

(8.B8)

where ρ is the ratio of shell radius to core radius: rs/rc.
To illustrate the nature of the lattice mismatch stresses in a α’/δ’ core/shell precipitate, the shear
components of the stress field are plotted in Fig. 8.B1 for three cases: (i) a single-phase α’-precipitate
embedded in an α-Al(Li) matrix, (ii) a single-phase δ’ precipitate embedded in an α-matrix, and (iii) a
core/shell α’/δ’ precipitate embedded in an α-matrix. The α’ phase has a radius of 2.3 nm, and the δ’phase has a radius of 7.3 nm; the core and matrix compositions were α’-Al3(Li0.68Sc0.32) and Al-5.25 Li
(at. %), corresponding to the specimen shown in Fig. 8.1, and treating Yb atoms as Sc atoms. The glide
plane intersects the precipitate at a height of 1.63 nm above its center, where stresses due to the misfitting
core are maximized.
The stress state in the α’ phase is purely hydrostatic, hence the shear stress is always zero in its
interior. We first compare the stresses immediately surrounding the α’ precipitate in cases (i) and (iii).
Addition of a δ’-shell onto a α’-precipitate (case (iii)) results in an increase in the surrounding shear stress
field (Fig. 8.B1a). This is because the lattice parameter mismatch becomes greater, and also because the
elastic constants of δ’ are greater than those of the matrix. By contrast, replacing the center of a δ’
precipitate (which has a negative mismatch with α) with an α’-core (which has a positive mismatch with
α) reduces the shear strain in the surrounding matrix (Fig. 8.B1b). This is because, for the same number
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of lattice sites, the volume of a core/shell α’/δ’ precipitate is closer to that of the parent matrix than is a
δ’ precipitate (i.e., the volume-averaged mismatch of the precipitate is reduced). With regard to

dislocation interactions, there is a change in the sign of the interaction force as the dislocation crosses the
δ’/α interface (Fig. 8.B1a). For example, a positive edge dislocation approaching a core/shell precipitate

will first be weakly attracted to the precipitate (x>~7.1 nm in Fig. 8.B1a) until it crosses into the δ’-shell,
and then it is strongly repelled by the α’- core (~1.63<x<~7.1 nm).
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Figure 8.B1. The shear stress acting on a dislocation due to lattice parameter mismatch in a α′core/ δ′-shell precipitate embedded in an α-matrix. (a) The mismatch stresses in the phase
surrounding the α′ precipitate are larger when the δ′ shell surrounds it. (b) The stresses in the
matrix are reduced when an α′-core is at the center.
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Chapter 9

Summary and Future Work

In this thesis, additions of rare earth (RE) elements and Li to binary, precipitation-strengthened Al-Sc
alloys have been made, and their effects on the microstructure and ambient- and elevated-temperature
mechanical properties were studied. Among RE elements, special focus was applied to Yb, which is fastdiffusing for accelerated aging hardness response, and effective at replacing more expensive Sc in the α′–
Al3Sc(L12) precipitates. The principal benefits of Li addition to Al-Sc alloys are an increase in achievable
ambient temperature strength due to (i) Li dissolved in the matrix; (ii) an increased volume fraction of α′–
Al3(Sc1-xLix) precipitates, in which Li substitutes for Sc; (iii) a finer dispersion of α′, reducing the
interprecipitate distance and delaying the onset of Orowan-bypass and overaging; and (iv) the
precipitation of strengthening δ′–Al3Li, which envelops some of the α′–Al3(Sc1-xLix) precipitates during a
second lower-temperature heat treatment, resulting in core/shell precipitates. Mechanical properties in
alloys containing complex core/shell precipitates of this type cannot be modeled by extant closed-form
strengthening models. Therefore, extensions were made to a dislocation dynamics simulation that was
used to model a doubly-aged Al-Li-Sc-Yb alloy. The simulations captured the strengthening behavior
and allowed the development of an empirical law for the superposition of strengthening contributions
from Li in solid solution, single-phase α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb), and core/shell α′–Al3(Li,Sc,Yb)/δ′–Al3Li
precipitates.
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Relative to binary Al-Sc alloys, Li addition decreases the lattice parameter mismatch between α′–Al3(Sc1xLix)

precipitates and the α–Al matrix. This results in a degradation of creep resistance at elevated

temperatures, in accord with models that attribute threshold stress behavior during creep to elastic
interactions between dislocations and precipitates that they bypass via climb. A model was developed
that predicts threshold stresses based on the applied stress necessary to drive a climbing dislocation
through a field of precipitate-induced interaction forces. The model was compared to experimental
threshold stress data for several Al-Sc-X alloys, and correctly predicts that the threshold stress increases
with both precipitate radius and with lattice parameter mismatch.
Several avenues of research hold promise for a better understanding of Li-containing Al-Sc-RE alloys.
The improved overaging resistance of Al-Sc with Li-addition could be due to a number of factors,
including a change in the rate-limiting step during coarsening, interactions between solutes that reduce
their diffusivities, preferential residence of vacancies in the precipitate phase, or a reduction in the
precipitate/matrix interfacial free energy. Computational studies including first-principles calculations,
Monte Carlo simulations, and molecular dynamics simulations would shed light on which mechanisms
are most likely.
In this thesis, core/shell precipitates were investigated, where the core consisted of a small volume
fraction of fine α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates that formed during heat treatment at 300–350 °C, and the
shell was a larger volume fraction of δ′–Al3Li that enveloped some of the cores during a subsequent heat
treatment at 170–200 °C. The double-aging treatment gave rise to a double strengthening effect. With
an appropriately designed heat treatment and alloy composition, it may be possible to achieve the
opposite arrangement: a δ′–Al3Li core enveloped by a α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) shell. Such precipitates may have
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interesting and beneficial properties, such as a large volume fraction of strengthening precipitates (due to
the δ′–Al3Li cores), which have better coarsening resistance than simple δ′–Al3Li precipitates, due to the
smaller diffusivity of Sc and Yb in the α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) shells, which may act as diffusion barriers to the
entrapped Li. The Al-6.5Li-0.07Sc-0.02Yb (at.%) alloy studied in Chapter 4 is nearly optimized for this
type of arrangement, since the Li concentration is sufficient to produce a significant strength increment
upon formation of δ′–Al3Li, and since the Sc and Yb concentrations are maximized (the alloy is
supersaturated in these solutes at 640 °C), thereby allowing for the thickest possible α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)
shells. The main challenge is to design an appropriate heat treatment, such that δ′–Al3Li, once
precipitated at ~170 °C, does not dissolve or coarsen excessively before Yb and Sc precipitate at the
matrix/δ′–Al3Li interface at the higher temperatures or longer durations necessary for α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)
precipitation. A promising approach would be to heat treat the alloy at 170 °C until it is slightly
underaged, then isochronally age it at various rates of increasing temperature. The alloy’s evolution
could be monitored with Vickers microhardness measurements, and, more selectively, with microscopy
experiments. Another challenge is suggested by the results of first principles calculations by Dr. Zugang
Mao [207]. Interfacial energies of Al/Al3Sc, Al/Al3Li, and Al3Sc/Al3Li were calculated, and from them
wetting angles for Al3Li nucleating on Al3Sc, and for Al3Sc nucleating on Al3Li in an Al matrix. It was
found that Al3Li wets Al3Sc completely (wetting angle of 0°), but Al3Sc cannot wet Al3Li (wetting angle
of 180°), thus casting doubt on the viability of producing core/shell δ′–Al3Li/α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)
precipitates, and suggesting that if α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) forms after δ′–Al3Li has already been precipitated,
two distinct populations of isolated δ′–Al3Li and α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates will result. It is stressed
that these calculations were performed at 0 K and with pure Al3Sc rather than the mixed α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)
phase, hence this experiment may still be worth pursuing.
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A wide range of Al-Sc-X alloys have been explored by this research group since 1999. Agglomerating
the findings of these studies on ambient- and elevated-temperature mechanical properties of these alloys
in Chapter 6, a new multi-component alloy, Al-Li-Mg-Zr-Sc-Yb, is suggested. This alloy is projected to
have a large solid-solution strength due to Li and Mg, a large ambient-temperature strength increment,
owing to an increased volume fraction of α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) due to their incorporation of Li, excellent
coarsening-resistance due to Zr segregation at the matrix/precipitate interface, and a large latticeparameter mismatch and therefore good creep resistance due to Yb-incorporation in α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb).
Compared to the simpler model alloys studied to date, the microstructural evolution and mechanical
properties of this complex alloy would be more challenging to interpret. Such an alloy does, however,
offer the possibility of combining the benefits of the lower-order alloys resulting in an alloy with greater
promise as a technologically-significant and flexible alloy for both ambient- and elevated-temperature
applications.
Finally, in Chapter 8 the viability of using dislocation dynamics simulations to model the strength of
complex microstructures was demonstrated. Several studies related to this approach would be interesting
to pursue. First, the dislocation behavior predicted by the simulations in alloys containing α′–Al3(Sc,Li)
precipitates and core/shell α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)/δ′–Al3Li precipitates has not been verified experimentally.
Therefore, transmission electron microscopy studies would help to understand the successes and
shortcomings of the simulations in predicting measured alloy strengths. Second, a study of the effects of
different arrangements of the strengthening phases, such as the core/shell δ′–Al3Li/α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb)
precipitates proposed above, may help to narrow the parameter space of those experimental studies.
Finally, because Li additions to Al-Sc-Yb were shown to reduce the solubility of Sc and Yb (chapters 4
and 5), the achievable volume fractions of δ′–Al3Li and α′–Al3(Sc,Li,Yb) precipitates are not independent.
If the Al-rich corner of the Al-Li-Sc phase diagram were well established, a systematic series of
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dislocation dynamics studies, which vary the volume fractions of δ′–Al3Li and α′–Al3(Sc,Li)
precipitates, may indicate an optimal alloy composition and microstructure that would allow for a
maximum double-strengthening effect.
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Appendix A

Source Code for the Creep Threshold Stress Model

In Chapter 7 results were presented on a new model for the creep threshold stress. The source code for
that model is given here, as implemented in Mathematica version 7.0
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The Force Acting on a Dislocation Segment
Case: The glide plane is the x-y plane, glide and climb components considered
ClearAll["Global`*"]
Needs["VectorAnalysis`"]

Alloy Characteristics
T=273.15+400;
cLiAlLiSc=0.0;(*Concentration of Li in the matrix*)
cLiPpt=0.0;(*Concentration of Li in the precipitate*)
cScPpt=0.25;(*Concentration of Sc in the precipitate*)
xScPpt=cScPpt/(cScPpt+cLiPpt);
µLi=42*10^9 ;(*Shear modulus of Al3Li, in Pa, from Mueller, Bubeck, and Gerold in Al-Li III, and
cited in Guo, Pudlucky, and Freeman 1990*)
µSc=68.4*10^9; (*Shear modulus of Al3Sc, Hyland,R.W.and Stiffler,R.C.,Scripta
metall.mater.,1991,25(2),473.*)
µScLi=(cScPpt*µSc+cLiPpt*µLi)/(cScPpt+cLiPpt); (*estimate of the shear modulus of the precipitate,
by interpolation*)
ELi=105.98 *10^9;(*Young's modulus of Al3Li, in Pa, from Mueller, Bubeck, and Gerold in Al-Li III,
and cited in Guo, Pudlucky, and Freeman 1990*)
ESc=166*10^9;(*Young's modulus of Al3Sc, in Pa, From: Brittle cleavage of Ll2 trialuminides,
George et al., J.Mater.Res.,Vol .5,No .8,Aug 1990. See also another ref with a similar result
(164.2) in Novotny, Precipitation of Al3Sc in binary Al–Sc alloys 2001*)
EScLi=(cScPpt*ESc+cLiPpt*ELi)/(cScPpt+cLiPpt);(*estimate of the Young's modulus of the
precipitate, by interpolation*)
νScLi=EScLi/(2*µScLi)-1; (*Poisson's ratio of the precipitate, assuming isotropy*)
(*Below: see Røyset J,Ryum N.Scripta Mater 2005;52:1275*)
∆LonL[T_]:=1.8*^-4+2.364*^-5*(T-300)+4.164*^-9*(T-300)2+8.270*^-12*(T-300)3
Cv[T_]:=Exp[20/8.314]Exp[-73.2*^3/(8.314*T)]
cSc[T_]:=Exp[19/8.314]Exp[-65*^3/(8.314*T)]
(*Results of VASP calculations by Z. Mao for lattice parameters of various precipitate phases*)
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aAl3ScCalc=4.104311*10^-10 ;(*Al3Sc*)
aAl3LiCalc=4.028752*10^-10;(*Al3Li*)
aAl3ScLiCalc=4.078212*10^-10 ;(*Al3 (Sc_ 16Li_ 11)*)
xScPptCalc=16/(16+11);(*Ratio of Sc to Li in Precipitate*)
m=3.06;(*Taylor factor*)
aAlLiSc[T_,cLi_]:=4.0496*^-10*(1+∆LonL[T]-Cv[T]/3)*(1+0.122*cSc[T])*(1-0.00728cLi) (*Lattice
paramter of matrix*)
bAlLiSc[T_,cLi_]:=aAlLiSc[T,cLi]/(2^(1/2)); (*Burgers vector*)
µAlLi[T_,cLi_]:=25.4/26.35399252*10^9*(26.35399252+0.537831555*100*cLi)(1-0.5*(T-300)/(660+273));
(*Shear modulus of the matrix. My data fit to Mueller et al 1985 data, for G_Al (Li) solid
solution at ambient T*)
EAlLi[cLi_]:=10^9*(1.247*10^2*cLi+70.8);(*Young's modulus of the matrix. My data fit to Mueller et
al 1985 data, for E_Al (Li) solid solution at ambient T*)
νAl[T_,cLi_]:=EAlLi[cLi]/(2*µAlLi[273+30,cLi])-1;(*Poisson's ratio of the matrix*)
aAl3ScLi=If[xScPpt≤xScPptCalc,xScPpt*((aAl3ScLiCalc-aAl3LiCalc)/xScPptCalc)+aAl3LiCalc,(xScPpt1)*((aAl3ScCalc-aAl3ScLiCalc)/(1-xScPptCalc))+aAl3ScCalc];(*Lattice parameter of the precipitate.
Linear Interpolatin of Z. Mao's VASP Calculation*)
δAl3ScLi[T_,cLi_]:=(aAl3ScLi*(1+(16*^-6)*(T-300)))/(4.0496*^-10*(1+∆LonL[T]Cv[T]/3)*(1+0.122*cSc[T])*(1-0.00728cLi))-1 (*unconstrained lattice parameter mismatch. Following
Royset & Ryum 2005 but accounting for Li concentration as in Levine and Rapperport 1963.*)
εScLi[T_,cLi_]:=2/3* δAl3ScLi[T,cLi];(*Constrained lattice parameter mismatch*)
barRScLi=0.822rScLi;(*mean radius of precipitate cross-section*)
αε=2.6;(*constant*)
rBurg[T_,cLi_]:=rScLi/bAlLiSc[T,cLi];(*mean radius of precipite, in units of Burgers vectors*)
Print["\n\n\n The constrained lattice parameter mismatch, ε, is: ",εScLi[T,cLiAlLiSc] ,".\n The
Burger's Vector is: ", bAlLiSc[T,cLiAlLiSc] , ".\n The shear modulus of the matrix, µ, is:
",µAlLi[T,cLiAlLiSc],".\n The Young's Modulus of the matrix is: ", EAlLi[cLiAlLiSc],".\n The shear
modulus of the precipitate, µ, is: ",µScLi,".\n The Poisson's ratio of the matrix is: ",
νAl[T,cLiAlLiSc],"." ]
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Dislocation, Matrix, and Precipitate Properties
(*The Dislocation*)
b=bAlLiSc[T,cLiAlLiSc];
lx=-1;
ly=0;
bx=0;
by=-b;
burg={bx,by,0};
line={lx,ly,0};
normLine={-ly,lx,0};
(*The Matrix*)
µm=µAlLi[T,cLiAlLiSc];
νm=νAl[T,cLiAlLiSc];
(*The Precipitate*)
µp=µScLi;
νp=νScLi;
ε=εScLi;
Necessary Functions
zeroFit, sixFit, and cFit based on Figure in "Gavazza, S.D. and D.M. Barnett, Elastic Interaction Between a Screw Dislocation and A
Spherical Inclusion. International Journal of Engineering Science, 1974. 12(12): p. 1025-1043." See Ch. 8 of Krug Thesis.
2

2

2

R[x_,y_,z_]:= x + y + z
at[r_,x_,y_,z_]:=r/R[x,y,z]
zeroFit[r_,x_,y_,z_]:=0.193*at[r,x,y,z]+1.513*at[r,x,y,z]^210.116*at[r,x,y,z]^3+37.693*at[r,x,y,z]^4-75.161*at[r,x,y,z]^5+76.908*at[r,x,y,z]^6-
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31.030*at[r,x,y,z]^7
sixFit[r_,x_,y_,z_]:=0.232*at[r,x,y,z]+1.649*at[r,x,y,z]^210.187*at[r,x,y,z]^3+36.608*at[r,x,y,z]^4-71.537*at[r,x,y,z]^5+73.237*at[r,x,y,z]^630.003*at[r,x,y,z]^7
cFit[r_,x_,y_,z_]:=zeroFit[r,x,y,z]+(sixFit[r,x,y,z]-zeroFit[r,x,y,z])*µp/(6µm)
λ[r_,φ_]:=r (1.538/ φ -1.643)
Lattice Mismatch Forces
τmis[r_,x_,y_,z_,ε_]:=(-2 µm ε r3)/R[x,y,z]5 {{-(y2+z2),0,0},{0,3y2-(y2+z2),3y z},{0,3y z,3z2-(y2+z2)}}
cohForce[r_,x_,y_,z_,ε_]:=CrossProduct[(τmis[r,x,y,z,ε].burg),line]
cohGlideForce[r_,x_,y_,z_,ε_]:=If[R[x,y,z]>r,2r*cohForce[r,x,y,z,ε].{0,1,0}]
cohClimbForce[r_,x_,y_,z_,ε_]:=If[R[x,y,z]>r,2r*cohForce[r,x,y,z,ε].{0,0,1}]

Direct Modulus Mismatch Forces
See Ch. 8 of Krug Thesis. This expression was not used in the creep model work, because the Marquis model for disloc. climb used
the energy-derived expression below.

modForce[r_,x_,y_,z_]:=(-µm b2 ((µp-µm)/(µp-µm)) r2 cFit[r,x,y,z])/(2Pi (12

2

2

2

νm)(R[x,y,z]3+R[x,y,z] r2)) {0,y/ y + z ,z/ y + z }
modGlideForce[r_,x_,y_,z_]:=If[R[x,y,z]>r,2r*modForce[r,x,y,z].{0,1,0}]
modClimbForce[r_,x_,y_,z_]:=If[R[x,y,z]>r,2r*modForce[r,x,y,z].{0,0,1}]
Energy-derived Modulus Mismatch Forces
See:
"Dundurs, J., Elastic Interaction of Dislocations with Inhomogeneities, in Mathematical theory of dislocations, T. Mura,
Editor. 1969, American Society of Mechanical Engineers: New York. p. 70-113."
"Dundurs, J. and T. Mura, Interaction between an edge dislocation and a circular inclusion. Journal of the Mechanics and
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Physics of Solids, 1964. 12(3): p. 177-189."
cFit (Gavazza correction for cylinder vs. sphere) is commented out here, since we sought a direct comparision with
Marquis' work.
Γ = µp/µm;
km = 3 - 4*νm;
kp = 3 - 4*νp;
α = (Γ*(km + 1) - (kp + 1))/(Γ*(km + 1) + (kp + 1));
β = (Γ*(km - 1) - (kp - 1))/(Γ*(km + 1) + (kp + 1));
Eedge[r_,y_,z_]:=(µm b2)/(Pi (km+1)(1-β2)) ((α+β2)Log[(y2+z2)/(y2+z2-r2)]+(α+β2-2(1+α)β)((r2
y2)/(y^2+z^2)2)-1/2 (1+α)(1-β-((1-α)(1+β))/(1+α-2β))((r2 z2)/(y^2+z^2)2))
modEnGlideForce[r_,x_,y_,z_]:=If[R[x,y,z]>r,2r*(*cFit[r,x,y,z]*)(2 b2 r2 y ((2 z2 (1+α)
(α+(-2+β) β))/(1+α-2 β)-((y^2+z^2)2 (α+β2))/(-r2+y2+z2)-2 y2 (α-2 (1+α) β+β2)+(y2+z2) (α-2
(1+α) β+β2)) µm)/((1+km) π (y^2+z^2)3 (-1+β2))]
modEnClimbForce[r_,x_,y_,z_]:=If[R[x,y,z]>r,2r(*cFit[r,x,y,z]*)*-(2 b2 r2 z (-2 (y2+z2) (1+β) (z2 β (1+β)+y2 (2 α2+α (2-6 β)+3 (-1+β) β))+r2 (z2 (α2+α (-1+β)2+(-2+β) β)+y2 (α2 (-3+4
β)+α (-3+14 β-11 β2)+β (6-11 β+4 β2)))) µm)/((1+km) π (y^2+z^2)3 (-r2+y2+z2) (1+α-2 β) (1+β2))]
Total Forces
glideForce[r_,x_,y_,z_,ε_]:=cohGlideForce[r,x,y,z,ε]+modEnGlideForce[r,x,y,z]
climbForce[r_,x_,y_,z_,ε_]:=cohClimbForce[r,x,y,z,ε]+modEnClimbForce[r,x,y,z]
Orowan Strengthening
(*The force on a length of dislocation λ due to applying the Orowan Stress*)
∆fOr[r_,φ_]:=(0.4µm b2/(Pi 1 − ν m ))Log[2*0.822r/b](*L.M.Brown and R.K.Ham, (1971).*)
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Normalized Forces
normGlideForce[r_,x_,y_,z_,ε_,φ_]:=glideForce[r,x,y,z,ε]/∆fOr[r,φ]
normClimbForce[r_,x_,y_,z_,ε_,φ_]:=climbForce[r,x,y,z,ε]/∆fOr[r,φ]
Plots
(*Set parameters, for example, choose r and φ to calculate the Orowan force*)
r=5*^-9;
φ=4*0.0008;
εModel=εScLi[T,cLiAlLiSc];
∆fOr[r,φ];
(*Define the normalized stress
contours here, if you wish to determine them manually*)
negStressContours=Table[-2i,{i,-5,0}];
PrependTo[negStressContours,0];
posStressContours=Table[2i,{i,-5,0}];
stressContours=negStressContours;
For[i=1,i<=Length[posStressContours],i++,AppendTo[stressContours,posStressContours[[i]]]];
(*The code below actually makes the plot of climb and glide forces*)
precip=Graphics[{Blue,Disk[{0,0},1]}];
conClimbPlot=ContourPlot[climbForce[r,0,y*r,z*r,εModel]/∆fOr[r,φ],{y,-3,3},{z,3,3},PlotPoints→20,ContourLabels→Automatic,ContourStyle→Thick,ClippingStyle→Automatic,Con
tours→stressContours,ContourLabels→Automatic,ContourShading→None,ContourStyle→Black,Frame
Label→{"y (Glide Direction) [m]","z (Climb Direction)
[m]"},BaseStyle→{FontWeight→"Bold",FontSize→16},ImageSize→700];
Show[precip,conClimbPlot,ImageSize→600,AspectRatio→1,Frame→True,FrameStyle→Thick,FrameTic
ks→Automatic,FrameLabel→{"y (Glide Direction) [1/r]","z (Climb Direction)
[1/r]"},BaseStyle→{FontWeight→"Plain",FontSize→15}]
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(*BELOW: Additional functionality for isolating the stress contours from the graphic
climbContours=Cases[conClimbPlot[[1]]//Normal,Line[pts_]→pts,∞];
climbContourLines=Table[0,{0}];
For[i=1,i≤Length[climbContours],i++,
If[Length[climbContours[[i]]]>100,AppendTo[climbContourLines,climbContours[[i]]]]
]
climbRegions=Table[climbContourLines[[i]],{i,6,8}];
ListPlot[climbContourLines,Joined→True]
*)
conGlidePlot=ContourPlot[glideForce[r,0,y*r,z*r,εModel]/∆fOr[r,φ],{y,-3,3},{z,3,3},PlotPoints→20,ContourLabels→Automatic,ClippingStyle→Automatic,Contours→stressContour
s,ContourLabels→Automatic,ContourStyle→Thick,ContourShading→None,ContourStyle→Black,Frame
Label→{"y (Glide Direction) [m]","z (Climb Direction)
[m]"},BaseStyle→{FontWeight→"Bold",FontSize→16},ImageSize→700];
Show[precip,conGlidePlot,(*ListPlot[climbRegions,Joined→True,PlotStyle>Black],*)ImageSize→600,AspectRatio→1,Frame→True,FrameTicks→Automatic,FrameLabel→{"y/r",
"z/r"},BaseStyle→{FontWeight→"Plain",FontSize→15}]
(*BELOW: Additional functionality for isolating the stress contours from the graphic
glideContours=Cases[conGlidePlot[[1]]//Normal,Line[pts_]→pts,∞];
glideContourLines=Table[0,{0}];
For[i=1,i≤Length[glideContours],i++,
If[Length[glideContours[[i]]]>100,AppendTo[glideContourLines,glideContours[[i]]]]
]
ListPlot[glideContourLines,Joined→True]
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Plot[glideForce[r,0,y r,r+b,εModel]/∆fOr[r,φ],{y,0,3}]
Plot[normGlideForce[5*^-9,0,y*5*^-9,-0.4*5*^-9,0.007164031979734808`,4*0.0008],{y,-3,Sqrt[1-0.4^2]-b/5*^-9},PlotRange→{-0.5,0}]
*)
(*For a given value of r the glide force for an edge dislocation is plotted as a function
of distance from the north pole of the precipitate. It has a maximum absolute value at
some positive non-zero distance from the pole. The code below plots the glide stressnormalized to the orowan stress- as a function of distance- in units of Burgers vectors.
*)
εModel=εScLi[T,cLiAlLiSc];
r=5*^-9;
φ=0.032;
normGlideTable=Table[{i ,normGlideForce[r,0,i b,r+b,εModel,φ]},{i,0,200}];
maxGlideValue=normGlideTable[[1]];
For[i=1,i<Length[normGlideTable],i++,
If[normGlideTable[[i,2]]<maxGlideValue[[2]],
maxGlideValue[[1]]=i-1;maxGlideValue[[2]]=normGlideTable[[i,2]]];
]
maxGlideValue
ListPlot[normGlideTable,Joined→True,AxesLabel→{"Distance/b","Glide
Force/∆σOr"},PlotRange→{-1,0}]
Export["normGlideTable.csv",normGlideTable]
(*For a given range of discreet r values, the following code finds the maximum glide force
acting on an edge dislocation that has climbed to the north pole of a precipitate. It
then plots that maximum glide stress as a function of precipitate radius.*)
φ=0.0032;
rmax=30*^-9;
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normGlideTable=Table[{j,i,-normGlideForce[j,0,i b,j+b, εModel ,φ
]},{j,rmax/100,rmax,rmax/100},{i,1,200}];
maxGlideValues=Table[{j,0,0},{j,rmax/100,rmax,rmax/100}];
For[i=1,i<=Length[normGlideTable],i++,
For[j=1,j<=Length[normGlideTable[[i]]],j++,
If[normGlideTable[[i,j,3]]>maxGlideValues[[i,3]],
maxGlideValues[[i,2]]=normGlideTable[[i,j,2]];maxGlideValues[[i,3]]=normGlideTable[[i,j,3]
]]
]
]
εScLiTable=Table[{maxGlideValues[[i,1]],maxGlideValues[[i,3]]},{i,1,Length[maxGlideValues]
}];
ListPlot[{εScLiTable},PlotRange→{0,1}]
Export["Al3ScLi.csv",εScLiTable]
Extraneous stuff related to determining the chemical potential in the climb model
(*
Solve[normGlideForce[5*^-9,0,y,-0.4*5*^-9,0.007164031979734808`,4*0.0008]-0.5,y]
normGlideForce[5*^-9,0,y,-0.4*5*^-9,0.007164031979734808`,4*0.0008]
*)
(*
normGlideForce[5*^-9,0,y,-0.4*5*^-9,0.007164031979734808`,4*0.0008]
*)
(*tanBeta[y1_,z1_,y2_,z2_]:=(z2-z1)/(y2-y1)
chemPotMax[r_,y1_,z1_,y2_,z2_,ε_,φ_]:=(1/(2r tanBeta[y1,y2,z1,z2]/b^2))((Subscript[µ,
m]b^2/2)(1-(1-3/200)^(9/4))tanBeta[y1,y2,z1,z2]-(glideForce[r,0,y2,z2,ε]glideForce[r,0,y1,z1,ε])/2-climbForce[r,0,y1,z1,ε]tanBeta[y1,y2,z1,z2])
*)
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(*
traj=(*glideContourLines[[8]];*)Table[glideContourLines[[8]][[Length[glideContourLines[[8]
]]-i+1]],{i,Length[glideContourLines[[8]]]}];
chemPot=Table[{traj[[i,1]],traj[[i,2]],chemPotMax[r,r*traj[[i,1]],r*traj[[i,2]],r*traj[[i+
1,1]],r*traj[[i+1,2]],εModel,φ]},{i,2,Length[traj]-2}];
chemPot
*)
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Appendix B

Instructions for Simulating the Strength Increment due to
Precipitates in Leap-measured Microstructures

This appendix is intended to serve as a guide, taking the user from a LEAP dataset containing
precipitates, to a dislocation dynamics simulation, using the code written by Volker Mohles. In B.1 a
Mathematica (version 7.0.0) notebook called Obstacle_Build.nb takes the output from the “envelope
method” cluster search algorithm in IVAS, and from it constructs a 3-dimensional volume of spheres,
meant to represent the spatial distribution of precipitates. In B.2 and B.3, brief descriptions of the usage
of the obstaclefield and simdis modules are given. Both of these modules also have operating
instructions embedded in the code, in comment blocks. All three source code files are relatively well
commented.

B.1 Large Precipitate Fields Derived from LEAP Reconstructions
1. Export the results of the envelope algorithm, as implemented within IVAS. A sample of a file
resulting from this operation looks like this:
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ROI

Top-Level ROI

Ion(s)

Sc

d-max
(nm)

1.2

Order
(ions)

1

N-min
(ions)

10

L (nm)

0.45

d-erosion
(nm)

0.2

Cluster
Count

196

Solute
Ions

Ranged
Ions

Total
Ions

Center_x (nm)
Solute

Matrix

13200

61512364 65084344

Cluster 1

473

2300

2622

-12.524

…

Cluster 2

505

2939

3237

-1.0749

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

Cluster n

880

3913

4336

-22.8882

…

…
…

The Obstacle_Build.nb notebook only makes use of columns 3 (number of atoms in a cluster, for
determining its radius) and 6-8 (the coordinates of the precipitate’s centroid); and rows 13
through m+12, where m is the number of precipitates found by the envelope method.
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2. From a LEAP reconstruction, make a file having 2 columns: z position of ions in the dataset, and
the largest radius of ions in the dataset at that z position. This file is used for determining the
largest inscribed cylinder in the frustrum that is the dataset. It looks, for example, like this:

22
40
60
82
103
125
153
165

47
51
56
59
63
65
69
70

3. Open the Mathematica notebook called Obstacle_Build.nb. This notebook extracts precipitate
information from the envelope results file, and performs the necessary symmetry operations to
build a sufficiently large dataset for input to the Mohles code (~200 or more precipitates in the
glide plane is a good rule of thumb). In the first section beginning “This section defines the file
locations.”, enter the path to the two files described above, and also enter the LEAP-measured
average radius and volume fraction of precipitates.
4. Run the section beginning “This section finds the axial positions along the reconstruction…”.
Some text appears telling you some information about the reconstruction volume, and the largest
inscribed cylinder, which you’ll simulate.
5. Run the section beginning “This section builds a Table…”. This section sets precipitate
coordinates, and eliminates those precipitates that fall outside of the cylinder, defined in the
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previous section. Some text appears at the end of the section giving you various useful statistics
about the precipitates in the dataset.

6. Run the section beginning “In order to make an obstacle configuration for Mohles code
simulation…”. This section of the code takes the precipitate-containing cylinder in the previous
step, and performs a number of operations on the precipitates: displacements along the z-axis
(precipitates “pushed out the top” of the cylinder re-appear on the bottom), mirroring about the xy- and z-axes, and rotating about the z-axis.
The variables are:
•

pptCount: the number of precipitates you wish to appear in the glide plane. The code
attempts to meet this number, but it does not always work. If the resulting glide plane
has too many (too few) precipitates, you’ll have to go back and re-run this section, with a
higher (lower) number.

•

pptsPerTile: The number of precipitates that are bisected in each tile (each cylinder, when
bisected by the glide plane, becomes a tile that along with all other tiles, comprises the
obstacle plane).

•

pptsTot: the total number of precipitates that interprecipitate statistics will be calculated
for, in later steps.

randDisplace: is a distance (in units of average precipitate radius) that the precipitates can be
“nudged” in x, y, and z. The purpose of that is to get a more diverse sampling of the precipitates.
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This can be necessary if many precipitates lie on the cylinder axis, which is oversampled by this
method. To minimize changes made artificially to the measured dataset, choose the smallest
value of randDisplace which yields an area fraction close to the LEAP-measured volume fraction
(typically less than two multiples of the average precipitate radius). This option in not really
necessary, and was not used in any of the simulations I ran.

7. Run the section beginning “Because the procedure of arranging cylinders…”. But, only if you
have some time to kill, because it takes a while, and may not be necessary. I used it only rarely,
as needed. This section deals with accounting for artifacts of the cylinder-tiling method. That is,
it is possible for two adjacent cylinders to be oriented such that precipitates from those two
cylinders are touching, or unrealistically close to each other. This will result in a precipitate
configuration on the glide plane exhibiting areas that are unrealistically hard for dislocations to
propagate through. To maintain an interprecipitate distance distribution close to the measured
one, while minimally affecting the area fraction of bisected precipitates, the smaller of the two
“too close” precipitates is removed.
8. Run the section beginning “The code in this section finds statistics…”. This section finds those
precipitates that are bisected by the glide plane, and plots them for a quick visual verification that
everything looks ok (i.e., no repeating pattern of spatial arrangement, no clusters dense with
precipitates, while other areas are denuded, etc.). Some text appears under the plot to indicate the
number of precipitates bisected in each tile, the area fraction of the glide plane that consists of
precipitates, etc.
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9. Run the section beginning “The code in this section finds the interprecipitate distances…” This
section samples precipitates in the original tip (not just the retained cylinder), by making many
slices through it, each plane including the tip axis. Each slice bisects some number of
precipitates, and the purpose of the code in this section is to calculate the 2-dimensioinal
interprecipitate distances among the precipitates in each slice, to build up an interprecipitate
distance distribution (IDD), a useful metric for assuring that the arrangement you’re creating is
realistic. A list of the distances, as well as a histogram of them, is exported. The histogram is
displayed, and some statistics are printed at the end of the section.
10. Run the next section, also beginning “The code in this section finds the interprecipitate
distances…”. This section does exactly the same as the previous section, except rather than
sampling the original tip many times, it calculates interprecipitate distances within the simulated
glide plane. The utility is that it may be compared with the IDD for the whole tip, from the
previous step. It calculates statistics for all precipitates in the simulated glide plane, and also for
only those precipitates which come from the same tile (i.e., distances are not counted if they cross
a tile-boundary). The same sort of output is generated here as in the above step.
11. Run the section beginning “This code in this section calculates…”. This code calculates the
normalized precipitate size distribution (PSD) for all precipitates in the original tip. It also
calculates the distribution of precipitate intersections with the glide plane.
12. Run the section beginning “This section calculates the values…”. This code exports a dataset of
precipitates for use in the Dislocation dynamics simulation. The lines at the top of the file are:
xMax yMax zMax (size of the dataset)
0 xMax
0 yMax
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0 zMax
rBar (average radius, should be 0.5)
N (number of precipitates in the set)
Remove the data separators in the resulting file (commas in .csv, tabs in .tsv, etc.), and replace
them with spaces. Change the file extension to *.asc, for example myInput.asc. This file is the
input for the obstaclefield module.

B.2 Generation of Glide Planes with Precipitate Interaction Stresses

1. Place the *.asc from the previous step into the folder disloc2D CoreShell\fieldData\spheres
2. Configure the relevant files for particlefield.cpp:

•

Open disloc2D CoreShell\obstaclefield.xcodeproj

•

Open particlefield.cpp

•

Select the relevant stress functions in lines 166-177.

•

Input values for parameters related to the glide plane to generate in lines 202-212.

•

Specify an output file name, e.g. myOutput in line 216.

•

Specify the input file name myInput.asc in line 219.
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3. The stress files are defined in physics.cpp, which is where you can define the types of
dislocation-precipitate interactions.
4. Run particlefield.cpp, by clicking on “Build and Go.” The output files myOutput and
myOutput.obst appear in disloc2D CoreShell\fieldData\fieldData. The .obst file is a plain text

file that looks like:

N
0 0 xMax yMax
x1 y1 r1
x2 y2 r2
…
xN yN rN

where N is the number of precipitates that are cut by the glide plane, xMax and yMax area the
bounds of the glideplane (normalized to <r>, I think…), and xi, yi, ri are coordinates and radius
of each precipitate intersection in the glide plane. The file with no extension is a binary file that
describes the stresses distributed across the glide plane.

B.3 Dislocation Dynamics Simulation
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1. With myOutput in the directory disloc2D CoreShell\fieldData\fieldData, launch the xcode
project: disloc2D CoreShell\simdis\simdis.xcodeproj. Prepare the simulation program by
doing the following:
•

Open sim.cpp

•

Specify the number of dislocations to simulate in lines 86-94

•

Give values for the various parameters of the simulations, such as the resolution (rez), the
increment in externally-applies stress (incTauErr), etc.

2. Open disloc2D CoreShell\simdis\joblist, which is a standard text file, used to inform
sim.cpp. It contains one job per line, where the content of each line is as follows:

field1 field2 folder angle obst r
where field1 and field2 are the names of stress fields generated in obstaclefield, folder is the
directory in which the output of the simulation are to be written, angle is set equal either to
zero (screw dislocations) or 90 (edge dislocations), obst is the strength parameter (1 for order
strengthening, or the constrained lattice parameter mismatch for coherency strengthening),
and r is the average precipitate radius (in units of Burgers vectors). folder must be in
disloc2D CoreShell\data.

3.

Run sim.cpp, by clicking on “Build and Go” Four output files are created in the directory
disloc2D CoreShell\data\folder, they are each described in the comments in sim.cpp.
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Appendix C

Modifications Made to V. Mohles’ Dislocation Dynamics Simulation
Source Code

C.1 Interaction Functions (physics.cpp)

Modifications were made to dislocation-precipitate interaction stresses, in order to: (i) model interactions
due to shear modulus mismatch; and (ii) model interactions due α′–precipitates (Al3Sc-type) enveloped by
δ′–Al3Li shells. Source code from physics.cpp is reproduced below, and begin at line 337 in that

program. Interaction names follow the pattern xTauPhase, where “x” is either “fo” (order), “mf” (lattice
parameter mismatch), or “mod” (modulus mismatch), and “Phase” is either “Core,” “Shell,” or
“CoreShell.”
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//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////
///////////////
KRUG NEW STRESS FUNCTIONS HERE
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////
FOTAUCORE
//////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real obstacle::foTauCore(Real dx, Real dy, Real dz, Real R)
{

}

Real epsAl3Sc = 0.00293;
//The lattice parameter mismatch
Real alsc_comb = (gamAPB_b_alsc/(myy_alli6*epsAl3Sc));
//a multiplicative factor necessary for
Real rc2 = R*R - dz*dz;
//simulataneous modeling of order and
if( rc2 <= 0 ) return 0;
//mismatch effects.
return skante( sqrt(rc2) - sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy) )*alsc_comb; //The alsc_comb factor is only necessary
//if lattice parameter misfit is also
//modeled

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////
FOTAUSHELL
/////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real obstacle::foTauShell(Real dx, Real dy, Real dz, Real R)
{
Real epsAl3Sc = 0.002932;
Real alsc_comb = (gamAPB_b_alsc/(myy_alli6*epsAl3Sc));
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

h = 0;
Rfac = 0;
Rfudge = 1;
gfac = 0.259;
Rcore = R*2.393777/2.395068;
acc = 0.0001;
toggle = 0;

//Not used (but not deleting it, cause it ain't broke...)
//The ratio of shell APB to core APB
//A shortcut to account for small differences in the mean radii
//The accuracy with which a ppt is identified as having a shell
//A switch for turning on and off the core/shell effect
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Here are the core radii of precipitates with shells, and the associated Rfacs
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 1.421378))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 3.532872403; toggle = 0;}
[Removed many similar terms for brevity in appendix]
if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 0.921998))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 6.225494592; toggle = 0;}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Rfac*=Rfudge;
Real RS = R*Rfac;
Real rcs2 = RS*RS - dz*dz;
Real rc2 = R*R - dz*dz;
if( rcs2 >= 0 )
{
if( rc2 <= 0 )
//The glide plane cuts through the shell but not the core
{
h = skante( sqrt(rcs2) - sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy) )*gfac;
}
else
//The glide plane cuts through the core and the shell
{
h = gfac*skante( sqrt(rcs2) - sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy))*skante( sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy) - sqrt(rc2) );
}
}
return h*alsc_comb;
modeled
}

//The alsc_comb factor is only necessary if lattice parameter misfit is also
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////
/////////////////////
FOTAUCORESHELL
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real obstacle::foTauCoreShell(Real dx, Real dy, Real dz, Real R)
{
Real epsAl3Sc = 0.002932;
Real alsc_comb = (gamAPB_b_alsc/(myy_alli6*epsAl3Sc));
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

h = 0;
Rfac = 1;
Rfudge = 1;
gfac = 0.259;
Rcore = R*2.393777/2.395068;
acc = 0.0001;
toggle = 1;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Here are the core radii of precipitates with shells, and the associated Rfacs
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 1.421378))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 3.532872403; toggle = 0;}
[Removed many similar terms for brevity in appendix]
if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 0.921998))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 6.225494592; toggle = 0;}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Rfac*=Rfudge;
Real RS = R*Rfac;
Real rcs2 = RS*RS - dz*dz;
Real rc2 = R*R - dz*dz;
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if( rcs2 >= 0 )
{
if( rc2 <= 0 )
//The glide plane cuts through the shell but not the core
{
h = skante( sqrt(rcs2) - sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy) )*gfac;
}
else
//The glide plane cuts through the core and the shell
{
h = gfac*skante( sqrt(rcs2) - sqrt(dx*dx + dy*dy)) + (1-gfac)*skante( sqrt(rc2) - sqrt(dx*dx +
dy*dy) );
}
}
return h*alsc_comb;

//The alsc_comb factor is only necessary if lattice parameter misfit is also
//modeled

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////
MFTAUCORE
//////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real obstacle::mfTauCore(Real dx, Real dy, Real dz, Real R)
{
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

dx2 = dx*dx;
dy2 = dy*dy;
dx6 = dx2*dx2*dx2;
dz2 = dz*dz;
R2 = R*R;
R3 = R*R2;

Real reb2 = dx2 + dy2;
Real Rdz = R*dz;
Real dr2 = reb2 + dz2;

// x^2+y^2
// x^2+y^2+z^2
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Real dr10 = dr2*dr2;
Real dr3 = dr10;
dr3 *= dr2;
dr3 = sqrt( dr3 );
Real R3dz = R3*dz;
dr10 *= dr10;
dr10 *= dr2;

//
//
//
//
//
//
//

(x^2+y^2+z^2)^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^3
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)
R^3*z
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^4
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^5

Real rc2 = R2 - dz2;
Real g = (b0y6*dy + b0x6*dx)*R3dz/sqrt( dr10 );
if( rc2 > 0 )
{
g *= skante( sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rc2) );
}

// old, standard misfit stress function
// Schnitt mit Ebene

return g;
}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////
MFTAUSHELL
//////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real obstacle::mfTauShell(Real dx, Real dy, Real dz, Real R)
{

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

h;
Rfac = 1;
Rfudge = 1;
toggle = 1;
Rcore = R*2.393777/2.395068;
acc = 0.0001;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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// Here are the core radii of precipitates with shells, and the associated Rfacs
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 1.421378))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 3.532872403; toggle = 0;}
[Removed many similar terms for brevity in appendix]
if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 0.921998))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 6.225494592; toggle = 0;}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Rfac*=Rfudge;
Real cLi = 0.12; //The concentration of Li in the ppt
Real cSc = 0.08; //The concentration of Sc in the ppt
Real ScFrac = cSc/(cSc+cLi);
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

epsAl3Sc = 0.002932;
Vc = 1+3/2*epsAl3Sc;
//See Krug thesis chapter 8 for an explanation of V_x terms
Vs = 0.9988;
myym = 29.1776;
// shear mod. of matrix
myys = 42;
// shear mod. of shell
myyc = myys+(68.4-myys)*ScFrac;
// shear mod. of core
myyFac = myys/myym;
myyFacMod = myyc/myym;
Em = 77.3;
// Youngs mod. of matrix
Es = 106;
// Youngs mod. of shell
Ec = Es+(166-Es)*ScFrac;
// Youngs mod. of core
alsc_comb = epsAl3Sc*myym*burg_alli6;

Real nyym = Em/(2*myym)-1;
Real nyys = Es/(2*myys)-1;

// Poissons ratio of matrix
// Poissons ratio of shell
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Real nyyc = Ec/(2*myyc)-1;
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

// Poissons ratio of core

dx2 = dx*dx;
dy2 = dy*dy;
dx6 = dx2*dx2*dx2;
dz2 = dz*dz;
R2 = R*R;
R3 = R*R2;
Rfac3 = Rfac*Rfac*Rfac;
RS = R*Rfac;
RS2 = RS*RS;
RS3 = RS*RS2;

Real reb2 = dx2 + dy2;
Real Rdz = R*dz;
Real dr2 = reb2 + dz2;
Real dr10 = dr2*dr2;
Real dr3 = dr10;
dr3 *= dr2;
dr3 = sqrt( dr3 );
Real R3dz = R3*dz;
dr10 *= dr10;
dr10 *= dr2;

// x^2+y^2
//
//
//
//
//
//
//
//

x^2+y^2+z^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^3
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)
R^3*z
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^4
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^5

Real rcs2 = RS2 - dz2;
h = 0;
// The factor (1/(myym*epsAl3Sc)) has been multiplied by all of the stress components,
// since the code later multiplies the result by this value. Hence, the stress factor
// in the joblist should be the misfit epsilon of the core phase.
Real Sm =(6*RS3*dz/epsAl3Sc)/sqrt(dr10)*Es*(1+2*nyym)*(-RS3*(-1+Vs)*(Ec*(Vc+2*nyys*Vc)2*Es*(-1+nyyc)*Vs)+R3*(Ec*(Vc*(-1+2*nyys*(-1+Vs)-2*Vs)+3*Vs)+
2*Es*Vs*(-1+nyyc+Vs-nyyc*Vs)))/((-RS3*(Ec*(Vc+2*nyys*Vc)-
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2*Es*(-1+nyyc)*Vs)*(2*Em*(-1+nyys)-Es*(1+2*nyym)*Vs)+
2*R3*(Ec*(-1+nyys)*Vc-Es*(-1+nyyc)*Vs)*(Em+2*Em*nyys-Es*(1+2*nyym)*Vs)));
Real Ss =-((6*R3*dz*myyFac/epsAl3Sc)/sqrt(dr10)*(1+2*nyys)*Rfac3*Vs*(Ec*(2*Em*(-1+nyys)*(-1+Vc)Es*(1+2*nyym)*(Vc-Vs))+2*Em*Es*(-1+nyyc+Vs-nyyc*Vs)))/(-2*Es*(-1+nyyc)*Vs*(Em*(-1-2*Rfac3+2*nyys*(1+Rfac3))Es*(1+2*nyym)*(-1+Rfac3)*Vs)+Ec*Vc*(2*Em*(-1-nyys+2*nyys*nyys)*(-1+Rfac3)Es*(1+2*nyym)*(2+Rfac3+2*nyys*(-1+Rfac3))*Vs));

Real
Real
Real
Real

Sxzm
Syzm
Sxzs
Syzs

=
=
=
=

dx*Sm;
dy*Sm;
0;
0;

Real Fm = ( Syzm*b0y6 + Sxzm*b0x6 )/6;

//Force on a disloc in the matrix (see Krug thesis Ch 8)

Real Fs = ( Syzs*b0y6 + Sxzs*b0x6 )/6;

//Force on a disloc in the shell (see Krug thesis Ch 8)

h = Fm;
if( rcs2 > 0 )

//The glide plane cuts through the precipitate shell

{
h *= skante( sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rcs2) );
}
return -h*(1-toggle);

}

//If a precipitate has a shell, toggle is zero (see above), turning on the shell
stress
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////////////
/////////////////////
MFTAUCORESHELL
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real obstacle::mfTauCoreShell(Real dx, Real dy, Real dz, Real R)
{

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

h;
Rfac = 1;
Rfudge = 1;
toggle = 1;
Rcore = R*2.393777/2.395068;
acc = 0.0001;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Here are the core radii of precipitates with shells, and the associated Rfacs
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 1.421378))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 3.532872403; toggle = 0;}
[Removed many similar terms for brevity in appendix]
if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 0.921998))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 6.225494592; toggle = 0;}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Rfac*=Rfudge;
Real cLi = 0.12; //The concentration of Li in the ppt
Real cSc = 0.08; //The concentration of Sc in the ppt
Real ScFrac = cSc/(cSc+cLi);
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Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

epsAl3Sc = 0.002932;
Vc = 1+3/2*epsAl3Sc;
Vs = 0.9988;
myym = 29.1776;
myys = 42;
myyc = myys+(68.4-myys)*ScFrac;
myyFac = myys/myym;
myyFacMod = myyc/myym;
Em = 77.3;
Es = 106;
Ec = Es+(166-Es)*ScFrac;
alsc_comb = epsAl3Sc*myym*burg_alli6;

Real nyym = Em/(2*myym)-1;
Real nyys = Es/(2*myys)-1;
Real nyyc = Ec/(2*myyc)-1;
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

dx2 = dx*dx;
dy2 = dy*dy;
dx6 = dx2*dx2*dx2;
dz2 = dz*dz;
R2 = R*R;
R3 = R*R2;
Rfac3 = Rfac*Rfac*Rfac;
RS = R*Rfac;
RS2 = RS*RS;
RS3 = RS*RS2;

Real reb2 = dx2 + dy2;
Real Rdz = R*dz;
Real dr2 = reb2 + dz2;
Real dr10 = dr2*dr2;
Real dr3 = dr10;
dr3 *= dr2;
dr3 = sqrt( dr3 );

// x^2+y^2
//
//
//
//
//

x^2+y^2+z^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^3
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)
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Real R3dz = R3*dz;
dr10 *= dr10;
dr10 *= dr2;

// R^3*z
// (x^2+y^2+z^2)^4
// (x^2+y^2+z^2)^5

Real rc2 = R2 - dz2;
Real rcs2 = RS2 - dz2;
h = 0;
Real g = (b0y6*dy + b0x6*dx)*R3dz/sqrt( dr10 );
if( rc2 > 0 )
{
g *= skante( sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rc2) );
}

// old, standard misfit stress function
// Schnitt mit Ebene

// The factor (1/(myym*epsAl3Sc)) has been multiplied by all of the stress components,
// since the code later multiplies the result by this value. Hence, the stress factor
// in the joblist should be the misfit epsilon of the core phase.
Real Sm =(6*RS3*dz/epsAl3Sc)/sqrt(dr10)*Es*(1+2*nyym)*(-RS3*(-1+Vs)*(Ec*(Vc+2*nyys*Vc)2*Es*(-1+nyyc)*Vs)+R3*(Ec*(Vc*(-1+2*nyys*(-1+Vs)-2*Vs)+3*Vs)+
2*Es*Vs*(-1+nyyc+Vs-nyyc*Vs)))/((-RS3*(Ec*(Vc+2*nyys*Vc)2*Es*(-1+nyyc)*Vs)*(2*Em*(-1+nyys)-Es*(1+2*nyym)*Vs)+
2*R3*(Ec*(-1+nyys)*Vc-Es*(-1+nyyc)*Vs)*(Em+2*Em*nyys-Es*(1+2*nyym)*Vs)));
Real Ss =-((6*R3*dz*myyFac/epsAl3Sc)/sqrt(dr10)*(1+2*nyys)*Rfac3*Vs*(Ec*(2*Em*(-1+nyys)*(-1+Vc)Es*(1+2*nyym)*(Vc-Vs))+2*Em*Es*(-1+nyyc+Vs-nyyc*Vs)))/(-2*Es*(-1+nyyc)*Vs*(Em*(-1-2*Rfac3+2*nyys*(1+Rfac3))Es*(1+2*nyym)*(-1+Rfac3)*Vs)+Ec*Vc*(2*Em*(-1-nyys+2*nyys*nyys)*(-1+Rfac3)Es*(1+2*nyym)*(2+Rfac3+2*nyys*(-1+Rfac3))*Vs));

Real Sxzm = dx*Sm;//sqrt(dx2)*Sm;
Real Syzm = dy*Sm;
Real Sxzs = dx*Ss;//sqrt(dx2)*Ss;
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Real Syzs = dy*Ss;
Real Fm = ( Syzm*b0y6 + Sxzm*b0x6 )/6;
Real Fs = ( Syzs*b0y6 + Sxzs*b0x6 )/6;

if( rcs2 < 0 )

//The glide plane does not cut through the precipitate, even
if it has a shell

{
h = Fm;
//the stress is due to the distorted matrix
}
else
{
if(rc2 < 0 )
//The glide plane cuts through the shell but not the core
{
h = skante( sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rcs2) )*Fm + skante( sqrt(rcs2) - sqrt(reb2) )*Fs;
}
else
//The glide plane cuts through the core and the shell
{
h = (skante( sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rcs2) )*Fm + skante( sqrt(rcs2) - sqrt(reb2) )*Fs)*skante(
sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rc2) );
}
}
return (-h)*(1 - toggle) + g*(toggle);

//core shell stress (h), or single-phase ppt stress (g) is
used

}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////
MODTAUCORE
/////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real obstacle::modTauCore(Real dx, Real dy, Real dz, Real R)
{
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Real rC = 8.38;

//Average radius, in units of burgers vectors

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

cLi = 0.12; //The concentration of Li in the ppt
cSc = 0.08; //The concentration of Sc in the ppt
ScFrac = cSc/(cSc+cLi);
epsAl3Sc = 0.00293;
myym = 29.1776;
myys = myym;
myyc = myys+(68.4-myys)*ScFrac;
myyFacMod = myyc/myym;
alsc_comb = epsAl3Sc*myym*burg_alsc;

Real
Real
Real
Real

dx2 = dx*dx;
dy2 = dy*dy;
dz2 = dz*dz;
R2 = R*R;

Real reb2 = dx2 + dy2;
Real dr2 = reb2 + dz2;
Real dr3 = dr2*dr2;
dr3 *= dr2;
dr3 = sqrt( dr3 );

//
//
//
//
//

x^2+y^2
x^2+y^2+z^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^3
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)

Real Costheta = sqrt(reb2/dr2); // cos of the angle between a vector joining the precipitate
Real rc2 = R2 - dz2;
//center to a point on the glide plane, and the glide plane
// (see Krug thesis Ch 8)
Real at = R/sqrt(dr2);
Real at2 = at*at;
Real at3 = at2*at;
Real at4 = at2*at2;
Real zeroFit = 0.193*at + 1.513*at2 - 10.116*at3 + 37.693*at4 - 75.161*at2*at3 + 76.908*at3*at3 31.030*at3*at4;
Real sixFit = 0.232*at + 1.649*at2 - 10.187*at3 + 36.608*at4 - 71.537*at2*at3 + 73.237*at3*at3 30.003*at3*at4;
Real cFit = zeroFit + (sixFit - zeroFit)*myyFacMod/6;
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Real d = R/2; //This sets the "fudge distance", that keeps the stress from diverging at the matrix/ppt
interface
//THE LINE BELOW IS USED TO SIMULATE A DELTA MODULUS CHANGED BY A FACTOR X
//(FROM THE SENSITIVITY STUDY IN KRUG THESIS CH 8)
//Real FmMod = -cFit*(X*(myyc-myym)/(2*myym+X*(myycmyym)))*R2/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rC*((sqrt(dr2)+d)*(sqrt(dr2)+d)*(sqrt(dr2)+d)-(sqrt(dr2)+d)*R2));
//THIS LINE BELOW IS THE NORMAL EXPRESSION
Real FmMod = -cFit*((myycmyym)/(myyc+myym))*R2/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rC*((sqrt(dr2)+d)*(sqrt(dr2)+d)*(sqrt(dr2)+d)(sqrt(dr2)+d)*R2));
//THE LINE BELOW IS USED TO SIMULATE A DELTA MODULUS CHANGED BY A FACTOR X
//(FROM THE SENSITIVITY STUDY IN KRUG THESIS CH 8)
//Real FcMod = -myyFacMod*((2*myym+X*(myyc-myym))/(X*(myyc-myym)))*sqrt(dr2)/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rC*(R2(sqrt(dr2)-d)*(sqrt(dr2)-d)));
//THIS LINE BELOW IS THE NORMAL EXPRESSION
Real FcMod = -myyFacMod*((myyc-myym)/(myyc+myym))*sqrt(dr2)/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rC*(R2-(sqrt(dr2)d)*(sqrt(dr2)-d)));
Real i = FmMod;
if(rc2 > 0 )
//The glide plane cuts through the core
{
i *= skante( sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rc2) );
i += skante( sqrt(rc2) - sqrt(reb2) )*FcMod;
}
i *= Costheta;
return i*sqrt(3/2);
}

//sqrt(3/2) factor averages edge and screw behavior
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////
MODTAUSHELL
/////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real obstacle::modTauShell(Real dx, Real dy, Real dz, Real R)
{
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

Rfac = 1;
Rfudge = 1;
toggle = 1;
Rcore = R*2.393777/2.395068;
acc = 0.0001;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Here are the core radii of precipitates with shells, and the associated Rfacs
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 1.421378))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 3.532872403; toggle = 0;}
[Removed many similar terms for brevity in appendix]
if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 0.921998))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 6.225494592; toggle = 0;}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Rfac*=Rfudge;
Real rC = 9.431;
Real rS = Rfac*rC;
Real cLi = 0.12;
Real cSc = 0.08;

//Average radius, in units of burgers vectors
//Average radius, in units of burgers vectors

//The
//The

concentration of Li in the ppt
concentration of Sc in the ppt
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Real ScFrac = cSc/(cSc+cLi);
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

epsAl3Sc = 0.002932;
myym = 29.1776;
myys = 42;
myyc = myys+(68.4-myys)*ScFrac;
myyFac = myys/myym;
myyFacMod = myyc/myym;
alsc_comb = epsAl3Sc*myym*burg_alli6;

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

dx2 = dx*dx;
dy2 = dy*dy;
dz2 = dz*dz;
R2 = R*R;
RS = R*Rfac;
RS2 = RS*RS;

Real reb2 = dx2 + dy2;
Real dr2 = reb2 + dz2;
Real dr3 = dr2*dr2;
dr3 *= dr2;
dr3 = sqrt( dr3 );

Real Costheta = sqrt(reb2/dr2);
Real rc2 = R2 - dz2;
Real rcs2 = RS2 - dz2;

//
//
//
//
//

x^2+y^2
x^2+y^2+z^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^3
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)

// cos of the angle between a vector joining the
//precipitate center to a point on the glide
//plane, and the glide plane

Real at = R/sqrt(dr2);
Real at2 = at*at;
Real at3 = at2*at;
Real at4 = at2*at2;
Real zeroFit = 0.193*at + 1.513*at2 - 10.116*at3 + 37.693*at4 - 75.161*at2*at3 + 76.908*at3*at3 31.030*at3*at4;
Real sixFit = 0.232*at + 1.649*at2 - 10.187*at3 + 36.608*at4 - 71.537*at2*at3 + 73.237*at3*at3 30.003*at3*at4;
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Real cFit = zeroFit + (sixFit - zeroFit)*myyFacMod/6;
Real sFit = zeroFit + (sixFit - zeroFit)*myyFac/6;
Real csFit = zeroFit + (sixFit - zeroFit)*myyFacMod/myyFac/6;

///////// IF THE PRECIPITATE IS CORE-SHELL ///////////////
Real d = R/2;
Real FmCSMod = -sFit*((myys-myym)/(myys+myym))* //The force on the disloc in the matrix,
RS2/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rS*((sqrt(dr2)+d)*
//accounting only for the Al3Li phase and the matrix
(sqrt(dr2)+d)*(sqrt(dr2)+d)-(sqrt(dr2)+d)*RS2));
Real FsCSMod = -myyFac*((myys-myym)/(myys+myym))*
// The force on the disloc in the shell, accounting
sqrt(dr2)/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rS*
//for the matrix and the Al3Li phase
(RS2-(sqrt(dr2)-d)*(sqrt(dr2)-d)));
//(treats Al3Li as the precipitate)

Real j = 0;
if( rcs2 < 0 )
{
j = FmCSMod;

//The glide plane does not cut through the precipitate,
even if it has a shell
//the stress is due to modulus mismatch between the shell
and the matrix

}
else
{
j = skante( sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rcs2) )*FmCSMod + skante( sqrt(rcs2) - sqrt(reb2))*FsCSMod;
}
j *= Costheta;
return j*(1 - toggle)*sqrt(3/2);
}

// sqrt(3/2) factor averages edge and screw behavior
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/////////////////////
MODTAUCORESHELL
/////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real obstacle::modTauCoreShell(Real dx, Real dy, Real dz, Real R)
{
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

Rfac = 1;
Rfudge = 1;
toggle = 1;
Rcore = R*2.393777/2.395068;
acc = 0.0001;

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Here are the core radii of precipitates with shells, and the associated Rfacs
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 1.421378))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 3.532872403; toggle = 0;}
[Removed many similar terms for brevity in appendix]
if( sqrt(SQR(Rcore - 0.921998))/Rcore<acc )
{Rfac = 6.225494592; toggle = 0;}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Rfac*=Rfudge;
Real rC = 9.431;
Real rS = Rfac*rC;

//Average radius, in units of burgers vectors
//Average radius, in units of burgers vectors

Real skantFac = 1;
Real cLi = 0.12;

//The

concentration of Li in the ppt
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Real cSc = 0.08; //The concentration of Sc in the ppt
Real ScFrac = cSc/(cSc+cLi);
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

epsAl3Sc = 0.002932;//0.00927171;
myym = 29.1776;
myys = 42;
myyc = myys+(68.4-myys)*ScFrac;
myyFac = myys/myym;
myyFacMod = myyc/myym;
alsc_comb = epsAl3Sc*myym*burg_alli6;

Real
Real
Real
Real
Real
Real

dx2 = dx*dx;
dy2 = dy*dy;
dz2 = dz*dz;
R2 = R*R;
RS = R*Rfac;
RS2 = RS*RS;

Real reb2 = dx2 + dy2;
Real dr2 = reb2 + dz2;
Real dr3 = dr2*dr2;
dr3 *= dr2;
dr3 = sqrt( dr3 );

Real Costheta = sqrt(reb2/dr2);
Real rc2 = R2 - dz2;
Real rcs2 = RS2 - dz2;

//
//
//
//
//

x^2+y^2
x^2+y^2+z^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^2
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^3
(x^2+y^2+z^2)^(3/2)

// cos of the angle between a vector joining the
//precipitate center to a point on the glide
//plane, and the glide plane

Real at = R/sqrt(dr2);
Real at2 = at*at;
Real at3 = at2*at;
Real at4 = at2*at2;
Real zeroFit = 0.193*at + 1.513*at2 - 10.116*at3 + 37.693*at4 - 75.161*at2*at3 + 76.908*at3*at3 31.030*at3*at4;
Real sixFit = 0.232*at + 1.649*at2 - 10.187*at3 + 36.608*at4 - 71.537*at2*at3 + 73.237*at3*at3 -
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30.003*at3*at4;
Real cFit = zeroFit + (sixFit - zeroFit)*myyFacMod/6;
Real sFit = zeroFit + (sixFit - zeroFit)*myyFac/6;
Real csFit = zeroFit + (sixFit - zeroFit)*myyFacMod/myyFac/6;

///////// IF THE PRECIPITATE IS SIMPLE CORE ///////////////
Real d = R/2;
Real FmMod = -cFit*((myyc-myym)/(myyc+myym))*
R2/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rC*((sqrt(dr2)+d)*(sqrt(dr2)+d)*
(sqrt(dr2)+d)-(sqrt(dr2)+d)*R2));
Real FcMod = -myyFacMod*((myyc-myym)/(myyc+myym))*
sqrt(dr2)/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rC*
(R2-(sqrt(dr2)-d)*(sqrt(dr2)-d)));
Real i = FmMod;
if(rc2 > 0 )
//The glide plane cuts through the core
{
i *= skante( skantFac*(sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rc2)) );
i += skante( skantFac*(sqrt(rc2) - sqrt(reb2)) )*FcMod;
}
i *= Costheta;

///////// IF THE PRECIPITATE IS CORE-SHELL ///////////////
Real FmCSMod = -sFit*((myys-myym)/(myys+myym))* //The force on the disloc in the matrix,
RS2/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rS*((sqrt(dr2)+d)*
//accounting only for the Al3Li phase and the matrix
(sqrt(dr2)+d)*(sqrt(dr2)+d)-sqrt(dr2)*RS2));
Real FcCSMod = -myyFacMod*((myyc-myys)/(myyc+myys))*
//The force on the disloc in the core,
sqrt(dr2)/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rC*(2*R2-(sqrt(dr2)-d)* //accounting only for the core and the Al3Li
(sqrt(dr2)-d)));
Real FsCSMod = -csFit*myyFac*((myyc-myys)/(myyc+myys))* //The force on the disloc in the shell,
R2/(2*_PI_*epsAl3Sc*rC*((sqrt(dr2)+d)*
//accounting for the core and the Al3Li phase
(sqrt(dr2)+d)*(sqrt(dr2)+d)-sqrt(dr2)*R2))
//(treats Al3Li as the matrix)
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-myyFac*((myys-myym)/(myys+myym))*sqrt(dr2)/
(2*_PI_*rS*epsAl3Sc*(2*RS2-(sqrt(dr2)-d)*
(sqrt(dr2)-d)));

// The force on the disloc in the shell,
//accounting for the matrix and the Al3Li phase
//(treats Al3Li as the precipitate)

Real j = 0;
if( rcs2 < 0 )
{
j = FmCSMod;

//The glide plane does not cut through the precipitate,
//even if it has a shell
//the stress is due to modulus mismatch between the core
//and the shell

}
else
{
if(rc2 < 0 )
//The glide plane cuts through the shell but not the core
{
j = skante( skantFac*(sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rcs2)) )*FmCSMod + skante( skantFac*(sqrt(rcs2) sqrt(reb2)) )*FsCSMod;
}
else
//The glide plane cuts through the core and the shell
{
j = (skante( skantFac*(sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rcs2)) )*FmCSMod + skante( skantFac*(sqrt(rcs2) sqrt(reb2)) )*FsCSMod)*skante( skantFac*(sqrt(reb2) - sqrt(rc2)) ) + FcCSMod*skantFac*(skante(
sqrt(rc2) - sqrt(reb2) ));
}
}
j *= Costheta;
return (j*(1 - toggle) + i*(toggle))*sqrt(3/2); // sqrt(3/2) factor averages edge and screw behavior
}
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C.2 Modifications Made to sim.cpp

Dislocations shear precipitates in pairs (super dislocations). Although both dislocations are subject to the
same interaction forces due to lattice parameter mismatch and shear modulus mismatch, they experience
opposite forces due to long-range atomic order in the precipitates, since the leading dislocation creates an
anti-phase boundary (repulsive interaction) and the trailing dislocation restores order (attractive
interaction). The modifications to the program sim.cpp below begin on line 220 of that program, and
allow the needed discrimination between combinations of dislocation order and interaction type.
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// only one obstacle stress field
// MEK DELETED THIS BLOCK IN FAVOR OF THE ONE BELOW,
// INTENDED TO SIMULATE BOTH ORDER AND
// COHERENCY/MODULUS 06/15/2010
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/*
Real tau = 0;
if (cryst()->tauWink == 0)
// screw
{
tau += cryst()->feld1->interper(x,y);
}
else
// edge
{
tau += cryst()->feld1->interper90(x,y);
}
return tau * p.whole->w.obstFac;
*/
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// THIS ENDS THE DELETED CODE 06/15/2010
////////////////////////////////////////////////////

////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// MEK ADDED THIS BLOCK,
// INTENDED TO SIMULATE BOTH ORDER AND
// COHERENCY/MODULUS 06/15/2010
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Real tau = 0;
if( p.whole->w.obstFac > 0 )
{

// Am I the first disloc?
// Indeed, I am!
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if (cryst()->tauWink == 0)
// Am I screw?
{
tau += cryst()->feld1->interper(x,y);
// right again!
tau += cryst()->feld2->interper(x,y);
}
else
// no, I'm edge
{
tau += cryst()->feld1->interper90(x,y);
tau += cryst()->feld2->interper90(x,y);
}
}
else
//Nope, I am the second dislocation!
{
if (cryst()->tauWink == 0)
// Am I screw?
{
tau -= cryst()->feld1->interper(x,y); //tau += cryst()->feld1->interper(x,y); Needs to be -= if
precipitates are sheared
tau += cryst()->feld2->interper(x,y);
}
else
// nope, I'm edge
{
tau -= cryst()->feld1->interper90(x,y); //tau += cryst()->feld1->interper90(x,y); Needs to be = if precipitates are sheared
tau += cryst()->feld2->interper90(x,y);
}
}
return tau;
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// THIS ENDS THE ADDED CODE 06/15/2010
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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C.3 Precipitate Size Distribution Generator

The source code was also modified to allow the creation obstacle fields using the program
obstacleshake.cpp with an experimentally-measured precipitate size distribution (PSD). To do so, 3
programs were slightly modified; those modifications are reproduced below. First, a new random number
generator, called expPSD must be declared in the header file mymath.h; the reproduced code begins at
line 28 of that file. Second, the measured PSD must be defined in the program mymath.cpp; the
reproduced code begins at line 40 of that program. Finally, expPSD must replace the random number
generator in the object kugHdl in the program obstacleShake.cpp; only one line in that function is
modified, but it is reproduced here in its entirety for clarity. The reproduced code begins at line 28 of
obstacleShake.cpp.
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line 28, mymath.h
class randomClass
{
public:
randomClass(long sd = 0);
void init(long sd) { seed = sd; }
long integer(void);
double real(void);
double gauss(void);
double wls(void);
double expPSD(void); //MEK ADDED THIS, TO DEFINE A RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR INFORMED BY THE
EXPERIMENTALLY-MEASURED PSD
double rFac(void); //MEK ADDED THIS, TO DEFINE A RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR INFORMED BY THE
probability distribution of Rshell/Rcore ratios
private:
long seed;
};
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line 40, mymath,cpp
//MEK ADDED THIS, THE PROBABILITY DENSITY DISTRIBUTION FOR EXPERIMENTALLY-MEASURED PRECIPITATE SIZES
double EXPPSD(double r)
{
double maxCut = 1.26;
//the maximum normalized radius observed
double bins = 18;
//the number of bins into which the PSD is divided
double binSize=maxCut/bins; //the bin width
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
if(
}

r>=
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <
r <

maxCut )
1*binSize )
2*binSize )
3*binSize )
4*binSize )
5*binSize )
6*binSize )
7*binSize )
8*binSize )
9*binSize )
10*binSize )
11*binSize )
12*binSize )
13*binSize )
14*binSize )
15*binSize )
16*binSize )
17*binSize )
18*binSize )
19*binSize )
20*binSize )

return 0;
return 0;
return 0;
return 0;
return 0;
return 0;
return 0;
return 0;
return 0;
return 0;
return 0;
return 0.090909;
return 0.045455;
return 0.136363;
return 0.136363;
return 0.181818;
return 0.272727;
return 0.045455;
return 0.090909;
return 0;
return 0;
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line 28, obstacelshake.cpp
void kugHdl::startConfig( long nullflag )
{
if( nullflag )
{
set3d( 0,0,0,xsize,ysize,zsize, resol );
temperatur = 0;
p.deltaTime = 1e-2;
Real ix,iy,iz;
for( ix = 0.5*resol; ix < xsize; ix += resol
{
for( iy = 0.5*resol; iy < ysize; iy +=
{
for( iz = 0.5*resol; iz < zsize;
{
new hofKugel(this, ix, iy,
expPSD for wls

)
resol )
iz += resol )
iz, rMean * myRandom.expPSD() );

//MEK: subbed in

// here with the random generator myRandom.wls(), the aspired size
distribution
// is chosen. wls() stands for the Wagner, Lifshitz, Slyozov distribution
// For other distributions, create a new random generator in myRandom in
mymath.cpp
}
}
}
}
if(raum)
delete raum;
raum = new space( (worldP)this, res, ALLPERIOD );
ASSERT(raum);
raum->shells(2,3);
dragfac = -1.5;
raum->refill.setTrigger(resol*0.125);

// full periodicity

// viscous drag factor to decrease energy
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simControl();

// ab in den raum

v2susp = SQR( 1e-2 );
_err2 = 1 / ( v2susp * SQR(0.2) );
if(graf)
delete graf;
long fac = 600 / dx();
if( fac > 600 / dy() )
fac = 300 / dy();
graf = new kugWin( fac*dx(), fac*dy(), *this, shortName );
newEventChild( graf );
graf->newZ( zsize/2 + rMean * 0.0 );
graf->openWin();
}

